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Announcements and News
News about the product, conferences, and community events.

New versions of Endevor Bridge for Git and Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI are publicly available.
Broadcom is happy to announce the availability of the following new product versions:

• Endevor Bridge for Git version 2.12.0
• Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI version 2.5.0

For more details about the new functionalities included in these versions, or to download the new versions, see
the product Release Notes.

New Web-based Training
Broadcom Mainframe Education offers web-based product training at no cost for active maintenance customers.
The following Web-based courses are currently available for Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps product
components:

Course Code Title Duration
06END10210 Endevor Bridge for Git: Introduction for the

Application Developer 100
30 minutes

06END10220 Endevor Bridge for Git: Introduction for the
Administrator 100

45 minutes

06END10230 Endevor Bridge for Git: Introduction for the
Mapping Administrator 100

30 minutes

06END20600 Endevor Team Build: Introduction to the
Standard Library 200

30 minutes

These courses are available on the Broadcom Education portal and on the Endevor Communities portal.
Introducing the Endevor Administrator – Intermediate Badge

Broadcom is pleased to announce the availability of the Endevor Administrator - Intermediate digital badge. Earn
this badge to showcase your Endevor skills including how to create inventory structures, processor groups, and
processors. Earners also demonstrate how to manage packages and processors, and how to utilize tools that are
used to perform these tasks. To learn more about other Broadcom product badges, see Product Badges.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will be discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no
longer be enhanced and maintenance and technical support, including self-service support, will be discontinued
effective June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We
categorize this maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software
packaging system. This maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all
published maintenance.

• With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include
additional details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score,
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the CVSS Vector String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource
offers self-service information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

• To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain
Security and Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories
portal.

View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
This article includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

This release notes article explains the key features and details for Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps, and
specific details about updates, changes, and bug fixes for each component release.

You can download product versions and components from the Broadcom Support pages at support.broadcom.com. For
specific download procedures, see Product Downloads.

Endevor Team Build
Endevor Team Build is a light-weight build engine that lets you work with Endevor source files and create executable
code. Endevor Team Build includes four components that provide the following functionality:

• Export an Endevor project to your workstation
• Synchronize your Endevor project between your workstation and a mainframe
• Build your Endevor project

For more information, see Team Build Release Notes.

Endevor Bridge for Git

The Endevor Bridge for Git allows you to synchronize Endevor inventory locations with Git repositories to work on
mainframe elements in Git and synchronize your changes.

2.12.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Gitea support

Administrators can configure Endevor Bridge for Git with the open source enterprise Git server Gitea.
Repository transfer between Git servers

Administrators can configure Endevor Bridge for Git to work with multiple git servers, and mapping administrators
can transfer their mappings to an alternate git server.

Change mapping Endevor connections
Mapping administrators can use a new Advanced Mapping Administration checkbox on the Administration
page to change the Endevor connection for a particular mapping.

Mirror mapping mode
Mapping administrators can initialize mappings that map only the elements of the target Endevor location and
maintain an exact image of what is in the Endevor location.

Support for public GitHub
Administrators can configure Endevor Bridge for Git to work with public instances of GitHub.

Technical debt and customer fixes/requests

• Keyring support for secured BEndevor Bridge for Git server on the mainframe
• Ability to create hooks that call native programs
• Specification of commit message values for Endevor Bridge for Git operations for a particular mapping

2.11.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
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App Activity
Administrators can view events that are running on their Endevor Bridge for Git server.

Logs Access
Administrators can view and download Endevor Bridge for Git server log files from the UI.

Sync-back Enhancements
Administrators can set a specific date and time for server-level sync-back intervals. Administrators and mapping
administrators can set sync-back intervals for specific mappings. Administrators and mapping admins can also
run a “Sync-back now” command at the server and mapping levels.

CCID, Comment, and From-location Management
Mapping administrators can specify patterns for CCID, Comment, and From-location that are used for mapping
elements.

Name Filter
Mapping administrators can create Git-Endevor mappings that are filtered for specific element names and types.

Webhooks Management
Administrators and mapping administrators can create webhooks at the server and mapping levels, respectively,
to send information about events to a specified endpoint.

In-app Notifications
Endevor Bridge for Git users can view notifications for their mappings and actions directly in the UI. Administrators
are no longer required to set up a Endevor Bridge for Git email server.

Support for PostgreSQL database
Administrators can set up and configure Endevor Bridge for Git to work with a PostgreSQL database.

Tech Debt and Customer Requests
Sign-in and Sign-out options

Administrators can specify application.yml options that correspond to strict signout policies. Admins can
also specify options for different element actions that govern how Endevor Bridge for Git manages signed
out elements. For more information about these options, see Endevor Client Options.

Personal Access Token (PAT) login
Administrators can enable Endevor Bridge for Git to use PATs from the enterprise Git server for user login.

Pre-hook Checks for Feature Branches
Administrators can configure the pre-hook checks to work against feature branches that are created from
a synchronized branch of a Git-Endevor mapping.

Improved Application Encryption
Administrators can configure Endevor Bridge for Git to use AES256 encryption.

IMPORTANT
With the improved encryption, a new file is generated in your work directory folder when you
upgrade to version 2.11.0. DO NOT DELETE THIS FILE! If this file is deleted, your Endevor
Bridge for Git server might not run.

2.10.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
UI Enhancements

A new Mappings Detail page provides tabs to the primary mapping-level functionalities. Also, new images on the
login page welcome Endevor Bridge for Git users.

Generate After Update
System and Mapping admins can toggle to Generate after update for successfully synchronized elements
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Add Branch to Existing Mapping (CLI)
Mapping admins can use the Endevor Bridge for Git for the Zowe CLI plugin to add branches to existing mappings

Technical Debt and Customer fixes
Provides fixes for product technical debt, and for specific customer issues.

NOTE
When you upgrade from a previous version to release 2.10.0, run a sync-back to ensure that your mappings are
up to date.

NOTE
Download Endevor Bridge for Git 2.10.0 as a ZIP file from Broadcom Support under the Solution Download
tab.

2.9.3 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.9.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Users and Roles Management

Enhanced roles and permissions management includes a new UI Users page. Administrators can use this page
to add users, set user roles, and upload mainframe users.
Administrators now have the permissions of a mapping owner and can delete mappings.
This release also includes a new parameter that allows administrators to set a default role for all new users.

Mapping Ownership Transfer
System and mapping administrators can now use the UI to transfer mapping ownership.

Endevor Connections Part 2
The UI Endevor Connections page is enhanced with more fields and functionalities.

Certificate Support
Endevor Bridge for Git administrators can configure a certificate for an Endevor connection that communicates
with Endevor through the API Mediation Layer.

2.8.1 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.8.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Endevor Connections

Administrators can now create and manage Endevor connections, which consist of a base URL for Web
Services and an Endevor configuration, in the UI. Mapping Administrators can select Endevor connections from
a dropdown in the mapping creation wizards. Endevor Bridge for Git users now manage their credentials per
Endevor Connection.

Processor Groups
Endevor Bridge for Git users can now see available processor groups for element types in their mappings, and
can specify processor groups for new and existing files.

Startup Checks for All Git Servers
Enabled startup checks provide administrators with detailed messages in the following situations:
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• Incorrect SSL setup
• The Git server is down
• Particular configurations are incorrect, such as GitHub app properties

File Upload Error Handling
If you upload an old JSON (version 2) that is missing the Endevor connection info, a message indicates that the
older version is not supported.

Users are Connected with Commits
Pre-hook checks, which are performed by plug-ins such as Control Freak to verify that commits have valid
users, now pass.

NOTE
When you upgrade from a previous version to release 2.8.0, run a sync-back to ensure that your mappings are
up to date.

2.7.1 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.7.0

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Type Filters

Provides the ability to filter by element type in the different mapping processes.
JWT Token Improvements

Administrators can define timeout periods for user tokens and web UI sessions.
UI Enhancements

New UI elements: Mapping template label and pagination.

2.6.4 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.6.3 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.6.1 (Included in 18.1.4)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.5.1

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Multi-branch Mappings

Mapping admins can include multiple branches during initialization of a new repository.
Support for Azure DevOps

You can benefit from all the functionality of Endevor Bridge for Git with the Azure DevOps server.
Branch Status Visualization in the Endevor Bridge for Git Web UI

For all mappings and branches within a mapping, the UI now displays statuses including errors and error
resolution.
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2.4.4 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.4.3 (Fix Release)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git consists solely of fixes for specific customer issues.

2.4.2 (Included in 18.1.3)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:
Multi-system / Subsystem Mappings

Support for multi-system / subsystem repository mappings between Endevor and a single Git repository.
Event-based Sync-back

Near real time, event-based sync-back from Endevor to the Enterprise Git Server.
Enhanced Traceability

Enhanced traceability in Git commits for changes that originate in Endevor.

2.3.1 (Included in 18.1.2)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:

Embedded Database for Endevor Bridge for Git Settings and Operational Data
The application now includes an embedded database. Alternatively, you can set your own database for the
application information.

Cached Repository to Improve Performance
For more information, see Best Practices for Deployment.

User Interface Updates
Icon and Endevor credentials are updated in the user interface

NOTE
Due to the addition of the database, when you update to version 2.3.1 of Endevor Bridge for Git, you
must recreate existing mappings.

2.2.5 (Validation)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:

Support for Enterprise GitLab Servers
You can now configure your GitLab server to communicate with Endevor Bridge for Git and synchronize mappings
between Endevor inventory locations and GitLab repositories.

2.2.1 (Included in 18.1.1)

This release of Endevor Bridge for Git includes:

Server Support
Support for enterprise Bitbucket servers.

NOTE
All functionalities of the Bitbucket Plug-in have been moved to Endevor Bridge for Git. The Plug-in is
deprecated.

Application Name
The application name is changed
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Performance Improvements
Handling is improved for multiple commits and for the management of squashed commits

Extended Parameters
Extended parameters for logging and SSL support

Server Setup
Separate application.yml files and specialized setup for each enterprise Git server

Download Package
External library and server hook template are included in the download package.

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI

Long Term Support (LTS) Versions
Available in Brightside packages and from npm as "endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli"

@zowe-v2-lts (2.5.3)
Support for Local Hook Tokens

Added support for local hook tokens, and minor fixes.

@zowe-v2-lts (2.5.0)
Support for V2 Conformance

Allows users to utilize the team configuration file to manage profiles.

@zowe-v1-lts (1.0.1)
Developers Build

Build the changes of your local working directory of a Git-Endevor mapping in Endevor.

Incremental Versions

@latest (2.5.3)
Support for Local Hook Tokens

Added support for local hook tokens, and minor fixes.

@latest (2.5.0)
Support for V2 Conformance

Allows users to utilize the team configuration file to manage profiles.

@latest (2.4.1)
Product Rebranding

Minor release to accommodate edits to product name references.

@latest (2.4.0)
Add Branch to Existing Mapping

Mapping admins can use the Endevor Bridge for Git for the Zowe CLI plugin to add branches to existing
mappings.

Support for v2 of Endevor Web Services
Includes support for Endevor Web services.
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@latest (2.3.1)
Full Processor Group Support

List and update processor groups for changed elements.

@latest (2.2.0)
Support for New Features

CLI supports the major features of Endevor Bridge for Git version 2.8.0, including processor groups and Endevor
connections

@latest (2.1.0)
Multi-branch Mapping

Create mapping with multiple synchronized branches in a Git repository.
Azure DevOps Support

Initialize new mappings using Azure DevOps Server Git repository.

@latest (2.0)
Support for Lazy Initialization

Add an element to the synchronized repository from higher stages in Endevor.
Multi-system Mapping

Create a multi-system Git-Endevor mapping using file upload.

@latest (1.1.0)
Developers Build

Build the changes of your local working directory of a Git-Endevor mapping in Endevor.
Manage Mapping

Create and manage simple Git-Endevor mappings.
Manage Credentials

Manage mainframe credentials for Git-Endevor mappings.

Bridge for Git Explorer

The Bridge for Git Explorer is a Visual Studio Code extension that allows you to add elements to work environment
synchronized repositories created with the Endevor Bridge for Git. For more information, see the Bridge for Git Explorer
page on VS Code Marketplace.

0.1.1 (Included in 18.1.4)

Mainframe Webhook Server

The Mainframe Webhook Server allows you to define an HTTP endpoint that can receive notifications of mainframe
events. The server monitors the specified locations for file-based events and posts them to a webhook endpoint. Monitor
the events to ensure delivery and re-post the events if there is a failure.

NOTE
Download the latest MF Webhook Server version from the Broadcom Support pages under the Solution
Download tab.
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Release 2.8.8

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes minor fixes for customer issues.

Release 2.8.7

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes minor fixes for customer issues.

Release 2.8.4

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes minor fixes for customer issues.

Release 2.8.3

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes minor fixes for customer issues.

Release 2.8.2

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes:

• A Customer issue fix that provides a new Authorization field. This field supports types such as "Basic", "Bearer", or
"OAuth" in the authorization header.

Release 2.8.1

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes:

• The Webhook server version is shown in the Tomcat logs at startup.
• Minor fixes to customer issues.

Release 2.8

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes:

• UI Updated with a clearer, less ambiguous use of parameters, and more consistent settings.
• Log removal thread updated to handle events that are older than the defined maximum age.

Release 2.7 (Included in 18.1.3)

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes:

• Enhanced reliability of webhook delivery in the Mainframe Webhook Server thanks to Endpoint Queue Persistence.
• New indication of the webhook configuration status in the web UI.

Release 2.6 (Included in 18.1.2)

This release of the Mainframe Webhook Server includes:

Allow Multiple Endpoints
When you set up a webhook, you can define multiple listeners (endpoints) for events that are triggered by
Endevor.

Default for Encoding Parameter
Sets the default encoding parameter for EBCDIC.

Release 2.5 (Included in 18.1.1)

Changes in this release include the fixes from previous versions.
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Release 2.4 (Included in 18.1.0)

Changes in this release include:

Log Rotation Size
Validates the size of log rotation. Recommended size is 200MB.

Update .jar file Name.
The .jar file name is updated to not include the version number.

Performance Improvements
Performance is improved under Tomcat 9.

Release 2.3

Changes in this release include:

Improved Installation with a Refined Naming Structure
The current name no longer includes the build number.

More Email Notification Details
A URL is provided to restart webhooks when the server fails. A timestamp is provided for the failure.

Refined User Menu Experience
The home location and sidebar menus are clearly separated and do not overlap.

Release 2.2

Changes in this release include:

Display Improvements
Improved Display with the Correct Build on the Main Page

Consumng of Events
Comprehensive Consuming of Events Regardless of Filter

Logging
Further Logging Enhancements

Improved Naming Pattern
The new pattern works with a customization of Endevor.

Listener Sevlet
Defined context listener servlet in web.xml

Release 2.1

Changes in this release include:

Log details
More detailed and accessible log information, with the time noted

Server settings
Server settings are redefined

Repaired filtering and consumption of events
You can now filter by application (ELM, PKG) and action type (MOVE, GENERATE, ADD).

Defects
Fixes for internal defects

Version of build supplied in footer
The version displays on all supported screens.
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ALC 3.0

Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps are shipped with ALC, version 3.0. This current version has only occasional
fixes. The most recent ISO includes the following change:

JDK 8
Java Open JDK 8 Certification

Team Build Release Notes
This release notes article explains the key features and details for Team Build

Endevor Team Build 1.5.1

Version 1.5.1 of Endevor Team Build contains the minor updates for exportz.

You can download the solution from the Broadcom support site. For more information, see Product Downloads.

exportz 1.20.4

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed incorrectly resolved path for scripts which display the error message Unexpected error, cannot read
templates: open templates\utils: file does not exist (Windows platform only)

• Fixed the warning message Processor datasets do not match the element output dataset for a
processor with correct output datasets

Endevor Team Build 1.5.0

Version 1.5.0 of Endevor Team Build contains the minor updates for exportz, syncz, bldz, and publishz.

You can download the solution from the Broadcom support site. For more information, see Product Downloads.

exportz 1.20.3

Enhancements and Changes:
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• Endevor Webservice text responses such as JSON, retrieve text element, print, and others are translated to the default
UTF-8 encoding even if Webservice is configured to use a different encoding. For example the ISO8859-1 encoding

• Added the --insecure CLI option to allow a connection to Endevor Webservice with a self-signed certificate
• Added a new WORKSPACEZ.js rule workarea_map_dsns() that can be used to map processor data sets to a

different data set name. For example, when executed on zD&T or another system with different naming
• Added the capability to create a report file exportz_report.log with information about the issues with export

from an Endevor inventory. The report includes processor compiler warnings, dependency inconsistencies, invalid
characters, and such

• Added check for non-printable/non-roundtrip-able characters in elements/processors that are reported in
exportz_report.log

• Added external processor data sets, which are not related to the build work area, to the report
• Updated the runtime library and build scripts to introduce a simpler way of adding new files to the build
• Added a rule default_build that builds newly found files in the directory structure with the default build script
• Added the default_build rule to the end of the BUILDZ.js file during export for any TYPE that has the default

processor group other than NOPROC
• Added the ability to export all processors and processor groups that are related to the exported elements even if they

are not used in the build.
• Added the pgroup.json file that can be used to change a processor group for a specific rule
• Added the site_symbols.json file that contains all the site symbols that are exported from Endevor
• Changed the location of the inventory.json file to an Endevor directory. The change also applies to the other

Endevor JSON files
• Added dry-run mode to exportz that generates a report file with all errors, warnings, or other problems which appear in

a particular export run.
• Added scripted dependencies for the IEWL binder
• Added automatic output handling for build scripts
• Added the iebgener function for running IEBGENER and handling its outputs
• Added utils/*.js files to the build rules as dependencies
• Updated the JavaScript documentation for generated utils files
• Updated the way scripted dependencies and outputs are handled across the build run
• Updated the way build script STEPs are set up in a build script. Changes are in generated build scripts
• Improved the utils/workspace.js exported function names to better describe the purpose of each function
• Moved the rule dependencies from the BUILDZ.js file to the dependencies.json file for easier readability of the

BUILDZ.js file
• Improved error reporting on ALLOC and FREE so that you can identify what allocation statement fails and the cause of

the error
• Added symbol overriding to the rule function build()
• Decoupled build scripts from an Endevor project, where scripts can be moved to a different directory and used in the

same way
• (Experimental) Added the build configuration that enables you to specify steps that should be skipped (not executed)
• (Experimental) Added the build configuration that enables you to specify steps that should have dependency resolution

added. For example, you can use the configuration when a REXX/CLIST script is used for compilation instead of the
actual PGM=COMPILER

• Removed duplicated message Creating dependencies.json...
• Added a warning message when multiple directories are mapped to the same dataset with the same file in them

Bug Fixes:
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• Fixed incorrect read of ws.workarea() rule that resulted in not reporting the correct error when using the like
attribute with a non-existent data set name

• Fixed the incorrect mapping of elements when they are found in two different locations that are connected (not
directly) through the third location

• Fixes the "duplicate rule" error when the genrule_xxx rule is coded into WORKSPACEZ.js file
• Fixed issues with the in-stream procedures conversion
• Fixed FREE of all DDNAMEs at the end of the step where it could leave certain allocated DDNAMEs due to some failure
• Fixed scripted dependencies for the conparmx program
• Fixed Endevor Webservice requests that might fail if executed against the new version of Webservice which denies the

noSignout parameter
• Fixed multiple steps with the same name that overwrote outputs in the console log
• Fixed stepRC() and stepAbendCC() to correctly resolve to false when such a step was not executed (same as in

JES)
• Fixed reading of conparmx members in runtime library
• Fixed missing externals property from scripted dependencies
• Fixed the issue with the conparmx members with number columns included at the end

syncz 1.9.9

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the missing version from the z/OS syncz binary
• Fixed small errors in character encoding conversion
• Fixed the issue with backsync. When a file already exists in a local directory, the file is written over that might result in

the incorrect final content

bldz 1.32.7

Enhancements and Changes:

• Added support for source code and include files from dependency rules
• Added support for BMS compilation for CICS
• Disabled the restriction on updating output file properties in the updateRule function
• Added 4 new binder APIs for xlc , xlc++ , xlclang , and xlclang++
• Improved the standard library compile APIs
• Updated the JavaScript documentation for the built-in modules to provide full object definitions (part of auto-

completion)
• Improved auto-dependency for generated include files
• Added the flags property to the xlc-family compilers in the standard library
• The standard library files.ds.copy rule now supports copying files from dependency rules

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the missing module object in the top-level script
• Fixed the path.rootRelativeDir() function to return the correct path when used in the main/root package
• Fixed the precision of the Date() parameter. Now the value includes milliseconds instead of seconds
• Fixed error updateRule failure: members cannot be added after the existence check has been

made

publishz 1.1.14

Bug Fixes:

• Updated the third-party libraries to fix known vulnerabilities 
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Endevor Team Build 1.4.0

Version 1.4.0 of Endevor Team Build contains the minor updates for exportz, syncz, bldz, and publishz.

exportz 1.15.3

Enhancements and Changes:

• Added the exportz diag command to improve the diagnostic collection
• Added exportz diag --collect that creates a tar.gz of all exportz output (except for source elements) in the

current project for debugging and support purposes
• Added procedures (PROC) support to the exportz JCL
• Enabled retrieval and compilation of a processor in cases when an element has no processor location in the

component information. For example, when a processor does not produce any component information
• Removed CLI flags that were available for commands which did not accept the flags
• Simplified mapping of work area data sets to Endevor data sets in WORKSPACEZ.js file
• Removed dsnMap from inventory.json in favor of extracting the information from WORKSPACEZ.js
• Added external data sets that are used during a build to the build rules
• Added the workarea_ftp() rule for WORKSPACEZ.js which can be used to copy data sets from another system to

the build system (using FTP)
• Added recognition of output components when no output components are reported in the element component list.

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed Endevor processor parsing of IF conditions, such as NOT =, NOT >, ^>, and more
• Fixed Endevor processor parsing of IF where comparison starts on the next line
• Fixed Endevor Webservice response NOT FOUND. Now the response is reported as an error instead of empty data
• Fixed allocation of the in-stream ddname that was not concatenated correctly
• Fixed truncation of in-stream data when a resolved symbol leads to the record longer than lrecl: 80
• Fixed exec.conwrite() when used with a temporary PO data set and a specified member name
• Fixed the conlist utility when passing null as a parameter
• Fixed the conwrite utility. Now the utility can write into a temporary data set with a member which is used with the OLD

disposition
• Fixed processor fetching for a specific element or type using the Generate processor from a processor group instead

of using last executed processor name
• Fixed the programs that are not supported. Now the programs are executed as a fake function which marks such a

step with successful execution
• Fixed missing error messages when exporting JCL
• Fixed the Endevor processor and JCL parsing of DATA dd without the DLM parameter. Now the processor and JCL

parsing use /* as a default end of data
• Fixed DUMMY dd. If present in JCL or the Endevor processor, the dd now includes extra parameters (such as recfm,

lrecl)
• Fixed dependency resolution for elements with an incorrect input component list in Endevor
• Fixed output data sets for elements with an incorrect output component list in Endevor
• Fixed duplicate elements exported from different Endevor locations across the map
• Fixed duplicate rules created for duplicate elements that are exported from different Endevor locations
• Fixed missing stage symbols for the first and second stages in the environment
• Fixed --no-deps panic when dependencies are not in an exported location

syncz 1.9.4

Enhancements and Changes:
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• retrieve_pdse now allows a PDS. However, all PDS members are synched every time
• Added the syncz ssh subcommand that enables you to issue SSH commands, using syncz
• Added the --before-cmd-arr option that enables SSH commands to execute before sync entries

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed an issue where retrieve_pdse would retrieve only up to ~200 members (PDSe directory list)
• Fixed an issue that caused retrieved PDSe or PDS members to have a trailing dot on a Linux or macOS system.

bldz 1.28.2

Enhancements and Changes:

• For the compile.hlasm() and compile.pli() standard library functions, the current package path is no longer
appended to a syslib path if the path is absolute

• Added "LET=" IEWL option support to the standard library binder.bind() rule generation API. The "LET=" IEWL
option enables you to set the maximum acceptable return code

• Changed the default max return code to 4 for the binder.bind() standard library API
• Enabled a single ampersand as a temporary data set identifier (for example, DA(&TEMPDS))
• Added the process.argv property into the process module. The process module contains all the command-line

arguments when a script is executed

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed DISP=MOD allocation for a temporary data set that caused error "dataset not found"
• Fixed an issue with the require() function that caused module local variables to leak into the global scope
• Fixed an issue where the name property on stdlib compile functions was omitted
• Fixed the node_modules structure in the release package where the directory is repeated (for example,

node_modules/node_modules/)
• Empty WORKSPACEZ.js files no longer fail a build
• Fixed the hardware hashing function to check if a user has access to the IBM one-way-hash generation function. If you

do not have access, software hashing is used
• Fixed a possible infinite loop in the built-in path.canonical() API

publishz 1.1.2

Enhancements:

• Added support for JFrog access tokens
• Improved the error message for missing logon credentials

Endevor Team Build 1.3.0

Version 1.3.0 of Endevor Team Build contains the minor updates for exportz, syncz, bldz, and samples.

You can download the solution from the Broadcom support site.

exportz 1.11.0

Enhancements and Changes:
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• Added scripted dependency resolution for the CCNDRVR compiler
• Updated BUILDZ.js format. Now the format is more readable
• Updated alloc.dd and alloc.concat functions. Now these functions wait when a contention problem occurs
• Added the --ciphers option that enables you to override the default cipher algorithms
• Added the --macs option that enables you to override the default MAC algorithms
• Added the jcl command to exportz
• Added the ability to obtain site symbols from the Endevor web services /config/symbols endpoint
• Added support for the JCLLIB/JOBLIB/SET/INCLUDE statements
• Added support for ELIB datasets that you can use in Endevor
• Added the SYSOUT capture functionality. Also, provided the SYSOUT outputs in the build standard output
• Report all Endevor programs which are not supported correctly and skip their translation. If a program that is used in a

processor cannot be translated, a warning message is issued and exportz does not attempt to translate that step.
• Added support for data set access through SSH
• Changed the allocation functions dd() and concat() to not alter temporary allocations. Modification of allocations is

now done by bldz. This change makes the scripts that are generated by exportz require bldz version 1.26.5

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the issue with conwrite . Now conwrite should write into PDS/E dataset without a specified member name
• Fixed the Coverity issues related to insecure file permissions
• Fixed an incorrectly compiled IF condition for a check if a step was RUN or ABEND
• Fixed the error that occurs when a DD * statement is at the end of the processor without an end statement /*
• Fixed the order of parameters that are created with the SET operand
• Fixed exportz jcl -d ./ execution failure when more JCLs are compiled at once
• Fixed undefined _rc in exported JCL scripts

syncz 1.8.1

Enhancements and Changes:

• The filesystem/mount function is reimplemented and synczmnt.sh is no longer needed.

• Added support for proxy connections as defined in your OpenSSH client configuration
• Added partial support for reading OpenSSH client configuration files (for proxy support)

• Added the --macs option that enables you to override the default MAC algorithms
• Added more logging for SSH agent dial

• Added support for the Windows OpenSSH agent service (reading identities/keys from an agent)
• Added experimental support for Git Bash SSH agent service (reading identities/keys from an agent)

• Added the automatic reconnect feature when an SSH connection is lost for any reason

• Added the --remote-encoding and --local-endcoding CLI and configuration options that enable you to specify
the local and remote file encoding

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the host key mismatch when the SSH server provides a different type of host key than the one presented in the
known_hosts file

• Fixed the reconnect feature when PROXY is used to connect to an SSH server
• Fixed regression of binary sync that was introduced in v1.8.0

bldz 1.26.6

Enhancements and Changes:
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• Allowed name specification in the standard library rules

• Added the Clang/Clang++ compile standard library functions

• Improved performance of scripted dependencies for C/C++ type of rules

• Updated the compile standard library module documentation
• Set the default max rc for standard library COBOL, PL/I, and HLASM compiles to 4
• Added the maxrcZero: bool property to standard library compiles

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the internal string interning issue
• Fixed path.join() . Empty segments are no longer added to the path when using path.join()
• Fixed the HLASM standard library dependency checking
• Fixed the utilsPath.pathToTarget handling of an absolute path
• Fixed the hlasm /cobol /pli standard library rules so that they do not fail when rc is 4 or lower
• Fixed allocation of a temporary data set by using &&TEMPDS data set name. This way the allocation works similarly to

a JES or Endevor processor
• Fixed scripted dependencies so that dependency files are not removed if no dependency is found
• Fixed scripted dependencies, where autoDeps: false is ignored when ADATA parameter is present for HLASM/

COBOL/PLI
• Fixed the mvs.bpxwdyn() allocation of a temporary data set with a member where the member was not recognized
• Fixed the issue that occurred when an output data set with a member that does not exist caused a build to fail with an

exception
• Fixed an internal parameter issue that could cause an "internal error" to be displayed when bldz is marked with

the APF attributed

samples 1.13.0

Enhancements:

• Added a new sample project (hello_world_stdlib_modified) that illustrates how to customize the bldz embedded
standard library

• Added the exportz jcl sample

Endevor Team Build 1.2.1

Version 1.2.1 of Endevor Team Build contains the patch updates for exportz and publishz.

See the Endevor Team Build documentation to learn about all aspects of the build engine.

This release contains the following component updates:

exportz 1.2.12

Bug Fixes and Changes:

• Fixed the issue with the disallowed characters @, #, $ in the system and processor name used as a part of a
variable name in JavaScript

• Fixed the issue where the source data set from the type definition is not used. Now, if specified in the type definition,
the source output data set is used as the "base data set"

• Slightly updated the formatting of BUILDZ.js

publishz 1.0.5

Bug Fix:
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• Updated third-party dependencies

Endevor Team Build 1.2.0

Version 1.2.0 of Endevor Team Build contains the updates for the four major components. exportz 1.2.0 introduces a
change to the format of exported scripts. For more information, see Install exportz.

This release contains the following component updates:

syncz 1.2.2

New Features and Enhancements:

• Added a prompt to update known_hosts if the host is unknown

exportz 1.2.10

New Features and Enhancements:

• Refactored the exportz architecture
• Added --site-symbols , the new CLI argument, which defines a file containing Endevor site symbols (required in

certain Endevor setups)
• Removed the --log-level CLI argument. Added two new arguments --debug and --trace , for debug

logging, instead
• Changed the build files structure that is created by exportz
• Added the WORKSPACEZ.js file that defines a work area, which is used for build (new feature in bldz)
• Added the inventory.json file that contains dataset maps, symbols, and lmap/pmap for files that are slated for build

bldz 1.25.0

New Features and Enhancements:

• Added adata.parseDependencies() that returns a unified list of dependencies for COBOL, HLASM, and PL/I
• Added the _dataset and _datasets suffixes to genrule properties. Now you can specify data sets as input files
• Added checksum generation for input data sets
• Added Metal C compile standard library functions
• Added HLASM compile standard library functions
• Added PL/I compile standard library functions
• Added C compile standard library functions
• Added C++ compile standard library functions
• Added binder compile standard library functions
• Added the execute mvs program function to the standard library
• Added publish to the Endevor standard library API
• Extended the require functionality to load JSON files
• Added build lock to disallow multiple simultaneous builds in the same project
• Added two modes, --target and --artifact , for the bldz query command
• Added fs.hexDump() built-in that generates a hex dump of a file
• Added the ability to use IBM hardware hashing if the ICSF facility indicates that the hashing is available (defaults to

software hash)
• Added the space_unit specification to the standard library SYSUT allocations to avoid dynamic allocation failures at

some sites
• Added fs.fldata() built-in to get data set and file attributes

Bug Fixes:
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• Fixed character-escaping errors in the raw string template
• Fixed the daylight saving issue in the JavaScript Date object

publishz 1.0.3

Bug Fixes:

• Fixed the subcommand version

Endevor Team Build 1.1.0

Version 1.1.0 of Endevor Team Build contains the updates for the four major components. In this version, the JFrogz
component is replaced with an enhanced version of the artifact-publishing tool. publishz supports both the Nexus and
JFrog artifactory repositories.

This release contains the following component updates:

syncz 1.1.0

New Features and Enhancements:

• Added the --id-match option that allows the execution of specific config entries

exportz 1.1.0

New Features and Enhancements:

• Added new utility scripts that support the new processor build script design
• Implemented debugging javascript module

• Redesigned all build scripts in the processor exporter
• Removed the --no-symbols option from the CLI arguments
• Added HLASM and PL/I language support with the automatic dependency update

bldz 1.9.4
New Features and Enhancements:

• Added support for raw literal string in Javascript
• Added the functionality that verifies whether output files are in the up-to-date state by using timestamp/checksum

method. This method is more robust than checksum only, which is more time consuming.
• Added the capability to invoke a mix of user and authorized (APF) programs from the same build script
• Added adata.parseFileRecs() for parsing the PL/I file records
• Added require("bldz") . Rule functions are now available from node_modules/bldz for autocompletion
• Added the fs.dsDelete() function
• Added lazy-creation of log files
• Added the ability to create a WORKSPACEZ.js file alongside BUILDZ.js, which is intended for package setup rules
• Added the experimental COBOL standard library for compiling COBOL source
• Added generation of the standard library scripts to the bldz init command
• Updated bldz init to allow to specify multiple script types for generation.
• Removed the requirement for the bldz query operand. By default, the main package is used.

Bug Fixes:
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• Fixed adata.parseLibRecs() to process the USS file ADATA correctly
• Fixed the environment variable statements in the genrule_usscmd() command to correctly escape double quotes

and allow single quotes
• Fixed 'call exception: stack overflow' during build with hundreds of updateRule invocations
• Fixed console.log() and console.error() to correctly flush output
• Fixed fs.glob() ABEND when reading directory where some files might be removed during the execution
• Fixed an issue where dynamic allocations persist after a build process ends
• Fixed the fs.write() and fs.copy() functions. Now they use the correct DCB attributes on the target dataset
• Fixed the fs.copy() optional arguments srcDDMember and destDDMember to work when copying regular, non-

executable file/dataset
• Fixed the built-in function argument validation
• Fixed the error updateRule failure: members cannot be added once the existence check is made
• Fixed the --directory argument for bldz init to work as intended.
• Moved the stat and proc CLI arguments in the help text from common options to the build-specific option

publishz 1.0.0

New Features and Enhancements:

• Initial version. This tool replaces jfrogz
• Added support for Sonatype Nexus

First Release (1.0)

The first release consists of Team Build 1.0 that includes the syncz, exportz, bldz, and jfrogz components. As an individual
component gets an update, we list release notes pertaining to a specific version of the component, using the semantic
versioning standard. Unless Team Build gets a new release (2.0), the major version of the components cannot exceed
v.1.x.x.

syncz 1.0.0

The initial version of syncz includes the following features:

• Synchronizes files from your workstation with USS directories
• Compression for fast transfers
• UTF/ASCII/EBCDIC characters conversion
• Project Configuration. Lets you configure the synchronization parameters of your project.
• Retrieves files from USS or PDSEs
• Creates a ZFS workspace
• Interactive and Watch modes for a faster synchronization.
• Issues remotely shell commands, including remote builds initiation, after synchronization is completed.

exportz 1.0.0

The initial version of exportz includes the following features:

• Retrieves elements from an Endevor project location, using Bridge for Git
• Translates processors into ready-to-be-used scripts
• Generates a BUILDZ.js script that tracks dependencies
• Uses a single command-line interface (CLI) command to export your Endevor project
• Generates easy-to-edit scripts
• "No-symbols" mode to handle cases with complex symbols.
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bldz 1.0.0

The initial version of bldz includes the following features:

• Single binary for ease of installation and deployment.
• Highly scriptable and extensible with an embedded JavaScript interpreter
• Detects file changes and builds only what has to be built
• Runs rules in parallel for faster builds
• Built-in JavaScript modules with interfaces to z/OS services/utilities
• Declarative dependency management for mapping complex dependencies
• Dependency extraction through ADATA and Binder APIs
• Submits scripts outside of build for automation
• Submits scripts or USS commands to perform builds

jfrogz 1.0.0

The initial version of jfrogz includes the following features:

• Searches and lists artifacts in the repository
• Uploads and downloads single files
• Uploads archive files containing a whole directory and auto-unpack after uploading.
• Attaches user-defined properties to the uploaded artifacts

Third-party Software Acknowledgements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Endevor
Integrations for Enterprise DevOps product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom
Inc. corporate affiliate that distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted
OSS and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached .zip file.

Compatibility Matrix
This matrix shows compatibility levels of Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps components with respect to Zowe
CLI and related plug-ins.
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When you prepare to download or upgrade the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps, ensure that you know what
versions of the components are compatible with other tools.

Endevor Team Build

Version 1.2.0

Ensure that the exportz and bldz components of Team Build are compatible with each other by checking the following
table:

exportz bldz
1.2.10+ 1.18.0+
1.1.0+ 1.2.0+
1.0.0+ 1.0.0+

where,

+ Indicates the mentioned patch version number or higher. For example, exportz 1.2.12 is compatible with bldz 1.18.3.

NOTE
You only need to ensure the compatibility of exportz and build versions, synz and publishz are compatible with
the rest of the components.

Endevor Bridge for Git

Version 2.11.x
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
Mainframe Webhook Server

2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

NOTE
For proper type sequencing of the “Generate after Update” feature, ensure that you have Endevor 18.1
+ LU00798 installed.

Version 2.10.x
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
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Mainframe Webhook Server
2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

NOTE
For proper type sequencing of the “Generate after Update” feature, ensure that you have Endevor 18.1
+ LU00798 installed.

Version 2.9.x

Java
8, 11

OS
Windows, Linux

Mainframe Webhook Server
2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Version 2.8.x
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
Mainframe Webhook Server

2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Version 2.7.x
Java

8, 11
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OS
Windows, Linux

Mainframe Webhook Server
2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Version 2.6.x
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
Mainframe Webhook Server

2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor:
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Version 2.5.x
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
Mainframe Webhook Server

2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor:
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Version 2.4.2
Java

8, 11
OS

Windows, Linux
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Mainframe Webhook Server
2.6 or higher

NOTE
Required only for event based sync-back

Endevor:
18.0.12 or higher plus PTFs

NOTE
PTF numbers are found under General  Requirements on the Prerequisites page.

Mainframe Webhook Server

Version 2.8.x
Tomcat

9.0.27
Java

8
OS

z/OS
Endevor:

18.0.0 plus PTFs RO93229 and SO00501

Version 2.7.x
Tomcat

9.0.27
Java

8
OS

z/OS
Endevor:

18.0.0 plus PTFs RO93229 and SO00501

Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI

Version 2.5.x

For use with Zowe V2:
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
Zowe CLI

7.0.0 or higher
Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI

7.0.1

For use with Zowe V1:
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
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Zowe CLI
6.17.3

Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI
5.6.0

Version 2.3.x
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
Zowe CLI

6.17.3
Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI

5.6.0

Version 2.1.x
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
Zowe CLI

6.17.3
Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI:

5.6.0

Version 2.0.x
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
Zowe CLI

6.17.3
Endevor CLI

5.6.0

Version 1.1.x
Bridge for Git

2.3.1 or higher
Zowe CLI

6.17.3
Endevor CLI

5.6.0

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation space references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Endevor® Integrations for Enterprise DevOps
• Endevor Bridge for Git (BfG)
• Application Lifecyle Conductor (ALC)
• CA 7™ Workload Automation (CA7)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Top Secret for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (Recommended Service)
• Change Manager Enterprise Workbench
• Panvalet
• Rally
• Brightside
• Common Components and Services
• Endevor
• IDMS
• Librarian
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Prerequisites
Before you download and install your product, ensure that you meet the following requirements.

General Requirements

Ensure that you meet the following requirements for Endevor before you download and install components of the Endevor
Integrations for Enterprise DevOps.

• Endevor Increment 18.0.12 or higher, with:
– A separate folder created on your machine in which to place the downloaded product files.
– Web Services are enabled.
– Rest API complete to maintenance upgrade PTFs SO09580, SO09581, and SO10013.

NOTE
These PTFs are included in the base release of Endevor 18.1.

– (18.0 only) PTF SO11268 is applied.
– (18.1 only) PTF SO11272 is applied.
– (Optional) For use of Web Services with STC Pooling, ensure that you also have PTFs SO03928 and SO03929.

Endevor Bridge for Git

• A server for the application.
The Endevor Bridge for Git is distributed as a .jar file. Provision a machine to act as the server. This machine must
have the following minimum requirements:
– Windows or Linux OS
– Java 8, Java 11
– 200MB of available disk space for installation. Your specific hardware requirements depend on the number of active

users and their activity levels. For example, the creation of Git-Endevor mappings, and the number and frequency
of changes and commits in your enterprise Git repository.
• Also ensure that you allocate twice the amount of disk space that is required for all the the synchronized

mappings that you intend to create.
– Minimum of 4GB of memory. 

NOTE
You can also run the application on the mainframe.

• GitHub 2.16 or higher.
• Bitbucket 6.6.1 or higher.
• GitLab Enterprise Edition 12.4 or higher.
• Azure Devops Server 2019 or higher.
• Gitea 1.12 or higher.
• (Optional ) Zowe CLI version 6.6.3 and above installed with the following items:

– Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI, version 5.0.1 and higher.
– Endevor Bridge for Git for Zowe CLI plug-in, version 1.0.0. For more information about how to download and use

the plug-in, see the Brightside documentation.
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NOTE
The Endevor Bridge for Git for Zowe CLI plug-in is a new plug-in with the release of Brightside 3.0.
The plug-in contains the commands that were previously part of the Endevor Plug-in. For more
information, see the Compatibility Matrix.

– Endevor and z/OSMF (for build using AUTOGEN) profiles are set up
– Work areas are configured. A work area is a subsystem that exists below the mapped environment of a

synchronized repository. As a best practice in concurrent development, ensure that each user has their own
subsystem that is dedicated for builds. For more information on the recommended setup of work areas, see
Endevor Setup Considerations.

Supported Browsers

The Endevor Bridge for Git web UI is tested and certified to work with Chrome and Firefox web browsers.

Mainframe Webhook Server

• Ensure that you have Apache Tomcat running. For more information, see Deploy and Configure CCS Apache Tomcat.
• Ensure that you have set up Activity Logging for Webhook Support.

Endevor Team Build

Prerequisites for Endevor Team Build are listed in the specific installation topics under the Endevor Team Build section of
the documentation.

ALC

• Ensure that you meet the following requirements that are found here: Software Requirements

DevOps Catalog and Endevor Integrations Template (Definitions)

• Ensure that you have ALC installed.

Explorer for Endevor

• Find the prerequisites for the Explorer for Endevor here: Administrating Explorer for Endevor
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Product Downloads
Download and install the product components

You can download product and solution versions and components from Broadcom Support.

IMPORTANT
Before you download the product, create a separate folder, to which the product files will be downloaded, on
your machine.

Filenames

The Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps package contains the following components:

• Endevor Bridge for Git
• Mainframe Webhook Server
• ALC and DevOps Catalog and Endevor Integration Template
• Bridge for Git Explorer
• Endevor Team Build

Once you download the package, install the components in their respective environments. See the documentation for
each component to verify the installation prerequisites.

The components have the following filenames:

Endevor Bridge for Git
git_integrations\BridgeForGit-<version number>.jar

NOTE
Next to the Bridge for Git .jar file, there are the following additional files:

• pre-receive-hook-github.sh
• pre-receive-hook-gitlab.sh
• application.yml.azure
• application.yml.bitbucket
• application.yml.github
• application.yml.gitlab
• lib folder

Ensure that you download these files to the same location as the Bridge for Git .jar file.

Mainframe Webhook Server
webhook_server\mfwebhookserver.war

ALC and DevOps Catalog and Endevor Integration Template
alc\devops_definitions\devops_catalog_definitions_1.0.zip

Bridge for Git Explorer
bridge_for_git_explorer\bridge-for-git-explorer-v0.1.1.vsix

Endevor Team Build
endevor_team_build\endevor_team_build_v1.0.4.zip
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Endevor Bridge for Git
The Endevor Bridge for Git is a Git-based front end that provides software management capabilities and lifecycle
automation of Endevor.

Take advantage of the software management capabilities and lifecycle automation of Endevor with the industry-leading
source control platform of Git. Use the Bridge for Git to create Git-Endevor mappings, which synchronize Endevor
inventory locations with enterprise Git server repositories. With these Git-Endevor Mappings, developers can apply the
proven collaborative practices of Git, and ensure that their changes are fully synchronized with Endevor during parallel
development.

Use Cases

You can use the Endevor Bridge for Git to perform the following tasks:

• Create synchronized mappings between Endevor and an enterprise Git server.
• Work in parallel development on mainframe elements in Git and Endevor.
• Run builds of local changes in an Endevor build area using the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI.
• Use the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI  to check out elements from different Endevor environments, and

add the elements to your mapped subsystem. 

Overview of Roles

The Endevor Bridge for Git implementation involves the actions of three different roles within an organization:

• The system, or Endevor, administrator
• Mapping administrator
• Application developer

NOTE
These roles represent typical organizational structures. Administrators who manage both mainframe and
distributed products at your site can complete both system administrator and mapping administrator tasks.

System Administrator

The system administrator does the following tasks:

• Ensures that their site meets all prerequisites, found here: Prerequisites for the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise
DevOps.

• Downloads and installs the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps.
• Determines how to deploy the Endevor Bridge for Git for their site
• Completes the configuration and then runs the application on the provisioned server.

Mapping Administrator

The mapping administrator does the following tasks:

• Creates Git-Endevor mappings as based on the development needs of teams in the organization.
• Configures and commits the .buildAreas file to enable developers to run builds in their local working directories. This is

an OPTIONAL action that is connected to the use of the Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI.
• Ensures access to Git-Endevor mappings for application developers
• Manages and troubleshoots issues with Git-Endevor mappings.
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Application Developer

The application developer can perform the following actions with the Endevor Bridge for Git:

• Access team Git-Endevor mappings and synchronized repositories
• Clone and configure the synchronized repositories
• View and edit files
• Add new files

– Create the files in the IDE, or use Zowe CLI or Explorer for  Endevor in Visual Studio Code to check out files from
another Endevor inventory.

• Specify non-default processor groups for elements that they add or update in a mapping
• Delete files from the repository
• Collaborate with team members on the development through Git
• Push changes from the local repository to the branch of the synchronized repository in the enterprise Git server.

Work Scenario

The following section highlights a work scenario for the Endevor Bridge for Git within an organization.

Example:

Deployment: The administrator ensures that Endevor is configured for file extensions, the most recent version of web
services, STC pooling to maximize the performance of web services. The administrator also prepares a script for their
developers to automate the reserve and unreserve processes of the build process using Zowe CLI. As part of the build
process, the administrator also prepares a skeleton JCL so that the developers can run builds using AUTOGEN.

Mapping administrators configure synchronized repositories for Endevor inventory locations and provide the information
for development teams. When they configure synchronized repositories, the repo administrators also edit and commit
changes to the .buildAreas file that is present in every synchronized repository. This file provides developers with the
locations they need to run their builds.

Use: A team of developers has several stories in their new project increment that require the improvement of a couple
of COBOL applications. Their team leader, and mapping administrator, uses the Bridge for Git to create a Git-Endevor
mapping. The Git-Endevor mapping connects the location of those COBOL programs to an enterprise Git server
repository. The team leader also ensures that the system administrator sets up the requisite sandbox for the mapped
environment.

To begin working on the COBOL programs, one developer in the team accesses the Git-Endevor mapping through the
Bridge for Git. In the application, she enters her mainframe credentials to ensure that her changes are synchronized with
Endevor. She selects the link of the enterprise Git server repository from the specific Git-Endevor mapping.

Now, in the enterprise Git server repository, the developer clones the repository to her local machine. Specifically, she
selects Clone, copies the HTTPS URL, and runs git clone where she wants to save the files. The developer knows
from the readme.md file that she needs to run a hook script after she clones the repository to manage the changesets
between her local repository and her enterprise Git server repository. Once she sets up the hooks and configures the
repository for the developer build, she is ready to work on the designated COBOL program.

The developer opens the repository in the IDE of her choice and completes the necessary tasks for the programs. She
can run the developer build to compile and view her changes to the COBOL programs. When she finishes, she commits
her changes and pushes to the enterprise Git server repository.

Her team reviews the changes and then files a pull request. Once the pull request is approved, the changes are merged
and synchronized with Endevor.

Best Practices for Deployment
Ensure that you understand how to deploy the Endevor Bridge for Git at your site to take advantage of product features.
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The following article describes important considerations when you begin to use Endevor Bridge for Git in conjunction with
Endevor and your enterprise Git server.

Guiding Questions

As the Endevor Bridge for Git connects an Endevor inventory location with a Git repository, consider the following
questions to guide your use of the application:

• What is the size of the subsystem (the number of elements) that can be synchronized?
• How many synchronized repositories can you have, and how many developers can work with them?

Size of Subsystem to be Synchronized

By default, when you create a Git-Endevor mapping, you synchronize the elements in all stages of the particular
subsystem. This synchronization is equivalent to using the Build using map option in Endevor Quick Edit.

To start testing the Endevor Bridge for Git, we recommend that you synchronize subsystems that have up to 10,000
elements. As you gain experience with how the application performs in your environment, try subsystems with more
elements. The number of elements in a subsystem impacts the following characteristics:

Length of Initialization

Your Endevor Web Services setup can effect synchronization time. When you synchronize a subsystem that has 10,000
elements, the process takes approximately 3.5 hours, which is expected behavior with an up-to-date configuration. For
more information, see the section on Endevor Web Services.

Convenience

By default, Bitbucket has a size limit of 2GB per repository. GitHub recommends that repositories be less than 1GB. If the
size exceeds 1GB, a notification is sent. By default, Gitlab has a size limit of 10GB per repository, but is configurable to
your needs. Also, file searches in the user interface are limited to the first 1000 files. You can search the other files that
are not shown in the first 1000. The organization of files in the particular system can result in thousands of files in a single
folder. This situation can produce lag times when you search for and view files in your IDE. Also, when you issue Git
commands for large repositories, you can experience lag times that are based on the performance of your network and
individual machines.

Managing the Size of Synchronized Repositories

The following application features allow you to check the number of elements, specify a selected subset, and select types
to include in the repository, respectively.

Count Elements

During the creation of a Git-Endevor mapping, you can select Get elements count prior to initialization to check the
number of elements. If the number is greater than an acceptable number of elements, you can move back to the second
module in the creation process and redefine your mapping location.

Only elements from work environment (Entry stage in Endevor)

The application synchronizes all stages by default. To synchronize only the elements from the entry stage of that particular
subsystem, check the Only elements from work environment checkbox when you create a Git-Endevor mapping.
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Type Filters

Mapping administrators can use the web UI to configure element type filters when they initialize a synchronized repository.
As a mapping administrator, you can select types to include in the repository individually for each subsystem, or in bulk for
all systems and subsystems.

Number of Synchronized Repositories and Developers

The number of synchronized repositories is not as important as the number of developers working, and how often
they merge their changes. An important note about the function of the Endevor Bridge for Git: Commits are processed
sequentially across all repositories and are queued as they arrive. This behavior is important with the following models for
working with synchronized repositories.

Frequent Merges to Synchronized Branch (Recommended)

In this model, a developer merges her feature branch into the synchronized branch once a day. The merge can represent
a single commit (recommended) or several commits. On average, the synchronization of changes (5-10 files of 15KB) to
Endevor takes about 30 seconds.

Based on this model, we recommend no more than 100 merges an hour for each Bridge for Git instance, which
corresponds to about 500 developers in normal Git workflow.

Less Frequent Merges

In this model, the practice is to merge feature branches less frequently, but merge many changes at a time. For
example, each developer only merges once every one to two weeks. On average, the synchronization of changes (50-100
files of 15KB) to Endevor takes about 90 seconds.

In this scenario, the application cannot process more than 40 merges an hour if the merges are distributed over time
(Rather than, for example, in the afternoon before the weekend). Under this model, the application would support 800
developers.

NOTE
The preceding calculations do not account for sync-back time (Best scheduled outside of peak hours), or for
possible revert operations. This implies that scalability is ensured in terms of the number of developers using the
Git Bridge.

Other Considerations

First, the initialization, and synchronization processes are handled in two separate queues and can compete for
resources. Performance can degrade when these processes occur simultaneously. You can optionally set up job pooling
to process actions in multiple repositories.

Second, while a site can have several instances of Endevor Web Services, behind those services there is just one
Endevor server that is not multi-threaded.

Integrated development environments (IDEs) used by you and your developers might not support all special characters
that are used in your Endevor elements. To view the special characters of specific elements in a Git-Endevor mapping
in your IDE, you might have to specify a different encoding in order. For example, in Visual Studio Code and IBM Open
Editor, you might have to switch from the default UTF-8 encoding setting to ISO88591.

Endevor Setup Considerations
This article describes considerations for your implementation of Endevor to best utilize the Endevor Bridge for Git.
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Your Endevor Map and Work Areas

Before you use the Endevor Bridge for Git to create synchronized repositories, it is important to consider your Endevor
map and how the structure can affect your use of the Endevor Bridge for Git. You also must know how to set up work
areas within the map so that you can build your working directories using Zowe CLI. The following diagram shows a model
for the software lifecycle at a typical site:

Figure 1: Mapping

In this example, the environments DEV, QA, and PROD are used for production applications (Route 1), while
the QFIX environment handles emergency application fixes. The Best Practices for Deployment article details how the
location of applications across your map is important for the creation of Git-Endevor mappings.

To utilize the build working directory feature of Zowe CLI for the Endevor Bridge for Git, set up work areas directly below
the environment for which you create a synchronized repository.

In the previous map, consider that you synchronize a Git repository with the DEV environment. To enable your developers
to build their working directories, set up build areas directly below the DEV environment. The following diagram shows an
example of a work area:
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Figure 2: Mapping with Build Areas

Once you set up the work areas, provide your developers with the work area locations. Developers supply this information
when they use the Git commands in Zowe CLI to build their working directories. For more information about the current
method for setting up work areas, see Agile and Concurrent Development Configuration.

Filename Conventions

Endevor Bridge for Git synchronizes Endevor inventory locations with Git repositories and enables you to work with
mainframe files locally in different IDEs. For this reason, it is necessary to consider how you name files within Endevor.

To enjoy the syntax coloring in IDEs such as Visual Studio Code, ensure that you use file extensions for your elements in
Endevor. See the Long-Name Files and USS Supported Files article for more information.

Also check your naming conventions for files against the naming conventions for files in Bitbucket and GitHub. For
example, spaces at the beginning of a filename in GitHub are truncated. For information about how to allow for
synchronization of special characters, see the Endevor Web Services section in this topic.

Signin and Signout Options

When you integrate Endevor Bridge for Git with existing workflows, carefully consider how you use signin and signout at
your site.

By default, Bridge for Git has the following behavior:
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• Uses override signout
• Has no signout for the retrieve actions when elements are retrieved as part of mapping creation.
• For the retrieve actions, Bridge for Git has static values for CCID, Comment, and To-location. These values are

specified in application.yml.
• When a developer adds or updates an element and their changes are merged to the synchronized branch, the element

is signed out to the developer who made the updates.
• Elements are signed in after a successful synchronization or a generate action.

Carefully consider whether to grant developers override signout privileges. If these privileges are not allowed, changes
made to elements in a mapping by the developer are not synchronized and will be reverted.

If you follow a strict sign-out process, ensure that you set the application.yml parameters to match your policies. For more
information, see Endevor Client Options.

Example:
Company A wants to enable developers to work on applications in Endevor directly and through Bridge for Git. The
company has a strict element signout policy, and tables that govern the CCID and Comment values for application
changes. The goal is to maintain a clear and easily traceable history of contributions to their source code.

To ensure that Bridge for Git adheres to this signout policy, the following values are provided in the application.yml
configuration file:
Note: Italics indicate that the default value is used.
retrieve:

      override-signout: FALSE

      no-signout: FALSE

      signin-after: ALWAYS

      default:

       ccid: RETB4G

       comment: "Bridge for Git RETRIEVE"

       to-location: Bridge for Git ${app.git-bridge.identifier}

    update:

      override-signout: FALSE

      signin-after: ALWAYS

Throughout the Bridge for Git workflow, these settings ensure that elements are signed out and signed back in
appropriately for each successive action. The settings also ensure that CCID-table valid CCID (“RETB4G”) is applied
during the retrieve actions of mapping creation. Specifically, when a mapping is initialized, the elements that are retrieved
are signed out. Elements that are already signed out remain signed out. Elements in the mapping are signed out to
developers working with those elements. The elements are signed in when the developer changes are successfully
synchronized.

Endevor Web Services

Endevor Web Services provide the pathway of communication between Endevor and the Endevor Bridge for Git. Ensure
that you have set up and configured Endevor Web Services for maximum efficiency. Performance is directly affected by
the following aspects of web services:

• STC Pooling
• 31-bit Java vs. 64-bit Java

STC Pooling

STC pooling allows for concurrent requests to the Endevor API from different applications. The STC pool is a group
of STC connections to the back z/OS region executing the Endevor API. By default, the delivered ENDEVOR.cfg
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configuration file template does not have STC pooling turned on. For more information, see the “How to Enable STC
Pooling” section of the Configuration Files topic in the Endevor product documentation.

64-bit Java

Endevor Web Services supports 64-bit Java from version 18.0.12 onward with the application of Common Components
and Services 14.1 PTF SO07606 or Common Services for z/OS 15 PTF SO06329. Applying this PTF enables you to start
your Tomcat server with a 64-bit Java virtual machine (JVM).

Other Considerations

Support for Element Types

When you retrieve a text file from Endevor, the web services server converts EBCDIC from the mainframe. The Endevor
administrator must work with the web services administrator to properly define the element Type for text files. The
CodePage Web Services parameter in the Web Services configuration file defines the character sets for the mainframe
and Web Services. The configuration file is customized by your Web Services administrator. A description of this
parameter follows:

CodePage

This parameter specifies the code page that is defined in the mainframe operating system that is used by Endevor.
The code page is a variation of the Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) that defines how text
files are coded on the mainframe. The CodePage and CharacterSet parameters enable Web Services to translate the
plain text information that is exchanged between the client computer and the API. Plain text information includes SCL
commands that are sent to the API, reports, and CSV files that are extracted from the API. The recommended encoding
for national characters is UTF-8 or ISO 8859-1. For information about supported encodings, refer to your Endevor
administrator.

Default: cp01140

If you use special characters in your elements, you must consider the implications for developers working locally in
Git. When you create a Git-Endevor mapping with no conversion set in your web services, your developers might not be
able to properly read the elements in their IDE. While developers can change the encoding in their IDE, it is best to review
your setup in Endevor and consider the proper web services setting as described in the CodePage parameter.

Endevor Bridge for Git Security Considerations
For optimum Endevor Bridge for Git and Mainframe Webhook Server security, use the available settings and configuration
options.

Configure Prerequisites

Before you set up your Endevor Bridge for Git server, consider the secure configuration of prerequisites, specifically
Endevor Web Services and your enterprise Git server.

Secure Web Services

To run Web Services on HTTPS, ensure that Apache Tomcat is configured to use SSL. For more information, see
Configure Apache Tomcat to Use SSL with Keyrings

For Endevor Bridge for Git to make requests to your secured Web Services, it is important to upload the certificate to the
Endevor Bridge for Git truststore.
Note: This step is not necessary if the certificate is globally (publicly) trusted by the default JVM truststore.
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Secure Enterprise Git Server

Follow the respective Git server documentation to set up your enterprise Git server to use HTTPS.

General Server and Directories Setup

When you set up Endevor Bridge for Git on a server, ensure that you consider privileges for the following directories:

• The application location where the application.yml, lib folder, and jar file are located.
• The dedicated Endevor Bridge for Git work directory.

We recommend that you create a dedicated user with access that is limited to only the Endevor Bridge for Git installation
and the connected work directory.

IMPORTANT
Do not run the Bridge application under root.

Application.yml options

The application.yml is a configuration file that facilitates communication between Endevor Bridge for Git and your
enterprise Git server. While the application is shipped with a basic template that allows quick setup and running of the
application, there are multiple optional parameters to consider.

Basic Template Parameters

From the basic template, administrators should carefully consider the following values from a security perspective. The
appearance and order of these parameters are the same here as in the template:
app.security.administrators

This role has complete administrator access to the application. To remove administrators, shut down the
application and delete the administrator usernames from the configuration file. To avoid this process, ensure that
you plan who should act as administrators for your site. Roles can also be managed in the UI. Once you set a
user as an administrator in the application.yml, that user can elevate other users to the administrator role.

app.security.default-role
Specifies the default accessibility of users that log in to Endevor Bridge for Git for the first time. If you set this
parameter to DEVELOPER, new users will only have access to mappings and can provide their credentials for
Endevor Connections in the UI. The MAPPING_ADMIN role enables users to create mappings between Git
and Endevor. For most sites, we recommend setting the default role to DEVELOPER so that administrators can
designate mapping administrator rights as needed based on requests.

app.security.auth.token-secret
JWT tokens are generated against this parameter to facilitate communication between application components.

app.security.token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token validity after which a new user must log in again.

app.security.session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again. The following diagram
shows the difference between the parameters.

app.security.auth.webhook-secret
Specifies a webhook secret token in your enterprise Git server to secure the communication with Endevor Bridge
for Git. For more information, see your enterprise Git server documentation.

app.security.auth.mfwebhook-apikey
API Key that is used with MF Webhook Server- the API Key is used to secure the communication between MF
Webhook Server and Endevor Bridge for Git. The API key must be set in the application.yml and in the webhook
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that is set up for event-based synchronization with Endevor Bridge for Git. For more information, see Create and
Configure Webhooks.

Optional Parameters

Beyond the basic template, the following security-related command groups are available to add to the application.yml file:
server.ssl

This group encompasses the parameters that are used to secure access to the Endevor Bridge for Git URL.
These parameters cover the key-store type, path, password, and alias. For more information, see Secure your
Endevor Bridge for Git Server with SSL

app.oauth.override-redirect
Along with the URL that you set for Endevor Bridge for Git, this parameter must be set to true when Endevor
Bridge for Git is set up to run behind a proxy. For more information about setting up Endevor Bridge for Git with a
proxy server, see Using a Proxy Server: Overview.

The following parameters govern the encryption that is used in the application. For the encryption setup, use one of the
following options:

• AES128_FILE_KEY
• AES128_PERSONAL_KEY
• AES256_FILE_KEY
• AES256_PERSONAL_KEY

While the AESnnn_GLOBAL_KEY options generally are not recommended, these options are useful for migration
scenarios where file key encryption must be temporarily disabled or changed, for example, to generate a new file key.

Once a file key is initially generated by the Bridge application or with a custom method, place the key in a secure directory
with restricted access. The Bridge application requires read access to the file, but no other access should be permitted.
App.security.encryption

Sets the encryption mechanism that is used to encrypt sensitive data that is stored in the database.
Default: AES128_FILE_KEY

App.security.encryption-file-key
Sets the location of the file with an encryption key on a disk.
Default: ${app.workdir}/EVCS_root/encryption.key

Endevor Connections and Credentials Management

Once Endevor Bridge for Git is running, the first task for an administrator is to create the Endevor Connections that are
used to map Endevor inventory locations to git repositories. An Endevor Connection consists of the base URL of a Web
Services instance and a specific Endevor configuration.

Users must enter their credentials for the Endevor Connections that they want to work with. For a developer, the
credentials are used to synchronize their changes with Endevor. For a mapping admin, the credentials are used for the
read access to Endevor when a mapping is synchronized. Mapping admin credentials are also used once a mapping is
created and further sync-backs occur.

Integrate Endevor REST API with the API Mediation Layer

As an alternative to providing their credentials to Endevor Connections, mapping owners can take advantage of certificate
support that is provided by the API Mediation Layer. Integrating your Endevor REST API with the API Mediation Layer
allows Endevor Bridge for Git to make requests to that service. In this scenario, mapping administrators supply certificates
in Endevor Bridge for Git. These certificates are authenticated by the API Mediation Layer, which in turn provides pass
tickets for the requests to Endevor.
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For more information, see Integrate REST API with the API Mediation Layer in the Endevor product documentation.

Secure Mainframe Webhooks

You can use Mainframe Webhook Server with Endevor Bridge for Git for event-based sync-back. This arrangement
ensures that your Git-Endevor mappings are updated with changes from Endevor almost immediately following an update.

We recommend that you set up your Mainframe Webhook Server to use HTTPS requests. For more information about this
procedure, see Enable HTTPS for a Webhook Server.

To ensure that you secure access to the Mainframe Webhook Server, specify groups and privileges in the associated
Tomcat configuration files. For details about how to set these groups and privileges, see Secure a Webhook
Configuration.

General recommendations after setup

For optimum performance and security, ensure that you keep up with the most recent versions of our solutions based on
the following checklist:

• Operating system of your machine
• Java runtime
• Endevor Bridge for Git application
• Other services (Git Server, Endevor, MF Webhook)

Also ensure that you consistently backup the Endevor Bridge for Git working directory.

Endevor Bridge for Git and Your Network
Ensure that you understand how to set up and configure Endevor Bridge for Git to enable communication with Endevor,
your enterprise Git server, and other services.

The following diagram shows the requisite components of a Endevor Bridge for Git setup. The communication pathways
are numerically labeled to correspond with the sections that follow the diagram:
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Figure 3: Bridge for Git Connection Pathways

Endevor Bridge for Git and Enterprise Git Server (1)

The communication link between Endevor Bridge for Git and your enterprise Git server facilitates the synchronization of
code from Endevor. For this link, the administrator must provide the URL and port information of your enterprise Git server
where Endevor Bridge for Git is running (On a virtual machine or on the mainframe) in the application.yml.

The Endevor Bridge for Git setup can use a set of parameters for SSL in the application.yml. Endevor Bridge for Git can
also be configured to use a proxy server.

Users log into Endevor Bridge for Git with their enterprise Git server credentials, or with a personal access token (PAT)
which authenticates against the Git server.

Specific enterprise Git servers use different methods to connect an application to an enterprise git server. Depending on
the enterprise Git server, provide the following details in the application.yml.

Server Specific Information

To connect an application to an enterprise git server, provide the following server-specific information in the
application.yml:
GitHub

Uses a GitHub App and requires:

• URL/port of Endevor Bridge for Git
• A webhook URL (Endevor Bridge for Git URL + /rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookGithub)

The GitHub App is configured for either the entire GitHub server, or for specific repositories. The associated
Endevor Bridge for Git access to the repositories operates on the same level. The functionality provided by the
GitHub App for clients such as Endevor Bridge for Git is governed by multiple parameters.

Bitbucket
Uses an Application Link that specifies the Consumer Key which must be added to the application.yml. Bitbucket
also requires an RSA key pair.
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GitLab
Uses a System OAuth application and requires:

• URL / port of Endevor Bridge for Git
• Selecting the Trusted checkbox to ensure that the application automatically authorizes GitLab OAuth flow

Gitea
Uses an OAuth2 application and requires:

• Application Name
• Redirect URI
• Generated clientId and client secret.
• (Optional) Edit the refresh token job parameters

Required information

To configure the communication link between Endevor Bridge for Git and your enterprise Git server, the following
information is required:
Endevor Bridge for Git

Port
Defined on your side by your Endevor Bridge for Git administrator

Protocol
HTTP or HTTPS

Direction
Bi-directional

Enterprise Git Server
Port

Defined on your side by your enterprise git server administrator
Protocol

HTTP or HTTPS
Direction

Bi-directional

For more information, see the following product documentation topics:

• GitHub application.yml
• Bitbucket application.yml
• Azure DevOps application.yml
• Gitlab application.yml
• Secure your Endevor Bridge for Git Server with SSL
• Using a Proxy Server: Overview

Endevor Bridge for Git and Endevor (2)

The communication link between Endevor Bridge for Git and Endevor is facilitated through Endevor Web Services. The
Endevor Web Services run under Tomcat on the mainframe. The Endevor Web Services are set up and configured and
can be secured by the Endevor administrator.

Required Information

To configure the communication link between Endevor Bridge for Git and Endevor, the following information is required:
Port

Defined on your side by your Endevor administrator
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Protocol
HTTP or HTTPS

Direction
Bi-directional
Note: Endevor Bridge for Git makes requests against the Endevor REST API for initialization, synchronization,
and other actions.

For more information, see the Install and Set Up Web Services topic in the Endevor product documentation.

NOTE
If you use secured Web Services (HTTPS), ensure that you upload the certificate to the java truststore
where <keyword keyref="endvgit"></keyword> is running.

MF Webhook Server to Endevor Bridge for Git (3)

Event-based sync-back is the near real-time synchronization of changes from Endevor to your mappings in Endevor
Bridge for Git. Administrators can set up a webhook in the Mainframe (MF) Webhook Server to watch a specific Endevor
inventory that is connected to Endevor Bridge for Git mappings.

Optional information

To configure the link from the MF Webhook Server to Endevor Bridge for Git, provide the following information:
Port

Defined in the webhook configuration
Protocol

HTTP or HTTPS
Direction

Single (MF Webhook server to Endevor Bridge for Git)

For more information, see Mainframe Webhook Server, and Set Up Event-Based Sync-back

Endevor Bridge for Git to Other Services (4)

Administrators and Mapping administrators can set up webhooks to send information about Endevor Bridge for Git events
to a specified endpoint. For example, sending successful synchronizations in a mapping to a Jenkins pipeline.

Optional Information

To configure a link from Endevor Bridge for Git to other services, provide the following information:
Port

Defined on your side by your Endevor Bridge for Git administrator or by the mapping administrator
Protocol

HTTP or HTTPS
Note: The protocol depends on the endpoint that you post to.

Direction
Single (From Endevor Bridge for Git to the other services)

For more information, see Configure Webhooks for Mapping Events.

Installing Endevor Bridge for Git
The following article details the tasks to set up, configure, and run the Endevor Bridge for Git. Complete the following set
up tasks and then run the application.
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Setup Tasks

Use these tasks to enable Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise Git server. See the appropriate section
below for your specific enterprise Git server. If no enterprise server is specified, the section applies to both.

NOTE
Create a folder on your machine in which to organize your downloads.

• Bitbucket: Configure Application Link
The Application Link allows the Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise Bitbucket server and work with
repositories via the Rest API. When you create the Application Link, you enable it to access the repositories in your
server.

• GitHub: Create and Install the GitHub App
The GitHub App allows the Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise GitHub server and work with
repositories via the Rest API. When you create the GitHub App, you enable it to run in the repositories of your
organization.

• GitLab: Create Application
The GitLab application allows the Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise GitLab server and wrok with
repositories via the Rest API. When you create the GitLab App, you can make it trusted across the repositories in your
server or users can install it for their repositories individually.

• Configure Properties of the Endevor Bridge for Git
After you create the GitHub App, configure the Bridge for Git properties to communicate with your enterprise GitHub
server. In the application.yml file, provide the information about your enterprise GitHub server, your GitHub App or
Bitbucket Application Link, working directory and a location for logs.
– Bitbucket application.yml
– GitHub application.yml
– GitLab application.yml
– Azure DevOps application.yml

• (Optional) Enable Server Pre-receive Hooks
For GitHub and GitLab servers, you can configure server pre-receive hooks for the Bridge for Git application.

Run the Application and Configuration Tasks
Once the initial setup is complete, you can run the application on your provisioned server and complete the following
configuration tasks:

• Initial Startup and Login
Start the application server and log in with the administrator profile.

• Configuration Page
The administrator can configure the email server and notification settings for the Bridge for Git. The administrator also
sets the synchronization period, the sync-back, for the application. The sync-back runs a check of the changesets in
Endevor at the set interval.

• Configuration for Build using Zowe CLI
Ensure that you meet the requirements for using Zowe CLI at your site. Also, ensure that your developers have the
information they need to configure profiles for the Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI, for the Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe
CLI, as well a skeleton JCL for AUTOGEN builds, and a script for reserving build areas.

After the initial login and configuration, the administrator should communicate the notification and sync-back details to
teams within the organization. The notification and the sync-back settings are crucial to the efficiency of collaborative
development using the Bridge for Git.
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Upgrade to a New Version of Bridge for Git

If you are upgrading the version of Bridge for Git, ensure that you replace the previous .jar file and library files with the
new version. Run the .jar file in the same way as you would for the initial startup.

NOTE
If you are upgrading from a Bridge for Git version lower than 2.3.1 to version 2.3.1 or above, you will lose your
existing mappings. Ensure that you synchronize the mappings again.

Bitbucket: Configure Application Link
Enable your enterprise Bitbucket server to communicate with the Endevor Bridge for Git. Configure an application link in
Bitbucket that connects to Bridge for Git.

Prerequisites

• RSA key pair (private key saved to your server and a public key that you upload to Bitbucket). For information about
how to set up an RSA key pair, view an example in the Atlassian documentation.

Overview Video

The following video shows you how to configure the Application Link, configure the application.yml, and run the Endevor
Bridge for Git with your enterprise Bitbucket server.

Configure an Application Link

Configure an Application Link in Bitbucket to allow Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise Bitbucket server.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Settings gear at the top right of the screen.
The Administration page opens.

2. Select Application links.
The Configure Application Links page opens.

3. Enter the URL for your instance of Bridge for Git.
The Link Applications dialog opens.

4. Provide information for the following parameters and click Continue
Application Name

Specify a meaningful name for your application so that users can recognize that it communicates with Bridge for
Git.

Application Type
Specify the application type.

Create incoming link
(checkbox) Select this checkbox.

Another Link applications dialog opens.
5. Enter information for the following parameters and click Continue
Consumer Key

Specify a consumer key. This consumer key is included in the application.yml for the Bridge for Git.
Consumer name

Specify a name for the user.
Public Key

Provide the public key of your RSA key pair (see Prerequisites).
A Processing dialog opens.
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6. Your application link is created.

GitHub: Create and Install the GitHub App
Create a GitHub App to enable the Endevor Bridge for Git at your site for your GitHub server.

The GitHub App enables you to log in to the application using your Git credentials and work with the synchronized Git-
Endevor mappings. The GitHub App provides the Client ID and Client Secret that is required to configure Bridge for Git.

GitHub Apps can be created at the organization level and at an individual level. The following procedure provides the
steps for both the organization and individual level. Where the procedure differs, the steps are marked as (Administrator)
or (Individual). After you create the GitHub App, install the App for your repositories. You can also designate specific
managers for the GitHub App in your organization.

NOTE

For more information about GitHub applications, view the GitHub documentation here: Creating a GitHub App

Create the GitHub App

Use the following procedure to create the GitHub app:

NOTE
Before you create the GitHub app, create a folder on your machine for the work directory.

1. Depending on the role, perform of the following steps:
– (Administrator) From your organization GitHub page, select the Settings tab and select Developer Settings
– (Individual) From your GitHub page, click your avatar, select Settings, and select Developer Settings.

2. Select GitHub Apps and New GitHub App.
3. Enter your credentials.

The Register New GitHub App page opens.
4. In GitHub App Name,  type the name of your app. Give your GitHub App a clear and succinct name such as "Endevor

Git Bridge."
5. (Optional) Provide the app with a description in the Description field.
6. In the Homepage URL field, enter the full URL to your app website. The homepage URL is the URL where you want

to redirect following the installation.
NOTE
The Homepage URL can be the URL for the server where you run Git Bridge, or can be an informational site
about using the application. The Homepage URL is displayed on your GitHub App information page on the
right below the creator of the GitHub App. This page is visible to team members who want to install the App
to their repositories.

7. In User authorization callback URL, type the full URL to which you want to redirect after a user authorizes an
installation.

IMPORTANT
Uncheck the Expire user authorization tokens box which is checked by default.

8. In Webhook URL, type the URL that events will POST to. Each app receives a webhook. The webhook notifies you
each time the app is installed or modified, or of other events the app subscribes to. The URL has the following suffix:
<homepage URL>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookGithub

9. (Optional) Enter an optional secret token to secure your webhooks in Webhook Secret. We highly recommend
that you use webhook secrets to secure your application. Webhook secrets are optional only when you use testing
environments.

10. Under Permissions, select Read & Write in the drop-down menu for Contents.
11. In Subscribe to Events, select Push.
12. In Where can this GitHub App be installed, select the accounts for which the app can be used at your site.
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13. Click Generate a new client secret and copy the client secret.
14. Select Create GitHub App.

   Your GitHub App is available for installation.

Install the GitHub App

After you create the GitHub App, use the following procedure to install the app to work with specified repositories in your
organization.

1. From the page of your created GitHub App, select the Install App tab on the left.
The Install <name of your app> page opens.

2. Select the account where you want to install the GitHub App and click Install.
A new screen opens entitled Install <name of your app>.

3. Designate the repositories where you want the GitHub App to run. Select All repositories or Select repositories and
specify the repositories where you want to install the App.

TIP
Install the GitHub App for all repositories to ensure that teams across your organization can easily utilize the
Enterprise Git Bridge. If you select repositories, teams must install the GitHub App on a case by case basis.

4. Select Install.
Your GitHub application is available for use in the designated accounts and repositories.

NOTE
Your developers are prompted to allow the application access when they sign in to the repositories

(Optional) Define App Managers

As the administrator of your enterprise GitHub server, you can also designate individuals to be managers of the GitHub
App that you created for the Endevor Bridge for Git.

Follow these steps:

1. From the GitHub App page, select App Managers.
The App Managers tab opens.

2. Define the administrators for your GitHub App and click Save
The App Managers are set for the GitHub App.

GitLab: Create application
Create a new GitLab application to enable the Endevor Bridge for Git at your site.

The GitLab application allows you to log in to the application using your Git credentials and work with the synchronized
 mappings. The GitLab application provides the Client ID and Client Secret you need for the configuration of the Endevor
Bridge for Git.

Create a GitLab Application

Use the following procedure to create the GitLab application.

1. Select the wrench for the Admin Area.
The Admin Area page opens.

2. Select Applications.
The System OAuth applications page opens.

3. Select New application.
4. Enter the following parameters for your new application:
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Name
Specify a meaningful name for your application. For example, "Bridge for Git".

Redirect URL
Specify the URL of your Bridge for Git application.

NOTE
The Redirect URL must specify the callback endpoint at the end: http://< your-bridge-for-git-instance>/
oauth2/callback/gitlab

Trusted
Select this checkbox to make your application automatically authorized on GitLab OAuth flow.

NOTE
If you do not specify the application as Trusted, your developers will be asked to install the application
in their repositories when they use Bridge for Git.

api
Select this checkbox to grant complete read/write access to the API, including all groups and projects, the
container registry, and the package registry.

read_user
Select this checkbox to grand read-only access to the authenticated user's profile through the /user API endpoint,
which includes username, public email, and full name. Also grants access to read-only API endpoints under /
users.

read_repository
Select this checkbox to grant read-only access to repositories on private projects using Git-over-HTTP or the
Repository Files API.

write_repository
Select this checkbox to allow read-write access to repositories

5. Select Submit.
Your application is now created and the Application page opens.

6. You can now view and/or edit the details of your application on the application page. Copy and save the Application
ID and Secret for the application.yml.

Gitea: Create OAuth2 Application
Create an OAuth2 Application to enable Endevor Bridge for Git communication with your Gitea server, and to allow users
to log in through the Gitea server.

Use the following procedure to create an OAuth2 Application in Gitea:

1. Log in to Gitea
2. Click the user avatar in the top-right corner, and select Settings.
3. Click the Applications tab.
4. Enter values for the following fields:
Application Name

Name of your application
Redirect URI

“<hostname of Bridge for Git>/oauth/callback/gitea”
5. Click Create Application.

The Edit OAuth2 Application page opens.
6. Copy the clientId and the client secret.
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NOTE
These values are used to modify the Endevor Bridge for Git application.yml configuration file.

7. Click Save.

Gitea OAuth2 Token Management in Endevor Bridge for Git:

Gitea uses OAuth2 tokens for login. By default, the tokens are scheduled to expire after one hour. Due to the token default
expiration time (One hour), the token is not practical to use with a long-running application like Endevor Bridge for Git.
Ensure that you either configure your Gitea server to have longer lasting OAuth2 access tokens, or that you turn on the
refresh job in the Endevor Bridge for Git application.yml file.

Gitea OAuth2 Token Parameters

The following Gitea settings control the expiration of authorization tokens:

NOTE
You can change these settings in the Gitea configuration file app.in.

ACCESS_TOKEN_EXPIRATION_TIME
Lifetime of an OAuth2 access token in seconds
Default: 3600

REFRESH_TOKEN_EXPIRATION_TIME
Lifetime of an OAuth2 access token in seconds
Default: 730

AT_SHUTDOWN
When set to true, refreshes of all access tokens during the application shutdown.
Default: false

Refresh Tokens Parameter in Endevor Bridge for Git Application.yml

If you require shorter duration tokens in Gitea, specify the refresh token job parameter in your Endevor Bridge for Git
application.yml file.

With this job enabled, the database is queried every 10 seconds for valid tokens that have not expired but the refresh date
is overdue. The job refreshes each of these tokens using the refresh token that is supplied with each access token.

With each refresh request, Gitea provides a new refresh token with the new access token to use for the next request.

To enable this job, set the following settings to true in the application.yml configuration file:

NOTE
The default for these parameters is false.

Enabled
Enables the job to scan for tokens that are ready to be refreshed.

At-shutdown
Enable the refresh of all access tokens during the application shutdown

For a full list of setting parameters, check the Gitea documentation.

Configure application.yml
Configure the properties that allow the Bridge for Git to communicate with your enterprise Git server and run on the server
you provision for the application.

Modify the application.yml that corresponds to your enterprise Git server located next to the .jar file in the download
in your text editor. Configure the properties and set the external logs.
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Navigate to the page for the correct application.yml for your enterprise Git server and find the template and an explanation
of the parameters.

• Bitbucket application.yml
• GitHub application.yml
• GitLab application.yml
• Azure Devops application.yml
• Gitea application.yml

Bitbucket application.yml
Configure the application.yml file with the details of your Bitbucket server to enable Endevor Bridge for Git to communicate
with the server.

Use the template that is located next to the .jar file and provide the parameter details. You can also copy the template
from the following example.

Modify the application.yml File

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the following application.yml template:
Note: The template is located next to the application .jar file.
server:

   # Port number of the application

    port: <port>

app:

  # Local working directory path. It must be a permanent directory

  workdir: <path/to/working/directory>  

  git-bridge:

    # Instance URL (Example: http://<external-URL>)

    url: <instance_url>

    # (Optional) Define the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance. Maximum 8 characters

    identifier:

          

    # Validation of the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup.

    startup-validation:

  security:

    auth-provider: BITBUCKET

    # Administrator usernames. They must match the git server usernames and are case sensitive

    administrators:

    - <admin 1> 

    - <admin 2>

    - <admin ...>

    - <admin n>

          

    # (Optional) Default role to be assigned to new users (Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN)

    default-role: 
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    auth:

      # Generated token secret key which is 64 bytes long

      token-secret: <token_secret>

      # Duration of Web UI user token - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 5 minutes)

      token-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

          

      # Duration of Web UI user session - force new user login after (minimum value is 15 minutes)

      session-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

      # (Optional) Webhook secret token from the webhooks repository settings of Bitbucket

      webhook-secret:

         

      # (Optional) Generated api key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the 

      payloads sent via the hooks

      mfwebhook-apikey:

  bitbucket:

    # Bitbucket Server URL (e.g: http://bitbucket.example.net)

    url: <bitbucket_server_url>

    # Open authentication properties

    oauth:  

            

    # Consumer Key from OAuth Application Link

      consumer-key: <consumer_key>

    # Location of your private key file, corresponding public key is set in OAuth Application Link

      private-key: <path/to/private/key.pem>      

   

 git:

    # (Optional) Set 'use-native-client' to 'true' when native Git client is installed on the machine

    use-native-client: false

         

logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

          

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

    local-validation-debug-mode: false

 

2. Enter your information for the following parameters:

port
Specifies the port where you run the Endevor Bridge for Git.

workdir
Specifies the working directory for the application.

WARNING

Important! Ensure that you set a permanent directory.
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url:
Specifies the URL to the server for your instance of Bridge for Git.

identifier
(Optional) Defines the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.

auth-provider
Specifies the authorization provider, in this case Bitbucket.

administrators
Specifies the Bitbucket usernames of the application administrators. Use this profile to access the Configuration
page of the application, and to set the email server and sync-back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator user names are case-sensitive.

default-role
(Optional) Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example DEVELOPER.

token-secret:
Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are generated.
Note: The JWT tokens secure communication among different parts of the Bridge for Git application.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that you keep tokens
secure.

token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value 5 minutes

session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value 15 minutes

webhook-secret
(Optional) Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks.

mfwebhook-apikey
(Optional) Generated API key that is used in Webhook Server to authenticate the payloads that are sent
through the hooks. If no API key is specified, no authentication is used.

Bitbucket Server URL
Specifies the URL of your Bitbucket server.

oauth consumer-key
Specifies the consumer key from the oauth application link.

private-key
Specifies the location of your private key file.

use-native-client
Specifies whether to use the Git native client.
Default: False
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Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Bridge for Git performance. To use this parameter, Git native
client must be installed on the machine.

WARNING
This option is not supported if you run Bridge for Git on mainframe.

git-bridge-level
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values: INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Default: INFO

local-validation-debug-mode
Enables debug mode for git push validation,and provides information in the logs about push actions
Default: false

3. Save your application.yml file in the same location as the Bridge for Git .jar file.
Your application is configured to run.

GitHub application.yml
Configure the application.yml file with the details of your GitHub server to enable Endevor Bridge for Git communication
with the server.

Use the template that is located next to the .jar file and provide the parameter details. You can also copy the template
from the following example.

Modify the application.yml File

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the application.yml template found next to the application .jar file. The template is also included below:
server:

  # Port number of the the application

  port: <port> 

app:

  # Local working directory path. It must be a permanent directory

  workdir: <path/to/working/directory>  

  git-bridge:

    # Instance URL (Example: http://<external-URL>)

    url: <instance_url>

          

    # (Optional) Define the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance. Maximum 8 characters

    identifier:

          

    #Validation of the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup

    startup-validation:

  security

    auth-provider: GITHUB

    # Administrator usernames. They must match the git server usernames and are case sensitive

    administrators:

    - <admin 1> 

    - <admin 2>
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    - <admin ...>

    - <admin n> 

    

     # (Optional) Default role to be assigned to new users (Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN)

     default-role:   

          

    auth:

      # Generated token secret key which is 64 bytes long

      token-secret: <token_secret>

      # Duration of Web UI user token - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 5 minutes)

      token-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

          

      # Duration of Web UI user session - force new user login after (minimum value is 15 minutes)

      session-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

      # (Optional) Webhook secret token from the webhooks repository settings of GitHub

      webhook-secret:  

          

      # (Optional) Generated api key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads sent

 via the hooks

      mfwebhook-apikey:

  github

    # GitHub Enterprise Server URL (Example: http://github.example.net)

    url: <github_enterprise_server_url>

            

    # (Optional) Set the api-url in case of Public github

    api-url: <github_api_url>

     

    # GitHub App link (Example: http://github.example.net/github-apps/bridge-for-git)

    app-public-link: <github app link>

      

    # The GitHub App properties can be found on GitHub: User Account > Settings > Developer settings >

 GitHub Apps

    oauth2:

      # GitHub App Client ID

      client-id: <github_app_client_id>

      # GitHub App Client secret

      client-secret: <github_app_client_secret>

          

git:

    # (Optional) Set 'use-native-client' to 'true' when native Git client is installed on the machine

    use-native-client: false

          

  logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

          

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

      local-validation-debug-mode: false

2. Enter your information for the following parameters:
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port
Specifies the port where you run the Endevor Bridge for Git.

workdir
Specifies the working directory for the application.

WARNING

Important! Ensure that you set a permanent directory.

url:
Specifies the URL to the server for your instance of Bridge for Git.

identifier
(Optional) Defines the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.

Startup-validation
Validates the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup.
Values: ENABLED (The application closes in the event of an error), WAIT (The application waits for the user to
re-validate the configuration in response to the UI message), DISABLED (The configuration validation is skipped
at startup)
Default: ENABLED

auth-provider
Specifies the authorization provider, in this case GitHub.

administrators
Specifies one or more GitHub usernames of the application administrators. With this profile, you access the
Configuration page of the application and set the email server and sync-back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator user names are case-sensitive.

default-role
(Optional) Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example DEVELOPER.

token-secret
Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are generated.
Note: The JWT tokens secure communication between different parts of the Bridge for Git application.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that you keep tokens
secure.

token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 5 minutes

session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 15 minutes

webhook-secret
(Optional) Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks.
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mfwebhook-apikey
(Optional) Generated API-key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads that are sent via
the hooks. If no API-key is specified, no authentication is used.

api-url
Specifies the url to the Github API. Override this parameter if the setup is Public Github instance instead of
Enterprise.

app-public-link
Specifies the link to the GitHub App. The link is displayed on the Git-Endevor Mappings page in the web UI, and is
for use by Mapping owners for their Git repositories.
Default: Empty/No link

client-id
Specifies the client ID from the GitHub App.

client-secret
Specifies the client secret from the GitHub App.

use-native-client
Specifies whether to use the Git native client.
Default: False
Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Bridge for Git performance. To use this parameter, Git native
client must be installed on the machine.

WARNING
This option is not supported if you run Bridge for Git on mainframe.

git-bridge-level
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values: INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Default: INFO

local-validation-debug-mode
Enables debug mode for git push validation and provides information in the logs about push actions
Default: false

3. Save your application.yml file in the same location as the Bridge for Git .jar file.
Your application is configured to run.

GitLab application.yml
Configure the application.yml file with the details of your GitLab server to enable Endevor Bridge for Git communication
with the server.

Use the template that is located next to the .jar file and provide the parameter details. You can also copy the template
from the following example.

Modify the application.yml File

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the application.yml template that is located next to the application .jar file. The template is included below:
server:

  # port number of the application

  port: <port>

app:

  # Local working directory path. It must be a permanent directory
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  workdir: <path/to/working/directory>  

  git-bridge:

    # Instance URL (e.g http://<external-URL>)

    url: <instance_url>

          

    # (Optional) Define the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance. Maximum 8 characters

    identifier:

          

    #Validation of the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup.

    startup-validation:

  security:

    auth-provider: GITLAB

    # Administrator usernames. They must match the git server usernames and are case sensitive

    administrators:

    - <admin 1> 

    - <admin 2>

    - <admin ...>

    - <admin n>

      

     # (Optional) Default role to be assigned to new users (Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN)

     default-role: 

          

    auth:

      # Generated token secret key which is 64 bytes long

      token-secret: <token_secret>

      # Duration of Web UI user token - force new user login after (minimum value is 5 minutes)

      session-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

          

      # Duration of Web UI user session - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 15 minutes)

      token-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

      # (Optional) Webhook secret token from the webhooks repository settings of GitLab

      webhook-secret:

          

      # (Optional) Generated api key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads sent

 via the hooks

      mfwebhook-apikey:

  gitlab:

    # GitLab Enterprise Server URL (e.g: http://gitlab.example.net)

    url: <gitlab_enterprise_server_url>

 

    # The GitLab Application properties can be found on GitLab: Admin Area > Applications

    oauth2:

      # GitLab Application Client ID

      client-id: <gitlab_app_client_id>

      # GitLab Application Client secret
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      client-secret: <gitlab_app_client_secret>

          

   

git:

    # (Optional) Set 'use-native-client' to 'true' when native Git client is installed on the machine

    use-native-client: false

          

  logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

          

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

    local-validation-debug-mode: false

2. Enter your information for the following parameters:
port

Specifies the port where you run the Endevor Bridge for Git.
workdir

Specifies the working directory for the application.

WARNING

Important! Ensure that you set a permanent directory.

url:
Specifies the URL of the server for your instance of Bridge for Git.

identifier
(Optional) Defines the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.

Startup-validation
Validates the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup.
Values: ENABLED (The application closes in the event of an error), WAIT (The application waits for the user to
re-validate the configuration in response to the UI message), DISABLED (The configuration validation is skipped
at startup).
Default: ENABLED

auth-provider
Specifies the authorization provider, in this case GitLab.

administrators
Specifies the GitLab usernames of the application administrators. Use this profile to access the Configuration
page of the application and set the email server and sync-back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator user names are case-sensitive.

default-role
(Optional) Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example DEVELOPER.

token-secret
Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are generated.
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Note: The JWT tokens secure communication between different parts of the Bridge for Git application.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that you keep them
secure.

token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 5 minutes

session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 15 minutes.

webhook-secret
(Optional) Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks.

mfwebhook-apikey
(Optional) Generated API-key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads that are sent via
the hooks. If no API-key is specified, no authentication is used.

GitLab Enterprise Server URL
Specifies the URL of your GitLab server.

client-id
Specifies the client ID from the GitLab Application.

client-secret
Specifies the client secret from the GitLab Application.

use-native-client
Specifies whether to use the Git native client.
Default: False
Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Bridge for Git performance. To use this parameter, Git native
client must be installed on the machine.

WARNING
This option is not supported if you run Bridge for Git on mainframe.

git-bridge-level
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values: INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Default: INFO

local-validation-debug-mode
Enables debug mode for git push validation and provides information in the logs about push actions
Default: false

max-history
(Optional) Specifies the length of time (in days) to keep information from the logs.
Application default: 90 days

max-file-size
(Optional) Specifies the maximum file size for an individual log file.
Application default: 300MB

total-size-cap
(Optional) Specifies the maximum size for all files that are stored in the logs.
Application default: 1GB

jobs
(Optional)
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initialization
Initialize

pool-size
Specifies the number of initialization jobs that are allowed in the job pool.
Default: 1

interval-msec
Specifies the interval between initialization jobs in milliseconds.
Default: 10000
Note: If there are two initialization jobs, the first job will start followed by the second job 10000
milliseconds later.

refresh
Refresh

pool-size
Specifies the number of refresh jobs that are allowed in the job pool.
Default: 1

interval-msec
Specifies the interval between refresh jobs in milliseconds.
Default: 10000

3. Save your application.yml file in the same location as the Bridge for Git .jar file.
Your application is configured to run.

Azure DevOps application.yml
Configure the application.yml file with the Azure DevOps server details to enable  Endevor Bridge for Gitcommunication
with the Azure DevOps server.

Use the template that is located next to the .jar file, or copy the following template into a text editor and enter the
parameters details.

Modify the application.yml File

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the application.yml template you find next to the application .jar file. The template is included below:
server:

  # port number of the application

  port: <port>

          

app:

  # Local working directory path. It must be a permanent directory

  workdir: <path/to/working/directory>  

  git-bridge:

    # Instance URL (e.g http://<external-URL>)

    url: <instance_url>

          

    # (Optional) Define the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance. Maximum 8 characters

    identifier:

          

    # Validation of the application configuration at the Bridge for Git application startup.

    startup-validation:
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  security:

    auth-provider: AZURE

    # Administrator usernames. Names must match the git server usernames and are case sensitive

    administrators:

    - <admin 1> 

    - <admin 2>

    - <admin ...>

    - <admin n>

  

    # (Optional) Default role to be assigned to new users (Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN)

    default-role: 

          

  auth:

      # Generated token secret key which is 64 bytes long

      token-secret: <token_secret>

      # Duration of Web UI user token - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 5 minutes)

      token-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

          

      # Duration of Web UI user session - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 15 minutes)

      session-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

      # (Optional) Webhook secret token from the webhooks repository settings of Azure DevOps

      webhook-secret:

        

      # (Optional) Generated api key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads sent

 via the hooks

      mfwebhook-apikey:

azure

      # Azure DevOps Server URL (e.g: http://azure.example.net)

      url: <azure_devops_server_url>

          

      # Azure DevOps Server Default Collection

      default-collection: <default_collection>  

          

         

git:

    # (Optional) Set 'use-native-client' to 'true' when native Git client is installed on the machine

    use-native-client: false

  logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

          

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

    local-validation-debug-mode: false

 

2. Enter your information for the following parameters:
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port
Specifies the port where you run the Endevor Bridge for Git.

workdir
Specifies the working directory for the application.

WARNING

Important! Ensure that you set a permanent directory.

url:
Specifies the URL to the server for your instance of Bridge for Git.

identifier
(Optional) Defines the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.

auth-provider
Specifies the authorization provider, in this case Azure DevOps.

administrators
Specifies the Azure DevOps usernames of application administrators.
Note: This profile lets you access the Configuration page of the application and set the email server and sync-
back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator user names are case-sensitive.

default-role
(Optional) Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example DEVELOPER.

token-secret
Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are generated.
Note: The JWT tokens secure communication among different parts of the Bridge for Git application. When users
log in, they receive a token that is validated by this number.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that you keep them
secure.

token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 5 minutes

session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 15 minutes

webhook-secret
(Optional) Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks.

Azure DevOps Server URL
Specifies the URL of your Azure DevOps server.

default-collection
(Optional) Specifies the Default Collection in Azure DevOps.
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use-native-client
Specifies whether to use the Git native client.
Default: False
Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Bridge for Git performance. To use this parameter, Git native
client must be installed on the machine.

WARNING
This option is not supported if you run Bridge for Git on mainframe.

git-bridge-level
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values: INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Default: INFO

local-validation-debug-mode
Enables debug mode for git push validation and provides information in the logs about push actions
Default: false

Gitea application.yml
Configure the application.yml file with the details of your Gitea server to enable Endevor Bridge for Git communication with
the server.

Use the template that is located next to the .jar file and provide the parameter details. You can also copy the template
from the following example.

Modify the application.yml File

Use the following procedure to modify the application.yml file.

1. Modify the application.yml template found next to the application .jar file. The template is also provided below:
server:

  # Port number of the the application

  port: <port> 

app:

  # Local working directory path. It must be a permanent directory

  workdir: <path/to/working/directory>  

git-bridge:

    # Instance URL (Example: http://<external-URL>)

    url: <instance_url>

          

    # (Optional) Define the identifier for the Bridge for Git instance. Maximum 8 characters

    identifier:

  security

    auth-provider: GITEA

    # Administrator usernames. They must match the git server usernames and are case sensitive

    administrators:

    - <admin 1> 

    - <admin 2>

    - <admin ...>

    - <admin n> 
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     # Default role to be assigned to new users (Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN)

     default-role: MAPPING_ADMIN  

          

    auth:

      # Generated token secret key which is 64 bytes long

      token-secret: <token_secret>

      # Duration of Web UI user token - logout inactive user after (minimum value is 5 minutes)

      token-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

          

      # Duration of Web UI user session - force new user login after (minimum value is 15 minutes)

      session-expiration-minutes: <duration_in_minutes>

      # (Optional) Webhook secret token from the webhooks repository settings of Gitea

      webhook-secret:  

          

      # (Optional) Generated api key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads sent by

 the hooks

      mfwebhook-apikey:

  gitea:

    # Gitea Enterprise Server URL (Example: http://gitea.example.net)

    url: <gitea_enterprise_server_url>

            

    # The Gitea App properties can be found on Gitea: User avatar menu > Settings > Applications       

    oauth2:

    # Gitea App Client ID

    client-id: <gitea_app_client_id>> 

     #Gitea App Client secret

     client-secret: <gitea_app_client_secret>

          

git:

    # (Optional) Set 'use-native-client' to 'true' when native Git client is installed on the machine

    use-native-client: false

          

logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

          

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

      local-validation-debug-mode: false

 

  rules: 

    #Enables Gitea oauth2 token refresh job. Set to true to use the Gitea default oauth token expiration

 time.

      refresh-tokens: 

        enabled: true 

           at-shutdown: true 

2. Enter your information for the following parameters:
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port
Specifies the port where you run the Endevor Bridge for Git.

workdir
Specifies the working directory for the application.

WARNING

Important! Ensure that you set a permanent directory.

url:
Specifies the URL to the server for your instance of Endevor Bridge for Git.

identifier
(Optional) Defines the identifier for the Endevor Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Endevor Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.

Startup-validation
Validates the application configuration at the Endevor Bridge for Git application startup.
Values: ENABLED (The application closes in the event of an error), WAIT (The application waits for the user to
re-validate the configuration in response to the UI message), DISABLED (The configuration validation is skipped
at startup)
Default: ENABLED

auth-provider
Specifies the authorization provider, in this case Gitea.

administrators
Specifies one or more Gitea usernames of the application administrators. With this profile, you access the
Configuration page of the application and set the email server and sync-back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator user names are case-sensitive.

default-role
(Optional) Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example, DEVELOPER.

token-secret
Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are generated.
Note: The JWT tokens secure communication between different parts of the Endevor Bridge for Git application.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that you keep tokens
secure.

token-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 5 minutes

session-expiration-minutes
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 15 minutes

webhook-secret
(Optional) Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks.
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mfwebhook-apikey
(Optional) Generated API-key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads that are sent by the
hooks. If no API-key is specified, no authentication is used.

Gitea Enterprise Server URL
Specifies the URL of your enterprise Gitea server.

client-id
Specifies the client ID from the Gitea OAuth2 Application.

client-secret
Specifies the client secret from the Gitea OAuth2 Application.

use-native-client
Specifies whether to use the Git native client.
Default: False
Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Endevor Bridge for Git performance. To use this parameter, Git
native client must be installed on the machine.

WARNING
This option is not supported if you run Endevor Bridge for Git on mainframe.

git-bridge-level
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values: INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Default: INFO

local-validation-debug-mode
Enables debug mode for git push validation and provides information in the logs about push actions
Default: false

refresh-tokens
Enables the Gitea oauth2 token refresh job.
Note: To use the Gitea default oauth token expiration time, set these values to true.
enabled

Enables the job to scan for tokens that are ready to be refreshed.
Default: false

at-shutdown
Enables the refresh of all access tokens during the application shutdown.
Default: false

3. Save your application.yml file in the same location as the Bridge for Git .jar file.

Your application is configured to run.

Optional application.yml Parameters
Administrators can configure optional application.yml parameters that optimize the Endevor Bridge for Git configuration at
your site.

The application.yml templates that are distributed with Endevor Bridge for Git include the mandatory settings to run
Endevor Bridge for Git. The optional application.yml parameters are organized under the following topics:
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• Secure Endevor Bridge for Git Server with SSL
• Specific Endevor Bridge for Git Application Options
• Security Options
• Endevor Client Options
• Git Native Client Options
• Database Options
• Logging Options
• Notification Options
• Job Processing Options

Each topic lists the parameters in the group followed by an example. Administrators can copy the example into the
application.yml where the options are applicable.

Edit the Application.yml Template

Ensure that you add the optional parameters in their respective group with the correct spacing in the application.yml file.
The subtopics are arranged in order that the groups are placed in the file.

NOTE
Each group of optional parameters displays the parameters from the template with the note “This parameter is
included in the template application.yml.”.

Secure your Endevor Bridge for Git Server with SSL
Set up an encrypted link to your Endevor Bridge for Git server with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

More configuration may be required, so consider the implications of communication between your secured Endevor Bridge
for Git server and your enterprise Git server.

Run Endevor Bridge for Git on a Distributed Server

To configure SSL for your Endevor Bridge for Git server to run on a distributed server such as a Linux or a Windows
machine, update the following parameters.

In your application.yml file for the Endevor Bridge for Git server, include the server.ssl parameter group with the following
information:

Key-store-type
Specifies the format that is used for the keystore.
Example: PKCS12 or JKS of the SSL certificate.

Key-store:
Specifies the path to the keystore that contains the SSL certificate.

Key-store-password:
Specifies the password that is used to generate the SSL certificate.

Key-alias:
Specifies the alias that is mapped to the SSL certificate.

The following text shows an example of the application.yml SSL section for a secured instance of Endevor Bridge for Git:
ssl:   

   key-store-type: PKCS12

   key-store: C:\Users\User123\Path\to\key\store

   key-store-password: *************

   key-alias: # KStoreAli
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Run Endevor Bridge for Git on the Mainframe

To configure SSL for your Endevor Bridge for Git server that runs on the mainframe, update the following parameters in
the application.yml and your JCL:

Key-store-type
Specifies the format that is used for the keystore.
Example: JCERACFKS

Key-store:
Specifies the path to the keystore that contains the SSL certificate.
Example: safkeyring:////IBMUSER/keyring.bfg
Note: The keystore is defined in RACF.

Key-store-password:
Specifies the password that is used to generate the SSL certificate.
Note: This must be “password” as a string.

Key-alias:
Specifies the alias that is mapped to the SSL certificate.

The following text shows an example of the application.yml SSL section for a secured instance of Endevor Bridge for Git
running on a distributed machine:

ssl:   

   key-store-type: JCERACFKS

   key-store: safkeyring:////IBMUSER/keyring.bfg

   key-store-password: password

   key-alias: # BGFSSL

Specific Bridge for Git Application Options
Administrators can configure specific Endevor Bridge for Git traceability, validation, and operations options.

Parameters

In the git-bridge group under app in the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
url:

Specifies the URL of the server for your Endevor Bridge for Git instance.
Note: This parameter is included in the application.yml template.

identifier:
Defines the identifier for the Endevor Bridge for Git instance.
Limits: Maximum eight characters
Note: This identifier is used in the From Loc (From Location) value in the element metadata. The identifier is
displayed for events that come from Bridge for Git in Mainframe Webhook Server.
Note: This parameter is included in the application.yml template.

dependencies-limit:
Specifies the maximum number of dependencies that you can add to the synchronized Git repository using the
add-element command of the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI.
Default: 50

commit-committer-name:
Specifies the author name for system commits. For example, when you initialize mappings, revert commits, or
refresh the mapping.
Values: DISPLAY_NAME (Sets the author name as the display name from the Git provider), USERNAME (Sets
the author name as the username from the Git provider)
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Default: DISPLAY_NAME
commit-author: ENDEVOR_USER

Specifies the preferred level of traceability of Git commits.
Values: MAPPING_OWNER, ENDEVOR_USER
MAPPING_OWNER

All changes synchronized from Endevor to Git are bulked in one commit. These changes are committed
with the commit author set to the owner of the mapping.

ENDEVOR_USER
All changes that are synchronized from Endevor to Git are split into one commit per element. These
changes are committed with the commit author set to the Endevor username of the user who made the
last change in Endevor. The commit author email is set to the email that is stored in the Enterprise Git
server account of the corresponding Endevor user.
Default: MAPPING_OWNER
Note: The commit author email can only be set if the user Endevor credentials are stored in Endevor
Bridge for Git. Otherwise, the commit author email is blank. Since the Endevor username might not match
the Git username, ensure that the mapped repository does not contain pre-commit checks for the author
of the commit.
Use the Add Users button under Settings to upload Endevor user information to Endevor Bridge for
GitEndevor Bridge for Git. This information is used for the enhanced traceability with the commit-author
parameter when the parameter is set to ENDEVOR_USER.

shutdown-timeout:
Specifies the time after a shutdown notification is received, and a job is running, that the application is shut down.
Default: 2 minutes
Note: The application shuts down after the running job finishes or after the specified timeout, whichever comes
first. If no jobs are running, the application shuts down when the shutdown notification is received. When the
application receives a shutdown signal, the SHUTDOWN REQUESTED message is generated in the logs.

operation-retention-minutes:
Specifies how long Endevor Bridge for Git saves operations to display in the App Activity.
Default: 1440

startup-validation: ENABLED
Validates the application configuration at the Endevor Bridge for Git application startup.
Values: ENABLED (The application closes if there is an error), WAIT (The application waits for the user to re-
validate the configuration in response to the UI message), DISABLED (The configuration validation is skipped at
startup).
Default: ENABLED

pre-push-validate-all-branches:
Specifies whether the pre-push hooks run checks only against synchronized branches (default behavior), or
against feature branches that are created off the synchronized branches (true).
Default: false

Example

The following text shows an example of the application.yml Endevor Bridge for Git application options (git-bridge) section:
git-bridge:

    url:   

    identifier:

    dependencies-limit: 50

    commit-committer-name: DISPLAY_NAME

    commit-author: MAPPING_OWNER

    shutdown-timeout: 2m
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    operation-retention-minutes: 1440

    startup-validation: ENABLED

    pre-push-validate-all-branches: false

Security Options
Manage the security and role options of your Endevor Bridge for Git server.

Use the following options to manage enterprise Git and Endevor Bridge for Git server authentication methods, and
application encryption.

Parameters

In the security section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
alternate-auth-provider:

Specifies alternate Git servers that you want to connect with your Endevor Bridge for Git server.
Note: This parameter is required to facilitate mapping transfer between git servers. Ensure that you add the
alternate Git server the information in the same manner that you configured your initial Git server. For more
information, see Transfer between Git servers.

auth-provider:
Specifies the authorization provider (Your enterprise Git server).
Note: This parameter is included in the application.yml template.

administrators:
Specifies the enterprise Git server usernames of the application administrators. Use this profile to access the
Configuration page of the application and to set the email server and sync-back.

IMPORTANT
Administrator usernames are case-sensitive.

Note: This parameter is included in the application.yml template.
default-role

Sets the default role that is assigned to new users.
Values: DEVELOPER, MAPPING_ADMIN
Default: MAPPING_ADMIN
Note: To set a default role, uncomment the entry and enter the desired value, for example, DEVELOPER.

auth:
token-secret: <token_secret>

Specifies the generated 32 character (64 bytes) hexadecimal string by which the JWT tokens are
generated.
Note: The JWT tokens secure communication between different parts of the Endevor Bridge for Git
application.

IMPORTANT
Always create tokens in accordance with cryptographic standards, and ensure that tokens are
secure.

session-expiration-minutes:
Specifies the duration of the web UI session after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 5

token-expiration-minutes:
Specifies the duration of the web UI user token after which a new user must log in again.
Minimum value: 15
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webhook-secret:
Specifies a token that is used to secure your webhooks

mfwebhook-apikey:
Generated API-key that is used in MFWebhook Server to authenticate the payloads that are sent by the
hooks.
Note: If no API-key is specified, no authentication is used.

pre-push-hook
Secures the locally installed hook (Prompts for a Git personal access token instead of the Git username)
Values: GIT_PERSONAL_ACCESS_TOKEN, NONE
Default: NONE

personal-access-token-login:
Specifies that Endevor Bridge for Git server users log in with a Personal Access Token (PAT)
Note: Users create personal access tokens in the enterprise Git server. For information about creating a PAT, see
your enterprise Git server documentation.
Default: FALSE

encryption:
Sets the encryption mechanism that is used to encrypt sensitive data stored in the database.
Values:

• AES128_GLOBAL_KEY
• AES128_FILE_KEY
• AES128_PERSONAL_KEY
• AES256_GLOBAL_KEY
• AES256_FILE_KEY
• AES256_PERSONAL_KEY

The AES128 and AES256 prefixes determine the cipher that is used. The cipher is always an AES-GCM
algorithm with a key length of 128 bits or 256 bits.
Note: Only configure AES 256 if the Java runtime that is used to run the Endevor Bridge for Git application
has unlimited strength extension (Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy)
available.
Key suffix meanings:
GLOBAL_KEY

All sensitive data is encrypted and stored using a single global level encryption key. The global level
encryption key is stored unencrypted.

FILE_KEY
All sensitive data is encrypted and stored using a single global level encryption key. The single global
level encryption key is encrypted and stored using another key that is stored in a file (see the encryption-
file-key parameter).

PERSONAL_KEY
All application level sensitive data is encrypted and stored using a single global level encryption key. All
personal sensitive data is encrypted and stored using a personal key that is unique for each user. All keys
are encrypted and stored using another key that is stored in a file (see the encryption-file-key parameter).
Note: You can change this value later with encrypted data that is stored in the database, however an
application restart is required. At startup, the Endevor Bridge for Git application checks and updates
encryption of all the data as configured.

encryption-file-key:
Location of the file with the encryption key on a disk.
Note: This option applies only if the value of the previous ‘encryption’ option is set using the file key.
Default:${app.workdir}/EVCS_root/encryption.key
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IMPORTANT
Ensure that the user who runs the Endevor Bridge for Git application has read access to this file. For
security reasons, no other users should have access to the file.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that the file is secure. Loss or corruption of this file results in the inability to decrypt encrypted
data in the database.

NOTE
If this file does not exist, and the application requires the file, a new file is created. The new file
is created with a randomly generated key. In this situation, ensure that the Endevor Bridge for Git
application has write access to the location.

NOTE
To create this file on your own, create a new binary file with at least 32 bytes of cryptographically secure
random data.

alternate-origins:
Specifies an alternative URL, such as a proxy, that is configured for the Endevor Bridge for Git server.

Example

The following text shows an example of the application.yml security section:
security:

    alternate-auth-providers:

    auth-provider:

    administrators:

    default-role: MAPPING_ADMIN

    auth:

      token-secret:

      token-expiration-minutes:

      session-expiration-minutes: 

      webhook-secret:

      mfwebhook-apikey:

      pre-push-hook: NONE

    personal-access-token-login: false

    encryption: AES128_FILE_KEY

    encryption-file-key: ${app.workdir}/EVCS_root/encryption.key

    alternate-origins:

Endevor Client Options
Configure Endevor client options to enable Endevor Bridge for Git to manage content and data that is related to Endevor
elements.

Endevor client options also ensure that Endevor Bridge for Git properly manages element signin and signout processes.

Endevor Connections provide information about the Endevor instances (Web Services base URL and configuration) that
are used to create mappings.

The application.yml configuration file contains a group of parameters that relate to the following items:

• Endevor Connections
• Element actions
• Endevor Connections retries and timeouts
• signin and signout controls
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The signin and signout parameters connect to specifically retrieve and update actions.

Use the parameters in this group to manage content and data for developers, including the cleanup of elements on
commit.

Parameters

In the Endevor section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:

The following parameters relate to the retries and timeouts for single Endevor client requests:
retries:

Specifies how many times each Endevor request is retried following an error, such as a lost connection or a lack
of STC resources.
Note: This parameter does not apply to errors that cannot be recovered by retrying the request later, such as SSL
errors or invalid credentials. For these errors, Endevor Bridge for Git logic prevents subsequent retry attempts.
Default: 5

connect-timeout-msec:
Specifies the maximum time in milliseconds to establish a connection to an Endevor Web Services instance.
Default: 5000

read-timeout-msec:
Specifies the maximum time in milliseconds to complete a read action against an Endevor Web Services instance.
Default: 160000

The following parameter relates to status checks for Endevor Web Services instances:
status-check-msec:

Specifies the maximum interval that Endevor Bridge for Git waits before a request is submitted to check for the
availability of an Endevor Web Services instance. The server runs a request, waits for the designated time, and
then sends another request to ensure that administrators know if Endevor Web Services are available.
Note: Once you restart an instance of Endevor Web Services, Endevor Bridge for Git waits for the designated
time before the status is requested and updated.
Default: 120000

The following parameter group relates to the content and type of elements that are managed by Endevor Bridge for Git.
This group also relates to the conversion of data that does not have an exact equivalent between Git and Endevor.:
trim-trailing-spaces:

Enables trimming of the trailing spaces in the content of the files that are managed by Endevor Bridge for Git.
Values: NO_TRIM (No trimming is applied to the content), TRIM_ALWAYS (Always trims the trailing whitespace
characters from all files), TYPES_ONLY (Trims the trailing whitespace characters from the types that are listed in
the trimmed-types parameter)
Default: NO_TRIM

trimmed-types:
The content of the specified types is trimmed by replacing non-compared areas with blanks. The replacement is
done according to compare from/to and source length parameters that are specified in Endevor.
Note: Check your Endevor settings for your mapping system types.
Values: Type names that are defined in your system that are used from Endevor.

ignore-empty-file-extensions:
Enables Endevor Bridge for Git to ignore empty file extensions that are defined in the respective Endevor type.
Note: With this parameter set to “true", Endevor Bridge for Git accepts file extensions for elements with no file
extension defined in the Endevor type definition.
Default: False
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Additional Instructions to Trim Content

The following example shows how to trim content for white spaces and line numbering.
Remove line numbers
To remove line numbers based on Endevor type definition for selected types, add a new option to application.yml as
shown in the following example:
app

  endevor:

    trimmed-types: (ex: COBOL,ASM etc)

     - type1

     - type2

     ...

Example of COBOL source code:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

000100 IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.  

00000001

000200 PROGRAM-ID. TEST.  

00000002

000300*COMMENT    

00000003

If the COBOL definition is as follows:
compareFrom 7

compareTo 72

srcLgt 80

The results will be:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.                                                

       PROGRAM-ID. TEST.                                                        

      *COMMENT

Trim Whitespaces
To trim whitespaces at the end of each line, add a new option to application.yml as shown in the following example:
app:

  endevor:

    trim-trailing-spaces: (enum with possible values NO_TRIM(do not trim), TYPES_ONLY(trim for trimmed-types

 only), ALWAYS(trim always))

An example where an underscore '_' represents a space character:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

_______IDENTIFICATION_DIVISION._________________________________________________

_______PROGRAM-ID._TEST._______________________________________________________

_______*COMMENT________________________________________________________________

The preceding example produces the following result:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

_______IDENTIFICATION_DIVISION.

_______PROGRAM-ID._TEST.

_______*COMMENT

The following group relates to signin and signout parameters for retrieve and update actions. By default, Endevor Bridge
for Git overrides signouts. Optional actions that cause signout are run with no-signout option. Actions with mandatory
signout are executed with signin after the fact. For example, Everything by default is override signout and no-signout, or
signin-after.
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retrieve:
override-signout:

Enables Endevor Bridge for Git to override signout on elements.
Note: Ensure that you verify the desired setting at your site for this parameter. If you have a strict signout
policy, set this parameter to “false” and pay close attention to the following parameters.
Default: true

no-signout:
Enables Endevor Bridge for Git to retrieve elements without signing out the elements. When the value
is set to "false", the retrieved elements are signed out to the user who performs the respective retrieve
operation. This user is usually the Mapping Administrator who owns the respective mapping.
Note: With this option set to "false", consider setting signin-after in the retrieve group to “true”.
Default: true

signin-after:
Enables Endevor Bridge for Git to sign in elements after the elements are retrieved.

WARNING
If both no-sign out and signin-after are "false", and override-signout is also "false", Endevor
Bridge for Git cannot properly synchronize changes from different users.

Values: NEVER, KEEP_PREVIOUS, ALWAYS.
NEVER

Signin is never used.
KEEP_PREVIOUS

Signout to the signout ID that was set before running the retrieve action, or to the signin value if
the element was not signed out previously.

ALWAYS
Always sign in the element regardless of the previous owner of the signout ID.
Default: NEVER

default:
The following sub-parameters are connected to retrieve CCID, Comment, and To-location. If you set “no-
signout: true” in the application, ensure that you enter meaningful values for these parameters. These
paramters relate to information that is stored in the Endevor element metadata. This information is useful
for auditing since the parameters enable you to effectively trace what elements were retrieved to Endevor
Bridge for Git.
ccid:

Specifies a CCID value for Endevor Bridge for Git to use with the retrieve actions during a
mapping synchronization. If you use program exits that govern CCID rules at your site, ensure
that the default value is added to your exit, or that you specify a valid CCID value for these
actions.
Default: RETRIEVE

comment:
Specifies a comment value for Endevor Bridge for Git to use with the retrieve actions during a
mapping synchronization.
Default:Endevor Bridge for Git RETRIEVE

to-location:
Specifies a retrieve-to value for Endevor Bridge for Git to use with the retrieve actions during a
mapping synchronization.
Default:Endevor Bridge for Git ${app.git-bridge.identifier}
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update:
override-signout:

Specifies whether to override signout when elements are updated or deleted.
Note: When override-signout is set to false, Endevor Bridge for Git performs a retrieve to obtain signout
before an element update or a delete.
Default: true

Signin-after:
Enables Endevor Bridge for Git to sign in elements after the elements are added or updated and
successfully synchronized to Endevor.

WARNING
If signin-after in the update group is "false", and override-signout is also "false", Endevor Bridge
for Git is unable to properly synchronize changes from different users.

Values: NEVER, KEEP_PREVIOUS, ALWAYS
NEVER

Signin is never used.
KEEP_PREVIOUS

Signout to the signout ID that was set before running the retrieve action, or to the signin value if
the element was not previously signed out.

ALWAYS
Always sign in the element regardless of the previous owner of the signout ID.

Default: ALWAYS

Example

The following text shows an example of the application.yml Endevor client options section:
endevor:

    retries: 5

    connect-timeout-msec: 5000

    read-timeout-msec: 160000

    status-check-msec: 120000

    trim-trailing-spaces: NO_TRIM

    trimmed-types:

    ignore-empty-file-extensions: false

    retrieve:

      override-signout: true

      no-signout: true

      signin-after: NEVER

      default:

       ccid: RETRIEVE

       comment: "Bridge for Git RETRIEVE"

       to-location: Bridge for Git ${app.git-bridge.identifier}

    update:

      override-signout: true

      signin-after: ALWAYS

Git Native Client Options
Specify native Git client options for your Endevor Bridge for Git server.

To use the Git Native Client, the client must be installed on the machine where you run your Endevor Bridge for Git server.
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Parameters

In your application.yml file for the Endevor Bridge for Git server, add or edit the following parameters:
Push-timeout-sec:

Specifies the timeout period for pushes against the native Git client
Default: 0

Use-native-client:
Specifies whether to use the native Git client
Default: False
Note: When set to True, this parameter improves Endevor Bridge for Git performance.
Warning: This option is not supported if you run Endevor Bridge for Git on the mainframe.

Native-client-encoding:
Specifies the encoding to use with the native Git client

Example

The following text shows an example of the application.yml git section:
 git:

    push-timeout-sec: 0

    use-native-client: false

    native-client-encoding:

Database Options
Administrators can configure an external database for Endevor Bridge for Git.

By default, the application uses an embedded Derby database to store server and mapping information.

You can also configure an external database that you can administer. To set up an external database, use the following
parameters in the application.yml file:

NOTE
Bridge for Git is currently only certified for use with PostgreSQL. Ensure that you download the proper driver for
your PostgreSQL version. Add the driver either to your CLASSPATH, or directly to the Endevor Bridge for Git lib
folder.

Parameters

In the database section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
url:

Specifies your database URL
Default: jdbc:derby:${app.workdir}/EVCS_root/db;create=true

driver-class-name:
Specifies your database driver-class-name.
Default: org.apache.derby.jdbc.EmbeddedDriver

username:
Specifies the username of the administrator for the external database that you configure for your Endevor Bridge
for Git server

password:
Specifies the password of the administrator for the external database that you configure for your Endevor Bridge
for Git server.
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Example Setup with PostgreSQL

Bridge for Git is certified for use with PostgreSQL databases. The following text shows the setup with PostgreSQL.
database:

    url: jdbc:postgresql://<yourserver>:<port>

    driver-class-name: org.postgresql.Driver

    Username: ExampleAdmin

    Password: Changeme

Logging Options
Use the logging options to set information levels and file sizes in the logs.

For capacity and support purposes, carefully consider the size and length of your log history.

Parameters

In the logging section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
git-bridge-level:

INFO
Specifies the root log level of the application.
Values:INFO, DEBUG, TRACE

local-validation-debug-mode:
false
Enables debug mode for git push validation and provides information in the logs about push actions.

max-history:
90
Specifies the time in days to retain log information.
Default:90

max-file-size:
300MB
Specifies the maximum file size for an individual log file.
Default:300MB

total-size-cap:
1GB
Specifies the maximum size for all files that are stored in the logs.
Default: 1GB

Example

The following text shows and example of the application.yml logs section:

logging:

    # Logging level of the application

    git-bridge-level: INFO

      

    # Enable debug mode for git push validation

    local-validation-debug-mode: false

    max-history: 30

    max-file-size: 200MB

    total-size-cap: 2GB
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Notification Options
Administrators can use application.yml file parameters to manage the behavior of Endevor Bridge for Git in-app
notifications.

Endevor Bridge for Git users receive notifications to an inbox in the UI for actions that occur in their mappings. When a
new notification arrives, a red dot is displayed on the bell icon. Endevor Bridge for Git user inbox behavior is governed by
the following parameters.

Parameters

In the notifications section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
notification-retention-minutes:

Specifies the time in minute to keep previously read notifications in the UI mailbox.
new-notification-retention-minutes:

Specifies the time in minutes to keep unread notifications in the UI mailbox.
push-notifications:

Specifies, when a user is logged into the application, whether push notifications that appear in the bottom corner
of the screen are sent to the user mailbox.

Example

The following text shows an example of the application.yml notifications section:
notifications:

    notification-retention-minutes: 10080

    new-notification-retention-minutes: 20160

    push-notifications: true

Rules for Job Processing Options
Use application.yml rules parameters to configure your Endevor Bridge for Git server to run job processing options.

You can configure your Endevor Bridge for Git server to run job processing options either in serial or in parallel. You can
also specify the number of workers (STC resources) to use.

Before you configure job processing options, analyze the number of available resources for a given instance of Web
Services. Also consider the number of clients that make requests, and the number of clients that make requests.

NOTE
For all jobs, the runner-mode (serial or parallel) is not for the jobs, but for the individual Endevor actions that
run as a part of a job. For example, an initialization job can run one retrieve action (serial) or multiple retrieve
actions (parallel) independent of the pool size. With serial and pool size set to 2, two jobs can each run one
request at a time. With the runner mode set to parallel, Endevor Bridge for Git runs concurrent requests together
for all jobs based on priority. These requests run up to the STC pool size of the respective Endevor connection
(configuration).

Edit Job Rules Parameters

In the rules section of the application.yml template, edit or add the following parameters:
initialization:

Specify the number of initialization jobs that are allowed in the job pool, and whether the jobs are processed in
serial or in parallel. These settings govern how Git-Endevor mapping creation is processed. For example, If the
pool-size is set to 2, two mappings can be initialized concurrently.
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pool-size:
Default: 1

runner-mode:
SERIAL

refresh:
Specify the number of refresh jobs that are allowed in the job pool, and whether the jobs are processed in serial or
in parallel. These settings govern how mapping sync-back actions are processed. For example, if the pool-size is
set to 2, two branches of two different mappings can be synchronized (sync-back) concurrently.
pool-size:

Default: 1
runner-mode:

SERIAL
synchronization:

Specify the number of synchronization jobs that are allowed in the job pool, and whether the jobs are processed in
serial or in parallel. These settings govern how the mapping synchronization actions are processed. For example,
if the pool-size is set to 2, the server runs the synchronization for two mapping branches concurrently.
pool-size:

Default: 1
runner-mode:

SERIAL
delete-mapping:

Specify the number of branch or mapping deletion jobs that are allowed in the job pool, and whether the jobs are
processed in serial or in parallel. These settings govern how the deleted mappings are processed.
pool-size:

Default: 1
runner-mode:

SERIAL
generate:

Specify the number of generate jobs that are allowed in the job pool, and whether the jobs are processed in serial
or in parallel. Generate jobs can run in parallel on multiple branches, depending on the pool-size value.
pool-size:

Default: 1
runner-mode:

SERIAL

The following text shows an example of the application.yml job processing rules section:

rules:

    initialization:

      pool-size: 1

      runner-mode: SERIAL

    refresh:

      pool-size: 1

      runner-mode: SERIAL

    synchronization:

      pool-size: 1

      runner-mode: SERIAL 

    delete-mapping:
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      pool-size: 1

      runner-mode: SERIAL

    generate:

      pool-size: 1

      runner-mode: SERIAL

Behavior with Different Thread Pools

The Endevor Bridge for Git configuration file (application.yml) contains a section with jobs that are used to set
synchronization concurrency. This section contains the following jobs:

• initialization
Creates a new mapping. This process retrieves all elements from Endevor and uses the elements to initialize a Git
repository.

• synchronization
Synchronizes changes that are pushed to Git from Git to Endevor.

• refresh
Synchronizes changes from Endevor to Git. Synchronization is based on schedule (sync-back), MF Webhook Server
events, or ‘add element’ requests.

You can configure these jobs with the concurrency parameters pool-size and runner-mode.
pool-size

The number of available job runners.
Example: If pool-size = 2 for an initialization job, two mappings are initialized concurrently. If pool-size = 1, all
mapping initialization requests are queued and processed sequentially.
Important!
Running multiple jobs concurrently significantly increases the application resource consumption. For example,
two initialization jobs running at the same time consume more memory and CPU time which results in more
network traffic and the generation of more concurrent requests to the Endevor Web Services. To run multiple jobs
concurrently, plan your resources accordingly to ensure that your system can handle the increased load.
Note:
Due to job dependencies, not all jobs can run concurrently. Two initialization jobs initialize two different mappings,
but Synchronization (Git to Endevor) requires exclusive access to the branch that is synchronized. Consequently,
multiple synchronization jobs can run for different mappings, or at least for different branches, within the same
mapping.
When there are two synchronization events for the same branch, the events are processed sequentially. Similarly,
the refresh (synchronization from Endevor to Git) action updates the mapping metadata and requires exclusive
access to the entire mapping.
Example: Multiple refresh requests can only be processed concurrently for different mappings. Refresh requests
for different branches in the same mapping are serialized.

runner-mode
Runner-mode has two values, SERIAL (Default) and PARALLEL. These values affect how individual Endevor
actions and requests are processed in each job execution.
SERIAL

In the serial mode, only one action is executed at a time, and each job instance makes only one request
to Endevor at a time.
Example: An initialization job must complete the retrieval of one element before the job starts to retrieve
another element.
Note:
When there are multiple job instances (pool-size > 1), multiple actions can still be executed concurrently.
Example: For an initialization job with pool-size = 2 and runner-mode = serial, each job executes only
one Endevor request at time, but since there are two jobs, two concurrent requests can result.
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PARALLEL
Parallel execution allows multiple actions to be executed up to the number of available STC resources of
Endevor Web Services.
Example: If Endevor Web Services has five STCs available for the Endevor configuration that is being
used, an initialization job with runner-mode = parallel can run up to five concurrent requests, or retrieve
five elements at a time.
Important!:
Important!: For parallel execution, consider the following STC implications:
STCs

STCs are shared by other jobs in Endevor Bridge for Git, and possibly by other applications.
When two jobs are initialized, both jobs share the noted five STCs and each job cannot retrieve
five elements at a time. The Endevor Bridge for Git application logic allows sharing of STC
resources however, because the jobs are not necessarily fully synchronized, using multiple job
instances (pool-size > 1) is a best practice.
Example: While one initialization job retrieves elements, another initialization job that is
calculating requirements does not yet require STCs.
STCs are also shared with other types of jobs such as jobs that use, or compete for, the same
STCs as initialization. As a result, even if all jobs have pool-size 1, there is concurrency because
of three different kinds of jobs. Priorities For the three different job types are defined internally to
allocate resources primarily towards the online, real-time workload.
Example: The synchronization of an existing mapping takes priority over the creation of a new
mapping.
STC resources are also consumed by UI users
Example: During mapping creation, the UI lists all available Endevorenvironments or systems
for a user to select. This list of the Endevorenvironment information is an Endevor Web Services
request that also consumes STC resources.
Another important consideration is that Endevor Bridge for Git might not be the only client using
the particular Endevor Web Services and Endevor configuration. In this case, Endevor Bridge
for Git competes with the other clients for STC resources. The Endevor Bridge for Git application
contains a retry logic. The retry logic enables the application to retry the request if there is an
STC resource shortage, or if there is a request timeout.
Note: The number of request retries is configurable in the application.yml.
With all the noted options, it is possible to configure the Endevor Bridge for Git application
to be successful when competing with other clients, especially without retry and parallelism.
We recommend that you create a dedicated Endevor configuration for Endevor Bridge for Git,
particularly if you use the application with a highly concurrent setup. A dedicated configuration
helps isolate other users that use different clients.
The key elements are how Endevor Web Services are configured and, more specifically, how the
particular Endevor configuration is configured.
If possible, use a dedicated configuration for Endevor Bridge for Git usage.
Another recommendation is to always enable a connection timeout for incoming Endevor
Web Services requests. To enable the connection timeout, set ConnectionTimeout > 0 in the
respective Endevor configuration file. This setting allows requests to wait for available STC
resources instead of failing.
Carefully review and plan proper STC pool size. For more information, refer to the following topics
in the Endevor product documentation:

• How to Enable STC Pooling
• How the STC Pool is Managed
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Hooks Options
Administrators can enable the creation of hooks that call native programs.

Hooks can be configured for server events and for individual mapping events.

For this option, administrators must specify the commands that are allowed for the native program.

NOTE
These programs run using the authorization of the Endevor Bridge for Git administrator, not the authorization of
other administrators that create the hooks such as mapping administrators.

In the hooks group under app in the application.yml template, add and edit the following parameters:
Enabled-commands:

Specifies the commands that are used for the native program option for hooks.
Note: Commands are case-sensitive.

The following text shows an example of the application.yml Endevor Bridge for Git hook options (hook) section:
hook:

    enabled-commands:

        - first-program

        - “another program”

 

Use JCL to set up Bridge for Git on the Mainframe
You can use JCL to configure Bridge for Git to run Endevor Bridge for Git on the Mainframe.

Sample Template JCL

The following text is a sample of the template JCL that you can use to run Endevor Bridge for Git on the Mainframe:

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you change the following parameters in the JCL script based on the current installation and version:

• export PWD=<USS directory where BridgeForGit is placed>>
• -jar BridgeForGit-<>version>.jar

//BFGJOB   JOB ACCT#,'SAMPLE JOB',MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=B,

 

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=*

//*

 

//********************************************************************  

//* Custom JVM procedure                                             *  

//********************************************************************  

//JVMPRC86 PROC JAVACLS=,                < Fully Qfied Java class..RQD  

//   ARGS=,                              < Args to Java class          

//   VERSION='86',                       < JVMLDM version: 86          

//   LOGLVL='',                          < Debug LVL: +I(info) +T(trc)  

//   REGSIZE='0M',                       < EXECUTION REGION SIZE        

//   LEPARM=''                                                          

//JAVAJVM  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM&VERSION,REGION=®SIZE,                    

//   PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'                              

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*          < System stdout                        
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//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < System stderr                        

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < Java System.out                      

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*          < Java System.err                      

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//CEEOPTS DD *                                                          

TRAP(ON,NOSPIE)                                                        

/*                                                                      

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY                                                    

// PEND                                                                

//********************************************************************  

//* End Custom JVM procedure                                         *  

//********************************************************************  

//*                                                                    

//JAVA EXEC PROC=JVMPRC86,                                              

// PARM='+T'                                                            

//STDENV DD *                                                          

export PWD=<USS directory where BridgeForGit is placed>                                               

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64                                  

CLASSPATH=$PWD/*                                                    

export CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH                                            

LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:$JAVA_HOME/bin                                    

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x                                  

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x/j9vm                              

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/bin/classic                                

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$PWD                                                  

export LIBPATH=$LIBPATH                                                

IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m -Xquickstart"                                    

IJO="$IJO -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8"                   

export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="${IJO}"                                        

export PATH=$PATH:$JAVA_HOME:$LIBPATH                                  

/*                                                                      

//MAINARGS DD *                                                      

-jar BridgeForGit-<version>.jar                            

//*                                                                  

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*  

Optional Parameters

This example includes the following optional parameters in the script:

IJO="$IJO -Dloader.path=/home/bfg/lib"                        

IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=/home/bfg/bridgestore.jks"

IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password"  

--spring.config.additional-location=\      

file:/home/bfg/application.yml 

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you change the following parameters in the script based on the current installation and version:

• export PWD=<USS directory where BridgeForGit is placed>
• -jar BridgeForGit-<version>.jar
• ACCT#
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JAVA 8:

//BFGJOB   JOB ACCT#,'SAMPLE JOB',MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=B,

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=*

//*

//********************************************************************  

//* Custom JVM procedure                                             *  

//********************************************************************  

//JVMPRC86 PROC JAVACLS=,                < Fully Qfied Java class..RQD  

//   ARGS=,                              < Args to Java class          

//   VERSION='86',                       < JVMLDM version: 86          

//   LOGLVL='',                          < Debug LVL: +I(info) +T(trc)  

//   REGSIZE='0M',                       < EXECUTION REGION SIZE        

//   LEPARM=''                                                          

//JAVAJVM  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM&VERSION,REGION=&REGSIZE,                    

//   PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'                              

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*          < System stdout                        

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < System stderr                        

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < Java System.out                      

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*          < Java System.err                      

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                                  

//CEEOPTS DD *                                                          

TRAP(ON,NOSPIE)                                                        

/*                                                                      

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY                                                    

// PEND                                                                

//********************************************************************  

//* End Custom JVM procedure                                         *  

//********************************************************************  

//*                                                                    

//JAVA EXEC PROC=JVMPRC86,                                              

// PARM='+T'                                                            

//STDENV DD *                                                          

export PWD=<USS directory where BridgeForGit is placed>                                               

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64                                  

CLASSPATH=$PWD/*                                                    

export CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH                                            

LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:$JAVA_HOME/bin                                    

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x                                  

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/lib/s390x/j9vm                              

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$JAVA_HOME/bin/classic                                

LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:$PWD                                                  

export LIBPATH=$LIBPATH                                                

IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m -Xquickstart"                                    

IJO="$IJO -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8"                   

IJO="$IJO -Dloader.path=/home/bfg/lib"                        

IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=/home/bfg/bridgestore.jks"

IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=password"              

export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="${IJO}"                                        

export PATH=$PATH:$JAVA_HOME:$LIBPATH                                  

/*                                                                      
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//MAINARGS DD *                                                      

-jar BridgeForGit-<version>.jar \                           

--spring.config.additional-location=\      

file:/home/bfg/application.yml        

//*                                                                  

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*                                                

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                                

JAVA 11:

//BFGJOB   ACCT#,'GKOBFG',MSGCLASS=A,CLASS=B,                

//             MSGLEVEL=(1,1),REGION=0M                              

/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=*                                                   

//*                                                                  

//********************************************************************

//* CUSTOM JVM PROCEDURE                                             *

//********************************************************************

//JVMPRC16 PROC JAVACLS=,                < FULLY QFIED JAVA CLASS..RQD

//   ARGS=,                              < ARGS TO JAVA CLASS        

//   VERSION='16',                       < JVMLDM VERSION: 16        

//   LOGLVL='',                          < DEBUG LVL: +I(INFO) +T(TRC)

//   REGSIZE='0M',                       < EXECUTION REGION SIZE     

//   LEPARM=''                                                       

//JAVAJVM  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM&VERSION,REGION=&REGSIZE,                  

//   PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'                           

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*          < SYSTEM STDOUT                      

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < SYSTEM STDERR                      

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*          < JAVA SYSTEM.OUT                    

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*          < JAVA SYSTEM.ERR                    

//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//CEEOPTS DD *                                                       

TRAP(ON,NOSPIE)                                                      

/*                                                                   

//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY                                                  

// PEND   

//********************************************************************

//* END CUSTOM JVM PROCEDURE                                         

//********************************************************************

//*                                                                  

//JAVA EXEC PROC=JVMPRC16,                                           

// PARM='+T'                                                         

//STDENV DD *                                                        

export PWD=/z/gk892161/bfg                                           

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lpp/java/J11.0_64/                             

CLASSPATH=$PWD/*                                                     

export CLASSPATH=$CLASSPATH                                          

LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin                             

LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib                                

LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/lib/j9vm                           

export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":                                           

IJO="-Xms16m -Xmx128m -Xquickstart"                                  
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IJO="$IJO -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8"                                     

export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="${IJO}"                                     

export PATH=$PATH:$JAVA_HOME:$LIBPATH                                

/*                                                                   

//MAINARGS DD *                                                      

-jar BridgeForGit-<version>.jar                                 

//*                                                                  

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*                                               

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

Using a Proxy Server: Overview
Configure Bridge for Git with a proxy server in an environment where the application is not directly accessible in the
network.

For various reasons, Endevor Bridge for Git might be used in an environment where the application is not directly
accessible in the network. For example, an environment might only be accessible through a proxy server or might be
protected by security software that runs on the Bridge server machine, such as AT-TLS. For more information, see the
Application Transparent Transport Layer Security (AT-TLS) under z/OS Communications Server: IP Programmer’s Guide
and Reference at ibm.com.

In such cases, the external URL that is used to access the Bridge for Git will not match the internal URL where the
application runs. When a user tries to log into the Bridge Web UI, the URL mismatch prompts a security check which
results in a failed login.

Examples:

• The proxy server “https://proxy.company.com” is used to access the Bridge at “https://bridge.company.com”, where
only the proxy address is accessible by users.

• AT-TLS that provides a secure connection, such as “https://mainframe.company.com:12345” is used for a non-secured
application “http://mainframe.company.com:12345”.

• Security software which exposes a secure “https://bridge.company.com” connection is used only for a non-secure
application “http://bridge.company.com:8888” (not accessible externally).

(Optional) Configure Bridge for Git with a Proxy Server

To configure Bridge for Git with a proxy server, you must update the Bridge Instance URL and override the security
configuration.

Update the Bridge Instance URL

In the Bridge application.yml configuration file, under the git-bridge app parameter, ensure that you update the URL
parameter with the externally accessible URL. This URL is usually the URL of the proxy.

Example:
app:

  git-bridge:

    url: https://proxy.company.com

NOTE
This URL is used to set a webhook at the Git server during the creation of a new mapping. Ensure that you
update this URL before you create a mapping. For existing mappings, manually update the webhook URL on the
Git server for all affected repositories. This note does not apply to GitHub where the URL must be updated in the
respective GitHub App.
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Override the Security Configuration

In the Bridge application.yml configuration file, set “override-redirect” for the respective Git server to “true”. This setting
changes the previously noted security check at user login. Instead of the automatically detected internal URL, the security
check compares the external URL used with the “app.git-bridge.url”.

Bitbucket:
app:

  bitbucket:

    oauth:

      override-redirect: true

 

GitHub:
app:

  github:

    oauth2:

      override-redirect: true

GitLab:
app:

  gitlab:

    oauth2:

      override-redirect: true

NOTE
This configuration does not apply to the Azure DevOps Server setup.

Enable a Connection to Secured Endevor Web Services
You can enable <keyword keyref="endvgit"></keyword> to connect to Secured <keyword keyref="endv"></keyword> Web
Services (HTTPS).

To access a secured (HTTPS) Endevor Web Services URL, Bridge for Git requires that the Web Services certificate is
stored in the Java trust store.

Use the following steps to download the Web Services certificate, and to update the Java trust store.

Obtain the Web Services Certificate

Contact your security administrator or obtain the certificate from a central repository.

Update Java Trust Store

To update the Java trust store with a downloaded certificate, you can update a copy of the default Java trust store, or you
can create a Trust store.

Use one of the following procedures to update the Java trust store with a downloaded certificate.

Update a Copy of the Default Java Trust Store

This option retains the trusted certificates from the default trust store and allows you to add certificates.

Use the following procedure to update a copy of the default Java trust store.

1. Copy the default trust store (<JAVA_HOME>/lib/security/cacerts) of the Java installation to your working
location, for example, the location where you placed Endevor Bridge for Git files such as the jar file or application.yml.

2. Run the keytool importcert command using your copy of cacerts.
<JAVA_HOME>/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <alias> -keystore 
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<JAVA_HOME>/lib/security/cacerts -file <cert file>

3. When you start Endevor Bridge for Git, use following Java system properties:
Template:
-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<copy of cacerts file>

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<password>

Example:
-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=/home/bfg/cacerts

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=changeit

You can now create an Endevor Connection that points to the secured Web Services URL.

Create a New Trust Store

Use the following procedure to create a trust store that contains only the Web Services certificate.

1. Run the keytool importcert command to import the certificate. Use a nonexistent file as the keystore
parameter to create a new trust store.
Template:
<JAVA_HOME >/bin/keytool -importcert -alias <alias > -keystore <new trust store > -file <cert file >

Example:
/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk/bin/keytool -importcert -alias endevor -keystore bridge.jks -file

 endevor.cer

2. When you start Bridge for Git, use following Java system properties:
Template:
-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<copy of cacerts file>

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<password>

Example
-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=/home/bfg/bridge.jks

-Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=mypass

You can now create an Endevor Connection that points to the secured Web Services URL.

(Optional) Enable Server Pre-receive Hooks
Enable server pre-receive hooks for your enterprise Git server.

This article details how to use the script templates provided in the product folder for your GitHub or GitLab server.

NOTE
If you do not install/set up server pre-receive hooks for your GitHub instance, use the local hooks in the master-
service branch of your initialized repositories.

GitHub

Use the server-hook-template-github.sh script located next to the Bridge for Git .jar file in the product download. This
script is intended for use in GitHub only. Edit and upload this script to a repository in your enterprise GitHub server and
then set up the pre-receive hook using the UI. Follow the full procedure in the GitHub documentation.

GitLab

Use the server-hook-template-gitlab.sh script located next to the Bridge for Git .jar file in the product download. This script
is intended for use in GitLab only. In the project for which you will create repositories for Git-Endevor mappings, create a
custom hooks directory and create a file matching the hook type, pre-receive in this case. In this file, use the template and
customize it as needed. Follow the full procedure in the GitLab documentation.
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Set Up Event-Based Sync-back
Set up the Event-based sync-back feature to provide near real time, event-based sync-back from Endevor to the
Enterprise Git Server.

Prerequisites

• Endevor Bridge for Git is Set up and running
• MFWebhook Server is set up and running, including the required Endevor configuration to store events which the

MFWebhookServer will consume. For more information about MFWebhook server setup, see Mainframe
Webhook Server.

Create a new Webhook

To set up Event-based sync-back, use the following steps to create a new webhook:

1. Navigate to the MF Webhook server web UI, Mainframe Webhooks page.
2. Click the add button (Plus icon).
3. Click the cog icon next to the Webhook configuration that you created, and click Edit in the dropdown menu.

The Edit Webhook field opens.
4. Provide details for the following fields
Application

Endevor (Element Actions)
Payload URL

<instance_url>:<port>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/mfwebhook
Example: http://muntest000123:8080/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/mfwebhook
Note:instance URL and port are defined in application.yml in Bridge for Git as (app.git-bridge.url) and
(server.port) respectively.

Content Type
JSON

Watched directory
The directory in the Mainframe USS file system to which Endevor writes event files.
Note: The mainframe webhook server watches this directory and processes the files to reflect changes.

Events
Select specific events from the drop-down list. The following events are consumed by Bridge for Git:

• Add
• Update
• Generate
• Move
• Delete
• Transfer

API Key
(Optional) Provides the API key to secure the Webhook.

5. Click Okay
Your Mainframe Webhook configuration is created. The Edit Webhook panel closes and the Mainframe Webhooks
page is displayed.
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Secure the Webhook

Use the following steps to secure the webhook:

1. In the Mainframe Webhook Server web UI, edit the created webhook configuration for sending the payloads to
Endevor Bridge for Git.

2. Define API Key for the webhook.
3. Copy the same API Key and add the key to the application.yml of the Bridge for Git application under

app.security.auth.mfwebhook-apikey

Initial Startup and Login
Use the following procedure to run the GitHub application, access the user interface, and start configuration.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you have the following prerequisites in the same folder:

• Application properties file (application.yml) for the appropriate enterprise Git server
• BridgeForGit<version>.jar file
• Third-Party libraries folder (lib)

NOTE
Ensure that this folder is uncompressed.

NOTE
If the application properties file (application.yml) or the lib folder are not in the same folder as the .jar file, you
must use optional parameters listed in the following section to specify the location.

Optional Parameters

For the initial startup, if the prerequisite application properties file (application.yml) or the lib folder are not in the same
folder as the .jar file, use the following optional parameters to specify the location:
loader.path

Define this parameter if you place the third-party libraries in another location.
Example:
-Dloader.path=<third party libs path>

spring.config.additional-location
Define this parameter if application.yml is in another location.
Example:
--spring.config.additional-location=file:/path/to/application.yml

Initial Startup on Your Server

Run the Endevor Bridge for Git .jar file on your provisioned server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command line and navigate to the path where the .jar file is saved.
2. Run the following command.

java -jar BridgeForGit-<required version number>.jar

NOTE
This step assumes that you have set JAVA in your PATH environment variable.

The Endevor Bridge for Git is running.
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Initial Startup on Mainframe

To run the application on the mainframe, specify the path where Java is installed on the mainframe, and the encoding for
the application.
Example
/usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/java -jar -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 BridgeForGit-<required version number>.jar

IMPORTANT
The parameters must be in the following order:

1. java
Calls the java program, possibly with full path
Example:
/usr/lpp/java/J8.0/bin/java

2. -D parameters
All -D parameters
Example:
-Dloader.path

or:
Dfile.encoding

3. -jar
<Bridge jar name>

4. (Optional) spring parameters
All spring parameters
Example:
--spring.config.additional-location

Login

To access the Configuration and Git-Endevor Mappings pages for the first time, log in with your administrator
credentials that you set in the application.yml file.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your web browser and enter the URL that you defined in the application.yml file during the configuration of
the Endevor Bridge for Git.
The application opens and is ready to use.

2. On the landing screen for the application, select Sign in with <your enterprise Git repository logon>
NOTE
If the login button is disabled, ensure that the application for your enterprise Git server is set up correctly. For
more information see the appropriate link for your enterprise Git server:

• Bitbucket: Application Link
• GitHub: Create and Install the GitHub App.
• GitLab: Create application
• Azure: Set Up Hooks

The credentials page for your enterprise Git server opens
NOTE
If you are already logged in to your enterprise Git server, you proceed directly to the respective authorization
page or to Bridge for Git.

3. Enter your credentials and select Sign in.
The Authorize Application Link or Authorize GitHub App page opens, for Bitbucket and GitHub, respectively.
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NOTE
For GitLab, there is no authorization request if your GitLab application was created with the "Trusted"
parameter set.

4. Select Authorize
Bridge for Git opens.

Upgrade and Run
To upgrade to a new version of Bridge for Git on your server, download the new version to install, and prepare your server
for the upgrade.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you safely shut down your existing Bridge for Git server.

NOTE
When you upgrade from a previous version to release 2.8.0, run a syncback to ensure that your mappings are
up to date.

Follow these steps:

1. Back up the working directory.
NOTE
The working directory path is located under app in the application.yml file.

2. Remove the current BridgeForGit .jar file from the installation location.
3. Remove the lib folder from the installation location.
4. Upload the new BridgeForGit .jar file to the installation location.

IMPORTANT
Do not use the previous version of the .jar file.

5. Upload the lib.zip file to the installation location and unzip the file so that you have a lib folder that contains the
dependency .jar files.

6. Start the BridgeForGit .jar file as described in the Initial Startup and Login section.
Example: java -jar BridgeForGit-<1.2.3>jar

Using Endevor Bridge for Git
This section details how repository administrators and developers can use the Endevor Bridge for Git. Once the
application is installed at their site, repository administrators and developers can sign in and begin to create Git-Endevor
Mappings. The admins and developers can manage these repositories and work on the mainframe assets in parallel
development through GitHub or Bitbucket. The following pages provide details about each step of the process for
developers.

Sign in to the Bridge for Git
Depending on the Git provider, use the following methods to log into Endevor Bridge for Git.

NOTE
If you are already logged in to your enterprise Git server as an administrator, the application opens directly to the
Configuration page. For other users, the application opens to the mapping list page.

GitHub, GitLab and Bitbucket

Use your enterprise Git server credentials to sign in to the Endevor Bridge for Git. The application redirects you to your
enterprise Git server. Enter your credentials. Once you log in, you view the list of configured Git-Endevor mappings at your
site.
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NOTE
The application saves your credentials for all repositories that you have access to.

Use the following procedure to log in to GitHub, GitLab and Bitbucket.

1. On the landing screen for the application, select Sign in with <your enterprise Git repository logo>.
The credentials page for your enterprise Git server opens.

2. Enter your credentials and select Sign in.
The Authorize Application Link or Authorize GitHub App page opens, for Bitbucket and GitHub, respectively.

NOTE
You are only asked to authorize any of the enterprise Git server applications the first time you log in. For
GitLab, as long as your administrator created the GitLab application with the "Trusted" parameter set, there
is no authorization request.

3. Select Authorize.
The Git-Endevor Mappings page opens.

NOTE
If you are an application administrator, you can see the Configuration tab.

Azure, DevOps, and Gitea

To sign in to the Endevor Bridge for Git, use your Personal Access Token (PAT) generated from the Azure DevOps server,
or the OAuth2 token from the Gitea server.

Use the following procedure to log in to Endevor Bridge for Git with Azure DevOps and Gitea

1. Navigate to the application landing screen.
2. Enter your PAT in the input field and click the Sign in button.

NOTE
If you do not have a PAT or OAuth2 token, click the Forgot Token link on the login page, or open your Azure
DevOps server and create a new token.

Server Administration
Endevor Bridge for Git Administrators can configure, manage, and support the server for mapping administrators and
developers.

Administrators can perform the following server activities:

• Manage and configure all mappings
• Configure mail and notification settings
• Schedule server-level synchronization with Endevor
• Create and manage Endevor Connections for users
• Monitor application activity
• Access and download logs
• Manage user permissions
• Complete mapping configuration to support development teams

Administrators can also participate in regular development tasks that are connected to Git-Endevor mappings.

NOTE
The Administrators role is specified in the application.yml file, and can be assigned in the UI. For more
information, see Roles and Mapping Management.
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Create and Manage Endevor Connections
Create Endevor connections to simplify the mapping creation process.

An Endevor connection consists of a base URL and a configuration of Endevor web services. Endevor connections
allow administrators to set up Bridge for Git server Endevor connections without the need to remember or know the web
services information.

Endevor Connections Page

The Endevor Connections page in the Bridge for Git UI allows you to add new Endevor Connections and search for
connections. The page displays configuration and version details about existing Endevor Connections, and provides the
following information:

• Connection Status
• Credentials status
• Certificate status
• Mapping count
• STC Pool size, or the number of worker STCs used for operations against the connection

Create an Endevor Connection

To add Endevor instances in the Endevor Bridge for Git UI, navigate to Settings, select Endevor instances, and follow
the wizard.

Credentials

Users of Bridge for Git must provide their credentials for the Endevor Connections that they plan to work with.

When a Mapping Administrator creates a mapping, their credentials are used to synchronize changes from Endevor to
Git. If you do not want to use individual credentials for this communication from Endevor to Git, you can use certificates for
such connections.

Mappings use Admin credentials to synchronize changes from Git to Endevor. Developer credentials are used to push
developer changes from Git to Endevor. When a mapping administrator creates a mapping and shares the mapping with
their team, they must ensure that developer credentials are provided for the connection that was used.

On the Endevor Connections page, developers can use the more options icon (three dots) to the right of each Endevor
Connection name to add, update, and delete credentials. This process eliminates the need to enter or update credentials
at the mapping level.

Use Certificates with the API Mediation Layer

Administrators can alternatively specify certificates for Endevor Connections. Certificate support is provided using the
Zowe API Mediation Layer with an integrated Endevor REST API.

Prerequisites:

• Zowe API Mediation Layer installed. For more information, see the Installation Roadmap section of the Zowe
documentation at https://docs.zowe.org

• Endevor REST API integrated with the API Mediation Layer
• PassTickets enabled for Endevor REST API
• Certificates that are generated and recognized by mainframe security authority and the API Mediation Layer

Add a Certificate:
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Use the following procedure to add a client certificate:

1. On the Endevor Connections page, click the more options icon (Three dots) for the Endevor Connection that you
want to provide a certificate for, and select Add client certificate.

2. Specify the API Mediation Layer Login URL. This URL represents the authentication gateway for your instance of
API Mediation layer

3. Upload your certificate file.
4. Upload the private key file.
5. Click Update.

The status Valid is displayed under Certificate Status for the Endevor Connection.

Upgrade with Connections

When you upgrade to version 2.8.0 and above of Bridge for Git, the existing connections are populated to the Endevor
Connections page. The new connection names are a combination of the connection base URL and the configuration. The
new name is propagated through the json file following a sync-back.
Example of connection names:
Names in the previous version:

Endevor Base URL:
https://LPAR1.company:8080

Configuration:
Endevor 1

Migrated Connection name:
https://LPAR1.company:8080Endevor1

If you choose not to use the automatically generated connection name, you can provide a simplified name.

Configure Notifications and Email Server
Administrators can configure event notifications that are sent in the Endevor Bridge for Git UI. Administrators can also set
up an email server.

Notifications

Administrators and other users receive notifications about events that occur in Endevor Bridge for Git server mappings.

Administrators can configure notification settings in the Bridge for Git configuration. For more information, see the
application.yml templates and the optional parameter explanations.

Configure the Email Server and send a Test Notification

Administrators can also configure Endevor Bridge for Git to send notifications about application actions and failures.

NOTE
To receive notifications from the application, developer email addresses must be set to "public".

Use the following procedure to configure the email server and to send a test notification:

1. Enter the following information:
Hostname

Specifies the host of your email server.
Port

Specifies the port of your email server.
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Note: This field is prepopulated with a value of 25.
(Optional) Security Protocol

Specifies the protocol to support the secure connection for your email server setup. The drop-down contains the
following options:
SMTP STARTTLS

Utilizes opportunistic transport layer security for the simply mail transfer protocol.
SMTP SSL

Utilizes secure sockets layer for the simply mail transfer protocol.

IMPORTANT
If you specify a security protocol for your email server, you must provide a username and
password.

Username
Specifies the username

Password
Specifies the password

Email From
Specifies the server that sends notifications.

2. Enter the parameters, click Save
Your settings are saved.

3. In the Recipient field, enter a valid email address for your site and click Test.
A test email is sent.

4. Check the Recipient email address inbox to view the email.
An email entitled "Bridge for Git Test Email" is delivered to the designated recipient inbox.

Scheduled Sync-back
Set a schedule for sync-back for the server to regularly update all mappings with changes from Endevor.

Sync-back is the process by which changes from Endevor are synchronized with the associated enterprise Git
repositories. By default, the scheduled sync-back is not configured.

Sync-back Considerations

Consider the following items when you configure a scheduled sync-back:

• Workflows that are connected to mapped Endevor inventories, and the frequency of mainframe developer changes.
• Event-based sync-back setup for immediate synchronization after changes are made in Endevor. For more

information, see Set up Event-Based Sync-back.
• Mainframe or network-related processes that occur regularly, such as IPLs or virtual machine maintenance.
• You can also configure a sync-back schedule for mappings. Ensure that your mapping administrators are aware of this

feature and collaborate for the best results.

Also ensure that your Bridge for Git users, especially mapping administrators, are aware of the processes that are
associated with administrator and user credentials. When the sync-back runs, the process uses the mainframe credentials
for the creator of each Git-Endevor mapping. Ensure that mainframe user credentials are up to date for each repository.

Set up a Sync-back Schedule

Use the following procedure to set up a sync-back schedule:

1. In the left-hand panel on the UI Settings page, click Sync-Back.
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2. Click Create Schedule.
The Schedule page opens.

3. Click the calendar in the Start date and time field, and select a start date and time for the first sync-back.
4. To specify a sync-back frequency following the initial scheduled sync-back, enter a numeric value in the Frequency

field. Then select an interval value (minutes, hours, days, weeks, months) from the drop-down.
Note: Do not set a sync-back interval that is shorter than the average time required for your system to complete a
sync-back.

5. Click Save Preferences.
Your sync-back schedule is set.

Sync-back now

Use the Sync-back now button to initiate an immediate synchronization of all mappings on the server and pull in the
latest changes from Endevor.

NOTE
A synchronization is initiated each time that you click the Sync-back now button and creates multiple requests.
Allow your request time to process before you click the button again.

Roles and Mapping Management
Define Git-Endevor mapping roles and permissions to ensure adequate endpoint protection.

User and Role Management

Bridge for Git delineates which assigned roles can perform specific actions in the app. Administrators can use the Users
page in the UI to add users, set user roles, and upload mainframe users. Bridge for Git contains the following roles:

NOTE
Assigned roles are displayed on the user Profile page. Users receive email notifications when an administrator
changes their role.

Administrator

In addition to configuring and setting up the application, the Administrator role can perform the following actions:

• Assign and change user roles
• Delete Mappings

NOTE
The Administrator role can be edited in the UI. Mapping Admins who are promoted from the UI cannot set the
email server and cannot set the sync-back.

• Perform a bulk upload of Mainframe users for traceability of mainframe development. For more information about this
functionality, see the section Upload Mainframe Users on this page.

Mapping Administrator

The Mapping Administrator role can perform the following actions:

• Create and manage mappings
• Delete mappings that they own
• Restrict access to advanced functionalities such as “Create mapping"

NOTE
If a Mapping Administrator owns mappings, their role cannot be changed to Developer until their mappings are
transferred to another Administrator.

Developer
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The Developer role can perform the following actions:

• View and work with mappings
• Manage credentials for Endeavor connections
• View endpoint permissions

NOTE
The developer role cannot be removed.

MainFrame User

Add Mainframe users to provide traceability for changes from developers who work directly in Endevor .

NOTE
When a mainframe user logs in to Bridge for Git for the first time, their role is automatically changed to the
default role that is set by the administrator.

Default Role

Administrators can use the application.yml parameter default-role to specify a default role that is automatically
assigned to new users. If you upgrade or migrate, non-admin users are automatically assigned the default role of Mapping
Admin and must be manually reassigned to the Developer role.

Transfer Mapping Ownership

System and Mapping Administrators can use a list of users in the UI to transfer ownership of mappings to selected users.
The UI also allows Administrators to search for users.

Mapping ownership can only be transferred to users that are a mapping administrator or an admin. To transfer mapping
ownership to a developer, the role must first be promoted on the Users page.

Users receive verification messages when mapping ownership is transferred. The UI search feature enables users to find
colleagues to whom they want to transfer ownership.

Upload Mainframe Users for Traceability

Upload mainframe users to provide traceability of changes that come from Endevor. When Bridge for Git brings changes
from Endevor, the mainframe user information is logged in the git history. This history allows developers working in Git to
easily track who changed elements directly in Endevor.

To upload Mainframe users, admins can use the Add users function on the UI Users page to upload a file that contains
the user account details.

IMPORTANT
This file must be in the .csv file format and must contain the following information:

• Endevor user name (EndevorUsername)
• Git user name (name)
• Email address (email)

Note: Separate multiple email addresses with commas.

Example:
EndevorUsername,name,email

aarnott433,axarn33,Axel33.Arnott@company.com

aarnott4331,axarn331,Axel331.Arnott@company.com

aarnott4332,axarn332,Axel332.Arnott@company.com

aarnott4333,axarn333,Axel333.Arnott@company.com

aarnott4334,axarn334,Axel334.Arnott@company.com

aarnott4335,axarn335,Axel335.Arnott@company.com
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aarnott4336,axarn336,Axel336.Arnott@company.com

Uploaded users are assigned the Mainframe Developer role. When the user logs in later, their role is updated to the
Developer role.

Configure Hooks for Server Events
Administrators can set up and manage hooks that send information about Endevor Bridge for Git server events,
specifically start and stop events, to a specified endpoint.

Set up a Hook

Use the following procedure to set up hooks for server events:

1. On the UI Settings page, click Hooks to navigate to the Hooks panel, and click Create New Hook.
The Configure Hook panel opens.

2. Specify the following parameters:
Scope

Select the hook scope from the drop-down.
Application

Sends information about your Endevor Bridge for Git server.
Mapping

Sends information about all mappings in your Endevor Bridge for Git server.
Hook type

Select the hook type from the drop-down.
Webhook

Sends the event as HTTP POST to the target URL
Native program

Calls a native program that is installed on the machine.
Hook name

Provide a meaningful name for the webhook.
Hook description

(Optional) Provide a description of the webhook function.
Webhook URL

Specify the endpoint where the mapping event information is posted.
Authorization type

From the drop-down list, select the type of authorization that is required to post to the endpoint, and the
associated values.
Note: Ensure that you use the appropriate authorization for your configured endpoint.

Events
From the drop-down list, select the events to send to the endpoint.
Note: Only Endevor Bridge for Git start and stop events are currently available.

Result
Select the results that are associated with the previously specified events to send to the endpoint.

3. Click Save and Enable.
Your webhook is configured, enabled, and is listed on the Hooks page.
Note: To save your configuration details and enable the hook later, click Save.
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Webhook Example

An administrator wants to keep a record in a reporting service, for example Splunk, of when the Endevor Bridge for Git
server shuts down. From the UI Settings page, the administrator creates a webhook called “Bridge for Git shutdown”. The
new webhook uses the endpoint of their Splunk instance (https://prod.splunkexample.com:8089/reporting/mainframe/
bridge) and Bearer token authorization to send Endevor Bridge for Git stop (shutdown) events. When the Endevor Bridge
for Git server shuts down, Splunk receives the information from the webhook.

Native Program Option

Administrators can specify a hook that calls a native program that runs at the same location as your Endevor Bridge for
Git server.

Example: Sites that run Endevor Bridge for Git on the mainframe must have a way to track the application start and
stop. Application start and stop can be tracked using an operations program such as OPS/MVS Event Management and
Automation.

Prerequisites:

NOTE
The specified commands and native program are run using the authority of the user or service that started
Endevor Bridge for Git.

Application.yml:
app:

  hook:

    enabled-commands:

      - first-program

      - “another one”

Sample MF program to write WTO (console) message

The following example provides a mainframe program that writes a WTO message to the console.

Ensure that you first compile and bind the following program using an XLC compiler. The message that is written to the
console is passed as an argument. This example uses ROUTCODES 2 and 11. Change the ROUTCODES as needed for
the...

NOTE
The message iswill be prefixed with “BPXM023I (userid)” unless authorized for “BPX.CONSOLE”.

#include <sys/__messag.h>                                    

#include <string.h>                                          

int wto(char* data) {                                        

   struct __cons_msg2 cmsg;                                  

   int concmd;                                               

   unsigned int cmsg_rout[3] = {2, 11, 0};                   

   unsigned int cmsg_desc[2] = {12, 0};                      

                                                             

   cmsg.__cm2_format = __CONSOLE_FORMAT_2;                   

   cmsg.__cm2_msg = data;                                    

   cmsg.__cm2_msglength = strlen(data);                      

   cmsg.__cm2_routcde = cmsg_rout;                           

   cmsg.__cm2_descr = cmsg_desc;                             

   cmsg.__cm2_token = 0;                                     

   cmsg.__cm2_msgid = NULL;                                  
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   cmsg.__cm2_dom_token = 0;                                 

                                                             

   return __console2(&cmsg, NULL, &concmd);                  

}                                                            

                                                             

int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {                           

   if (argc < 2) {                                           

      wto("console - No parameter provided");

      return 4;                                              

   } else {                                                  

      return wto(argv[1]);                                   

   }                                                         

} 

Configuration for Build Using Zowe CLI
Enable developers to work with the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in to build the changes of their local working Git
directories in Endevor work areas.

This article details the following topics:

• Prerequisites
• Requirements for developer profiles
• The types of builds available for developers
• A skeleton JCL for running builds with AUTOGEN
• A template of a script that you can modify and provide to developers to run their builds

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

• Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI version 1.2.0 or higher on your local computer
NOTE
Run the zowe -V command to check your version of Zowe and zowe plugins ls to check your version of
the Endevor plug-in.

For information about how to install the most recent version of Zowe and the associated plug-ins, see the Brightside
documentation.

• Profiles for:
– Endevor Bridge for Git Plugin-in
– Endevor Plug-in
– z/OSMF

• Build area for running the build.
• (Optional) Skeleton JCL.

Note: This JCL is used for the job-submit build using AUTOGEN. See the template included below.
• (Optional) Script to automate the reserve/unreserve actions on build areas for your developers.

Note: Customize the template below and provide to your developers.

Profile Set Up for Developers

To run builds once Zowe is installed, developers must set up the following profiles:
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• EBG profile
• Endevor profile
• (Optional) z/OSMF profile

NOTE
Use this profile to run builds using AUTOGEN.

Ensure that your developers have the information that is required to set up the following profiles:

EBG profile:
Provide the following information for the EBG profile:
host

Specifies the base URL of your Endevor web services
port

Specifies the port of your Endevor web services
protocol

Specifies the protocol for your site
Endevor profile:

Provide the following information for the Endevor profile:
host

Specifies the base URL of your Endevor web services
port

Specifies the port of your Endevor web services
protocol

Specifies the protocol for your site

Types of Builds

Developers can build the changed files from the local working directory of their Git-Endevor mapping in an Endevor build
area. Developers can run the following types of builds:

• Build changed files only.
• Job-submit with AUTOGEN option and subsequent job-report to get the reports for the build job

The request build job with AUTOGEN builds with all dependencies. AUTOGEN is an action option that automatically
generates elements and their dependencies within the same inventory location. You can also generate using
elements that are located across systems or subsystems by using the AUTOGEN Span options. For more information
about AUTOGEN, see Autogen Action Option.

Build Areas

A build area can be a sandbox or a subsystem that exists in a static or dynamic Endevor environment. For more
information about build areas, see the article Endevor Setup Considerations.

Skeleton JCL

Ensure that you modify the following skeleton JCL to enable your developers to build their working directories in Zowe CLI
using AUTOGEN:

• Add the appropriate job card.
• Check to ensure that the STEPLIB and CONLIB DD statement library concatenations are included from the

SCMM@LIB member.

//*(JOBCARD)
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// INCLUDE MEMBER=SCMM@SYM

//*-----------------------------*

//*                                                                   *

//* COPYRIGHT (C) 1986-2019 Broadcom. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            *

//*                                                                   *

//* NAME: DEVELOPER BUILD SKELETON JCL                                *

//*                                                                   *

//*   PURPOSE  - JCL FOR BUILDING LOCAL DIRECTORY FOR GIT BRIDGE      *

//*                                                                   *

//*    THE FOLLOWING CHANGES MUST BE MADE TO THIS JCL BEFORE IT CAN   *

//*    BE EXECUTED:                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*    1. ADD THE APPROPRIATE JOB CARD                                *

//*    2. THE STEPLIB AND CONLIB DD STATEMENT LIBRARY CONCATENATIONS  *

//*       ARE INCLUDED FROM THE SCMM@LIB MEMBER THAT WAS TAILORED AS  *

//*       A STEP IN THE INSTALLATION PROCESS.                         *

//*********************************************************************

//BUILD EXEC PGM=NDVRC1,PARM='C1BM3000',DYNAMNBR=1500,REGION=4096K

//INCLUDE MEMBER SCMM@LIB

//CIMSGS1  DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//CIMSGS2  DD SYSOUT=*                         SUMMARY REPORT         *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//BSTIPT01 DD *                                                       *

//***DO NOT CHANGE THIS, ITS FOR SCL STATEMENTS******************   

//***IT WILL BE CHANGED INTERNALLY*******************************

/*

Script Template

Use the following template to develop a script that automates the reserve and unreserve actions of a build. You can
modify the script to set specific datasets to which the build outputs are written.

WARNING
The following template requires modification to work properly for your site. Ensure that you configure the script
for your specific use.

#!/bin/bash

# Prerequisites: endevor profile

###############################################

# Script input arguments                      #

###############################################

WORK_DIR=$1         # git working directory

ENDEVOR_INSTANCE=$2 # instance to connect to Endevor SCL web services

###############################################

# Script functions                            #

###############################################

jsonValue() {

  KEY=$1 # Key of value
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  NUM=$2 # Position of the value. If not specified, all of them

  awk -F "[,:}]" '{for(i=1;i<=NF;i++){if($i~/'"$KEY"'\042/){print $(i+1)}}}' | trim | tr -d '"' | sed -n

 "${NUM}"p

}

trim() {

  awk '{$1=$1};1'

}

failIfZoweError() {

  OUTPUT=$1

  EXIT_CODE=$(echo "$OUTPUT" | jsonValue exitCode)

  if [ "$EXIT_CODE" != 0 ]; then

    echo "$OUTPUT" | jsonValue message

    exit 1

  fi

}

postBuildSteps() {

  echo "> Perform post build actions"

}

###############################################

# Main script                                 #

###############################################

echo "> Reserve a work area"

OUTPUT=$(zowe ebg work-area reserve --work-dir "$WORK_DIR" --endevor-instance "$ENDEVOR_INSTANCE" --rfj)

failIfZoweError "$OUTPUT"

WORK_AREA_ID=$(echo "$OUTPUT" | jsonValue id)

echo "> Execute build on the reserved work area '$WORK_AREA_ID'"

zowe ebg build execute --work-area-id "$WORK_AREA_ID" --work-dir "$WORK_DIR" --endevor-instance

 "$ENDEVOR_INSTANCE" && postBuildSteps

# Unreseve work area unconditionally

echo "> Unreserve the work area '$WORK_AREA_ID'"

zowe ebg work-area unreserve "$WORK_AREA_ID" --work-dir "$WORK_DIR" --endevor-instance "$ENDEVOR_INSTANCE"

Work Areas File

To use the reserve and unreserve functions of the Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI with work areas, ensure that repository
administrators have the necessary information about the Endevor environment. After a repository administrator creates a
synchronized Git-Endevor mapping, they must provide the following information in the .workAreas file that is included in
every synchronized Git-Endevor mapping:

Environment
One or more environments of synchronized repositories

System
The system of synchronized repositories

Subsystem
One or more subsystems of synchronized repositories

For more information, see (Optional) Configure and Commit .workAreas File
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Monitor Application Activity
Administrators can view and manage events that occur on the Endevor Bridge for Git server.

The App Activity page shows events and their respective actions that occur for the server mappings. These events
include mapping initialization, refresh, generate, and deletion. For example, to view the retrieve actions for mapping
elements during the mapping initialization, click the View actions button.

Configure Application Activity History

As an administrator, you can configure settings in the application.yml file that manage the time that operations are
displayed. By default, Endevor Bridge for Git stores operations for 24 hours.
For more information, see Specific Bridge for Git Application Options.

Drop events

When a mapping event is in progress or has paused and continually fails to run, an administrator can use the Drop event
option in the ellipses to drop the event.

WARNING
Administrators should only drop events after direct consultation with Broadcom support or the development
team.

Log Access
As an administrator, you can view and download Bridge for Git server log files directly in the UI.

The Log Access feature allows you to provide log information when you communicate with Broadcom support and
development teams.

Search and Download Log Files

To display, search for, and download log files in the UI, navigate to the App Logs page from the menu on the left. By
default, log files are listed on the App Logs page in descending chronological order. Use the Search field to search for
logs by specific name, date, and time.

NOTE

• To view live logs, click the page icon in the top-right of the App Logs page.
• To download multiple log files together in a ZIP file, select the desired files and click Download.

Application.yml Parameters

In the application.yml configuration file for the Bridge for Git server, you can specify the log levels for the application. You
can also specify the following parameters that manage the size and number of log files that you can view in the UI:
Max-history: 90

Specifies the maximum number of files to store in the database and to display in the UI
Max-file-size: 300MB

Specifies the maximum size for a single log file
Total-size-cap: 1GB

Specifies the total disk space size that is provided for the log file storage in the database

Transfer between Git Servers
You can configure an alternative enterprise git server and can transfer your existing mappings.
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Before mapping administrators transfer their mappings, administrators must configure Endevor Bridge for Git to
communicate with the alternate Git server.

Specify an alternate enterprise Git server in application.yml

To facilitate migrations, Endevor Bridge for Git requires that the information of the alternate enterprise Git server is
specified in the security and the app sections of the application.yml configuration file.
security

Under the security section of the application.yml, specify your alternate git server with the alternate-auth-
provider parameter.
Example:
 security:

    alternate-auth-providers:

      - bitbucket

      - gitlab

      - github

      - gitea

app
Under the app level section of the application.yml, specify the details of your alternate git server.
Note: Ensure that you provide the necessary details for the specific git server. The following example shows all
necessary parameters for each supported git server.
github:

    url: <your-bridge-URL>

    oauth2:

      client-id: <your-client-id>

      client-secret: <your-client-secret>

  gitea:

    url: <your-bridge-URL>

    oauth2:

      client-id: <your-client-id>

      client-secret: <your-client-secret>

  bitbucket:

    url: <your-bridge-URL>

    oauth:

      consumer-key: <your-consumer-key>

      private-key: <location-of-your-private-key>

  gitlab:

    url: <your-bridge-URL>

    oauth2:

      client-id: <your-client-id>

      client-secret: <your-client-secret>

  azure:

    url: <your-bridge-URL>

    default-collection: <your-defaultCollection>
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Your Bridge for Git server is now configured to communicate with another git server and your mapping administrators can
migrate mappings.

Copy or commit repositories to alternate Git server

Before you transfer a mapping to an alternate Git server, the repository must be transferred to the alternate Git server.
Administrators must work with their organization to ensure that the repositories of Endevor Bridge for Git mappings are
moved properly. Organizations must also ensure that their users have access to the alternate Git server in the same
manner they did to the previously configured Git server.

Log into an alternate Git server
Log into an alternate Git server

Before Mapping Administrators can transfer a mapping to an alternate Git server, they must log in to the alternate Git
server to connect to their credentials. Use the following procedure to connect your acocunts.

1. Select the User avatar in the upper right and select Add a Connected Profile
2. Select the alternate Git server, and click Connect Account.
3. Log in to the alternate Git server with your credentials.

NOTE
You might need to authorize the associated app for the git server before you continue.

You are now logged in to the alternate git server, your accounts are connected., and you can transfer a mapping.

Transfer a Mapping to an Alternate Git Server

Once a mapping administrator has logged in to the alternate server, they can transfer a mapping. Use the following
procedure to transfer a mapping to an alternate Git Server.

1. Go to the Administration page for your mapping.
2. Check the box for Advanced Administration options
3. Select Migrate to a new Git repository.
4. Select the Git server from the dropdown list, and provide the new repository URL.
5. Click Migrate.

After these actions are complete, BEndevor Bridge for Git automatically retains the mapping synchronization with Endevor
during the transfer.

Mapping Administration
The primary functionality of Bridge for Git is to create Git-Endevor mappings that synchronize an Endevor inventory
location with a git repository.

Mapping Administrators collaborate with their administrator and Endevor administrator to understand which parts of
the Endevor inventory to map. Mapping administrators also ensure that mappings are configured correctly. Mapping
configuration includes features such as sync-back, CCID, comment, From-location values, and webhooks.

Mapping Administrators can perform the following actions:

• Create Git-Endevor mappings of all types
• Transfer ownership of their mappings
• Add branches to a mapping using the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI (endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli)
• Delete their mappings
• Set the following mapping synchronization options:
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– CCID, Comment, and From Location patterns
– Sync-back interval
– Generate after update

• Set up a webhook to send mapping events and information to an endpoint
• Complete post-initialization actions to prepare their team to work with Git-Endevor mappings and the Endevor Bridge

for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI

For more information about Bridge for Git roles and responsibilities, see Roles and Mapping Management.

Create and Initialize a Git-Endevor Mapping
Create and initialize a Git-Endevor Mapping to work on your Endevor assets in an enterprise Git server repository.

The application guides you through the process to create and initialize a Git-Endevor Mapping in four modules. For
information about mapping roles and permissions, see Roles and Mapping Management.

After you create a Git-Endevor Mapping, ensure that you have the correct hooks set up for your location. The pre-hook
template can be found in the Git-Bridge-service-branch which is part of every synchronized Git-Endevor mapping.

Create and Initialize a Git Endevor Mapping
The UI provides three ways to create a Git-Endevor mapping, Simple, Multi-System, and File Upload. Mapping
administrators can use type filtering for all three types of mapping.

NOTE
You can also use a command in the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI to create any type of mapping.
The command uses the same file format as the example on this page.

Simple and Multi-System

The process to create Simple and Multi-System mappings is the same except that the Multi-System option lets you
select multiple systems and subsystems in the Endevor Inventory step.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Create New Mapping.
The New Git-Endevor Configuration page opens.

2. Select a template based on the type of mapping that you want to create.
3. To create a repository in your remote Git server, select the link text.

The application opens to the Create a new repository page in your enterprise Git server.
4. Enter a name for your repository and select Create.

The repository page opens.
5. Copy the HTTPS URL of your enterprise Git server repository and navigate back to the Bridge for Git application.

WARNING

Ensure that you select the HTTPS URL of your enterprise Git server repository. The application currently
supports only HTTPS URLs.

6. Enter the URL of your remote Git repository in the first module and click Validate.
The Endevor Connection page opens.

7. Select the Endevor Connection from the dropdown menu.
8. Click Next.

The Branch Details page opens.
9. To complete your configuration, enter the following information:
Git Branch Name

Specifies the name of your branch.
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Ensure that you follow the naming conventions for your enterprise Git server. Generally, only use alphanumeric
characters, underscores, and dashes to name a branch.

NOTE
For enterprise Bitbucket server users, we recommend that you name your branch "master". If you
provide a different name, your branch name is automatically changed to "master" in Bitbucket and you
receive a notification to change the name in Repository Settings.

Endevor Environment
Select the environment of your Endevor configuration.

Read-only mapping
Designates a read-only mapping.
When you select this option, a Stage drop-down box opens below .

Endevor Stage
(Conditional) Specify the stage for your read-only Git-Endevor mapping. This drop-down only opens when you
select the Read-only mapping checkbox at the top of the module.

Synchronize elements from work environment only
(Optional) Specifies a synchronization which brings only the elements from the entry stage of the selected
Endevor environment.

Full mapping mode
(Default) Specifies a synchronization that brings an element location from the entry stage and up the Endevor
map.

Mirror mapping mode
(Optional) Specifies a synchronization that brings only the elements from the targeted entry stage, and does not
allow copyback.

10. Click Next.
The Endevor Inventory module opens.

11. To designate the Endevor inventory for your mapping, select the following information and click OK.
System

Specifies the system of your Endevor inventory for the mapping.
Subsystem

Specifies the subsystem of your Endevor inventory for the mapping.
Element types

(Optional) Specifies an Element Type Filter to include in your mapping.
Element names

(Optional) Specifies the naming conventions of elements to include in your mapping.

NOTE
The name filter supports the regular Endevor element naming conventions and allows the use of
wildcards (* and %). Separate multiple name values with commas. Values are not case-sensitive.

12. Click Next
The Summary module opens.

NOTE
In the Summary module, you can download the mapping definition file and can modify the file to create a
new mapping

13. (Optional) Get Elements Count
Under the Git Branches & Mapped Inventory, check the number of elements for each branch in your Git-Endevor
Mapping.

14. To complete the creation of your Git-Endevor Mapping, click Initialize mapping.
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The following message is displayed: "Your request for initialization has been queued. You will receive a notification.
Please check your email."

15. Click OK to return to the Git-Endevor Mappings page.
The new initialized mapping appears in the list and you can view the details. You receive an email that indicates the
process is complete.

File Upload
To upload a mapping file definition, select the File Upload template in step 2 of the previous procedure, and browse for, or
drag and drop, the mapping file definition.

IMPORTANT
From Endevor Bridge for Git version 2.80, only version 3 of the JSON file is valid for the File Upload option.

Example:

NOTE
The following sample JSON represents a multi-branch mapping where each branch has two subsystems. The
example includes type filters for COBOL and COPY elements.

{

  "version": 4,

  "git": {

    "context": "<CONTEXT>",

    "repository": "<REPOSITORY_NAME>",

    "cloneUrl": "<REPOSITORY_URL>"

  },

  "endevor": {

    "baseUrl": "<MF_ENDEVOR_REST_API_URL>",

    "configuration": "<ENDEVOR_REST_CONFIGURATION>",

    "username": "<MFUSERNAME>",

    "password": "<MFPASSWORD>"

  },

  "branches": [

    {

      "name": "test",

      "environment": "DEV",

      "stageNumber": 1,

      "systems": [

        {

          "name": "SYS123",

          "subsystems": [

            {

              "name": "SUB01"

            },

            {

              "name": "SUB02"

              "filter": {

               "element": null,

               "types": [ "COBOL", "TEST" ]

            }

          ]

        }

      ],

      "mappingMode": FULL,

      "readOnly": false
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    },

    {

      "name": "second",

      "environment": "SANDBOX",

      "stageNumber": 1,

      "systems": [

        {

          "name": "SYS456",

          "subsystems": [

            {

              "name": "SUB04"

            },

            {

              "name": "SUB05"

            }

          ]

        }

      ],

      "workEnvironmentOnly": false,

      "readOnly": false

    }

  ]

}

Validate Git Webhook

Except for GitHub, the creation of the webhook for Git providers in the Git repository should happen automatically during
the mapping initialization. If there is an error during the mapping creation, use the following procedures:

NOTE
This step is not required for GitHub, where the webhook is defined in the Github App.

Bitbucket

1. Open the Git repository of the mapping.
2. Access Repository settings > Webhooks.
3. Click Create webhook and provide the following details:

– Name
Endevor Bridge for Git

– URL
<bridge_base_url>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookBitbucket

NOTE
The base URL must match the value that is provided in the application.yml for the property app.git-
bridge.url.

– (Optional) Secret
Value provided in the application.yml for the property app.security.auth.webhook-secret

– Events
Select Push

4. Click Test connection. The value that is returned should be 200.
5. Check that the webhook is Active and click Create.

Gitlab

1. Open the Git repository of the mapping.
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2. Access Settings > Webhooks and provide the following details:
URL

<bridge_base_url>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookGitlab

NOTE
The base URL must match the value that is provided in the application.yml for the property app.git-
bridge.url

Secret
(Optional) Value provided in the application.yml for the property app.security.auth.webhook-secret

Triggers
Specifies the push event only for specific branches. Select Push events and leave the field blank.

Enable SSL verification
If Bridge for Git runs using SSL with a self-signed certificate and the certificate was not added to the trust-store of
Gitlab, uncheck this option.

3. Click Add webhook.
4. Click Test > Push Event.

The value that is returned should be 200, and the Bridge for Git response should contain the message Success.

Next Steps

After you create a Git-Endevor Mapping, clone the new enterprise Git repository to your local repository. Ensure that you
set up the pre-hook template that is found in the Readme file of the initialized repository. For more information, see Set up
Hooks.

NOTE

If server pre-hooks are already set up at your site, you do not need to run the pre-hook script.

If you utilize Zowe CLI to build your local working directory, ensure that you supply the information for the work areas at
your location in the git file that is included in every Git-Endevor mapping. Enter the information for your work areas in the
.workAreas file of your synchronized Git-Endevor mapping. See (Optional) Configure and Commit.workAreas File for
more information.

Generate After Update
Specify whether to automatically invoke a generate for specific mappings.

As a mapping administrator, you can specify whether to automatically invoke a generate for specific mappings following
an add or an update for successfully synchronized elements in a given branch.

Generate actions are performed with the same user ID, CCID, and comment as the original synchronization. Specify the
processor group that is used for a specific element directly in the bridge.json file or through the Zowe CLI.

The generate action runs as a standalone job that is separate from the original synchronization. Each generate follows the
type sequence order that is defined in Endevor. Unclassified types run last.

Generate job results (Success, Warning, or Error) are a summary of all individual generate actions for that job. For
example, if a job has multiple successful actions and one action with an error, the result of the job will be an error.

NOTE
The current implementation generates only successfully synchronized elements. No dependencies are carried
forward for the generate action.

Example:
A developer with the Endevor user ID USER12 commits and pushes changes for the element COBPGM to CCID
01E719EB and the Comment "Fixing bug DE123456 in COBPGM". When the element is successfully synchronized and
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the generate action runs for this element, the action also uses the same Endevor user ID USER12, CCID 01E719EB, and
the Comment "Fixing bug DE123456 in COBPGM".

CCID, Comment, and From-location Settings
Set expressions or string literals for the CCID, Comment, and From-location values.

Mapping administrators can set expressions or string literals for the CCID, Comment, and From-location values. These
values are automatically used for changed Endevor elements in a mapping.

Default Behavior for CCID, Comment, and From-location

Endevor Bridge for Git allows developers to provide CCID and Comment values in the commit field for their changes using
the “CCID=” pattern. The first eight characters following “CCID=” are used for the CCID, while other values are populated
to the comment field. The first seven characters of the Comment field are reserved for the first seven characters of the git
hash for a commit. The from-location value uses “Bridge for Git” plus the identifier that is specified in the application.yml.

Set Expressions

Mapping administrators can override the application default behavior and can specify expressions or string literals for
each field under the mapping Synchronizations tab. Endevor Bridge for Git applies expressions that are entered for all
changed elements in the mapping.

Select the Override defaults checkbox and enter expressions or string literals into the entry fields. Use the following
guidelines for the expressions.

The expressions framework is based on Spring Expression Language. The framework lets you build result values from
variables that are provided by Bridge for Git (For example, #commitHash, #branchName) combined with the string literals
of your choice.

NOTE
Text that is not wrapped in #{} is not evaluated and is used as a literal value. To use string literals inside an
evaluated expression (Expressions wrapped in #{}), you must enclose the expression in single quotes, otherwise
the expression does not compile.

Basic string manipulation methods are available to adjust the provided values. For example, to change a string case for
the branchName variable, apply #branchName.toUpperCase() or #branchName.toLowerCase() .

NOTE
The substring() method is not allowed. Instead, use #subStr() . For example, to get the first five characters of the
commit hash, specify #subStr(#commitHash, 0, 5) .

For string concatenation, specify either the concat() method, or the ‘+’ operator. For example, entering #{#comment +
'...' + #branchName} gives the same result as #{#comment.concat('...').concat(#branchName)} .

CCID

For the Change Committer Identification, ensure that you provid an expression or a string literal that meets the
conventions that you set for your project and in your Endevor exits.
Allowed Variables:

“#ccid”, “#commitHash”, “#comment”, “#branchName”, “#instanceName”

Allowed methods on a string:

“toLowerCase”, “indexOf”, “toUpperCase”, “contains”, “concat”, “length”, “equals”

Substring method is disabled, use subStr(#variableName, fromIndex, toIndex)
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Examples of CCID:

“SKIP”

#{#ccid !=null ? #subStr(#ccid,2,7): #commitHash} for (ccid=US12345)

Comment

Provide an expression or a string literal for the comment field for changes to elements in your mapping.

Allowed Variables:

“#ccid”, “#commitHash”, “#comment”, “#branchName”, “#instanceName”

Allowed methods on a string:

“toLowerCase”, “indexOf”, “toUpperCase”, “contains”, “concat”, “length”, “equals”

Substring method is disabled, use subStr(#variableName, fromIndex, toIndex)

Examples of Comment:

“SKIP”

#{#ccid !=null ? #subStr(#ccid,2,7): #commitHash} for (ccid=US12345)

From location

Provide an expression or string literal for the from-location value for changes to elements in your mapping.

Allowed Variables:

“#ccid”, “#commitHash”, “#comment”, “#branchName”, “#instanceName”

Allowed methods on a string:

“toLowerCase”, “indexOf”, “toUpperCase”, “contains”, “concat”, “length”, “equals”

Substring method is disabled, use subStr(#variableName, fromIndex, toIndex)

Examples of From Location:

#{‘PROD ’ +#instanceName}

#{‘Branch: ’ + #branchName + ‘ - ’ + #instanceName}

Examples

A customer site reserves the first seven characters of the Comment field for specific values. The Comment field of
changes to elements that come from Endevor Bridge for Git should not contain the git commit hash in the first 7 positions.
In this example, enter the following string in the Comment field:
#{#ccid != null ? #subStr(#comment, 0, 7) + ' ' + #commitHash : #commitHash}

Mapping Sync-back Interval
As a mapping administrator, you can specify a sync-back interval for your mappings to pull in the latest changes from
Endevor.

The sync-back interval controls how often Endevor Bridge for Git communicates with Endevor to pull changes to elements
in the inventory into the Git repository.

NOTE
Bridge for Git also provides sync-back configuration for the server. Ensure that you communicate with your
administrator about how to best manage the synchronization from Endevor. You can also use the Mainframe
Webhook Server for real-time synchronization of changes that are made in Endevor.
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Sync-back Interval Options

You can set the following Sync-back interval options:
Inherit from global sync-back schedule

The mapping uses the server sync-back interval set by the administrator
Disable all sync-back schedules

The mapping is not updated with the latest changes from Endevor
Create a custom schedule

Specifies a mapping schedule

Sync-back now

Use the Sync-back now button to initiate an immediate synchronization of the mapping and pull in the latest changes
from Endevor.

NOTE
A synchronization is initiated each time that you click the Sync-back now button and creates multiple requests.
Allow your request time to process before you click the button again.

Commit Message
Manage mappings to ensure that Bridge for Git metadata updates have proper commit messages during sync-back.

Mapping administrators can manage mappings to ensure that Bridge for Git operations that bring changes from Endevor
to Git are aligned with your:

• Git server plug-ins
• Project management tools
• Local workflows
• Integrations with various tools

Use the following procedure to configure your commit message.

1. Check the Override defaults checkbox.
2. Enter your desired commit message for the following actions:

a. Sync-back commit message
Specifies a commit message to be used for sync-back operations for the mapping.

b. Initialize and Update commit message prefix
Specifies a commit message to use when updating a mapping. For example, when a branch is added to an
existing mapping, the commit for the add branch action takes the message that is specified in this field.

c. Revert commit message prefix
Specifies a commit message to use when changes are rejected and Endevor Bridge for Git creates a revert
branch. Changes are typically rejected when invalid code is pushed to Endevor.

3. (Optional) Select Search for tracking data.
Note: This option ensures that a valid message is used for synchronization from Endevor Bridge for Git. For example,
if a plug-in checks for a valid Jira ticket number, this option ensures that Endevor Bridge for Git looks through the
comment and CCID of a change from Endevor for the Jira ticket number. If no valid number is found, Endevor Bridge
for Git applies the message that is designated in the preceding entry fields for the particular operation.

4. Click Save preferences.
Your commit message is saved for use during the next operations.
Note: We recommend that you run a Sync-back now to ensure that your entered commit message is accepted in your
infrastructure.
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Use case

You have a plug-in or an extension for your Git server, such as YACC (Yet Another Commit Checker) for Bitbucket. This
plug-in ensures that commits to repositories contain a valid JIRA ticket number.

For each team or project, ensure that you create a valid ticket number in JIRA that the extension accepts. Once you have
the ticket number, follow the preceding procedure and enter the ticket number in the field for the mapping in Bridge for Git.

Miscellaneous Options
Mapping administrators can configure the behavior of add element functions.

Disable add element to mapping

For mirror-mode mappings, mapping administrators can prevent users from adding elements to the mapping, or to specific
branches, using Zowe CLI or the Visual Studio Code extension Bridge for Git Explorer.

To disable add element for the mapping, select Disabled in the drop-down. To disable add element for specific branches,
select the branches in the drop-down.

Configure Hooks for Mapping Events
Configure a hook to send information about mapping events to an endpoint.

You can set up multiple hooks that send different mapping events and corresponding results.

Set up a Hook

Use the following procedure to set up a hook:

1. On the UI Settings page, click Hooks and click Create new hook in the Hooks panel.
The Configure Hook panel opens.

2. Specify the following parameters:
Type

Specify either Webhook or Native process.
Name

Provide a meaningful name for the hook.
Description

(Optional) Provide a description of the hook that is meaningful for your team.
Hook URL

(Webhook) Specify the endpoint where you want to post the mapping event information.
Authorization type

(Webhook) From the drop-down list, select the required authorization type and the associated values to post to
the endpoint.
Note: Ensure that you select an appropriate authorization type for the configured endpoint.

Native program
(Native Process) Specify the command to run in the native program.
Note: This field is case-sensitive. Ensure that you correctly enter an allowed program.

Native program parameter
(Native process) Specify information to include when the native program runs. For example, specify a message to
write to the console of a mainframe native program.
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Enable hook for
Select the branches that you want the hook to post events for.

Events
From the drop-down list, select the events to send to the endpoint.

Result
From the drop-down list, select the results that are associated with the previously specified events to send to the
endpoint.

3. Click Save and Enable.
Your hook is configured and listed on the Hooks page. To save your configuration details and enable the hook later,
click Save.

Use case

A mapping administrator wants to configure a hook to trigger a pipeline (for example, in Jenkins) following the successful
synchronization and generation of mapping elements. The mapping administrator creates a hook for the mapping, “Post-
generate Trigger,” that points to the endpoint of the pipeline service. The mapping administrator specifies “Generate”
events with the result of “Success.” When the element changes are synchronized to Endevor from the mapping, and the
changes are generated, the resulting success events are sent to the pipeline.

(Optional) Configure and Commit .workAreas File
Configure and commit the .workAreas File to enable developers to run working directory builds.

Administrators can configure and commit the .workAreas File to enable their developers to run builds of their working
directories using the reserve and unreserve actions in the work-area command group of the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in
for Zowe CLI. The .workAreas file is included in the synchronized branch of a synchronized Git-Endevor mapping.

IMPORTANT

• The work areas that you specify must exist below the level of your Git-Endevor mapping. For multi-branch
mapping, each branch needs a dedicated workAreas file with dedicated work areas in the environment below
the mapped environment. For more information, see Endevor Setup Considerations.

• If you run builds in Endevor sandboxes, or if you do not need a reserve function, you can use the Endevor
Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI without configuring this file.

Process and Example

For the reserve/unreserve actions to function, specify an element of type "lockElement." You can designate this element in
any Endevor inventory location for which your developers have access. For management and ease of access, designate
these elements in the same location.  After you specify the "lockElement" type for the particular environment, provide the
specific systems and subsystems, as well.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the main branch of your synchronized repository in your enterprise Git repository.
2. Open the .workAreas file in the online editor.

NOTE
You can also clone the repository locally and change the file in your IDE of choice.

3. Enter the following parameters for the lockElement:
"id":

Specifies an identification tag for the lockElement.
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"lockElement"
Specifies the element to lock.

"name"
Specifies a name for the lockElement.

"type"
Specifies a type for the lockElement. You can use any type that is present in the specified Endevor location.

"system"
Specifies a system for which your developers have access.

"subsystem"
Specifies a subsystem for which your developers have access.

"environment"
Specifies an environment for which your developers have access.

4. Under the lockElement, enter the parameters for the Endevor inventory locations that serve as work areas.
"environment"

Specifies the environment of the synchronized repository.
"systems"

Specifies the Endevor Systems.
"from"

Specifies the system of the synchronized repository.
"to"

Specifies the system to which files are built from the working directory
"subsystems"

Specifies the subsystem.
"from"

Specifies the subsystem from which files are built from the working directory.
"to"

Specifies the subsystem to which files are built from the working directory.
NOTE
Use the previous format to add as many systems and subsystems for this particular environment as you
have mapped. Alternatively, add other lockElements for other environments and the associated systems and
subsystems. The following example provides a guideline.

5. Save and commit your changes.
NOTE
The previous steps also work for multi-system subsystem mapping. To build changes in the correct Endevor
inventory location, assign the correct “from” and “to” in relation to the respective systems and subsystems.

Example .workAreas File

The following example shows work areas that are defined for Endevor environments DEV and WRK.

{

"workAreas" : [

    {

        "id": "test1",

        "lockElement" : {

            "name" : "LOCK1",

            "type" : "ISPM",

            "system" : "SYS123",
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            "subsystem" : "SUBABC",

            "environment" : "DEV"

        },

        "environment" : "DEV",

        "systems" : [

            {

                "from" : "SYS123",

                "to" : "SYS123",

                "subsystems" : [

                    {

                        "from" : "SUBABC",

                        "to" : "SUBDEF"

                    },

                    {

                        "from" : "SUB123",

                        "to" : "SUB"

                    }

                ]

            },

            {

                "from" : "TEST",

                "to" : "TEST",

                "subsystems" : [

                    {

                        "from" : "TESTF1",

                        "to" : "TESTT1"

                    },

                    {

                        "from" : "TEST1",

                        "to" : "TEST2"

                    }

                ]

            }

        ]

    },

    {

        "id": "test2",

        "lockElement" : {

            "name" : "LOCK2",

            "type" : "ISPM",

            "system" : "FIN123",

            "subsystem" : "APP456",

            "environment" : "DEV"

        },

        "environment" : "WRK",

        "systems" : [

            {

                "from" : "FIN123",

                "to" : "FIN123",

                "subsystems" : [

                    {

                        "from" : "APP456",

                        "to" : "APP455"
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                    }

                ]

            }

        ]

    }

]

}

Advanced Mapping Administration
This topic covers advanced activities that are performed by the Endevor Bridge for Git Administrators and Mapping
Administrators.

The activities that are outlined in this topic provide administrators with greater flexibility when working with different Git
servers and repositories.

NOTE
These options are only displayed when the Advanced Mapping Administrator box is checked at the top of the
Administration page.

Transfer Mapping to an Alternate Git Server

Mapping Administrators can transfer existing mappings to a new Git server, for example, from Bitbucket to GitLab or
Bitbucket to GitHub, and keep the transferred mappings in sync with Endevor.

Log in to an Alternate Git Server

Prior to transferring a mapping, the mapping administrator must ensure that they have logged in to the alternate Git
server.

Use the following procedure to log into the alternate Git server.

1. Select the User avatar in the upper-right and select Add a Connected Profile.
2. Select the alternate Git server and click Connect Account.
3. Log in to the alternate Git server with your credentials.

NOTE
You may need to authorize the associated app for the git server before you continue.

4. You are now logged into the alternate git server and your accounts are connected.
You can now transfer a mapping.

Transfer a mapping to an alternate Git Server

Use the following procedure to transfer a mapping to an alternate Git Server.

1. Go to the Administration page for your mapping.
2. Check the box for Advanced Administration options
3. Select Migrate to a new Git repository.
4. Select the Git server from the dropdown list, and provide the new repository URL.
5. Click Migrate

After these actions are complete, BEndevor Bridge for Git automatically retains the mapping synchronization with Endevor
during the transfer.

Specify a Different Endevor Connection for a Mapping

As an administrator or mapping administrator, you can change the Endevor Connection for a mapping.
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To change the Endevor connection for a mapping, the Endevor connection must be defined in the Endevor Bridge for Git
server.

IMPORTANT
The Endevor connection must also have access to the same Endevor inventory as the previous connection.

Use the following procedure to specify a different Endevorconnection for a Mapping:

1. On the UI Administration page, check the Advanced Options box in the top-right.
The advanced admin options are displayed.

2. Under the Endevor connection section, in the Migrate to a new Endevor Connection field, click Migrate.
The Migrate Connections page opens.

3. In the drop-down menu in the Endevor Connections field, select the connection that you want your mapping to use.
Note: Only Endevor instances that are pre-configured by the system administrator are listed in the drop-down menu.

4. Click Migrate.
A notification is displayed that the Endevor connection is successfully changed for the mapping.

Access and Clone a Synchronized Repository
Allow team members to view and clone a synchronized repository to work with the files.

After a Git-Endevor mapping is initialized, team members can view the synchronized repository in their enterprise Git
server. They can then clone the repository to begin working with the files.

Overview Video

Access a Synchronized Repository

Access the synchronized repository of an initialized Git-Endevor mapping from the Git-Endevor Mappings page.
Search the list of Git-Endevor mappings for the synchronized repository that you want to clone and work with. Enter your
mainframe credentials for the mapping and then go to the enterprise Git server repository.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Git-Endevor Mappings page, select Define under Mainframe Credentials.
The Mainframe Credentialsdialog opens.

2. Enter your mainframe username and password and click Validate.
Your mainframe credentials are validated for the repository.

3. Select the link for the repository in the list of configured mappings.
GitHub opens to the repository. You can now view and clone the repository.

Clone the Repository

Clone the repository from your enterprise Git server to your local computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Clone or download.
A drop-down box opens with the URL of the repository.

2. Select the correct remote URL for the repository (HTTPS or SSH) and copy the URL.
3. Navigate to your desired location for the repository and open Git bash in the directory. Run the following command:

git clone <HTTPS URL of repository>

You cloned the repository to your computer.
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4. (Optional) You can also open your IDE and clone the repository there. Run the git clone command in a new
terminal in the IDE.

After you Clone

After you clone the repository, ensure that you set up the hooks necessary for the Endevor Bridge for Git to handle events.
For more information, see Set up Hooks. You can also configure your repository to run a developer build. For more
information, see Build Working Directory using Zowe CLI.

Manage Credentials for Endevor Connections

Ensure that you keep credentials for your Endevor Connections up to date.

If you do not update changed or expired credentials, Bridge for Git will use your old credentials for a synchronization
resulting in a failure and a revert situation.

If your mappings use the same configuration of Endevor, you only need to enter the credentials for one mapping.

Set up Hooks
Set up the hooks for your repositories to ensure that changes are validated against the repository changesets and
Endevor.

After you initialize a Git-Endevor mapping, ensure that you have set up the proper hooks for your repositories. You can
set up server pre-receive hooks for your enterprise GitHub server or you can set up local hooks for GitHub and Bitbucket
repositories. When you enable the pre-receive hooks, you ensure that the changes you push are validated against the
changesets from the enterprise Git repository and Endevor. For example, your changes to a particular file type, such as
COBOL, are checked for their naming pattern and content. Similarly, you cannot change the folder structure of a mapping
in a repository, and the pre-hook reports an error when you try to push such changes. 

Enable Server Pre-receive Hook

The enterprise Git server administrator can enable server pre-receive hooks using the template script that is provided in
the product download. For more information, see (Optional) Enable Server Pre-receive Hooks. 

NOTE

If you do not install/set up server pre-receive hooks for your GitHub instance, use the local hooks in the master-
service branch of your initialized repositories. This setup is recommended.

Enable Pre-push hook

If you do not have the server hooks installed in your enterprise Git server, ensure that you enable the pre-push hook
locally.

You can enable the hook in one of the following ways:

• Install the hook manually by copying the pre-push script file from the scripts/resources folder into the hidden .git/
hooks folder.

• Run the setup.sh script that is in the scripts folder.

Run the setup.sh script

Follow these steps:

1. Open your repository in your IDE.
2. Open the scripts/resources folder in a new terminal.
3. Run the script setup.sh
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A dialog opens and requests one of the following enterprise Git server credentials:
Git User Name

Note: This field is case-sensitive.
Git PAT

The PAT (Personal Access Token) is used if your administrator used the pre-push-hook parameter in the
application.yml to secure the locally installed hook. For more information about how to configure local hook
security, see the pre-push-hook entry in the appropriate application.yml section at Configure Properties of the
Endevor Bridge for Git.

4. Click Enter.
Your hook script is installed.

Set Up a Personal Access Token

To use the pre-push-hook parameter to secure the locally installed hook, set up your Personal Access token (PAT).

Follow these steps

1. Go to Settings in your Enterprise Git account.
NOTE
For GitHub, go to Profiles, Settings, Developer Settings.
NOTE
For Azure DevOps, sign into Azure DevOps and go to Security, Create a new personal access token.

2. Follow the steps to create a Personal Access Token.
3. To set up the necessary admin access to the PAT, select the following items:
GitHub and Azure DevOps

Select all boxes under Scopes.
GitLab and BitBucket

Select Admin Rights.
4. Click Create

Your PAT is created.
NOTE
Copy and save the token. For security purposes, the token is not displayed again.

Work with Synchronized Repositories
A Git-Endevor mapping is a synchronized connection between Endevor and your enterprise Git repository. As a
developer, you can do the following activities when you clone the synchronized repository:

• Change elements in your mapping
• Run a build of your changes with Zowe CLI and view the listings
• Commit and push changes back to the enterprise Git server repository
• Generate your synchronized changes generated in Endevor

Endevor Bridge for Git ensures that your changes are synchronized. When you commit your changes and you make
a push, the application checks your changes against any changesets in Endevor. Bridge for Git also runs a scheduled
synchronization that your administrator sets during the initial setup of the application. The following article describes how
to work with Git-Endevor Mappings and provides tips and tricks to make your workflow more efficient.

Overview Video
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Contents of Initialized Repository

An initialized repository consists of a default branch Git-Bridge-service-branch and a synchronized branch. The
synchronized branch name is defined by the owner of the Git-Endevor mapping during initialization. The synchronized
branch contains one or more folders that correspond to the synchronized systems.

NOTE
Only the files in SYSTEM/SUBSYS/TYPE are synchronized with Endevor.

NOTE
If you initialize a mapping with a type filter, only a folder with the specified types is displayed.

The synchronized branch contains the following default items:
.ebg folder

Contains the mapping.json that defines the mapping of the initialized repository, and the work-areas.json file.
The work-areas.json file enables developers to run builds of their working directories.

NOTE
These files can only be edited by the repository administrator. For versions 2.3.1 and earlier,
mapping.json and work-areas are found in the root directory as .gbmapping and .workAreas.

.gitignore
Defines which files or file types should be untracked from Git. This file is pre-populated with system folders by
default.

.git attributes
Defines how to process the line endings for specific path names when the branch is checked out. Bridge for Git
uses this file for the local pre-push scripts.

NOTE
When Linux is used, Bridge for Git sets the scripts to have linux-style line endings.

scripts folder
Contains common script files for use of the repository locally. Developers can use the scripts folder as a common
location to share new scripts to be pushed to enterprise Git.

NOTE
These scripts are not synchronized to Endevor. Previously, in version 2.3.1 and earlier, this scripts folder
was the gb-templates folder.

setup.sh
Installs the local pre-push script to the cloned repository.

NOTE
Previously named install.sh in version 2.3.1 and earlier.

resources folder
Contains only the pre-push local script for validation of the Git push.

.bridge.json file
Contains the following information about the processor groups:

• Which processor group each element uses during a generate action.
• Which processor groups are available for each type folder.
• The element type file extension.

Each type folder (For example, COBOL or JSON) of your synchronized repository contains one .bridge.json file.

NOTE
The sync repository readme contains a link to available processor groups.
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Example:
{

  "elements" : {

    "FAPASM02" : {

      "processorGroup" : "*NOPROC*"

    },

    "TESTASM" : {

      "processorGroup" : "ASMNBL"

    }

  },

  "defaultProcessorGroup" : "ASMNBL",

  "definedProcessorGroups" : [ {

    "name" : "*NOPROC*",

    "description" : "NO PROCESSORS ASSIGNED"

  }, {

    "name" : "ASMNBL",

    "description" : "ASSEMBLE AND LINK-EDIT, LISTING IS STORED"

  } ],

  "fileExtension" : ""

}

Work with Files in your IDE

The Bridge for Git allows you to work on the files of your Git-Endevor mapping using normal Git flow. Create a
branch and start to work on a specific issue or bug within the code in your IDE of choice. To enable language syntax
highlighting, enable file extentions in Endevor and in the corresponding plug-ins that are installed in your IDE.

If you use Visual Studio Code, you can also utilize the Explorer for Endevor plug-in to browse elements in other Endevor
inventory locations. For more information, see Explorer for Endevor.

Work with Files in your Repository

When you create a file in a synchronized repository, ensure that your file:

• Has the correct extension
• Is placed in the correct SYSTEM, SUBSYSTEM, TYPE folder. The example of the full path:

system/subsystem/TYPE

NOTE
If you create and publish a file in the incorrect System, Subsystem, or Type folders, your push is rejected and
returns an error. 

If you create and push a file outside of the System and Subsystem folders, the file is pushed to Git but the file is
not synchronized with Endevor.

Also consider the following use cases when you work with the synchronized repositories:

• When you push a file to the synchronized repository but you do not want the file to be propagated to Endevor, place
the file outside of the System and Subsystem folder structure.

• When you want Git to ignore a file, use the .gitignore function of Git. The Bridge for Git plug-in automatically includes
system folders names in the .gitignore file. For more information, see Gitignore File.

• If you add an element of a different type than exists in the mapping, and you push the change, the Bridge for Git brings
the element and the element type to the mapping on sync-back.

• Specify a non-default processor group for an element that you add or update
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Commit and Push your Changes

When you finish your changes and complete the optional build, you can commit and push your changes to your enterprise
Git server.

Commit Message and Commit ID

Ensure that you provide a meaningful commit message since this message is propagated to Endevor. By default, the
commit ID from Git is used as the CCID in Endevor.

NOTE
Mapping administrators can set CCID, Comment, and From-location values that are used for a specific mapping.
These values are on the mapping Synchronization Options tab.

If no values are set for the mapping, you can provide a Change Control Identifier (CCID), and can comment in the commit
message that you create in your IDE for project management. To enter a CCID and comment for your commit, enter
"CCID = <name of CCID > <comment>" in the field for the commit message.

Example:

CCID= F2345 Change to three COBOL files

Where

• "F2345" is the CCID
• "<first 7 characters of the commit id> Change to three COBOL files" is your comment message. 

NOTE
To sync the changes into Endevor, the Bridge for Git uses the mainframe credentials of the person who does the
following Git actions: Push and Pull Request Merge.

Structure of Mappings and Push Implications

When you change the name of a file and you push the file in synchronized repositories, consider the concept of the
Endevor life-cycle map. Also consider the location of the file within the life-cycle map. For example, if you change the
name of a file in a synchronized repository and you push the change, these actions are equivalent to the delete and
create actions in Endevor. As a result of the change, the version of the file with the old name is deleted from the specific
synchronized environment in Endevor and a new element is created with the new name. Other versions of the original file
that exist up the map remain in Endevor with the old name.

NOTE
Ensure that you understand the described behavior before you rename files. Not understanding this behavior
might result in spending more time to achieve the desired outcome.

Add Branches

Bridge for Git mapping administrators and developers can use the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI to add new
branches to existing mappings. The primary use case for this feature is to point branches at sandboxes or dynamically
created environments for development.

Mapping admins and developers can use the “like'' parameter to add branches with new Endevor location specifications,
and branches that closely resemble existing branches in a mapping.

All branches that are added to a mapping are reflected in the UI and readme files.

For more information about the CLI plugin and the commands, see Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI.
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Work Environment Only Mappings

When you create a Git-Endevor Mapping with the option Only Elements from Work Environment, only the elements of
that particular environment are available to work with in Git. Ensure that you consider the following implications that are
connected to Endevor

• If a synchronized repository does not contain all the elements that you need, and you need an element that resides up
the map, you can use the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI. Use the zowe ebg mapping add-element
command to bring the element that resides up the map over to your synchronized Git repository.
Example:
zowe endevor-bridge-for-git mapping add-element MY-CONTEXT MY-MAPPING --name MY-ELEMENT-NAME --type MY-

ELEMENT-TYPE

When the element is added to your Git Repository, you receive an email notification.
• You can also use the Bridge for Git Explorer VS Code extension to add an element that resides up the map. For more

information, see Bridge for Git Explorer.
NOTE
Note: When you add an element using the add element command in the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for
Zowe CLI, or the VS Code extension Bridge for Git Explorer, you can add an element of a type that is not
included in the mapping. In this case, Bridge for Git adds the element and the associated type filter.

• When you push an element, you can receive an error in the following cases:
– The element is retrieved locally with the help tools like Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI, Endevor Eclipse plugin, or

Explorer for Endevor VS Code or Che4z extension.
– The element is created locally and matches the name and type of an element up the map in Endevor.

NOTE
Note: In both cases, a sync-back operation brings the element from Endevor to your synchronized Git
repository. You can merge your local changes and can push the element again.

• You get an error while pushing an element, by default the error causes a reversion of the push operation. To avoid this
situation and save time, set up a local validation hook. The local validation hook rejects your push before the push
leaves your local repository. For more information, see Set Up Hooks.

Read-only Mappings

When you create a Read-only mapping, you create a one-way synchronization, from Endevor to Git. In this
situation, changes that are made on the mainframe are propagated to the synchronized Git repository. However, as a
developer working locally, you cannot directly push your changes to Endevor.

Types of synchronization

Sync-back operations in Git help you set an automatic synchronization for your repositories with changes that are made in
Endevor. Endevor Bridge for Git synchronization runs in two directions:

Enterprise Git to Endevor
Near real-time synchronization that is triggered when changes that are made by a Git user are merged into the
synchronized branch in Enterprise Git.

Endevor to Enterprise Git
Sync-back refers to Endevor to Git synchronization which is represented by the Refresh action in the tool. Sync-
back operations in Git help you set an automatic synchronization for your repositories with changes that are made
in Endevor. Endevor to Enterprise Git has the following types of sync-back:
Polling or Scheduled Sync-back

Updates your repository with the latest changes that are made by users in Endevor. Sync-back runs at
the interval set by the systems administrator. The default setting for the sync-back is one hour.
Notes:
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• The sync-back runs immediately after you set the sync-back interval. For instructions to set up the
interval, see the Configuration page.

• If multiple people edit the same element in Endevor between two scheduled sync-backs, only the last
change editor is tracked, and traceability is compromised.
WARNING: When the sync-back runs, the process uses the mainframe credentials for the creator of
each Git-Endevor mapping. As the owner of a Git-Endeveor mapping, ensure that your mainframe
credentials are up to date for each repository.

Event-based sync-back
Prerequisites:

• Endevor Bridge for Git is set up and running
• Mainframe Webhook server is set up and running. For more information, see Set Up Event-based

Sync-back.

Endevor Bridge for Git provides near real-time synchronization so that your repository is updated with
the most recent changes in Endevor. Synchronization is triggered when a user changes an element in
Endevor.

Traceability

Administrators can configure the level of traceability of commits that are done by Endevor Bridge for Git
for the synchronization from Endevor to Git repositories. You can use the parameters MAPPING_OWNER
and ENDEVOR_USER to define traceability behavior. The default value of the commit-author parameter is
MAPPING_OWNER. For more information about these parameters, and to set up your traceability preferences, see
Configure Properties of the Endevor Bridge for Git.

Notes:

• Regardless of the traceability option selected, commits are always set under the mapping owner permissions.
• Behavior that is described in this section impacts only the noted Endevor to Git sync-backs. This behavior does not

impact initialization, which occurs only once when a new mapping is created.

Use Aliases for Multi-branching

Aliases are useful when you have multiple sandboxes that point to the same inventory up the map, and which are mapped
in the same repository under different branches. To change the Endevor system/subsystem name in Git, and to help with
merges between these branches, use the following steps to add aliases to your systems and subsystems:

1. Follow the steps in the UI to create a new advanced multi-branch Git-Endevor mapping.
2. Create your subsystems in Step 3: Map Endevor Inventory.

IMPORTANT
The alias function is disabled if you have any branch with more than one subsystem selected.

3. Click the Add alias link next to Subsystem Alias at the top right.
The Add Alias Subsystem dialogue opens.

4. Enter the name for the alias, and click Add.

After you initialize the mapping, the alias replaces the selected subsystem names in the Git repository and allows you to
merge content from different branches.

NOTE
The alias names are reflected only in the Git repository. The names remain unchanged in Endevor.

(Optional) Build Working Directory using Zowe CLI

Once you have finish with your changes, you can build the changes in an Endevor work area. Read more about the
developer build here: Build Working Directory using Zowe CLI.
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Push Code to the Repository

Push your code changes to your enterprise Git repository. Once your changes are merged with the synchronized branch,
the changes are synced with Endevor. For each operation, the commit is queued and then synchronized with the Endevor
configuration. You receive an email notification once the sync is completed.

Multiple Commit Pushes

If a push contains multiple commits, Bridge for Git processes the commits in one operation, as one squashed commit. If
there were multiple commits in one push over the same file, only one change action is executed from Bridge for Git. This
action uses the commit message and CCID of the last commit when it propagates to Endevor.

Override

When you push a commit with two file changes and one of the changes fails, an override is triggered. The successful
change is reverted in Endevor and a branch is created which contains both changes.

Build Working Directory using Zowe CLI
Use the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI to build the changed files from the local working directory of your Git-
Endevor mapping in an Endevor work area.

With the plug-in, you can run the following build types:

• Build changed files only
• Build files by updating the processor groups in the .bridge.json metadata file.

Note: For files that do not have a processor group defined in the metadata file, use the default processor group of the
file type for the mapped Endevor location.

• Jobs submit with AUTOGEN option and get reports of the build job

The job submit with AUTOGEN builds with all dependencies. For more information on all related commands, see Endevor
Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI in the Brightside documentation.

The following three ways to run builds are connected to the type of work areas at your site, and to whether you use a
script for the reserve/unreserve commands:

• You have your own work area that is defined in your environment and do not require the reserve functionality.
• You utilize sandboxes as your work areas.
• Your administrator has created a script to control the work area reserve/unreserve features and you can employ it

when you run a build. For more information, see Configuration for Build using Zowe CLI.

The following article details the two types of builds, and provides examples of the commands for each work area type.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

• Zowe CLI, version 6.6.3 and above.
• Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI, version 5.0.1 for @latest.
• Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI, version 1.0.0 or higher.

NOTE
Run the zowe -V command to check your version of Zowe and zowe plugins ls to check your version of
the Endevor plug-in.

For information about the installation of the most recent version of Zowe and the plug-ins, see the Brightside
documentation.

• Profiles for:
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– Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
– (Optional) z/OSMF.

A z/OSMF profile is required to submit jobs for builds using AUTOGEN.
• Work area for running the build.

NOTE
The following procedures assume you are editing files in the directory of your synchronized mapping. If you
are working outside of your IDE, in Git bash, or from the command line, ensure that you specify the working
directory using the 'wd' parameter.

Build Changed Files Only in an Endevor Subsystem

Build the changed files of the local working directory of your Git-Endevor mapping in an Endevor subsystem work area.
This command uses Endevor REST APIs and does not support AUTOGEN, and therefore does not build dependencies.
Changes to the processor group in the .bridge.json metadata, even if the files are not changed, also result in the build of
the respective elements.

Follow these steps

1. To run a build using a build subsystem, open a new terminal in your IDE where you are working with the repository and
issues the following command:
zowe ebg build exec --endevor-instance WEBSERVE --endevor-subsystem SUB1 --endevor-environment DEV--

endevor-system FINANCE

The command uploads and builds the changed files to the subsystem work area, "SUB1" of environment "DEV" in the
system "FINANCE".

NOTE
This is the basic command. Ensure that you specify a work area or a specific Endevor subsystem as your
build area.

2. Once the build finishes, paths to the reports appear. Navigate to the paths provided to view the build reports.
3. To view listings, use the --listing-dir option in the CLI. For more information, see View Listings below.

Submit a Job to Build using Autogen

Build the changed files in your local working directory through a submitted batch job with z/OSMF using AUTOGEN.
This command builds the changed files, based on the action option, with the associated dependencies. This two-part
process uses the commands job-submit and job-report. First you submit the job-submit command. Once the build job gets
submitted, issue the job-report command to collect the reports of the build job.

AUTOGEN is an action option that automatically generates elements and their dependencies within the same inventory
location. You can also generate using elements that are located across systems or subsystems by using the AUTOGEN
Span options. For more information about AUTOGEN, see Autogen Action Option.

Prerequisite: Ensure that you modify the skeleton JCL for the build job. Contact your system administrator if you need
assistance with the JCL. You can copy the following skeleton JCL:

Skeleton JCL:

//*(JOBCARD)

// INCLUDE MEMBER=SCMM@SYM

//*-----------------------------*

//*                                                                   *

//* COPYRIGHT (C) 1986-2019 Broadcom. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            *

//*                                                                   *

//* NAME: DEVELOPER BUILD SKELETON JCL                                *

//*                                                                   *

//*   PURPOSE  - JCL FOR BUILDING LOCAL DIRECTORY FOR GIT BRIDGE      *
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//*                                                                   *

//*    THE FOLLOWING CHANGES MUST BE MADE TO THIS JCL BEFORE IT CAN   *

//*    BE EXECUTED:                                                   *

//*                                                                   *

//*    1. ADD THE APPROPRIATE JOB CARD                                *

//*    2. THE STEPLIB AND CONLIB DD STATEMENT LIBRARY CONCATENATIONS  *

//*       ARE INCLUDED FROM THE SCMM@LIB MEMBER THAT WAS TAILORED AS  *

//*       A STEP IN THE INSTALLATION PROCESS.                         *

//*********************************************************************

//BUILD EXEC PGM=NDVRC1,PARM='C1BM3000',DYNAMNBR=1500,REGION=4096K

// INCLUDE MEMBER=SCMM@LIB

//C1MSGS1  DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//C1MSGS2  DD SYSOUT=*                         SUMMARY REPORT         *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=*                                                *

//BSTIPT01 DD *                                                       *

//***DO NOT CHANGE THIS, ITS FOR SCL STATEMENTS******************   

//***IT WILL BE CHANGED INTERNALLY*******************************

/*

Follow these steps:

1. Open a new terminal in your IDE where you are working with the repository, and issue the following command:
zowe ebg job-submit --skeleton-jcl <path of .txt file of skeleton jcl> --endevor-subsystem <subsystem

 name> --endevor-environment <environment name> --endevor-system <endevor system>

Submits a job to build all the changed files using AUTOGEN. The default value for AUTOGEN is NONE. The job runs
and generates all dependencies.

2. After submission of the job, issue the following command:
zowe ebg job-result 

3. Once the job-result command runs, paths to the reports appear. Navigate to the paths provided to view the build
reports.

4. To view listings, use the --listing-dir option in the CLI. Look at View Listings below for more information.

Run a Build Using Reserve/Unreserve for a Work Area

If you utilize work areas and your administrator has not provided you with a script to manage the reserve process, utilize
the reserve and unreserve commands to complete your build process. Reserve a build area in Endevor in which to
build the changed files from your working directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a new terminal in your IDE where you are working with the repository and issue the following command to
reserve work area "WORKAREA1":
zowe ebg work-area reserve WORKAREA1 --endevor-instance WEBSERVE

where WEBSERVE is your instance of Endevor Web Services.
2. Run the build with work area "WORKAREA1" and an existing Endevor profile.

zowe ebg build exec --endevor-instance WEBSERVE --work-area-id WORKAREA1

To view listings, use the --listing-dir option in the CLI.  
3. Unreserve the build area once you have run the build and have viewed and/or saved the reports.

zowe ebg work-area unreserve WORKAREA1 --endevor-instance WEBSERVE

where WEBSERVE is your instance of Endevor Web Services.
4. To view listings, use the --listing-dir option in the CLI.  
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Run a Build Using Script for Build Areas

Your administrator can create a script that runs the reserve and unreserve actions, and also copies the build report
information to specified datasets. Use this script when you run a simple build. For more information about the script, see
Configuration for Build Using Zowe CLI.

Follow these steps:

1. In your command line, navigate to the file path of your script and run it with the following command:
bash install.sh

The script will prompt you to enter the following parameters:
WORK_DIR

Specifies your Git working directory.
INSTANCE

Specifies the instance of your Endevor Web Services.
HLQ

Specifies the high level qualifier for the datasets where the build outputs will be copied.
2. Enter the information for the parameters and click Enter.

The script continues and runs the build in your working directory.
3. View the listings in your working directory.

Revert Feature
The Endevor Bridge for Git revert feature creates a branch with the content of a commit that was reverted.

The Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps Endevor Bridge for Git includes a revert feature which runs automatically
in connection with Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps. The revert feature creates a branch with the content of the
commit that was reverted. The name of the new branch has the following pattern:

• git-bridge-revert/<branch>/<user>/<date>/<commit_id>

Following a revert, the application runs a commit that reverts the changes to the last successful commit synchronized with
Endevor. Reverts also occur in the event of an error. You receive a notification detailing the error during synchronization.
Analyze the errors that Endevor provides and select specific changes in the branch.

Recover Changes after a Revert

After a revert you need to repair the issue that caused the revert. Then you can recover the changes in two different ways.

Manual squash
Check out the synced branch and run a command to merge that squashes the changes on the detached branch
from the revert.

Pull request
Issue a pull request for the detached branch.

The following sections provide information about each of these recovery processes.

Manual Squash

Ensure that you update your project and fetch the revert branch. Check out the synced branch and merge the changes
from the revert branch.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command:
git fetch 
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This updates the project with the newly added revert branch.
2. Then you need to check out the revert branch. Run the following command:

git checkout <revert_branch_name>

3. Check out the sync branch next. Run the following command:
git checkout <sync_branch_name>

This enables you to view the branch where you made your changes.
4. Run the following command to ensure your repository is synced with the remote branch:

git pull

5. Then run the following command:
git merge --squash <revert_branch_name>

The changes of the reverted, or detached, branch are merged to the original branch.
6. Run the following command to save the changes to your local repository:

git commit

Your changes are now saved.
7. Finally, run the following command to publish the changes to your remote server repository:

git push

The changes that were originally reverted are now published to your remote server repository.

Pull request

The second method is to complete a pull request. After your reviewer approves the pull request, complete a squash and
merge of the changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a pull request. A reviewer can check the proposed changes from the revert branch.
2. The reviewer accepts your pull request.

You can now squash and merge the changes.
3. Squash and merge the changes to the master branch.

WARNING

Ensure that you squash and merge so that all your changes are merged.

Example revert:

Notifications

You receive a notification in the case of a revert. The synchronization notification is sent to all the users affected by the
error that will be reverted. The notification contains the following information:
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• The specific synchronization errors
• The commit IDs that were reverted
• A link to this documentation so that you can follow the steps above to recover changes

NOTE

You receive revert, refresh and override notifications only in the case of an error. The notifications also include
the repo administrator or user that raised the revert.

Troubleshooting
This article provides information about how to troubleshoot issues when you use Endevor Bridge for Git.

Mapping Branch Statuses and Actions

The Endevor Bridge for Git UI displays the following branch statuses:
Running

Indicates that the mapping is ready and listening for changes to be synchronized.
Revert Failed

Indicates that a commit was not synchronized to Endevor.
Note: When you hover over the branch status, Revert Failed is displayed.
Consider the following possible reasons for a Revert Failed error message:
Connection Issue

Since the revert feature resynchronizes the branch to the Endevor state, there might be a connection
issue with Git or Endevor.
Action: Check the connection between the Git Server and the Endevor Bridge for Git server instance
that is running. You can also check if the Endevor rest services are running, or if Git or Endevor were
unavailable at the time of the revert execution.

Expired Credentials
Mapping Owner credentials or privileges are expired.
Action: Have the Mapping Owner log into Bridge for Git so that the application refreshes the Git Oauth
token. If the Azure Personal Access Token (PAT) is expired, notify the user to renew the token or enter a
new token.

Internal Error
If none of the preceding reasons caused the Revert Failed status, contact support to determine if an
internal error occurred.

NOTE
For more information about the revert feature, see the preceding section, Revert Feature.

Manual Webhook creation

If the webhook is not created automatically in your enterprise Git repository, the following message is displayed when the
repository initialization process is complete: Webhook not created Create the webhook manually.
Depending on the Git provider, use the following procedures to manually create a webhook:

Bitbucket

1. Click the Repository settings icon (Cog) in the left toolbar.
The Repository details page opens.

2. Under Repository details, click Webhooks.
The Webhooks page opens.

3. Click Create webhook.
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4. On the Create webhook page, complete the following fields:
Name

A description of the webhook. For example, Endevor Bridge for Git.
URL

A URL that points to your Endevor Bridge for Git endpoint for Bitbucket.
Example: http://<bridge-for-git-server-url>:<port-of-bridge-for-git>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookBitbucket

5. Check the Push box and ensure that the Active toggle switch at the bottom of the page is on.
6. To test the webhook before you save, click the Test connection button.
7. Click Create.
8. To ensure that the webhook is correct, check that the webhook was created and test the webhook or edit the webhook

parameters.

Gitlab

1. Click the Settings icon in the left toolbar and click Webhooks.
The Webhooks page opens.

2. In the URL field, enter a URL that points to your Endevor Bridge for Git endpoint for Gitlab.
Example: http://<bridge-for-git-server-url>:<port-of-bridge-for-git>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookGitlab

3. Under the Trigger section, check the boxes for Push events and Tag push events.
4. If Endevor Bridge for Git is running with HTTPS, and the certificate is valid, check the Enable SSL verification box at

the bottom.
5. Click Add webbook.

Your webhook is saved.
6. To check that the webhook is created, click the Webhook Settings tab. All the webhooks are listed on the bottom of

the Webhook Settings page.
7. To ensure that the webhook is correct, test the webhook, edit the parameters, or test the webhook connection.

Azure

1. Click Project settings at the bottom left of the project, and click Service hooks under Project settings.
2. Click the plus icon to Create a new subscription.

The Service section of the NEW SERVICE HOOKS SUBSCRIPTION box opens.
3. To specify the service to integrate with, click Web Hooks and click Next.
4. In the Trigger section, select Code pushed in the Trigger on this type of event dropdown list.
5. In the Repository dropdown list under FILTERS, select the repository that you created.
6. Leave [Any] for the Branch and Pushed by a member of group fields, and click Next.
7. On the Action section, enter the URL that points to your Bridge for Git endpoint for Azure.

Example: http://<bridge-for-git-server-url>:<port-of-bridge-for-git>/rest/evcs/v1/hooks/posthookAzure
8. Leave the remainder of the fields unchanged and click Test to test the connection.
9. Click Finish.

The webhook is saved.
10. Check that the webhook is created.
11. To ensure that the webhook is correct, test the webhook or edit the parameters. To test the webhook, double-click the

webhook in the repository, and click the Test button.

Git Native version issues

If the following message is generated in the logs, consider the version of native git that you are running:

2022-01-10 08:45:11.674 WARN 199105 --- [pool-1-thread-4]

c.c.e.i.m.r.g.impl.helper.JGitNativeApi : Native git diff failed:

com.ca.endevor.integration.modules.repository.git.api.exception.GitCommandException: fatal:
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ambiguous argument 'ALC/subsys/JAVA/Element1.java': unknown revision or path not in the

working tree. Use '--' to separate paths from revisions, like this: 'git <command> [<revision>...] --

[<file>...]

For the preceding example, update your native git version to 2.x+.

Git Repository Management

Issues can be caused by insufficient access to, and the setup of, enterprise Git server projects and repositories.

Write Access

Ensure that mapping administrators have write access to projects and repositories in the enterprise Git server.

Similarly, if a mapping administrator transfers mapping ownership to another team member, ensure that the team member
has write access to the repository. If the user only has read access, synchronization can fail.

Personal Email

To receive notifications from an email server that is set up for Bridge for Git, ensure that user emails are set in the
enterprise Git server under the user profile.

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Use the Command-line interface for Endevor Bridge for Git to build changed files, manage Git-Endevor mappings, and
manage mainframe credentials.

The Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI allows you to perform the following actions:

• Build changed files from the local working directory of your Git-Endevor mapping in an Endevor work area.
• Manage Git-Endevor mappings from the CLI.
• Manage your mainframe credentials for Git-Endevor mappings.
• Manage, including add and delete, branches of existing mappings.

The Zowe CLI helps increase productivity, reduce the learning curve for developing mainframe applications, and exploit
the ease-of-use of off-platform tools. The Zowe CLI plug-in lets you interact with Endevor Bridge for Git through a single
command-line interface. For more information about Bridge for Git mappings, see Endevor Bridge for Git.

The Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI is available from public npm under the name “Endevor Bridge for Git-for-
zowe-cli”, or as part of the Broadcom-supported Brightside package.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Endevor Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps users are entitled to support for this plug-in.

Prerequisites

Before you use the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI, ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

1. Zowe CLI v6.17.3 or higher
2. Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI v6.4.0
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Zowe Profiles

To use the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI, you need the following profiles:

• Bridge for Git profile
• Endevor profile
• z/OSMF profile

Use the zowe profiles create command to create the profiles individually.

Alternatively, if you use Zowe V2, you can generate a team configuration file that contains information about multiple
profile types, and share the file with your team. For more information about the team configuration, see the Zowe
documentation.

NOTE
If you use Zowe V2 and create the team configuration file, ensure that you add your Bridge for Git server base
URL and port to the file under the ebg-profile. Then when you want to add credentials, use the zowe config
secure command which prompts you for your Git username and token. This simplifies the process when you
work with the Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI.

Bridge for Git profile

The Bridge for Git profile is required for the following actions in the Bridge for GIT Plug-in for Zowe CLI:

• Manage Git-Endevor mappings
• Manage stored credentials in a mapping
• Manage mapping branches

Use the following command to create an EBG profile:
zowe profiles create ebg <profile_name> --protocol http(s) --host <hostname> --port <port number>  --user

 <git_user> --token <personal_access_token>

NOTE
The –user parameter specifies your Git username, and the –token parameter is the Personal Access Token
(PAT) that you generate in your enterprise Git server.

For more information about the required parameters, use the following command: zowe profiles create ebg -h

Bitbucket Tokens

As a user of Bitbucket and the Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI, you must create a new token in Bitbucket and use the
public part of that token with your Bridge for Git profile.

When you log into Bitbucket, Bridge for Git generates a token which is displayed in the list of tokens under your user
settings in Bitbucket. However, this is not a token that you can set as your personal access token in the Endevor Bridge
for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI profile. The token that is generated at login is used only by the Bridge for Git application.

Use the following procedure to create a new token in Bitbucket and use the value of the token in your Endevor Bridge for
Git profile.

1. In BItbucket, click your avatar and select Manage Account.
2. Select Personal access tokens, and Create a Token.

Endevor profile

The Endevor profile is required for actions in the Developers build in the Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI.

Use the following command to create an Endevor profile:
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zowe profiles create endevor <profile name> --protocol http(s) --host <host name> --port <port number> --user

 <endevor username> --password <endpwd>

z/OSMF profile

The z/OSMF profile is required for actions in the Developers build (option “with AUTOGEN”) in the Bridge for Git Plug-in
for Zowe CLI.

Use the following command to create a z/OSMF profile:
zowe profiles create zosmf <profile name> --host <host name> --port <port number> --user <username> --password

 <password>

Manage Branches

As a developer who works with sandboxes and dynamically created environments, you can use the following commands
to list, add, and delete branches.
List Branches

Use the following command to list all branches in a mapping to understand the mapping structure.
Example:zowe ebg branch list <context> <mapping>

Add Branches
You can add branches to existing mappings that point to unmapped Endevor environments, or add branches that
resemble branches that are part of the mapping.
Add New Branch

Use the following command to add a branch to an existing mapping:
Example:zowe ebg branch add <context> <mapping> <branchName> --endevor-
environment <EnvironmentName> --only-work-environment --read-only --endevor-
stage-number <stageNumber> --endevor-system <systemName> --endevor-subsystem
<subsystemName>

Add with Like Operator
Use the following command to add a branch using a template that is based on an existing branch:
Example:zowe ebg branch add <context> <mapping> <branchName> --like
<existingBranchName>

Delete Branches
Use the following command to delete a branch from a mapping:
Example:zowe ebg branch delete <context> <mapping> <branchName>

Aliases
To help with merges between branches, you can use system and subsystem aliases to change the Endevor system/
subsystem name in Git. For more information about using aliases, see the Use Aliases for Multi-branching section of
Work with Synchronized Repositories.

Learn More

The following resources provide more information about the core Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Learn more about this plug-in and the available commands in the Brightside documentation.

Installing Plug-ins
Learn how to install the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in and other Broadcom plug-ins to Zowe CLI.

Zowe Docs Site
Learn about installing and using core Zowe CLI and other open-source components.
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Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes the
following information:

• Details about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use.
• Broadcom Early Access plug-ins that require a Brightside license to download.
• Simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of Zowe that lets you interact remotely with the mainframe. The Zowe CLI lets
you use common tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build
tools for mainframe development.

Integrate with the Ansible Collection
Integrate Endevor Bridge for Git with the Ansible Collection to extend product capabilities.

As a system administrator, you can leverage Ansible extensively in off-host environments for a wide variety of automation
tasks. The Endevor Bridge for Git Ansible Collection automates the following tasks:

• Configuration management
• Application deployment
• CLI testing
• Provisioning

Like all Broadcom Product Ansible collections, the Endevor Bridge for Git Ansible Collection follows the typical structure
and is designed to enable quick and easy implementation and use. Individual collections are direct derivatives of
the Endevor Bridge for Git plug-in for Zowe CLI. Each CLI-enabled function is also available for use in an Ansible
playbook. For example, an Ansible playbook lets you include a list of commands (tasks) that will be executed in the order
that you specify. Use this collection if your organization has Ansible and wants to increase mainframe productivity by
introducing automation for both simple and more complex Endevor Bridge for Git tasks.

Use the following resources learn how to integrate Endevor Bridge for Git with the Ansible Collection:

• Download Endevor Bridge for Git Ansible Collection
Download the .tar.gz Ansible Collection file from Ansible Galaxy.

• Install Endevor Bridge for Git Ansible Collection
Learn how to install the collection on your Ansible control node. The page includes instructions on how to use the
Ansible commands and playbooks.

• Read the Ansible documentation
Learn more about how to use Ansible.
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Endevor Team Build
Endevor Team Build is a processor-based build engine that enables you to build and test Endevor projects and to
collaborate with GitHub repositories.

As a mainframe DevOps engineer, you are responsible for the automation and integration processes that increase the
efficiency and adoption of software solutions on z/OS. To achieve the goals, you can use Team Build that modernizes
the build experience for z/OS. Team Build is a build engine that enables you to work with Endevor source files and create
executable code. Team Build provides the following features:

Endevor Application Export
Enables you to start Team Build projects from existing Endevor builds.

Automated Dependency Management
Automatically detects dependency changes during a build.

Declarative Dependency Management
Enables you to take control of dependencies using manual overrides.

Binary Repository Export
Enables you to load binary repositories with build outputs.

Bridge for Git Compatibility
Enables you to load Endevor for an integration build or to pull in dependencies that are managed in Endevor.

Component Overview

Endevor Team Build consists of the following components:

Syncz
A tool that enables you to edit files on your local machine and then synchronize them with the mainframe. For
more information, see The syncz Synchronization Tool.

Exportz
A tool that enables you to export an Endevor location and creates BUILDZ.js project build files. For more
information, see The exportz Export Tool.

Bldz
A tool that enables you to build your project. For more information, see The bldz Build Tool.

Publishz
A tool that enables you to publish artifacts from z/OS to JFrog Artifactory or Nexus Artifactory. For more
information, see The publishz Publishing Tool.

TIP
You can use the components separately or all together.

Use Case

You are a developer who wants to work on a new Endevor feature in your local workspace. Once the new feature is ready,
you want to synchronize the changes back with Endevor.

You have your Endevor project that you want to create a feature for. To synchronize the project files with a Git repository,
you can use Bridge for Git. Now your mainframe source code is maintained in GitHub and you plan to run a build on z/OS.
You want to edit your code in VS Code or other preferred IDE but you need z/OS to build. Given the situation, you can
use syncz to synchronize source files from your local workspace to z/OS for build or test after you updated your code.
Use bldz to run a build in your USS build area. When the z/OS build completes, you can use syncz to retrieve ("back
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sync") artifacts like listings and such. Once you are ready to push your project files back, create a pull request to merge
the feature to your Git repository. You can then use Bridge for Git to synchronize the changes with Endevor.

The syncz Synchronization Tool
Use the syncz synchronization tool to synchronize files between your workstation and mainframe. Also, syncz lets you
create a ZFS workspace.

syncz is a fast file synchronization tool that enables you to synchronize files between your workstation and a
mainframe. syncz is inspired by Linux rsync . The syncz tool provides considerable benefits by enabling you to:

• Synchronize files from your workstation to z/OS UNIX directories.
• Retrieve files from z/OS UNIX or PDSEs.
• Create a ZFS workspace.
• Issue remote shell commands, including remote builds initiation after synchronization is completed.

Sample Scenario

You have mainframe source code that is maintained in GitHub and you must run a build on z/OS. You want to edit
code in an IDE of your choice but you need z/OS to run a build. Given the situation, you can use syncz to synchronize
source files from your local workspace to z/OS for a subsequent test or build. When the z/OS build completes, you can
use syncz to retrieve artifacts like listings and such.

Install syncz
Lists steps to install and get started with the syncz synchronization tool. Includes the list of supported SSH algorithms.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you install syncz:

• Download the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps solution from the Broadcom support site. For more
information, see Product Download.

• Install the following PTFs depending on your z/OS version:
z/OS V2R4:

• UI64839
• UI64940
• UI64837
• UI64830

z/OS V2R3:

• UI61308
• UI61375
• UI61747
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z/OS V2R2:

• UI62788
• UI46658
• UI62416
• UI62415

• Configure your SSH and SFTP servers on z/OS UNIX System Services. For more information, see the IBM publication
z/OS OpenSSH User's Guide. Look for the For system administrators section for more information.

• syncz uses the IBM z/OS UNIX pax command to archive and unarchive on z/OS. Ensure you can issue the pax
command from a z/OS UNIX shell. To check whether you can issue the command, run pax --help .

• Obtain an OMVS segment with a home directory for your user.
WARNING
If you want to update your path during login, using SSH (interactive login shell), ensure that PATH is set by
placing the export PATH= statements in your .profile . Using another profile, for example, .bashrc ,
might not function correctly.

Verify the following settings:
– If you spawn bash from your .profile , verify that you are using exec bash . Otherwise, SSH exit codes are not

gathered properly, which might cause various sync errors.
– To use the Workspace capabilities, obtain access to execute zfsadm and mount USS commands.

Mount is a privileged operation that requires access to SAF resource SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT with at least
READ level.

• (Windows, Linux, and MacOS) amd64(x86-64) architecture and an SSH client with SSH keygen.

Supported SSH Algorithms

Configure the following ciphers at your site to use with syncz:

• aes128-gcm@openssh.com
• chacha20-poly1305@openssh.com
• aes128-ctr
• aes192-ctr
• aes256-ctr
• aes128-cbc

NOTE
Specify cbc algorithms explicitly as they are not included by default.

The supported MAC algorithms are:

• hmac-sha2-256-etm@openssh.com
• hmac-sha2-256
• hmac-sha1
• hmac-sha1-96

For more information, see the --ciphers and --macs sub-sections in syncz CLI Reference.

zD&T Requirements

Ensure that you have zD&T v13.0.0 or higher.

Install syncz

Use the following instructions to unpack and install the syncz components on your workstation and on a mainframe.
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Unpack the syncz Tool

Use a tool of your preference to unpack the content of the tar archive. The unpacked archive contains a bin folder with
the z/OS and client binaries.

Install the Component on Local Machine

Copy the bin/`your architecture`/syncz binary to the location in your PATH to install the client binary.

Example: Copy the binary to a Linux machine

cp bin/linux_amd64/syncz ~/bin 

Where ~bin is assumed to be the location in your PATH .

Install the z/OS Components

You can install the z/OS components using the following methods:

• Automatic installation
• Manual installation

Automatic Installation

syncz requires the syncz bin and synczmnt.sh shell script for z/OS to function. If z/OS components are not
available when you run syncz for the first time, the local syncz client automatically deploys the z/OS components. By
default, syncz deploys the z/OS components to the ~/.syncz/ directory. You can amend certain default deploy
parameters:

• Modify the default location by specifying --zos-path on the CLI or by specifying zospath in syncz.yml . For more
information, see Configure syncz.

• Specify the --force-upload-syncz option for the sync command to force the deployment of z/
OS syncz component. The forced deployment skips the initial check whether the component already exists, and
installs the component anyway. For more information, see syncz CLI Reference.

Ensure that you add the deploy location to your PATH , when the components are deployed.

Manual Installation

Upload bin/zos/syncz in binary mode and synczmnt.sh in text mode to the location in your PATH on z/OS USS.

Example: Upload files to z/OS
zowe files upload ftu bin/zos/syncz /u/users/your_user/bin/syncz --binary 

zowe files upload ftu bin/zos/synczmnt.sh /u/users/your_user/bin/synczmnt.sh

Where:

• /u/users/your_user/bin/syncz is the location in your PATH .

Alternatively, you can upload binaries using Zowe CLI to a bin location shared by all users. Use the following command:
zowe files upload ftu bin/zos/syncz /bin/syncz --binary

zowe files upload ftu bin/zos/synczmnt.sh /bin/synczmnt.sh

You can complete the syncz "Hello, World!" Tutorial to get started with sycnz .

In addition, you can set up the syncz authentication. For more information, see syncz Authentication.
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Configure syncz
Configure the syncz synchronization tool. Review the root level options and parameters for synchronization entries.

You can configure syncz by defining the synchronization parameters in the syncz.yml file. The syncz.yml file resides
in the current working directory that you want to synchronize. The configuration file contains project-specific options, such
as connection information and synchronization entries. Optionally, you can extend the synchronization configuration with
user-specific parameters by specifying them in the syncz_vars.yml file. For more information about the entries, see
syncz Entries.

Check the example of the syncz.yml configuration file. syncz.yml is set to synchronize all files in the current working
directory with the remote directory /u/myuser/project1 , using the sync synchronization entry. Also, syncz.yml
is set to synchronize any files in the remote directory /u/myuser/project1/listings with the local directory
listings/ , using the backsync synchronization entry.

Example: Configured syncz.yml synchronization file

host: my.host.com

user: myuser

sync:

  - id: src

    remote: /u/myuser/project1

    dsn: myuser.public.zfs

    fsvol: vol123

    fssize: 200

    fssize2: 50

    newfs: true

    dos2unix: true

    ignore:

      - ".git/"

      - "*.yml"

    binfiles:

      - "*.jar"

backsync:

  - id: list

    local: listings/

    remote: /u/myuser/project1/listings

    ignore:

      - "*"

      - "!*.lst"

Root Level Properties

The following list contains the description of the root level properties that you specify in the syncz.yml configuration file.

• host

Type: string

Specifies the SSH host.

• user

Type: string

Specifies the SSH/SFTP user.

• keyfile
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Type: string

Specifies the local file path to the SSH key for authentication.

Default: ~/.ssh/id_rsa

• port

Type: uint

Specifies the SSH port.

Default: 22.

• exitcmderr

Type: bool

Indicates that syncz should exit immediately if a remote command that is issued by the -c or -a option results in a non-
zero code.

Default: false

• ciphers

Type: array

Specifies the list of cipher algorithm names for SSH communication. For more information, see the --ciphers sub-section
in syncz CLI Reference.

Example:
host: my.lpar.com
user: ibmuser
ciphers:
    - aes128-ctr
    - aes192-ctr

• macs

Type: array

Specifies the list of MAC algorithm names for the SSH communication. For more information, see the --macs sub-section
in syncz CLI Reference.

Example:
host: my.lpar.com
user: ibmuser
macs: 
   - hmac-sha2-256

• zospath

Type: string

Specifies the remote directory that contains the syncz USS binary. Use the option if you cannot place syncz in your
PATH .

In addition, if you have not installed the z/OS syncz components, you can use the --zos-path option to specify the
install location. For more information, see the Automatic Installation section in Install the syncz Synchronization Tool.

TIP
You can also use this option in conjunction with --force-upload-syncz to deploy the components.

• remoteencoding
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Type: string

Specifies the remote file encoding that is also known as "codepage" or "codeset".

syncz uses the remote encoding on the IBM pax command to=codeset for syncing from the local PC to z/OS UNIX or
from=codeset for syncing to the local PC from z/OS UNIX.

See the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference pax command documentation for details on supported
encodings.

You may also specify remoteencoding on any sync entry type:

host: my.host.com

user: myuser

remoteencoding: IBM-1047

sync:

  - id: src

    remoteencoding: IBM-037

    remote: /u/myuser/project1

    dsn: myuser.public.zfs

    fsvol: vol123

    fssize: 200

    fssize2: 50

    newfs: true

    dos2unix: true

    ignore:

      - ".git/"

      - "*.yml"

    binfiles:

      - "*.jar"

backsync:

  - id: list

    local: listings/

    remote: /u/myuser/project1/listings

    ignore:

      - "*"

      - "!*.lst"

The remoteencoding root config property applies to all sync entries unless the entry has an explicit remoteencoding
specification.

Defaults to IBM-1047 .

• localencoding

Type: string

Specifies the local file encoding that is also known as "codepage" or "codeset".

syncz uses the local encoding on the IBM pax command to=codeset for syncing from the local PC to z/OS UNIX or
from=codeset for syncing to the local PC from z/OS UNIX.

See the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference pax command documentation for details on supported
encodings.

You may also specify localencoding on any sync entry type:

host: my.host.com

user: myuser

localencoding: UTF-8
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sync:

  - id: src

    localencoding: UTF-16

    remote: /u/myuser/project1

    dsn: myuser.public.zfs

    fsvol: vol123

    fssize: 200

    fssize2: 50

    newfs: true

    dos2unix: true

    ignore:

      - ".git/"

      - "*.yml"

    binfiles:

      - "*.jar"

backsync:

  - id: list

    local: listings/

    remote: /u/myuser/project1/listings

    ignore:

      - "*"

      - "!*.lst"

The localencoding root config property applies to all sync entries unless the entry has an explicit localencoding
specification.

Defaults to UTF-8 .

Synchronization Entries

Define the details of synchronization entries that you want to configure. Specify the parameters for the supported types of
synchronization entries:

• sync
• backsync
• retrieve_pdse

For more information, see syncz Entries.

• sync

Type: array

Specifies the list of synchronization entries that indicate a local directory to sync with a remote directory.

id (sync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the ID for this entry. You can use the ID to refer to the entry, for example, with the --cmd-arr CLI option.

local (sync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the local directory that you want to synchronize with the remote directory.

Default: ./ (the current directory)

remote (sync entry)
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Type: string

Specifies the absolute path of the remote USS directory to synchronize the local files with.

remove (sync entry)

Type: bool

Indicates that syncz should remove all files in the remote directory that do not exist in the local directory.

newfs (sync entry)

Type: bool

Indicates that a ZFS should be created and mounted to the remote directory.

If the ZFS already exists, syncz determines whether the ZFS is mounted. If the ZFS does not exist, syncz mounts the
ZFS to the remote directory.

dsn (sync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the data set name for the ZFS. Applicable if newfs: true .

fsvol (sync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the volume when creating the ZFS. Applicable if newfs: true .

fssize (sync entry)

Type: uint

Specifies the primary allocation (in CYL) for the ZFS. Applicable if newfs: true .

fssize2 (sync entry)

Type: uint

Specifies the secondary allocation (in CYL) for the ZFS. Applicable if newfs: true .

dos2unix (sync entry)

Type: bool

Indicates that line endings of text files should be converted from the Windows-style (\r\n ) line endings to Unix-style (\n
).

Default: true

ignore (sync entry)

Type: array

Specifies the list of local file patterns that indicate files to ignore during synchronization.

You can use the ".gitignore style" patterns.

ignoreremove (sync entry)

Type: array

Specifies the list of file patterns that mark files to ignore when the --remove CLI option is specified or when the remove:
true is specified in the config.

You can use the ".gitignore style" patterns.
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binfiles (sync entry)

Type: array

Specifies the list of local file patterns that mark files that should not undergo character conversion during synchronization.

You can use the ".gitignore style" patterns.

compressionthreshold (sync entry)

Type: uint

Specifies the threshold for payload compression (in KB). If the payload size is less than the threshold, compression is
skipped.

Default: 0 (always compress)

• backsync

Type: array

Specifies the list of "back sync" entries that indicate a remote directory for "back sync" with a local directory.

id (backsync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the ID for this entry. You can use the ID to refer to the entry, for example, on CLI option --cmd-arr .

local (backsync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the local directory where the remote files will be synchronized.

Default: ./ (the current directory)

remote (backsync entry)

Type: string

Specifies the absolute path of the remote USS directory to sync with.

unix2dos (backsync entry)

Type: bool

Indicates that line endings of text files should be converted from Unix-style (\n ) line endings to Windows-style (\r\n ).

Default:true

ignore (backsync entry)

Type: array

Specifies a list of local file patterns that mark files to ignore during synchronization.

You can use the ".gitignore style" patterns.

binfiles (backsync entry)

Type: array

Specifies a list of local file patterns that indicate files that should not undergo character conversion during sync.

You can use the ".gitignore style" patterns.

• retrieve_pdse

Type: array
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Specifies the list of remote PDSe files which members must be retrieved from a local directory.

id (retrieve_pdse entry)

Type: string

Specifies the ID for this sync entry. You can use the ID to refer to the entry, for example, with the --cmd-arr CLI option.

local (retrieve_pdse entry)

Type: string

Specifies the local directory where you want to sync the PDSe members to.

Default: ./ (the current directory)

pdse (retrieve_pdse entry)

Type: string

Specifies the PDSe name to sync members from.

stagedir (retrieve_pdse entry)

Type: string

Specifies an absolute path on USS for the staging directory to be used for copying the synchronized files.

ext (retrieve_pdse entry)

Type: string

Specifies the file extension that is added when files are synchronized to the local machine.

syncz Entries
Lists three syncz synchronization entries and provides examples of each entry.

You can use the following syncz synchronization entries:

sync
Synchronizes files in your local workstation with a remote USS directory on z/OS

backsync
Synchronizes files in a remote USS directory on z/OS with your local workstation

retrieve_pdse
Synchronizes PDSe members on z/OS with a local directory on your workstation

You can specify each entry in the syncz.yml file as separate root-level property. For more information, see Configure
syncz.

Example: Configuration of the synchronization entries

host: my.mainframe.net

user: ibmusr

# sync source files to z/OS for build

sync:

  - id: src

    remote: /u/ibmusr/src/

    dos2unix: true

    ignore:

      - ".git/"
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      - ".gitignore"

      - "*.md"

      - "*.yml"

# "back sync" artifacts from z/OS after build

backsync:

  - id: artifacts

    local: artifacts/

    remote: /u/ibmusr/artifacts/

    binfiles:

        - "*"

# Retrieve PDSe member listings from z/OS after build

retrieve_pdse:

  - id: list

    pdse: IBMUSR.PUBLIC.SYNCZ.SAMPLE.HELLO.LIST

    stagedir: /u/ibmusr/stage-list/

    local: listings/

    ext: txt

sync

Synchronize local workstation files with a remote USS directory on z/OS.

sync works by comparing the timestamps of local files that are specified by the sync entry for the local property, with
the timestamps of the files in the remote USS directory that are specified by the sync entry for the remote property. If
any local files are newer, they are marked for synchronization. Files that are marked for synchronization are packaged in
a PAX archive which is compressed using gzip compression, and uploaded as a single package to z/OS. On z/OS, the
process is set to restore the destination files in the original folder structure. After the synchronization, the file timestamps
match in the local and remote locations.

NOTE
If you modify synchronized files in the remote USS directory or purposefully manipulate the timestamps, the
synchronization process may have unexpected behavior. You can use the syncz --force option to re-sync all
files regardless of timestamps.

backsync

Synchronize remote USS files with a local workstation directory.

Similar to sync , backsync works by comparing the timestamps of local files that are specified by the backsync entry
for the local property, with the timestamps of the files in the remote USS directory that are specified by the backsync
entry for the remote property. If any remote files are newer, they are marked for backsync . Files that are marked for
back sync are packaged in a PAX, and downloaded as a single package to your workstation. On the workstation, the
process is set to restore the destination files in the original folder structure.

NOTE
If you modify back-sync'ed files on your local workstation or purposefully manipulate the timestamps, the
backsync process may have unexpected behavior. You can delete all local back- sync'ed files to force a full
backsync .

Example: Retrieving listings, binaries, and module documentation

backsync:

  - id: list

    local: listings/
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    remote: /z/ibmusr/project1/build-out/

    ignore:

      - "*"

      - "!*.lst"

  - id: bin

    local: bin/

    remote: /z/ibmusr/project1/bin/

    ignore:

      - "*.log"

    binfiles:

      - "*"

  - id: jsdoc

    local: node_modules/

    remote: /z/ibmusr/project1/node_modules/

retrieve_pdse

Synchronize remote PDSe members with a local workstation directory.

Similar tosync , retrieve_PDSe works by comparing the timestamps of local files that are specified by the
retrieve_pdse entry for the local property, with the timestamps of the files in PDSe directory that are specified by the
retrieve_pdse entry for the pdse property. If any remote members are newer, they are marked for retrieve. Files that
are marked for retrieve are copied to the stagedir , packaged in a PAX archive, and downloaded as a single package to
your workstation. On the workstation, the process is set to restore the destination files in the original folder structure.

NOTE
If you modify retrieved files on your local workstation or purposefully manipulate the timestamps, the retrieve
process may have unexpected behavior. You can delete all local retrieved files to force a full retrieve .

Example: Retrieve listings from PDSe

retrieve_pdse:

  - pdse: IBMUSR.TEAM.BUILD.HELLO.LIST

    stagedir: /z/ibmusr/stage-list/

    local: listings/

    ext: txt

syncz Variables
Lists examples of user-specific configuration parameters and variables of the syncz configuration files.

You can optionally enhance the common configuration details of the syncz tool. You can define your configuration
parameters in the syncz_vars.yml file. The tool uses the parameters from both configuration files with the parameters
from the syncz_vars.yml taking precedence over the syncz.yml file.

Example: Main configuration details of project1/syncz.yml

sync:

  - id: src

    remote: /u/((.user))/hello_project/

Example: User-specific configuration details of project1/syncz_vars.yml

host: my.remote.host.com

user: ibmuser

When you run syncz , the parameters of two configuration files merge into one configuration.
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Example: Merged configuration parameters

host: my.remote.host.com

user: ibmuser

sync:

  - id: src

    remote: /u/ibmuser/hello_project/

Templates

Optionally, you can code Golang template variables in your syncz.yml .

Example:

sync:

      - id: src    

        remote: ((.remote_home))/hello_project/

To resolve the vars, create a syncz_vars.yml file in the same directory as syncz.yml .

Example:

remote_home: /u/ibmusr

Global Vars

You may also create a .syncz_vars.yml in your home directory. For example, ~/.syncz_vars.yml .

The global vars file is useful for specifying information that rarely changes, such as user or host .

Config File Precedence

At runtime, the configuration parameters from the syncz.yml are merged with the parameters from the
syncz_vars.yml files according to the following order of precedence (most to least in descending order):

• local (current working directory) syncz_vars.yml
• local (current working directory) syncz.yml
• global (home) .syncz_vars.yml

syncz Workspace
Lists steps to create a ZFS workspace for a sync entry.

The syncz tool optionally creates a ZFS workspace for each entry that is specified under the sync parameter. To enable
the creation of a ZFS workspace, specify newfs: true for the specific sync entry. For more information, see Configure
syncz.

Example: The ibmusr.public.proj.hello.zfs ZFS workspace is mounted to the /u/ibmusr/hello/ remote
directory

host: my.mainframe.net

user: ibmusr

sync:

  - id: hello

    remote: /u/ibmusr/hello/

    dos2unix: true

    dsn: ibmusr.public.proj.hello.zfs

    fsvol: tso001
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    fssize: 200

    fssize2: 50

    newfs: true

When you execute syncz , the synchronization tool creates and mounts the ZFS ibmusr.public.proj.hello.zfs to
the remote directory /u/ibmusr/hello/ .

Subsequent synchronization procedures check whether the directory is mounted. If the directory is not mounted as a
result of the check, the background process that runs during synchronization remounts the remote directory automatically.

syncz Hello, World! Tutorial
Complete the syncz "Hello, World!" tutorial to get started and familiarize yourself with the features of the tool.

The "Hello, World!" tutorial helps you get started with the syncz tool. The tutorial walks you through the following topics:

• Create a project directory
• Create a syncz.yml configuration file
• Synchronize project files
• Use Interactive and Watch modes
• Explore optional commands

Create a Project Directory

Create a local project directory that you can use to synchronize with the mainframe.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a local project directory hello_world on your workstation. Use the following command to create the directory:
mkdir hello_world

2. Create a text file hello_world.txt in your hello_world project directory with some text by issuing the following
command:
echo "Hello, World!" > hello_world/hello_world.txt

You successfully created the project directory and the hello_world.txt file.

Create a syncz.yml Configuration File
In your hello_world project directory, create a syncz.yml file with the following parameters:
host: <mainframe hostname>

user: <mainframe userid> 

sync:    

   - remote: <remote directory>      

     ignore:       

       - syncz.yml

Where:
mainframe hostname

Specifies the hostname of your mainframe LPAR, for example, my.mainframe.net
mainframe userid

Specifies your SSH user for the mainframe LPAR
remote directory

Specifies an absolute path to the SSH directory where you want to sync the local file
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NOTE
The default SSH keyfile that syncz uses is ~/.ssh/id_rsa . If you want to use different keys, add the
keyfile property to your syncz.yml to specify your SSH public key.

For more syncz.yml properties, see Configure syncz.

Synchronize Project Files

Synchronize your local project files to a remote location on z/OS.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command-line interface and navigate to your hello_world project directory by issuing the following
command:
cd <your hello_world project directory>

2. Synchronize your project files by issuing the following command:
syncz

You should see the following response:
syncz

connecting ibmusr@ibm.mainframe.net:22...

syncing [./] with [/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/]

remote directory '/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/' created.

sync: hello_world.txt

synchronizing text files

creating local archive ... done.

uploading archive ... done.

decompressing on z/OS ... done.

unpax on z/OS ... done.

text files done.

You have successfully synchronized the hello_world project root directory with the /u/users/ibmusr/
hello_world/ project files.If you rerun the syncz command, the following message, showing that directories are
synchronized, appears:
syncz

connecting ibmusr@ibm.mainframe.net:22...

syncing [./] with [/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/]

up to date.

You can now modify or add files if necessary and run syncz as needed. Alternatively, you can use Interactive mode or
can use Watch mode for a faster synchronization experience.

Interactive Mode
Interactive mode takes control of the terminal and waits for you to run synchronization by pressing the Enter
key. Interactive mode persists the SSH connection, thus removing the overhead of re-connecting before
synchronization. We recommend that you use Interactive mode while making bulk changes to your source files. You can
edit multiple source files before performing a build, then switch to the terminal, and press Enter to sync all recent changes,
without having to re-connect. Run synchronization in Interactive mode and update the hello_world.txt file with some
text.

1. Run synchronization in Interactive mode by issuing the following command:
syncz -i

You should get the following response:
syncz -i
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connecting ibmusr@ibm.mainframe.net:22...

syncing [./] with [/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/]

up to date.

(press Enter to sync)

2. Update your hello_world.txt with more text.
3. Switch to your command-line interface and press Enter:

(press Enter to sync)

syncing [./] with [/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/]

sync: hello_world.txt

synchronizing text files

creating local archive ... done.

uploading archive ... done.

decompressing on z/OS ... done.

unpax on z/OS ... done.

text files done.

(press Enter to sync)

Watch Mode (Experimental)
Watch mode takes control of your terminal, performs initial synchronization, and establishes local file watchers. The
watchers automatically trigger synchronization of files when you change or add local files. Watch mode persists
the SSH connection, thus removing the overhead of re-connecting before synchronization. We recommend that you
use Watch mode while performing active development.

WARNING
Watch mode is in an experimental phase currently and might not function as intended.

Commands After Synchronization
After synchronization completes, you can verify the results by issuing the following command:
syncz -c "ls -la"

You get the current state of all synchronized files in the local directory:
syncz -c "ls -la"

connecting ibmusr@ibm.mainframe.net:22...

syncing [./] with [/u/users/ibmusr/hello_world/]

sync: hello_world.txt

synchronizing text files

creating local archive ... done.

uploading archive ... done.

decompressing on z/OS ... done.

unpax on z/OS ... done.

text files done.

ls -la

total 34

drwxr-xr-x   2 IBMUSR  OPSMVSG     8192 Sep 15 10:29 .

drwx------  48 IBMUSR  OPSMVSG     8192 Sep 15 10:00 ..

-rwxr-xr-x   1 IBMUSR  OPSMVSG       21 Sep 15 10:29 hello_world.txt

exit code: 0
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Extra Configuration and Options
For more information about more configuration and options, see syncz CLI Reference and Configure syncz.

syncz CLI Reference
Contains a complete list of syncz CLI commands, actions, and options.

Issue  syncz -h   to view the available options.

Options

--before-cmd-arr

Type: array

Issues the z/OS UNIX shell command specified in the target remote directory before the qualified sync entry executes.

The format of the operand is --before-cmd-arr "<id>::<shell command>" .

Where:

• <id> - the sync entry id
• <shell command> - the command that is issued in the remote directory

Example: a backsync entry with id: reports in your syncz.yml

backsync:

    - id: reports

      local: reports

      remote: /u/users/ibm/hello_world/reports

You can set a command to run before the entry with --before-cmd-arr

syncz --before-cmd-arr "reports::test --generate-report"

--cmd (-c)

Type: string

Issues the z/OS UNIX shell command that is specified in the remote directory after a sync entry completes. If you have
multiple sync entries in your syncz.yml file, the command is issued after each entry.

Example:

syncz -c "bldz"

--cmd-arr (-a)

Type: array

Issues the command that is specified in the remote directory after the qualified synchronization entry completes.

The operand has the following format:

-a "<id>::<shell command>" ,

Where:

id
Specifies the sync entry id

shell command
Specifies the command to issue in the remote directory
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Example: a sync entry with id: src in your syncz.yml

sync:

    - id: src

      local: ./src

      remote: /u/users/ibm/hello_world/src

    - id: doc

      local: ./doc

      remote: /u/users/ibm/hello_world/doc

You can use the following syntax to issue the syncz-a command after each specific entry:

syncz -a "src::bldz" -a "doc::ls -la"

--compression-threshold

Type: uint

Specifies the threshold (in KB) for using compression When you specify the value for this option, and the payload size is
under the compression threshold, the compression is skipped. This can result in a small performance boost when syncing
a few files (for example, when using --watch ).

The default is to always compress files during sync.

--debug

Type: flag

Adds more [debug] messages to stderr . Intended for a problem diagnosis

Example:

syncz --debug 2> syncz_debug.txt

--exit-cmd-err

Type: flag

Indicates that syncz should exit immediately if the command (-c or -a options) exits with a non-zero code

--force (-f)

Type: flag

Forces all files from all sync entries to be synchronized regardless of the state of the remote location. Use this option if
you have accidentally modified files in the remote location.

--force-upload-syncz

Type: flag

Forces deployment of the syncz z/OS components For more information, see Install the syncz Synchronization Tool.

--global-vars-file

Type: string

Specifies an alternate file path for the global .syncz_vars.yml file

--help (-h)

Type: flag

Displays the help text

--host (-n)
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Type: string

Specifies the SSH/SFTP host This value overrides the specification in your syncz.yml file.

--id-match

Type: string (RegEx)

Causes syncz to execute the config entries that match the specified RegEx

--interactive (-i)

Type: flag

Causes syncz to enter Interactive mode. Interactive mode takes control of the current terminal, performs the sync entries,
and issues a prompt: (press Enter to sync) . Subsequent syncs can be performed by focusing on the terminal and
pressing the Enter key.

The SSH connection persists during Interactive mode for faster syncs.

--keyfile (-k)

Type: string

Specifies the local file path to the SSH identity key file to use for authentication

Default: ~/.ssh/id_rsa

--local-encoding

Type: string

Specifies the local file encoding that is also known as "codepage" or "codeset".

syncz uses the local encoding on the IBM pax command to=codeset for syncing from the local PC to z/OS UNIX or
from=codeset for syncing to the local PC from z/OS UNIX.

See the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference pax command documentation for details on supported
encodings.

The CLI option takes precedence over the config properties and applies to all sync entries.

Defaults to UTF-8 .

--local-vars-path

Type: string

Specifies an alternate local file path for syncz_vars.yml . By default, syncz uses the syncz_vars.yml file from the
current directory where it runs. This option enables you to override the syncz_vars.yml file with a different file path.

--no-back-sync

Type: flag

Ignores backsync entries. For more information, see the backsync section in the syncz Entries.

--no-fs

Type: flag

Ignores newfs specification. For more information, see syncz Workspace.

--no-ret-pdse

Type: flag

Ignores retrieve_pdse entries.
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--no-sync

Type: flag

Ignores sync entries.

--port (-p)

Type: uint

Specifies the SSH port. This value overrides the port number in syncz.yml .

Default: 22

--remote

Type: string

Indicates the remote directory to sync the contents of the local current working directory.

NOTE
If you have an existing syncz.yml config with sync entries, the remote option appends a temporary entry for
the duration of the command.

Example: sync everything in the current directory to /u/ibmuser/my_project

syncz --remote /u/ibmuser/my_project

--remote-encoding

Type: string

Specifies the remote file encoding that is also known as "codepage" or "codeset".

syncz uses the remote encoding on the IBM pax command to=codeset for syncing from the local PC to z/OS UNIX or
from=codeset for syncing to the local PC from z/OS UNIX.

See the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command Reference pax command documentation for details on supported
encodings.

The CLI option takes precedence over the config properties and applies to all sync entries.

Defaults to IBM-1047 .

--remove

Type: flag

Indicates that syncz should remove all files in the remote directory that does not exist in the local directory.

--user (-u)

Type: string

Specifies the SSH/SFTP user. This value overrides user in syncz.yml .

--vars-file

Type: string

Specifies an alternate file path for the local syncz_vars.yml file.

--version (-v)

Type flag

Displays the version.

--watch (-w)
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Type flag

Causes syncz to enter Watch mode. Watch mode takes control of the current terminal, performs the sync entries, and
watches for changes to local files.

NOTE
Watch mode is experimental and may not always behave as expected.

When a file is modified or added, the file is uploaded and the normal sync process occurs. During the normal sync
process, commands you specify are issued and backsync and retrieve_pdse entires are executed.

Watch mode persists a set of file hashes in memory to avoid uploading unchanged files. Remote file timestamps are not
considered when Watch mode is used, as opposed to normal sync.

The SSH connection persists during Watch mode for faster synchronization.

--zos-path (-b)

Type: string

The remote directory that contains the syncz USS binary. Use this option if you cannot place syncz in your PATH .

In addition, if you have not installed the z/OS syncz components, you can use this option to specify the install
location. You can also use this option in conjunction with --force-upload-syncz to deploy the components.

--ciphers

When the SSH connection is being established, syncz negotiates with the server for a cipher algorithm that is supported
by both ends. Sometimes, the selected algorithm might not work properly. In such a case, you can rule out that algorithm,
using a customized algorithm list. The list should contain one or more comma-separated algorithm names.

The currently supported cipher algorithms include:

• aes128-gcm@openssh.com
• chacha20-poly1305@openssh.com
• aes128-ctr
• aes192-ctr
• aes256-ctr

For example, to rule out the first two algorithms and keep the others, you can use the following command:
sh syncz --ciphers="aes128-ctr,aes192-ctr,aes256-ctr"

Supported, but not preferred algorithms (will not be used in the default negotiation and must be asked for explicitly via the
`--ciphers` option) include:

• aes128-cbc

NOTE
You might have to specify the hmac-sha2-256 MAC algorithm to prevent a `handshake EOF` failure
when using aes128-cbc . See the --macs sub-section for details.

For example, to rule out the first two supported algorithms and keep others, you can use the following command:
syncz --ciphers="aes128-ctr,aes192-ctr,aes256-ctr"

--macs

Type: array

When the SSH connection is being established, syncz negotiates with the server for a MAC algorithm that is supported
by both ends. Sometimes, the selected algorithm might not work properly. In such a case, you can rule out that algorithm,
using a customized algorithm list. The list should contain one or more comma-separated algorithm names.

The currently supported MAC algorithms include:
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• hmac-sha2-256-etm@openssh.com
• hmac-sha2-256
• hmac-sha1
• hmac-sha1-96

For example, to force a particular MAC algorithm, issue the following command:

syncz --macs hmac-sha2-256

Subcommands

ssh

The syncz ssh subcommand enables you to issue an arbitrary z/OS UNIX shell command over SSH

syncz ssh "ls -la"

If present, syncz ssh obtains connection information and sync entries from your syncz configuration files.

syncz ssh supports any syncz global SSH connection option.

To view available options, run syncz ssh --help .

syncz ssh can target specific sync entries, using the --id-match option.

syncz ssh "ls -la" --id-match "source"

When targeting a specific sync entry, the shell command is executed within the sync entries remote directory. If you do
not specify--id-match , the shell command is executed within your z/OS UNIX home directory.

syncz Authentication
Lists steps to set up authentication for the syncz synchronization tool.

You can set up authentication for syncz, using one of the following authentication methods:

• Directly read identity key files without a passphrase
• Obtain identify key files from the SSH agent (keys with or without a passphrase)
• Password authentication

NOTE
Only certain SSH agent implementations are supported.

Key Authentication

You can authenticate syncz, using a public or private SSH key.

NOTE
The key authentication setup process may vary depending on your platform and the SSH tool that you use.

Directly Reading Key Files

syncz specifies ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub as the default key location.

TIP
You can override the default location in the syncz.yml configuration file or by using the --keyfile CLI option.
For more information, see Configure syncz and syncz CLI Reference.

syncz can only read non-encrypted keys that do not have a passphrase.
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Create an SSH Key on a Local Workstation

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a key pair by running the following command in the command-line interface on your workstation:
ssh-keygen

For more information about SSH, see Generate a New SSH Key.
After the key generation procedure completes, you have the generated SSH key. For example, ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub
.

2. (Optional) Ensure that you mount your USS home directory before copying the key.
3. Copy the generated key to z/OS using the following example command. In the command, modify username to your

TSO ID and remote_host to the mainframe LPAR hostname:
cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub | ssh username@remote_host "mkdir -p ~/.ssh && cat >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys"

4. (Optional) Run the following commands to start the SSH agent and add the private key:
eval $(ssh-agent -s)

ssh-add ~/.ssh/id_rsa

If you use bash , you can automate these actions upon starting bash by adding the following commands in your
.bashrc file:
eval `ssh-agent` 2> /dev/null

ssh-add 2> /dev/nul

Configure Permissions on USS

Set the necessary permissions for your home and .ssh directories on USS. Also, set your home user as the owner.

Follow these steps:

1. Set your user as the owner of your home directory by running the following command:
chown -R <your_id> ~

2. Set the home directory permissions to 700 by running the following command:
chmod 700 ~

3. Set the .ssh directory permissions to 700 by running the following command:
chmod 700 ~/.ssh

4. Set ~/.ssh/authorized_keys  permissions to 600 by running the following command:
chmod 600 ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Verify the successful setup of key authentication. Log in to USS without a password prompt by running the following
command:

$ ssh user@host

You should see the following response:

$ ssh user@host

-------------------------------------------------------

 *    Welcome to UNIX System Services                 *

-------------------------------------------------------

bash-4.2$ 

You have successfully set up syncz key authentication.

If you have issues with the login, run the following command and review error messages:

ssh -vvv user@hostname
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Password Authentication

If you do not want to use key authentication or the key is not valid, syncz defaults to prompting for your password.

Identity Keys with Passphrases (encrypted keys)

To enable SSH identity keys that are protected by a passphrase, use an SSH Agent. One of the ways of enabling SSH
identity keys is by using the ssh-add command. However, your implementation may differ.

SSH Agent Support

syncz can communicate with the following SSH agent implementations:

• (Windows) OpenSSH Agent Service provided by Microsoft
• (Windows) Git for Windows Git Bash SSH Agent

NOTE
Experimental support that may not function in all cases.

• (Linux/macOS only) SSH Agents that expose a Unix Domain socket, using the SSH_AUTH_SOCK environment variable

syncz attempts to connect to any of the above SSH agent implementations to retrieve identities for authentication. Ensure
that the agent runs when you issue syncz to establish a connection successfully. Use the syncz --debug flag to
determine which agents syncz is able to connect to.

The exportz Export Tool
Use the exportz export tool to export your Endevor project files. Also, exportz generates a dependency-tracking buildz.js
script.

exportz is an export tool that enables you to export your project from an Endevor inventory location to your workstation.
The exportz tool has the following features:

• Retrieves elements from an Endevor project location in the SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT format.
• Translates processors into ready-to-be-used scripts
• Generates a BUILDZ.js script that tracks all dependencies
• Uses a single command-line interface (CLI) command to export your Endevor project
• Generates easy-to-edit scripts

exportz 1.2.0 introduces a change to the format of exported scripts.

NOTE
If you use version control for exported build scripts, consider deleting the ./scripts directory before exporting.

Sample Scenarios

• Scenario 1
You have an Endevor project that is maintained in GitHub with the Bridge for Git and you plan to run a build on z/
OS. You want to use VS Code to edit source code and the bldz tool to build the code but you do not have any script
ready. You can use the exportz tool to export the Endevor project dependencies and processors and use the exported
scripts with the bldz tool.

• Scenario 2
You have an Endevor project that is not maintained in GitHub and you have to run a build on z/OS. You can use
an IDE of your choice to edit the source code and the bldz tool to build the code, but you do not have any script
ready. You can use the exportz tool to export the Endevor project dependencies and processors and use the exported
scripts with the bldz tool.
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Install exportz
Lists steps to install and get started with the exportz export tool.

Prerequisites
Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you installexportz :

• Download the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps solution from the Broadcom support site. For more
information, see Product Download.

• Enable web services to export your Endevor projects. exportz uses the REST API to extract information from
an Endevor project.
For more information, see the Web Services section in the Endevor documentation.

• (Linux only) Install GLIBC version 2.27 or higher.
• (Optional) Configure your SSH and SFTP servers on z/OS UNIX System Services. For more information, see the For

system administrators section in the IBM publication z/OS OpenSSH User's Guide.
NOTE

• exportz uses SSH to retrieve data set attributes.
• If you do not have SSH configured, exportz defaults to using ALLOC LIKE for data set allocation.

Install exportz
Unpack and install the exportz components on your workstation. You can install the tool on MacOs, Windows, and
Linux.

1. Unpack the content of the zip archive. The unpacked archive contains a client binary.
2. Add the binary to a location in your workstation PATH to install exportz .
3. (Optional) Verify the Installation by issuing the following command in a terminal:

exportz -v

Check out Use Exportz to get started with the exportz tool.

Use exportz

Use the exportz Tool

exportz is a command-line tool with the following syntax:

exportz --environment ENVIRONMENT --stage-number STAGE_NUMBER --system SYSTEM --subsystem SUBSYSTEM

        --base-url BASE_URL --instance INSTANCE --username USER --password PASSWORD

        --dataset-hlq DATASET_HLQ

        [--no-files] [--no-deps] [--processor-directory PROCESSOR_DIRECTORY] [--insecure]

        [--version] [--debug] [--trace]

In the most simple case, provide the required arguments and run the tool.

For more information about the arguments, see exportz Arguments Reference.

Review the Export Output

Once the tool completes the project extraction, the working directory has the following new files and folders:
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• the BUILDZ.js file that contains the rules for the build and the various dependencies
• the inventory.json file that contains extra parameters for rules in the BUILDZ.js file
• the WORKSPACEZ.js file that contains the rules for creating and populating work area data sets
• the directory with the same name as the user system you extract from, containing the extracted elements (if --no-

files was not provided)
• the scripts directory that contains the generated scripts from the processors, utility scripts in scripts/utils , and

Endevor configuration files in scripts/endevor
• the report file exportz_report.log contains information that is gathered during export, such as dependencies, not

supported programs, external data sets, invalid characters, and more.
• the optional log file exportz.log that is used for debugging purposes (option --debug or --trace )
• the optional log file exportz_processor.log that is used for processor translation debugging purposes (option --

debug or --trace )

The processors are translated into JS scripts and place into the scripts directory, using the processor name as the
script name.

For more information, see the BUILDZ.js and Processor Script.

To improve the speed of the tool, some of the web services requests are cached into files in the .exportz/ directory.

For debugging purposes, the .exportz/proc directory contains retrieved processors which were translated. If any error
during processor translation occurs, check the actual JCL in the directory for your reference.

Tune exportz Output
Tune exportz output once exportz is finished. Working scripts you get as a result of running exportz might need a bit of
tuning in complex cases.

Once the exportz tool has finished, usually you get the complete, functional scripts. However, in some cases, you may
need to fine-tune the scripts.

Dependencies

If the components list information is not correct for the current location, some of the dependencies may be missing. In this
case, add the dependencies manually to the BUILDZ.js script. If the dependency is a source file, add the dependency
under the corresponding deps_files variable. If it is a rule, add the rule to the correct deps variable. To find the list
of dependencies, check the dependency.json file. The tool tries to solve the dependencies. If the no-deps option is
provided, the components in a different location are not exported, and you have to grab them separately. If the no-deps
option is not provided and the current location of the component is not found up the map from the exported location, solve
dependencies, using the exportz_report.log file as a reference for unknown dependencies.

For more information, see exportz Report File.

Unsupported Programs

If an unsupported program, usually an Endevor utility, is used in the processor, exportz skips the program and keeps
a comment section in buildScript . You can see this program in the console output. Checking the output helps you
understand whether the program is required for the build and whether the build can run without the program.

The list of unsupported programs includes:
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• BC1G0000
• BC1PACMQ
• BC1PCAF
• BC1PCAFL
• BC1PCCSP
• BC1PCSV0
• BC1PDBFP
• BC1PDCGB
• BC1PFOOT
• BC1PMVCL
• BC1PXFPI
• BC1PXTRA
• BC1RDB9X
• C1BIOCPY
• C1BM3000
• C1BM5000
• C1BMX000
• C1BR1000
• C1PRMGEN
• CONAPI
• CONCALL
• CONDELE
• CONRELE
• CONSCAN
• DFSRC000
• ENBE1000
• ENNRBLD
• ENNSYEL
• ENNSYNC
• ENNSYPR
• ENUSSUTL
• LEXTRCTR
• TETCCXB

Unauthorized Access

The tool translates each of the processor data set allocations. The ALLOC parameter with the PMAP or LMAP values in
a DD statement can generate extra allocations of Endevor data sets. If you miss some elements in your workstation,
the processor looks for them in other data sets. If you are not authorized to directly read from a data set, the build
might fail. As a workaround, you can place extra source files into the workstation and edit the WORKSPACEZ.js and
dependencies.json accordingly. Add or update the workarea rule in WORKSPACEZ.js and the correct deps_files
properties in dependencies.json .

Non-printable Characters

Some characters might not be displayed in your source files properly after the export. If binary characters are not
displayed correctly, as text, in source files, you can replace them with hex characters. Generally, you should avoid using
non-displayable characters.
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NOTE
Ensure to replace all characters under x'40' with a hex.

Example: Issues with displaying the characters in the exported COBOL file

FIELD PIC X(2) VALUE '.'

In the abovementioned example, you should change the value from '.' to x'0D' .

exportz Arguments Reference
Contains a complete list of exportz CLI commands, actions, and options. Includes the JCL subcommand.

The utility arguments are grouped into required and optional arguments. Include required arguments to run the tool. You
can omit optional arguments.

Global options

Global options apply to all subcommands.

--debug

Generates the exportz.log file at the DEBUG level You can use the argument for debugging purposes.

--trace

Generates the exportz.log file at the TRACE level (more detailed than the DEBUG level). You can use the argument for
debugging purposes.

--help | -h

Displays the exportz command help.

Root Command

Theexportz command that is issued without a subcommand runs the export function.

Example: exportz tool command with possible arguments

exportz.exe [-h] --environment ENVIRONMENT --stage-number STAGE_NUMBER --system SYSTEM --subsystem SUBSYSTEM

 --base-url BASE_URL

      --instance INSTANCE --username USERNAME --password PASSWORD --dataset-hlq DATASET_HLQ [--no-files] [--

no-deps]

      [--processor-directory PROCESSOR_DIRECTORY] [--site-symbos SITE_SYMBOL_FILE] [--insecure] [--version]

 [--debug] [--trace]

Required arguments

Supply the following arguments when running the exportz tool:

--environment | --env

Specifies the environment location that you want to export from.

--stage-number | --sn

Specifies the stage location that you want to export from.

--system | --sys

Specifies the system location that you want to export from.

--subsystem | --sub
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Specifies the subsystem location that you want to export from.

--base-url | --url

Specifies the base URL of the Tomcat that you use for the web services.

Example: Format of the correct URL

http://example.net:port/EndevorService/rest/

The hostname of the URL is extracted and used when exportz attempts to connect over SSH. The default SSH port 22 is
used.

--instance | -i

Specifies the web services dataSource name.

--username | --user

Specifies the web services username.

--dataset-hlq | --hlq

Specifies the HLQ for the output data sets.

Optional Arguments

--password | --pass

Specifies the web services and SSH password. If omitted, you are prompted to enter your password.

--no-files | --nof

Disables the utility to download the Endevor project files to the local directory.

--no-deps | --nod

Disables exportz to grab dependencies that are not in the exported location. If the option is not enabled, the tool tries
to grab the components in a different location. If the component is in the same environment and stage number but in a
different system and sub-system, the tool places the component into the correct directory. If the component is further up
the environment-stage map, the tool grabs the one further in the map and places the component into the directory in the
corresponding system-sub-system.

--processor-directory | --pdir

Specifies the local directory that contains the processor files. The file name must match the processor name (no
extensions are allowed).

--site-symbols

The path to a local file that contains the Endevor site symbols for the Environment you export. For more information, see
Endevor Site Symbols.

--insecure | -k

Allows the insecure HTTPS connection to Endevor Webservice.

--version | -v

Displays the tool version.
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JCL Subcommand

exportz can translate IBM JCL to bldz compatible JavaScript. You can execute translated JCL scripts by using the bldz
script command. Optionally, you can manually convert translated JCL scripts into build scripts. For more information,
see Convert JCL to Build Scripts.

To translate JCL to JavaScript, issue the following command:

exportz jcl [flags] [path] 

where [path] is an array of strings .

Each array entry can be one of the following entries:

• A local directory that is to be searched non-recursively for files with the .jcl extension (for example, ./jcl_dir )
• A local path to a JCL file (for example, ./iefbr14.jcl )
• A remote MVS sequential data set or member (for example, //LIB.JCL(IEFBR14) )
• A remote MVS PDS(e)

exportz jcl uses SSH to retrieve remote data sets. Specify at least --ssh-host and --ssh-user to connect using
SSH. You can use a key file or password authentication. If you do not provide a key file or your default ~/.ssh/id_rsa
is not usable, you are prompted to enter your SSH password.

For more information on [flags] ,  see the JCL flags section further in this document.

Translated JCL scripts are placed within the scripts directory of the current working directory. If the scripts directory
does not exist, the exportz tool creates the folder automatically. A set of utility scripts, necessary for the execution of
translated JCL, is placed under scripts/utils . To run the translated JCL script, transfer all exportz jcl command
output, as structured locally, to z/OS with the IBM-1047 encoding.

syncz can transfer local files to remote z/OS UNIX directories. For more information, see the syncz CLI page.

See the following command samples for the existing types of conversion:

Translate all JCL files within the ./jcl_dir local directory:

exportz jcl ./jcl_dir

Translate local JCL files:

exportz jcl file1.jcl file2.jcl

Translate JCL in remote MVS data sets:

exportz jcl --ssh-host my.lpar --ssh-user ibmuser //LIB.JCL(JCL1) //LIB.JCL(JCL2)

In a shell that supports an expansion, such as bash , translate all files in a directory:

exportz jcl ./jcl_dir/*

Translate JCL in a local file and a remote MVS data set:

exportz jcl --ssh-host my.lpar --ssh-user ibmuser file1.jcl //LIB.JCL(JCL2)

Translate all members within a remote MVS PDS(e):

exportz jcl --ssh-host my.lpar --ssh-user ibmuser //LIB.JCL

Supported IBM JCL Syntax

exportz jcl supports the following JCL statements:
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• Jobcard (ignored and translated into a comment in the output script)
• EXEC statements
• DD statements
• SET statements
• INCLUDE statements
• JOBLIB DD statements
• JCLLIB ORDER= statements
• IF/THEN/ELSE/ENDIF statements
• In-stream data

Procedure Conversion

Both in-stream and cataloged procedures are supported. In-stream procedures are always converted. Cataloged
procedures are converted only if they are called in the EXEC statements.

A procedure is converted to a normal function and saved in a separate JavaScript file next to the calling script. Both the
file and the function have the same name as the procedure. An EXEC statement that calls a procedure is converted to a
normal function call. Cataloged procedures are resolved in a similar way as INCLUDE s.

INCLUDE resolution

To resolve INCLUDE statements, exportz jcl can search both local directories and remote MVS data sets, using SSH.
Local files take precedence over remote data sets.

To search local directories, use the --local-includes option.

To search remote MVS data sets, use the --sysprocs option.

exportz jcl emulates the JES2 INCLUDE search concatenation, with the added ability to search local directories and
files. The search sequence is as follows:

1. If --local-includes is specified, the JCLLIB ORDER= statement is translated by exportz jcl into a local file
path and searched for INCLUDE members.

2. If SSH connectivity is available and the INCLUDE members are not resolved by local files, exportz jcl searches
the remote MVS data sets that are specified by your JCLLIB ORDER= statement.

3. Finally, if SSH connectivity is available and INCLUDE members are not found in local files or MVS data sets that are
specified by JCLLIB ORDER= , the remote MVS data sets that are specified by --sysprocs are searched, similar to
your systems PROCLIST .

exportz JCL Flags

--help

Type: flag

Displays the command help.

--local-include

Type: array

Specifies a comma-separated list of local directories to search for JCL INCLUDE files.

To resolve INCLUDE statements using local JCL files, exportz jcl uses the JCLLIB ORDER statement. JCLLIB
ORDER data sets are converted to local directory paths.
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NOTE
If the JCLLIB ORDER= statement is present in your JCL and INCLUDE members are not found in local files, but
SSH connectivity is available, the actual remote MVS data sets are searched.

For example, assume your JCL has the following statements:

//         JCLLIB ORDER=(XXX.YYY.ZZZ)

//         INCLUDE MEMBER=TESTINC

And you issue the following exportz jcl command:

exportz jcl --local-include jcl_includes/ my_jcl.jcl

The following path is searched the INCLUDE files:

jcl_includes/XXX/YYY/ZZZ/

--sysprocs

Type: array

Specifies a comma-separated list of MVS data sets to search for JCL INCLUDE files. Normally, you would use this option
to specify your systems procedure list.

To obtain your system procedure list, you can use one of the following methods:

• JES2 operator command: $D PROCLIST
• SYSVIEW PROCLIST command

See the following command sample:

exportz jcl --ssh-user ibmuser --ssh-host --sysprocs sys1.proclib,sys1.user.proclib lpar1 //LIB.JCL(JCL) 

--ssh-host

Type: string

Specifies the remote LPAR SSH hostname where your JCL resides. Required when retrieving JCL from an MVS data set.

--ssh-user

Type: string

Specifies the SSH user. Required when retrieving JCL from an MVS data set.

--ssh-port

Type: uint

Specifies the SSH port. Applicable when retrieving JCL from an MVS data set.

Defaults to 22 .

--ssh-keyfile

Type: string

Specifies the local path to the SSH identity key file. Applicable when retrieving JCL from an MVS data set.

Defaults to ~/.ssh/id_rsa .
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--ssh-ciphers

Type: array

When an SSH connection is established, exportz negotiates with the server for a cipher algorithm that is supported by
both ends. Sometimes, the selected algorithm might not work properly. In such a case, you can rule out that algorithm by
a customized algorithm list. Ensure that the list contains one or more comma-separated algorithm names.

The currently supported cipher algorithms include:

• aes128-gcm@openssh.com
• chacha20-poly1305@openssh.com
• aes128-ctr
• aes192-ctr
• aes256-ctr

Supported, but not preferred algorithms include:

• aes128-cbc

The previously mentioned algorithms are not used in the default negotiation and must be asked for explicitly using the --
ciphers option.

NOTE
Using aes128-cbc may require the specification of the hmac-sha2-256 MAC algorithm to prevent a
handshake EOF failure. See the --ssh-macs option for more details.

--ssh-macs

Type: array

When an SSH connection is established, exportz negotiates with the server for a MAC algorithm that is supported by
both ends. Sometimes, the selected algorithm might not work properly. In such a case, you can rule out that algorithm by
a customized algorithm list. Ensure that the list contains one or more comma-separated algorithm names.

The currently supported MAC algorithms include:

• hmac-sha2-256-etm@openssh.com
• hmac-sha2-256
• hmac-sha1
• hmac-sha1-96

diag Subcommand

The exportz diag subcommand performs diagnostic functions. To view available options, run the exportz diag --
help command.

--collect

The exportz diag --collect option causes exportz to collect the following relevant diagnostic files (for Broadcom
support) from your exportz project:

- .exportz directory - contains exported processors and such

- scripts directory - contains the translated processor scripts

- exportz*.log - log files that are created during an export

- inventory.json - Endevor element information

- BUILDZ.js - the main build file that is created during export

- WORKSPACEZ.js - the workspace file that is created during export
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Processor Script
Outlines the structure and the functions of scripts that are generated by exportz.

Every processor that is found by exportz is translated into a script.

Script Structure

The translated script contains different function calls for each translated JCL step.

The main function that is called is buildScript , which contains the initialization of a workspace for the current build
run, processor symbol assignment, and steps execution. buildScript is a basic ES5 Javascript script and all the steps
and function calls have the JavaScript documentation. You can find the documentation in an IDE or in the script, which is
required to make the function available. All the scripts that are used in the buildScript function reside in the scripts/
utils directory.

After each step, the result is stored in the params object, using the utils.setResult function. At the end of the build
script, the utils.getResult function retrieves the results and returns them to bldz. If the build is not successful, the
results might contain errors.

Functions

The scripts/utils/exec.js file contains the functions that execute each translated JCL step. In this JavaScript
module, the generic function executes the steps, which were not identified as special, and provide the capability to
execute any MVS program. Special steps are mostly Endevor utilities. Special steps have their own function calls like
bc1pdsin or conwrite . You can find information about all the functions in the JS module.

The following list contains other JS modules that provide more functionality:

scripts/utils/alloc.js
Helps to maintain allocations of data sets, and contains three main functions: dd , concat , and freeAll .
The JCL step allocations are done using these functions and are provided in the function, which is passed to
the exec.<function name> function. This way all the allocation maintenance burden is removed from the
buildScript file.

scripts/utils/symbols.js
Provides the resolve function, which resolves symbols in the same way as Endevor does.

scripts/utils/utils.js
Provides the utility functions like setResult , getResult , and a different type of check functions like
stepAbended , stepRC , stepAbendCC , cond . These functions check if a specific step is executed similarly to
the COND , EXECIF parameters, or the IF statement in the Endevor processors.

scripts/utils/workspace.js
Provides the workspace management functionality. The script includes the rules for defining the work area and
the mapping function. When buildScript allocates the Endevor data sets, buildScript uses the mapping
function and `WORKSPACEZ.js` uses the work area rule functions.

Debugging

Thescripts/utils/debug.js file provides the debugging capability for the build and can help to diagnose a problem
with exported or updated buildScript .

You can add the following line to a rule that you want to debug in the BUILDZ.js file:

// rule: SYSTEM_SUBSYSTEM_TYPE_ELEMENT

ws.build({

    source: "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT",

    pgroup: pgroup.TYPE.PGROUP,
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    ...

        

    // add these lines for displaying the debug messages

    options: {

        debug: true

    }

})

Once you enable debugging, execute bldz with the -v parameter to display all the debug log outputs. If the build is
failing, the -v parameter is not required. bldz displays all the messages for the failed rule anyway.

Mocking

You can use mocking to debug buildScript without executing any MVS program on z/OS. Mocking enables
buildScript to run and provides log messages of each executed step, ddname allocation, or filesystem access.
Use mocking if you want to test a new or updated script without running the script and observe if the MVS programs or
allocations are called with the correct parameters.

You can enable mocking by adding the following line once debug is required:

var debug = require("./utils/debug")

debug.mock_all()

To see the mocked function calls, execute bldz with the verbose mode bldz -v . The mocked build always succeeds
and does not display any logs or outputs. For subsequent testing, to execute the build, you might need to remove the
.bldz_cache file in the project USS directory.

updateRule function

The function is used by the scripted dependencies feature of buildz , and updates dependencies for the rule.
The exportz tool currently supports only the COBOL, ASM, PL/I, C/C++ compilers, and the IEWL binder. IGYCRCTL
, ASMA90 , IBMZPLI , CCNDRVR , and IEWL programs are registered as special programs and have their respective
function calls in the exec module. The functions force the corresponding programs to generate ADATA or listing (in the
case of CCNDRVR ) with dependency information. You can use this information to obtain the list of files for the compiler, by
checking the data set name against the workarea data set map that is generated from the WORSKPACEZ.js file. The list is
then stored in an output file with the rule name and the dep extension and is used in the subsequent build run to provide
up-to-date dependency information.

Buildz.js Script
Lists the rules and examples of the Buildz.js and Workspacez.js scripts.

To make the script as readable as possible and easily editable, every rule in WORKSPACEZ.js or BUILDZ.js is created
by a function call that is imported from the scripts/utils/workspace.js module. The module contains a few options
that you can modify. The dependencies.json file contains dependencies for each exported element and is used by
the ws.build() function for creating build rules in BUILDZ.js . The scripts/endevor/*.json configuration files
contain the Endevor setup: maps, symbols, default processor groups, processor group symbols override, and site symbols
that are used during the build.

BUILDZ.js

The build definition file contains rules for building each file in the project that is associated with a build script. To simplify
adding new files to a project, default rules are added to each type that has an associated processor group at the end of
the file. See the following example of the build rule:
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// rule: SYSTEM_SUBSYSTEM_TYPE_ELEMENT

ws.build({

    source: "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT",

    pgroup: pgroup.TYPE.PGROUP,

})

The default build rule is written as follows:

ws.default_build({

    sources: "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/*",

    pgroup: pgroup.TYPE.DEFAULT_PGROUP,

     })

source and rule name
Contains an element that is represented by a relative path. The path is also used as a rule name with all forward
slashes replaced by the underscore character. The rule name is displayed in the comment above the rule for
documentation purposes.

pgroup
Specifies the processor group object that is imported from the processor group configuration file. Each processor
group has an associated build script and is used by this build rule.

sources (default_build)
Contains the global pattern to get a list of all files from a specific directory, except the files that were used by the
ws.build rule function.

Dependencies.json

The dependency file for the project contains initial dependency data for creating and executing rules. After the first
successful run, the data are overwritten by dependencies that are discovered during the build. If no dependencies are
discovered, the original dependencies from the dependencies.json file are used as a fallback.

NOTE
Dependencies might not be discovered either due to unsupported programs that use the dependencies or due to
the change of the processor group which does not use the dependencies.

{

  "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT": {

    "externals": [

      "//SYS1.MACLIB(MAC1)",

      "//SYS1.MACLIB(MAC2)"

    ],

    "deps_files": [

      "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/OTHER_ELEMENT.CPY",

      "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/OTHER_ELEMENT.CPY"

    ],

    "deps": [

      "SYSTEM_SUBSYSTEM_TYPE_ELEMENT1",

      "SYSTEM_SUBSYSTEM_TYPE_ELEMENT2"

    ],

    "outputs": [

      "USER.PROJECT.OUT0(ELEMENT)",

      "USER.PROJECT.OUT1(ELEMENT)"

    ]

  },

  ...
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}

externals
Specifies all data sets that are used during the build of the element but are not part of the Endevor inventory. The
list is assigned to the externals property that is used as a reference only and not as input data sets. The data
sets are not checked for changes.

deps_files
Specifies all the source files that are directly used during the build of the element. The list contains the relative
path to the source files.

deps
Specifies the element dependency rules.

outputs
Specifies all the output data sets that are created when this rule is built. If an ELIB is used as a dataset for output,
the output file is written into the USS build location build-out/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ .

Scripts/endevor/*.json

Project configuration files contain more data for creating and executing rules. The configuration files let you add new files/
elements to an Endevor Team Build project without any change to the build.

scripts/endevor/inventory.json
Contains Endevor inventory configuration with all the environment and type definitions that are obtained during
the export.
{

  "siteid": "0",

  "stages": {

    "ENV": [

      {

        "name": "STAGENAME",

        "id": "1",

        "entry": true

      },

      {

        "name": "STAGENAME",

        "id": "2",

        "entry": false

      }

    ]

  },

  "types": {

    "ENV/STAGE/SYSTEM/TYPE": {

      "basedsn": "BASE.DATA.SET",

      "pgroup": "DEFAULT_PGROUP",

      "lang": "LANG",

      "ext": "file_extension"

    },

    ...

  }

}

scripts/endevor/maps.json
Contains Endevor logical and physical maps.
{
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  "logicalMap": {

    "ENV/1/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM": "ENV/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM",

    "ENV/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM": "ENV2/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM"

  },

  "physicalMap": {

    "ENV/1/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM": "ENV/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM",

    "ENV/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM": "ENV2/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM",

    "ENV2/1/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM": "ENV2/2/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM"

  }

}

scripts/endevor/pgroup.json
Contains all the Endevor processor groups that are obtained during the export. You can use the pgroup object in
the json file in BUILDZ.js to swap the groups.
{

  "TYPE": {

    "PGROUP": {

      "ENV/1/SYSTEM": {

        "pgroup": "PGROUP",

        "processor": "SYSTEM_PROC",

        "symbols": {}

      },

      "ENV/2/SYSTEM": {

        "pgroup": "PGROUP",

        "processor": "SYSTEM_PROC",

        "symbols": {

          "SYMBOL": "VALUE"

        }

      }

    },

    ...

  },

  ...

}

scripts/endevor/site_symbols.json
Contains all the Endevor Site symbols.
{

  "#SYMBOL1": "VALUE",

  "#SYMBOL2": "VALUE",

  ...

}

scripts/endevor/element_overrides.json
Contains symbol and processor group overrides, that were identified during the export, for a specific element.
{

  "SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT": {

    "env": "ENV/1",

    "ccid": "ccid",

    "comment": "comment",

    "shortName": "ELEMENT",

    "vvll": "0100",

    "usrDsn": "USER.DATA.SET",

    "pgroup": "PGROUP"
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  },

  ...

}

WORKSPACEZ.js

The workspace definition file contains rules for allocating and populating work area data sets that are used during the
build. The rules are executed before the actual build starts.

// endevor dataset: YOUR.NDVR.HLQ.COBPGM

ws.workarea({

    mapped_dsns: [

        "YOUR.NDVR.HLQ.COBPGM",

        "YOUR.NDVR.HLQ.STG2.COBPGM"

    ],

    attributes: {

        dsn: "YOUR.PROJECT.IN0",

        lrecl: 80,

        recfm: "FB",

        blksize: 27920,

        dsorg: "PO",

        dsntype: "LIBRARY",

    },

    dirs: [

        "SYS/SUBS/COBPGM"

    ]

})

mapped_dsns
Defines the list of original Endevor data sets that are mapped to the bldz work area data set (specified in the
attributes property). The list is used to identify Endevor data sets in buildScript and substitute them with
the work area data set.

attributes
Allocation attributes that are used for allocating data sets.

dirs
The list of directories whose content is copied into a data set. Hidden files (starting with . ) are omitted when
copying files into a data set.

Convert Translated JCL to Build Scripts
Run the exportz jcl command to convert your translated JCL to bldz compatible JavaScript.

exportz enables you to convert translated z/OS JCL to bldz compatible JavaScript by using the exportz jcl
subcommand.

Given an arbitrary piece of JCL, exportz jcl cannot always automatically determine which DDs represent the relevant
input and output in the context of bldz . Therefore, the result of exports jcl is a standalone script that you can
execute using the bldz script command. You must manually convert the standalone script to a build script before
invoking it from a genrule_script.

Convert JCL and a standalone script to a useable bldz build script.
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NOTE

• The following examples illustrate the required high-level steps. You might need to also modify your JCL.
• The following examples assume you have a working build with a BUILDZ.js file. For information on how to

create a bldz project, see the bldz "Hello, World!" Tutorial.
• You can find a complete sample in the Team Build installation package under samples/exportz-jcl .

Follow these steps:

1. Use exportz jcl to translate your JCL.
In the following example, you use the COBOL compile JCL:
//COMPILE  JOB (1234),'COBOL COMPILE',CLASS=A,REGION=0M

// SET OBJECT='IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ(HELLO)'

// SET SOURCE='IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO)'

// SET LISTING='IBMUSER.COBOL.LST(HELLO)'

//COMPILE  EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,PARM='DYNAM,SSRANGE'

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=IGY.SIGYCOMP,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD DSN=&SOURCE,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT4   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT5   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT6   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT7   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT8   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT9   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT10  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT11  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT12  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT13  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT14  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSUT15  DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1,0),RLSE)

//SYSLIN   DD DISP=OLD,DSN=&OBJECT

//SYSPRINT DD DISP=OLD,DSN=&LISTING

//SYSMDECK DD UNIT=SYSALLDA

a. Copy the mentioned JCL to a local file in your bldz project ./cobol_compile.jcl .
b. Translate the JCL to a standalone bldz script by issuing the following command:

exportz jcl ./cobol_compile.jcl

When the previously mentioned command finishes successfully, you can find the translated JCL in ./scripts/
cobol_compile.js .
The provided JCL sample assumes that the following data sets exist:
• PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO) that contains the COBOL source program
• PDSe IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ that is suitable for COBOL compiler output objects
• PDSe IBMUSER.COBOL.LST that is suitable for COBOL compiler output listings

2. (Optional) Run the standalone script.
a. To run the stand-alone script, transfer all directories and files that are created by exportz jcl to a z/OS UNIX

directory. For example, you can use syncz to do so. For more information, see syncz CLI.
b. Issue the following bldz command on z/OS UNIX:
bldz script ./scripts/cobol_compile.js

The command should complete with an exit code of 0.
See the exportz jcl subcommand reference for details on the command output. 
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3. Identify the input and output files.
To create a usable build script, identify the input and output files that are relevant to bldz . For example, input files
usually are source files, while output files are artifacts, such as objects and listings.
In the JCL example, the following data sets are good candidates for bldz input/output files:
– (Input File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO) contains the COBOL source program
– (Output File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ(HELLO) is the object file that is created during the compile
– (Output File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.LST(HELLO) is the listing file that is created during the compile

4. Draft the genrule_script.
In your BUILDZ.js file, using the identified input and output files, create a genrule_script :
genrule_script({

    name: "compile_hello",

    script_file: "scripts/cobol_compile.js",

    src_dataset: "IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO)",

    obj_out_dataset: "IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ(HELLO)",

    listing_out_dataset: "IBMUSER.COBOL.LST(HELLO)"

})

The previously mentioned genrule creates a rule that is named //:compile_hello . bldz tracks the following
input and output files:
– (Input File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO) is the COBOL source program. If a change is made to

the source program, //:compile_hello runs.
– (Output File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ(HELLO) is the object file that is created during the compilation.

If the object file does not exist, //:compile_hello runs.
– (Output File) PDSe member IBMUSER.COBOL.LST(HELLO) is the listing file that is created during the compilation.

If the listing file does not exist, //:compile_hello runs.
5. Convert the standalone script to a build script.

To use the script that is created by exportz jcl as a build script, modify the script.
Example: The original script that can be used as a stand-alone script
var alloc = require("./utils/alloc")

var exec = require("./utils/exec")

var utils = require("./utils/utils")

var symbol = require("./utils/symbols")

var debug = require("./utils/debug")

// initilaze params object used by functions

var params = {

    // jcl symbols

    symbols: {}

}

var _rc = 0

// !![UNKNOWN] line: 1, column: 3, statements: JOB (1234),'COBOL COMPILE',CLASS=A,REGION=0M

params.symbols["OBJECT"] = "IBMUSER.COBOL.OBJ(HELLO)"

params.symbols["SOURCE"] = "IBMUSER.COBOL.SRC(HELLO)"

params.symbols["LISTING"] = "IBMUSER.COBOL.LST(HELLO)"

if (!utils.stepAbend(params)) {

    /////////////////

    // STEP: COMPILE 
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    _rc = exec.generic("IGYCRCTL", "DYNAM,SSRANGE", params, function() {

        alloc.dd("TASKLIB", { dsn: "IGY.SIGYCOMP", status: "SHR" })

        alloc.dd("SYSIN", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&SOURCE"), status: "SHR" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT1", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT2", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT3", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT4", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT5", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT6", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT7", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT8", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT9", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT10", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT11", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT12", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT13", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT14", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSUT15", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [ 1, 1 ], space_units: "CYL", unit: "SYSDA" })

        alloc.dd("SYSLIN", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&OBJECT"), status: "OLD" })

        alloc.dd("SYSPRINT", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&LISTING"), status: "OLD" })

        alloc.dd("SYSMDECK", { unit: "SYSALLDA" })

    })

    utils.setResult(params, "COMPILE", _rc, null)

    

}

Modify the original script.
Follow these steps:
a. Add the buildScript() function. buildScript() is invoked by bldz when the genrule is triggered.
b. Populate params.symbols with the properties that are specified in the genrule
c. Return the results of the compile from the buildScript() function.
Compare the following modified script with the previously mentioned script for detailed changes.
Example: Modified script that can be used as a build script
var alloc = require("./utils/alloc")

var exec = require("./utils/exec")

var utils = require("./utils/utils")

var symbol = require("./utils/symbols")

var debug = require("./utils/debug")

function buildScript(params) {

    // initilaze params object used by functions

    params.symbols = {}

    var _rc = 0

    // !![UNKNOWN] line: 1, column: 3, statements: JOB (1234),'COBOL COMPILE',CLASS=A,REGION=0M

    params.symbols["OBJECT"] = params.obj_out_dataset

    params.symbols["SOURCE"] = params.src_dataset

    params.symbols["LISTING"] = params.listing_out_dataset

    if (!utils.stepAbend(params)) {
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        /////////////////

        // STEP: COMPILE 

        _rc = exec.generic("IGYCRCTL", "DYNAM,SSRANGE", params, function () {

            alloc.dd("TASKLIB", { dsn: "IGY.SIGYCOMP", status: "SHR" })

            alloc.dd("SYSIN", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&SOURCE"), status: "SHR" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT1", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT2", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT3", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT4", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT5", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT6", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT7", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT8", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT9", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT10", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT11", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT12", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT13", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT14", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSUT15", { dir: 0, release: true, space: [1, 1], space_units: "CYL", unit:

 "SYSDA" })

            alloc.dd("SYSLIN", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&OBJECT"), status: "OLD" })

            alloc.dd("SYSPRINT", { dsn: symbol.resolve(params, "&LISTING"), status: "OLD" })

            alloc.dd("SYSMDECK", { unit: "SYSALLDA" })

        })

        utils.setResult(params, "COMPILE", _rc, null)

    }

    return utils.getResult(params)

}

Maintain Exported Scripts with Git
Maintain your exported Endevor Team Build-enabled project using Git. Learn how to merge changes from Endevor into
your exported Endevor project.

Exporting an Endevor project from a location retrieves elements and processors and converts the project into an Endevor
Team Build-enabled project. When you do so, you might need to update build scripts manually. Update the scripts so
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that they run correctly when a certain Endevor logic is included in the processor and the Endevor logic is not required, or
available, in Endevor Team Build.

You can version your build scripts in a source control manager to conveniently merge new changes from a re-exported
Endevor project if a processor is changed in Endevor. The git tool allows a three-way merge to version your scripts.

NOTE
You can use other methods to version scripts, as well.

Merge Exported Endevor Project

Merge changes from Endevor into an exported Endevor project, using git.

NOTE
In the examples below, all changes to the scripts are made in master branch, but you can use any branch to
introduce changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Export your Endevor project from an Endevor location to your local workstation, using the following commands:
cd /my/local/project/path

exportz --url https://host:port/EndevorService/api/v2 -i ENWSSTC --env ENV --sn 1 --sys SYSTEM --sub

 SUBSYSTEM --hlq HLQ.BUILD --user USERID 

Your project is exported now.
2. Create a git repository. Optionally, you can use a .gitignore file with an .exportz/ entry. Run the following

commands:
echo ".exportz/" > .gitignore

git init

git add .

git commit -m "exported Endevor project"

3. Tag the initial commit for your reference when merging new changes.
git tag export

4. (Optional) Manually update and commit scripts to the git repository. You can use the following commands to do so:
vim scripts/BUILD_SCRIPT.js

git add .

git commit -m "manual update to build script"

In the example above the vim editor, that runs in a terminal, is used. However, you can use any editor of your choice.
5. Export the Endevor project to incorporate new changes.

a. Checkout the original export commit by checking out export tag:
git checkout export

b. Run the export command to get new changes by issuing the following command:
exportz --url https://host:port/EndevorService/api/v2 -i ENWSSTC --env ENV --sn 1 --sys SYSTEM --sub

 SUBSYSTEM --hlq HLQ.BUILD --user USERID

6. Commit new changes into the repository and tag the changes.
When new changes are exported, commit them to the repository without any manual update.
Move the export tag to the latest commit either by deleting export tag and creating the tag again, or by forcing the
tag on the latest commit.
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git add .

git commit -m "re-exported Endevor project"

git tag -f export

7. Include the new changes in your manually changed scripts in master branch. Check out master branch and merge
the export tag into master branch.
git checkout master

git merge --no-commit export

The following conditions apply to the --no-commit option:
– If the option is specified, you can review the changes that are merged and verify whether the changes are merged

correctly.
– If the option is not specified and no merge conflicts occur, git commits the merge automatically.
– If the option is specified and merge conflicts occur, resolve the conflicts and commit the changes.
git commit -m "merge re-exported project"

You successfully merged your exported Endevor project.

If you want to re-export the same project, follow the steps from step 5.

NOTE
If you want to push your changes into the remote git repository, ensure to push tags as well so that other users
can use the process in the same way. To push tags, run git push --tags .

For more information about git merge command, see the git documentation.

Endevor Site Symbols
Lists methods of obtaining Endevor site symbols for an exportz export operation.

When your Endevor processors utilize site symbols, you need to provide the site symbols during an export operation. Use
the --site-symbols argument to provide a path to a local file that contains the site symbols for the environment you
export.

NOTE
If you have Endevor web service version 2.8 or higher, exportz can extract site symbols from the config/
symbols endpoint and no additional setup is required.

You can obtain the site symbols using one of the following methods:

Obtain symbols from NDVRC1 batch
You can obtain site symbols using the Endevor batch processor NDVRC1 with PARM='C1BM3000' .
Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the symbols by adding DD EN$TROPT .
Example: NDVRC1 batch job to obtain site-symbols:
//NDVRSCL JOB (1234),'ENDEVOR BATCH SCL',REGION=0M            

//RUNNDVR  EXEC PGM=NDVRC1,PARM='C1BM3000',                         

//         DYNAMNBR=1500,REGION=0M                                  

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=NDVR.LOADLIB                

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTU           

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTH           

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD           

//CONLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD           

//C1MSGS1  DD SYSOUT=*                                              
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//C1MSGS2  DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//C1PRINT  DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//EN$TROPT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                              

//BSTIPT01 DD *                                                     

/*                                                                  

Within the EN$TROPT DD, you should see a section similar to the following:
                                  Site Symbolics Table Symbols - MFNESYMB CREATED: 04/09/20 - 10.38

      SYMBOL         Data Value

   ------------      ----------------------------------------------------------------------

   #SYSTEMODGEN      SYS1.MODGEN

   #SYSTEMACLIB      SYS1.MACLIB

2. Retrieve the entire contents of the EN$TROPT DD to your local machine and specify the path to the file via the
--site-symbols argument.
You can retrieve the contents of the DD, using the tool of your choice. For example, using Zowe CLI

Obtain symbols from Endevor Web Services STC
You can obtain site symbols from the EN$DPMSG DD on the Endevor Web Services STC.
Within the EN$DPMSG DD, you should see a section similar to the following:
Site Symbolics Table Symbols - MFNESYMB CREATED: 04/09/20 - 10.38

      SYMBOL         Data Value

   ------------      ----------------------------------------------------------------------

   #SYSTEMODGEN      SYS1.MODGEN

   #SYSTEMACLIB      SYS1.MACLIB

Retrieve the entire contents of the EN$DPMSG DD to your local machine and specify the path to the file via the --
site-symbols argument. You can retrieve the contents of the DD using the tool of your choice. For example,
you can use Zowe CLI to do so.

(Optional) Retrieve the Endevor DD EN$TROPT or EN$DPMSG using Zowe CLI

1. Obtain the job number of the NDVRSCL job or Endevor Web Services STC by issuing the following Zowe CLI
command:
$ zowe jobs ls jobs

JOB01234 CC 0012 NDVRSCL OUTPUT

2. Using the JOB ID, download all spool output by issuing the following command:
$ zowe jobs dl output JOB01234

Successfully downloaded the job output

Destination: ./output

You can find the DD contents can in ./output/runndvr/EN$TROPT.txt for the Endevor SCL batch job or
./output/ndvrstc/EN$DPMSG.txt for the Endevor web services STC.

exportz Report File
Running exportz generates a report file that you can use for troubleshooting.

You can run exportz in regular mode or dry-run mode to generate a report file exportz_report.log that
contains errors, warnings, or other issues that might occur in a particular export run. Dry-run mode does not create an
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Endevor Team Build project and only generates the report file that you can use to identify export issues. To run exportz in
dry-run mode, execute the exportz --dry CLI command.

The exportz_report.log file contains the following sections:

• Messages from the export
This section contains any error messages that can occur during communication with Endevor Webservices
or messages with useful information.
Example: Message that indicates the encoding of mainframe files
Endevor Webservice uses mainframe encoding for elements: cp1047

• Report from the processor compiler
You can use the report from the processor compiler to diagnose whether a certain processor is suitable for running
with Endevor Team Build. The report includes steps and programs that are not supported. Also, the report shows
warnings or errors that occurred during compilation.
Example: Steps and programs that are not supported
Processor SYSTEM_PROC messages:

Not supported program - STEP: 'C1BM3000', PGM: 'C1BM3000'

Verify if this program is required for build. You can find the program location by looking for

 'exec.NotSupported'.

Processor SYSTEM_PROC messages:

Not supported program - STEP: 'ENUSSUTL', PGM: 'ENUSSUTL'

Verify if this program is required for build. You can find the program location by looking for

 'exec.NotSupported'.

• List of data sets that are used in processors
You can use a list of data sets to identify potentially missing data sets from the systems where the build could be
executed. The list is not exhaustive because data sets could be created using Endevor symbols, which might differ
depending on the Endevor location. The list contains either fully specified data sets in the processor or data sets that
are resolved using processor symbols that are not part of the build work area.
Example: Data sets that are used in processors
List of datasets used in processor SYSTEM_PROC:

- ENDEVOR.DATA.SET.CSIQCLS0

- SYS1.MACLIB

- CEE.SCEELKED

- IBMPROD.V1R4M0.COB2LIB

• Report of the output data sets that are not found in processors
The report contains element output components that are not found in processors. Verify them and update BUILDZ.js
and WORKSPACEZ.js with the correct output data sets.
Example: Element output components that are not found in processors
processor SYSTEM_PROC is missing output dataset MY.DATASET.NAME for element ELEMENT/TYPE from DEV/1/SYSTEM/

SUBSYSTEM

processor SYSTEM_PROC is missing output dataset MY.DATASET.OHTER.NAME for element ELEMENT/TYPE from DEV/1/

SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM

processor SYSTEM_PROC is missing output dataset YOUR.DATASET.NAME for element ELEMENT/TYPE from DEV/1/

SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM

• Report of external and unknown dependencies
Example: The list of external and unknown dependencies.
external dependency for ELEMENT/TYPE from ENV/1/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM: SYS1.MACLIB(MACRO1)

external dependency for ELEMENT/TYPE from ENV/1/SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM: SYS1.MACLIB(MACRO2)

• Report of invalid characters in elements or processors
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The list of files that contains non-printable or non-roundtrip-able characters in elements or processors. For better
results, convert these characters using EBCDIC hex encoding to make them readable. For instance, for a COBOL
program, you can use something like FIELD PIC X(2) VALUE X'0D' .
Example: The list of external and unknown dependencies.
non-printable character: SYSTEM/SUBSYSTEM/TYPE/ELEMENT:1:13: U+000C (in cp037 '\x0c')

• Report from WORKSPACEZ.js rule creation
Example: Retrieving dataset attributes failed for the following data sets
ENDEVOR.SYSTEM.SUBSYSTEM.STA1.ASMPGM: SSH communication is unavailable for data set access

ENDEVOR.SYSTEM.SUBSYSTEM.STA2.ASMMAC: SSH communication is unavailable for data set access

You can update the WORKSPACEZ.js file with the exact attributes. Otherwise, the like property is used for

 allocation.

The bldz Build Tool
Use the bldz build tool to run your mainframe applications.

bldz is a lightweight and scriptable build engine for z/OS. bldz takes inspiration from popular build tools such as make ,
gradle , bazel , and more. The bldz tool has the following features:

• Single binary for ease of installation and deployment
• Highly scriptable and extensible with a simple embedded JavaScript interpreter
• Detection of file changes and building only what needs to be built
• Ability to run rules in parallel for faster builds
• Built-in JavaScript modules with interfaces to z/OS services/utilities
• Declarative dependency management for mapping complex dependencies
• Dependency extraction through ADATA and Binder APIs
• Capability to submit scripts outside of build for automation
• Capability to submit scripts or z/OS UNIX commands to perform builds
• Capability to ATTACH APF-authorized and non-APF programs to build scripts
• Embedded standard library that simplifies common build actions (for example, compiling COBOL)

Sample Scenarios

None of the scenarios requires that you have an Endevor infrastructure to run builds.

• Scenario 1
You have mainframe application source in GitHub and want to build the code on z/OS. Clone your repository to your
workstation, then upload the local project files and build scripts to the mainframe using syncz. Use bldz to build the
code.

• Scenario 2
You have Endevor projects in Bridge for Git that you want to build on a zD&T. Clone your repository to your
workstation. Upload your local project files and build scripts to the mainframe using syncz. Then use bldz to build the
code.

• Scenario 3
You use batch jobs to build a mainframe application, which is usually a slow process. You can use exportz jcl to
convert your JCL to build scripts, then use bldz to build your project. Use bldz to detect changes and rebuild, detect
source dependencies, and leverage scripting and automation capabilities.

Install bldz
Lists steps to install and get started with the bldz export tool.
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Prerequisites
Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you install bldz :

• Download the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps solution from the Broadcom support site. For more
information, see Product Download.

• Install the following PTFs depending on your z/OS version:
z/OS V2R4:

• UI64839
• UI64940
• UI64837
• UI64830

z/OS V2R3:

• UI61308
• UI61375
• UI61747

z/OS V2R2:

• UI62788
• UI46658
• UI62416
• UI62415

• (Optional) To use the IBM Binder API functions that are invoked through the adata built-in JavaScript module, specify
the path to the IBM USS binder API binary (iewbndd6.so) in your LIBPATH. The default location on USS is /usr/lib .

• (Optional) To use zD&T, install zD&T version 13.0.0 or higher. For more information, see zD&T 13.0.0 documentation
on the IBM website.

CSFOWH Requirements
bldz can use the IBM hardware-assisted one-way hash generation functions (CSNEOWH ) to perform file and configuration
hashing faster. bldz defaults to software hashing if the services are not available. If you experience a problem with the
IBM one-way hash generation function (CSNEOWH ), you can disable hardware-assisted hashing by using the --force-
software-hash option while running a bldz command:
bldz --force-software-hash

If you want to use the IBM hardware-assisted hashing functions, get access to the services via the CSFOWH profile. To
grant an individual user access, use the following RACF commands:
PERMIT CSFOWH CLASS(CSFSERV) ID(user-ID) ACC(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CSFSERV) REFRESH

Replace user-ID with your TSO ID. To disable SAF checking for the CSFOWH profile, - for possible performance
improvement - use the following RACF commands:
RDEF XFACILIT CSF.CSFSERV.AUTH.CSFOWH.DISABLE

SETROPTS RACLIST(XFACILIT) REFRESH

For more information about configuring the resources, see the IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services ICSF Administrator's
Guide.

Installation Steps
Use the following instructions to unpack and install the bldz binary on a mainframe.

1. Unpack the bldz Tool
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Use a tool of your preference to unpack the content of the tar archive. The unpacked archive contains a bin folder
with the z/OS binaries and a node_modules directory. node_modules contains the modules documentation. For
more information, see Modules.

2. Install the z/OS Component
Upload the binary to a location on USS in your PATH to install bldz . If you use Zowe CLI, you can upload the binary
to the system bin by issuing the following command:
zowe files upload ftu bin/bldz /usr/bin/bldz --binary

3. (Optional) Verify the Installation by issuing the following command from USS:
bldz version

vnn.nn.nn

You should see the version information displayed.

You can complete the bldz "Hello, World!" Tutorial to get started with bldz .

bldz Hello, World Tutorial
Complete the bldz "Hello, World!" tutorial to get started and familiarize yourself with the features of the tool.

The "Hello, World!" tutorial helps you get started with the bldz tool and familiarize yourself with the features of the
tool. The tutorial illustrates how to manually create all the necessary pieces and parts for a build from scratch. By the end
of the tutorial, you should gain a fundamental understanding of bldz concepts. You are not required to code all that is
shown in the tutorial. You can perform common actions, such as compiling COBOL, by using the bldz standard library.

This tutorial uses COBOL.

The tutorial walks you through the following topics:

1. Create a BUILDZ.js build file
2. Add genrules of each type to compile and link COBOL
3. Write a build script to perform a COBOL compile
4. Invoke the IBM binary ld from the build script to link
5. Update the build to dynamically manage dependencies
6. Update the build to automatically handle new source files

Prerequisites

Ensure that you complete the syncz "Hello, World!" Tutorial tutorial and have a hello_world project on your local
workstation before start the bldz tutorial.

NOTE
If you have not completed the syncz tutorial or you have chosen not to use syncz , you can create a project on
USS manually and copy to your project the contents of the files specified in this tutorial.

Start syncz

Before you modify the hello_world project, start syncz in Interactive mode:

syncz --compression-threshold 64 -i -c "bldz"

NOTE

• The -c "bldz" option is used to run the build after every sync.
• Until you create the BUILDZ.js file and add rules, the build fails.

Since the file edits are small, you use --compression-threshold to avoid compression.
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Add a Source File

Navigate to your local workstation hello_world project and create a hello.cbl source file in the project root with the
following contents:

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.         

       PROGRAM-ID.  HELLO.              

                                        

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.            

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.           

          SOURCE-COMPUTER. ZOS.         

          OBJECT-COMPUTER. ZOS.         

                                       

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.             

       DisplayPrompt.                   

           DISPLAY "Hello!".   

           STOP RUN.                   

Create BUILDZ.js

BUILDZ.js is the main build file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a file named BUILDZ.js in the project root directory.
2. Add the following line to your BUILDZ.js file:

console.log("Hello, World!");

3. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.
You should see the following output:

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 0 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...

+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

        Nothing to build! No rules found.

Due to the absence of generic rules, there is nothing to build.

The console.log() message is not displayed. By default, bldz reduces console clutter by suppressing the console
output. You can enable all output by specifying --verbose in bldz .

Add a Compile Genrule

Now that you have the BUILDZ.js file, you can add our first genrule to perform a build. For example, create the
genrule_script build rule hello_compile that invokes compile.js to build hello.cbl and create object module
hello.cbl.o .
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Follow these steps:

1. Open BUILDZ.js and add the following content:

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});

where:
– name

Specifies the name of the build rule
– script_file

Specifies the name of the compile script file that must be invoked to create a build
– src_file

Specifies the file name of the build
– obj_out_file

Specifies the name of the object module file
2. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.

The rule executes, however, it fails because you have not yet created the compile script:

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 1 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...

+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

[failed] ... //:hello_compile

+-------------------------------+

| ... failing rules summary ... |

+-------------------------------+

------//:hello_compile ... process error/exception thrown

+---------------------------------------+

| //:hello_compile error/exception text |

+---------------------------------------+

script load error: failed to load script: EDC5129I No such file or directory.: './compile.js'

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ... build failed ... executed 1, up-to-date 0, succeeded 0, failed 1 |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
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NOTE
bldz specifically monitors the files that are specified by parameters with the _file suffix. For example, if the
file specified by src_file is changed, the rule triggers. Also, the _out_file suffix instructs bldz to place the
output artifacts in a directory named build-out . For more information, see Generic Rules.

Add a Compile Script

Every build script must have a buildScript function that returns a simple object containing the rc and a list of output
. For more information, see Build Scripts.

The buildScript function accepts a single parameter which is the object that is passed to the genrule_script
function in your BUILDZ.js file:

{

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

}

Create the compile.js script that performs the following basic steps:

1. Using built-in module mvs , allocates the necessary DDs for IGYCRCTL
2. Using built-in module fs , writes the hello.cbl source file contents to the SYSIN DD
3. Using built-in module mvs , attaches the COBOL compiler IGYCRCTL to compile the program
4. Using built-in module fs , reads the contents of the SYSTERM DD
5. Returns the IGYCRCTL return code and SYSTERM output to the build engine

Follow these steps:

1. Create a file compile.js in the project root and add the following content:

var mvs = require("bldz/mvs");

var fs = require("bldz/fs");

var path = require("bldz/path");

var process = require("bldz/process");

// Build script for compiling COBOL

function buildScript(params) {

    // Construct the object file path and check if it exists

    var objPath = path.join(process.cwd(), params.obj_out_file);

    var pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OEXCL)"

    if (fs.exists(objPath)) pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OEXCL)";

    // Perform necessary allocations for IGYCRCTL

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSIN) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIB) CYL DSORG(PO) DIR(5) SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIN) PATH('" + objPath + "') " + pathOpts + " PATHDISP(KEEP,DELETE)

 PATHMODE(SIRWXU,SIRGRP) MSG(1)")

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B,A) LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(532) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSTERM) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(160) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSMDECK) DSORG(PS) CYL SPACE(50,10) RECFM(V,B,A) LRECL(137) MSG(1)");

    for (var i = 1; i <= 13; i++)
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        mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSUT" + i + ") UNIT(VIO) RECFM(F,B) SPACE(32000,30) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(3200)

 MSG(1)");

    // Write to source DD

    fs.write(path.dd("SYSIN"), fs.read(params.src_file));

    // Invoke the compile 

    var cobRc = mvs.attach("IGYCRCTL", { parm: "DYNAM,TERM,SSRANGE" });

    // Get the systerm statements

    var systerm = fs.read(path.dd("SYSTERM"), { lrecl: 80 });

    // Return the RC and the system statements

    return {

        rc: cobRc,

        output: [

            {

                name: "SYSTERM",

                content: systerm

            }

        ]

    };

}

2. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.
The build should succeed and you should see the following content in the output:

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 1 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...

+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

[succeeded] ... //:hello_compile

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ... build succeeded ... executed 1, up-to-date 0, succeeded 1, failed 0 |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

You have compiled your COBOL source program with bldz .

If you re-run the build at this point, you should see the following message:

[up-to-date] ... //:hello_compile

Add a Link Genrule

Now that you can compile the source, create a rule to link to an executable.
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Create a genrule_usscmd build rule that invokes the IBM ld binary on USS to create an executable module hello
from object module hello.cbl.o .

Follow these steps:

1. Open BUILDZ.js and add a new genrule :

genrule_usscmd({

    name: "hello_link",

    bin_out_file: "hello",

    exec: "ld -S \"//'CEE.SCEELKED'\" -o $bin_out_file $RULE_DEPS_OUTS",

    deps: [

        "hello_compile"

    ]

});

The rule contains the following properties:
– deps

Indicates that hello_compile must run and succeed before hello_link can execute.
If hello_compile executes for any reason, then hello_link must also execute.

– exec
Indicates a USS command to be issued.

NOTE
In the exec property, you can use variables. For example:

• $bin_out_file is replaced with hello from the bin_out_file property.
• Special variable $RULE_DEPS_OUTS is replaced with xxx_out_files that is specified in the deps

rule hello_compile . In this case, it is build-out/hello.cbl.o .
2. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.

The build should succeed and you should see the following content in the output:

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 2 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...

+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

[up-to-date] ... //:hello_compile

[succeeded] ... //:hello_link

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ... build succeeded ... executed 1, up-to-date 1, succeeded 1, failed 0 |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

You have now created an executable with bldz .
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Make Source Changes

At this point, you have a fully functional build for hello.cbl . If you change the source file and rerun the build, it is
recompiled and relinked.

Add a COPYBOOK

Follow these steps:

1. Add a source file HELLO to the project root with the following contents:

      * This is an empty copybook

2. Update hello.cbl to include a copy statement:

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.         

       PROGRAM-ID.  HELLO.              

                                        

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.            

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.           

          SOURCE-COMPUTER. ZOS.         

          OBJECT-COMPUTER. ZOS.     

       COPY HELLO.    

                                       

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.             

       DisplayPrompt.                   

           DISPLAY "Hello, World!".   

           STOP RUN.  

3. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.
The build fails because the copybook is not known to the compile script:

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 2 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...

+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

[failed] ... //:hello_compile

+-------------------------------+

| ... failing rules summary ... |

+-------------------------------+

------//:hello_compile ... process failed - rc: 12

+------------------------------------------+

| //:hello_compile (rc: 12) process stdout |
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+------------------------------------------+

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

IGD01008I ALLOCATION SET TO SCTEMPD M0610

IGD01010I ALLOCATION SET TO SGTEMPD STORAGE GROUP

+------------------------------------------+

| //:hello_compile (rc: 12) SYSTERM output |

+------------------------------------------+

PP 5655-EC6 IBM Enterprise COBOL for z/OS  6.2.0 in progress ...

 LineID  Message code  Library phase message text

     10  IGYLI0048-S   The member "HELLO" was not found in the "COPY" library.

                       Skipped to the period terminating the "COPY" statement.

 Messages    Total    Informational    Warning    Error    Severe    Terminating

 Printed:       1                                              1

 LineID  Message code  Message text

         IGYSC0207-S   Severe message(s) were issued during library phase

                       processing.  Refer to the beginning of the listing.

 Messages    Total    Informational    Warning    Error    Severe    Terminating

 Printed:       1                                              1

 End of compilation 1,  program HELLO,  highest severity 12.

 Return code 12

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ... build failed ... executed 1, up-to-date 0, succeeded 0, failed 1 |

+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

4. Use the COPYLOC parameter to specify the location. Update the compile.js script mvs.attach function call to add
the COPYLOC parameter:
var cobRc = mvs.attach("IGYCRCTL", { parm: "DYNAM,TERM,SSRANGE,COPYLOC(PATH('" + path.dirname(__file()) +

 "'))" });

NOTE
COPYLOC only allows directories with maximum 64 characters.

You have configured the COBOL compiler to search for the directory where the compile.js script is located. However,
using COPYLOC introduces a dependency problem. You have no record in the BUILDZ.js file that hello.cbl must use
the HELLO copybook. If HELLO changes, nothing is rebuilt.

Finding Dependencies

Resolve the dependency problem by using the built-in adata module to obtain a list of copybooks that are included during
the compilation. In the script, use the built-in adata module to extract library records from SYSADATA . With a simple loop,
we can check whether the SYSADATA library entry is contained within our COPYLOC location. If so, add that copybook to a
file named hello.cbl.deps .
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Follow these steps:

1. Update the compile.js script to create a .deps file that contains all included copybooks:
var mvs = require("bldz/mvs");

var fs = require("bldz/fs");

var path = require("bldz/path");

var adata = require("bldz/adata");

// Build script for compiling COBOL

function buildScript(params) {

    // Construct the object file path and check if it exists

    var objPath = path.join(path.dirname(__file()), params.obj_out_file);

    var pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OEXCL)"

    if (fs.exists(objPath)) pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OEXCL)";

    // Perform necessary allocations for IGYCRCTL

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSADATA) CYL SPACE(5,1) LRECL(1020) BLKSIZE(1024) RECFM(V,B) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSIN) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIB) CYL DSORG(PO) DIR(5) SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIN) PATH('" + objPath + "') " + pathOpts + " PATHDISP(KEEP,DELETE)

 PATHMODE(SIRWXU,SIRGRP) MSG(1)")

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B,A) LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(532) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSTERM) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(160) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSMDECK) DSORG(PS) CYL SPACE(50,10) RECFM(V,B,A) LRECL(137) MSG(1)");

    for (var i = 1; i <= 13; i++)

        mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSUT" + i + ") UNIT(VIO) RECFM(F,B) SPACE(32000,30) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(3200)

 MSG(1)");

    // Write to source DD

    fs.write(path.dd("SYSIN"), fs.read(params.src_file));

    // Invoke the compile 

    var cobRc = mvs.attach("IGYCRCTL", { parm: "ADATA,DYNAM,TERM,SSRANGE,COPYLOC(PATH('" +

 path.dirname(__file()) + "'))" });

    // Get the systerm statements

    var systerm = fs.read(path.dd("SYSTERM"), { lrecl: 80 });

    // Get any copy books included

    if (cobRc < 20) {

        var copybooks = [];

        // Obtain library records from SYSADATA 

        var recs = adata.parseLibRecs(path.dd("SYSADATA"));

        // Iterate over library records searching for copybooks that are coming

        // from our COPYLOC path location 

        for (var rec in recs) {

            var libRec = recs[rec];

            if (libRec.name.indexOf(path.dirname(__file())) == 0) {

                for (var mem in libRec.members) {

                    var memInfo = libRec.members[mem];
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                    copybooks.push(memInfo.name);

                }

            }

        }

        // If we have included any copybooks, create a .deps file

        if (copybooks.length > 0) {

            fs.write(path.join(path.dirname(__file()), params.src_file + ".deps"), copybooks.join("\n") +

 "\n");

        }

    }

    // Return the RC and the system statements

    return {

        rc: cobRc,

        output: [

            {

                name: "SYSTERM",

                content: systerm

            }

        ]

    };

}

      

      

You have a file that contains all included copybooks.
2. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.
3. After the build completes, a new file hello.cbl.deps appears on USS. The file contains a list of copybooks that are

included in hello.cbl :

HELLO

Updating Build Dependencies

You have a method that dynamically identifies and records copybook dependencies for a source file. Now you can
dynamically update the genrule during the build.

When the build runs, updateRule must be invoked before and after the rule. updateRule enables you to modify the
properties of the rule as needed. For more information, see Dependency Management.

You use the .deps file that was created by compile.js to add any missing dependencies to a property in the rule
copybook_files .

Follow these steps:

1. Update the hello_compile genrule in BUILDZ.js to include an additional property update_rule_file :

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o",

    update_rule_file: "compile.js"

});
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2. Add the following function to compile.js :

// Update rule with copybooks

function updateRule(params, pre_build) {

    // path to the .deps file for this src file

    var depsFile = path.join(".", params.src_file + ".deps");

    if (params.copybook_files == null) params.copybook_files = [];

    // if the deps file exists, update the copybook_files property with 

    // any missing entries

    if (fs.exists(depsFile)) {

        var deps = fs.read(depsFile).split("\n");

        for (var dep in deps) {

            var copybook = deps[dep];

            if (params.copybook_files.indexOf(copybook) < 0) {

                params.copybook_files.push(copybook);

            }

        }

    }

    

    return params;

}

You have configured genrule hello_compile to trigger when you modify copybook HELLO .

Getting Serious

Now that you have a simple build, update BUILDZ.js to automatically handle any additional COBOL programs that you
might add.

Take full advantage of the scripting capabilities to perform as much "automation" as possible. In the new version of your
BUILDZ.js , you use the built-in fs.glob() function to search our project for source files. Then you iterate through
each source file to dynamically create a compile rule and link rule, and derive the rule names, and so on, from the file
name.

Follow these steps:

1. Update BUILDZ.js as follows:

var fs = require("bldz/fs");

var path = require("bldz/path");

console.log("Hello, World!");

// use a glob to find every cobol source file in the project

var cblSrcFiles = fs.glob("./*.cbl");

// Dynamically create a compile rule for each source program

cblSrcFiles.forEach(function (srcFile) {

    var file = path.basename(srcFile);

    var fileNoExt = path.changeExt(file, "");

    genrule_script({

        name: fileNoExt + "_compile",

        script_file: "compile.js",
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        src_file: file,

        obj_out_file: file + ".o",

        update_rule_file: "compile.js"

    });

});

// Dynamically create a link rule for each compiled source program

cblSrcFiles.forEach(function (srcFile) {

    var file = path.basename(srcFile);

    var fileNoExt = path.changeExt(file, "");

    genrule_usscmd({

        name: fileNoExt + "_link",

        bin_out_file: fileNoExt,

        exec: "ld -S \"//'CEE.SCEELKED'\" -o $bin_out_file $RULE_DEPS_OUTS",

        deps: [

            fileNoExt + "_compile"

        ]

    });

});

2. Add a new COBOL source file named world.cbl :

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.         

       PROGRAM-ID.  WORLD.              

                                        

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.            

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.           

          SOURCE-COMPUTER. ZOS.         

          OBJECT-COMPUTER. ZOS.         

                                       

       PROCEDURE DIVISION.             

       DisplayPrompt.                   

           DISPLAY "World!".   

           STOP RUN.   

3. Press Enter to sync, or run bldz on USS.
You should see a compile and link for each file.

Summary

This tutorial only provides the basics of bldz possibilities and illustrates one way to accomplish COBOL builds. Common
actions, such as compiling COBOL, are simplified by the embedded standard library. For example, you could replace all
code within this tutorial with the following statement in your BUILDZ.js file:

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

compile.cobol({copyPaths: ["."]});

Check the rest of the documentation in the bldz section for more details.

bldz CLI Reference
Lists the bldz CLI options and subcommands.

bldz CLI contains a number of options and commands.
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Common Options

--help (-h)

Type: flag

The option displays the commands and options of bldz .

--trace

Type: flag

The option enables trace logs that can be found in bldz_main.log and bldz_processnnnn.log files.

--debug

Type: flag

The option enables debug logs that can be found in bldz_main.log and bldz_processnnnn.log files.

--directory (-d)

Type: string

The option changes a working directory to the specified one.

--metrics

Type: flag

The option provides benchmark metrics for execution.

--verbose (-v)

Type: flag

The option makes the output more detailed. The output from build scripts (like console.log ) is displayed.

Commands

build

The command executes the build for the workspace in the current or specified directory. build is the default command.

Usage:

bldz build [target]

build options

--proc

Type: int

The option specifies the maximum number of processes to use for the build.

--stat

Type: flag
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The option uses file stats instead of checksums to track file changes. This option can improve performance in larger
projects but may cause files to be built unnecessarily.

--dump-rules

Type: flag

The option prints the content (inputs, outputs, dependencies) of loaded rules in a simplified format. The data is useful for
debugging.

--ignore-errors (-i)

Type: flag

The option ignores errors from rules and continues to build other rules which are not dependent.

Examples:

• Build all targets in the main BUILDZ.js file that is loaded from the current directory.
$ bldz

• Build a specific target.
$ bldz build //pkg2::my_compile

• Build a target using wildcards: all rules in pkg1 package match the test_* pattern.
$ bldz build //pkg1:test_*

script

The command executes the script file that is provided in the operand or on standard input.

Usage:

bldz script [script]

script options

--call

Type: string

The option specifies the function to call in the script.

Examples:

• Execute the script in hello.js file.
$ bldz script hello.js

Hello, World!

• Execute the script from standard input.
$ cat hello.js | bldz script

Hello, World!

query

You can issue the following queries:

• Query build targets that are specified in the current workspace;
• Query artifacts that are generated in the current workspace.

To query build targets, issue the following command:

bldz query --type=target <target>
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To query artifacts, issue the following command:

bldz query --type=artifact <target>

The operand <target> can be a package name.  For example, //sub1/sub2 ,

where:

• // is the root package
• //sub1 is the sub-package sub1
• //sub1/sub2 is the sub-package sub1/sub2
• //sub1... is any sub-package under the package sub1 including sub1.

The command evaluates all build targets or artifacts that are found in the specified packages. If <target> is omitted, the
default target is the root package // .

You can also concatenate a rule name and a package name in the operand.

Example: Concatenated package name and rule name

//sub1:rule1

In the preceding example, //sub1:rule1 indicates the build target rule1 in the sub-package //sub1 . //
sub1:rule1* indicates any build targets that are prefixed with "rule1" in the sub-package //sub1. //sub1...:rule1*
indicates any build targets that are prefixed with rule1 that are found in any sub-packages under the package sub1.

NOTE
The operand <target> limits the query result of both the target query and artifact query.

query options

--type

Type: string

Specify the type of query. To query build targets that are specified in the current workspace, use --type=target . If the
option is not provided, --type=target is the default value. To query artifacts, use --type=artifact .

--dependencies

Type: flag

Sends the target and all the target dependencies query.

--since

Type: string

The option is effective only if --type=artifact .

To query the artifacts that are regenerated by the last successful build, specify --since=lastbuild .

To query the artifacts whose last modification time is later than a particular time, specify --since=<timestamp>  . The
format of the timestamp is YYYY-MM-DD-HH-MM-SS. For example, --since=2020-01-01-12-30-10 refers to the
artifacts that were modified after 2020 January 1, 12:30:10.

You can use this option together with the <target> operand to further refine the query result.

--format-json (-j)

Type: flag

Query all test rules in all packages and report them in JSON format.

Check out the following query command examples:
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Example: Query all test rules in all packages and report them in JSON format

$ bldz query -j //...:test_*

Example: Query all artifacts in the current workspace that were generated or updated after 2020 January 1,
12:30:10

$ bldz query --type=artifact --since=2020-01-01-12-30-10 -j //...

Example: Query all artifacts that were generated or updated after 2020 January 1, 12:30:10 and limit the artifacts
to the test rules of any sub-packages under the sub-package sub1

$ bldz query --type=artifact --since=2020-01-01-12-30-10 -j //sub1...:test_*

init

The command initializes a workspace with scripts.

You can download the scripts that are created by this command to your local workstation using syncz or scp .

Usage:
bldz init <script_type>

init script types

jsdoc

The script type initializes node_modules directory with bldz modules as jsdoc.

Example: Create jsdoc for bldz internal modules.

$ bldz init jsdoc

stdlib

Initializes node_module directory with the bldz standard library module documentation.

Examples: Create stdlib for bldz internal javascript standard library modules.

$ bldz init stdlib

help

The command displays help information about bldz program and its commands.

Usage:

bldz help [command]

Examples:

• Display help for the build command.
$ bldz help build

• Display help for the script command.
$ bldz help script

version

The command prints the product version to the output stream.

Usage:
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$ bldz version

bldz and JavaScript
Describes the in-built Javascript capabilities of the bldz tool.

bldz uses a modified version of MuJS that is tailored to run on z/OS. MuJS is a lightweight, fast, and embedded-able
JavaScript engine, which implements ECMAScript as specified by ECMA-262. The engine supports basic JavaScript with
additional built-in capabilities, including a RegEx implementation.

Built-in Capabilities

Certain functions and modules are always available, without any additional modules required. These functions and
modules provide base capabilities.

console

The console module is always available and is used for printing to stdout/stderr:

console.log("wow");

console.error("oh no!");

require

The require() function is always available and allows you to include additional files in your script.

Example:

var print = require("./print");

The require() function accepts the following paths:

• a relative path to a JavaScript file (for example, ./scripts/print.js )
• an absolute path to a JavaScript file (for example, /z/ibmusr/scripts/print.js )
• a relative path to a JSON file (for example, ./options/opts.json )
• an absolute path to a JSON file (for example, /z/ibmusr/options/opts.json )
• a path to an embedded module (for example, bldz/adata )

NOTE
For JavaScript files, you can omit the extension. For example, you can specify require("./scripts/
print.js") as require("./scripts/print") .

When a module is required, the module executes immediately. In other words, within the file, the code runs from line 1.
However, modules may also export variables, objects, and functions for other scripts to use.

For example, assume you create a JavaScript file called print.js with the following contents:

exports.msg = function(msg) {

    console.log(msg);

};

You can require() the print.js file and use the exported functions of print.js from another script:

var print = require("./print");

print.msg("Hello, World!");

You can also export variables:
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exports.myObj = {myProp: "hello"};

exports.myVar = "hello";

Require Built-In Modules

bldz has built-in modules that provide the native z/OS functionality. To require the built-in fs module, use the following
syntax:

var fs = require("bldz/fs");

When you require built-in modules, use the following format:

bldz/<module name>

where

<module name> is the name of a built-in module.

__file

__file() returns the absolute path of the current file.

Date.prototype

The basic JavaScript Date object is available in bldz:

var d = new Date();

console.log(d.toString());

The following standard date functions are available:
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• Date.prototype.valueOf
• Date.prototype.toString
• Date.prototype.toDateString
• Date.prototype.toTimeString
• Date.prototype.toLocaleString
• Date.prototype.toLocaleDateString
• Date.prototype.toLocaleTimeString
• Date.prototype.toUTCString
• Date.prototype.getTime
• Date.prototype.getFullYear
• Date.prototype.getUTCFullYear
• Date.prototype.getMonth
• Date.prototype.getUTCMonth
• Date.prototype.getDate
• Date.prototype.getUTCDate
• Date.prototype.getDay
• Date.prototype.getUTCDay
• Date.prototype.getHours
• Date.prototype.getUTCHours
• Date.prototype.getMinutes
• Date.prototype.getUTCMinutes
• Date.prototype.getSeconds
• Date.prototype.getUTCSeconds
• Date.prototype.getMilliseconds
• Date.prototype.getUTCMilliseconds
• Date.prototype.getTimezoneOffset
• Date.prototype.setTime
• Date.prototype.setMilliseconds
• Date.prototype.setUTCMilliseconds
• Date.prototype.setSeconds
• Date.prototype.setUTCSeconds
• Date.prototype.setMinutes
• Date.prototype.setUTCMinutes
• Date.prototype.setHours
• Date.prototype.setUTCHours
• Date.prototype.setDate
• Date.prototype.setUTCDate
• Date.prototype.setMonth
• Date.prototype.setUTCMonth
• Date.prototype.setFullYear
• Date.prototype.setUTCFullYear
• Date.prototype.toISOString
• Date.prototype.toJSON

String.prototype

The following standard string functions are available:
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• String.prototype.toString
• String.prototype.valueOf
• String.prototype.charAt
• String.prototype.charCodeAt
• String.prototype.concat
• String.prototype.indexOf
• String.prototype.lastIndexOf
• String.prototype.localeCompare
• String.prototype.match
• String.prototype.replace
• String.prototype.search
• String.prototype.slice
• String.prototype.split
• String.prototype.substring
• String.prototype.substr
• String.prototype.toLowerCase
• String.prototype.toLocaleLowerCase
• String.prototype.toUpperCase
• String.prototype.toLocaleUpperCase
• String.prototype.trim

RegEx

MuJS has the built-in regex capability.

Example: Script that uses regex

var regex1 = /wow/g; 

console.log(regex1.test("wow what a message!"));

var str1 = 'The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. It barked.';

var regex2 = /[A-Z]/g;

console.log(str1.match(regex2));

var str2 = "The value: 123"

var regex3 = new RegExp("[0-9]", "g");

console.log(str2.match(regex3));

The result of the script prints the following message:

true

T,I

1,2,3

Template Strings

bldz allows the JavaScript template strings:

var name = "World";

console.log(`Hello, ${name}!`);
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Modules
Lists the required JavaScript modules that are available in the bldz tool.

bldz provides built-in modules that can be required for JavaScript. Many modules take inspiration from Node.js and
follow the nomenclature. You can use the following modules:

Module Description
adata SYSADATA parsing functions
bindapi Provides an interface to the IBM binder APIs
child_process Spawn child processes (for the USS commands execution)
console Print to stdout/stderr
crypto Cryptographic functions
fs File system functions like writing or reading files and such
logger Interface for the bldz logger (logs messages to log files)
mvs Interface for MVS functions like dynamic allocation, ATTACH , and such
os OS functions like exit
package Package variables PKG_NAME, PKG_DIR, PKG_OUT_DIR
path Manipulate file paths
process Process related functions and info (env vars, cwd, and such)
workspace Build workspace functions to extract information about rules

Editor Support

Although the modules are embedded in bldz , you can copy the node_modules directory, which is provided with the
installation, into your project to achieve editor support, for example, autocompletion or doc. If you do not have access
to node_modules in your installation, you can create the directory on a mainframe by running bldz init jsdoc
and bldz init stdlib commands in the project directory. To download the directory, run syncz with backsync of
node_modules directory.

Example: backsync configuration

backsync:

  - id: jsmods

    local: node_modules/

    remote: ((.remotedir))/node_modules/

You can require modules with the default method and use modules from the node_modules directory.

Examples

• Require modules using the default method:
var fs = require("fs");

• Use the bldz/ prefix for javascript modules which is resolved as node.js path using modules from the node_modules
directory:
var fs = require("bldz/fs");

You do not have to include this directory for synchronization with the mainframe. The directory is treated as an internal
module, not as external javascript. If your editor is configured correctly, the editor features such as autocompletion and
similar are available to you.
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Module Documentation

adata

adata provides the SYSADATA parsing functions.

/**

 * parses HLASM, COBOL or PL/I SYSADATA dependencies contained in a DD, data set, 

 * or path

 * 

 * @param {string} file DDNAME (e.g. //DD:SYSADATA), a data set (e.g. //'MY.SYSADATA'), 

 *                     a path (e.g. /mod.adata)

 * 

 * @return {object} mapping - {dep_datasets: [{dsn: string, members: [{name: string}]}], 

 *                 dep_files: [{path: string}]}

 */

exports.parseDependencies = function parseDependencies(file) { var mod = require("adata"); return

 mod.parseDependencies.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * parses PL/I SYSADATA file records contained in a DD, data set, or path

 *

 * @param {string} file DDNAME (e.g. //DD:SYSADATA), a data set (e.g. //'MY.SYSADATA'),

 *                     a path (e.g. /mod.adata)

 *

 * @return {array} mapping - [{name: string, id: number, line_num: number, include_id:

 *                 number}]

 */

exports.parseFileRecs = function parseFileRecs(file) { var mod = require("adata"); return

 mod.parseFileRecs.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * parses SYSADATA (HLASM and COBOL) records contained in a DD, data set, or path

 * 

 * @param {string} file DDNAME (e.g. //DD:SYSADATA), a data set (e.g. //'MY.SYSADATA'), 

 *                     a path (e.g. /mod.adata)

 * 

 * @return {array} mapping - [{name: string, ddname: string, vol: string, members: 

 *                 [{name: string, id: string}]}]

 */

exports.parseLibRecs = function parseLibRecs(file) { var mod = require("adata"); return

 mod.parseLibRecs.apply(mod, arguments); }

bindapi

bindapi provides an interface to the IBM binder APIs.

/**

 * Invokes the binder API to return sections and compile units. Can be used to determine 

 * dependencies of a load module.

 * 

 * @param {string} dd the DDNAME of a PDS that contains load modules

 * @param {string} member the load module member name

 * 

 * @return {object} mapping - {sections: [{name: string, cuNumber: number}], compileUnits: 

 *                  [{number: number, sourceNumber: number, ddname: string, 
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 *                  currentDSN: string, currentDSNMember: string, currentPath: 

 *                  string, originalDSN: string, originalDSNMember: string, originalPath: 

 *                  string, currentCUTypeStr: string, originalCUTypeStr: string}]}

 */

exports.modInfoDD = function modInfoDD(dd,member) { var mod = require("bindapi"); return

 mod.modInfoDD.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * Invokes the binder API to return sections and compile units. Can be used to determine 

 * dependencies of a load module.

 * 

 * @param {string} path path to load module

 * 

 * @return {object} mapping - {sections: [{name: string, cuNumber: number}], compileUnits: 

 *                  [{number: number, sourceNumber: number, ddname: string, 

 *                  currentDSN: string, currentDSNMember: string, currentPath: 

 *                  string, originalDSN: string, originalDSNMember: string, originalPath: 

 *                  string, currentCUTypeStr: string, originalCUTypeStr: string}]}

 */

exports.modInfoPath = function modInfoPath(path) { var mod = require("bindapi"); return

 mod.modInfoPath.apply(mod, arguments); }

child_process

child_process spawns child processes to execute USS commands.

/**

 * spawns the command and returns the result

 * 

 * @param {string} command the command to spawn

 * @param {object} options options - {cwd: string}

 * 

 * @return {object} result object - {err: bool, errMsg: string, exitSignal: number, 

 *                  exitCode: number, stdout: string, stderr: string}

 */

exports.spawn = function spawn(command,options) { var mod = require("child_process"); return

 mod.spawn.apply(mod, arguments); }

console

console prints to stdout/stderr.

/**

 * writes a message to stderr

 * 

 * @param {any} msg the message

 */

exports.error = function error(msg) { var mod = require("console"); return mod.error.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * writes a message to stdout

 * 

 * @param {any} msg the message

 */

exports.log = function log(msg) { var mod = require("console"); return mod.log.apply(mod, arguments); }
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crypto

crypto provides cryptographic functions.

/******************************************************************************

 ******************************************************************************

 **************************   C   R   Y   P   T   O   *************************

 ******************************************************************************

 ******************************************************************************/

/**

 * generate SHA1 hash of the specified file

 *

 * @param {string} path the path to the file

 * @param {object} opts options - {forceSoftware: bool}

 */

exports.sha1File = function sha1File(path,opts) { var mod = require("crypto"); return mod.sha1File.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * generate SHA1 hash of the specified string

 *

 * @param {string} string the string

 * @param {object} opts options - {forceSoftware: bool}

 */

exports.sha1Str = function sha1Str(string,opts) { var mod = require("crypto"); return mod.sha1Str.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

fs

fs provides the filesystem functions, for example, writing/reading files.

/**

 * copy (using std::filesystem::copy)

 * 

 * @param {string} src the source path

 * @param {string} dest the destination path

 * @param {object} options options - {binary: bool, executable: bool, srcDDMember: 

 *                        string, destDDMember: string} Note: copying of executables 

 *                        is only supported for paths and PDS

 */

exports.copy = function copy(src,dest,options) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.copy.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * determines if a data set exists

 * 

 * @param {string} dsn the data set or data set and member

 */

exports.dsExists = function dsExists(dsn) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.dsExists.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * determines if a path exists

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * 
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 * @return {bool} true if the file exists

 */

exports.exists = function exists(path) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.exists.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * accepts a path pattern and returns the files and directories matching the pattern

 * 

 * @param {string} pattern glob pattern (e.g. '*.cobol')

 * 

 * @return {array} array of strings (filepaths that matched the pattern)

 */

exports.glob = function glob(pattern) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.glob.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * creates a directory

 * 

 * @param {string} path the directory path

 * @param {object} options options - {recursive: bool}

 */

exports.mkdir = function mkdir(path,options) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.mkdir.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * reads the entire contents of a file into a string. You can specify additional 

 * options for the fopen() with the second parameter. See options param for details.

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * @param {object} options {lrecl: number}

 * 

 * @return {string} the contents of the file

 */

exports.read = function read(path,options) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.read.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * removes a file or directory. Will not remove a non-empty directory unless {recursive: 

 * true} is specfied.

 * 

 * @param {string} path the file or directory to remove

 * @param {object} options {recursive: bool}

 */

exports.rm = function rm(path,options) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.rm.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * Creates and writes data to file. Creates file directories if they do not exist.

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * @param {string} data the data

 */

exports.write = function write(path,data) { var mod = require("fs"); return mod.write.apply(mod, arguments); }

logger

logger provides the interface to the bldz logger (log messages to log files).
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/**

 * logs a critical level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.critical = function critical(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.critical.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * logs a debug level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.debug = function debug(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.debug.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * logs an error level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.error = function error(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.error.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * logs an info level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.info = function info(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.info.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * sets the log file

 * 

 * @param {string} path the log file path

 */

exports.setFile = function setFile(path) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.setFile.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * sets the log level

 * 

 * @param {string} level the log level (off, all, trace, debug, info, warn, error, 

 *                      critical)

 */

exports.setLevel = function setLevel(level) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.setLevel.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * logs a trace level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.trace = function trace(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.trace.apply(mod, arguments); }
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/**

 * logs a warn level message

 * 

 * @param {string} msg the message

 */

exports.warn = function warn(msg) { var mod = require("logger"); return mod.warn.apply(mod, arguments); }

mvs

mvs provides the interface to MVS functions, for example, dynamic allocation, attach.

/**

 * invoke an mvs program with ATTACH. If the ATTACH is successful and the program 

 * does NOT ABEND, the rc is returned, otherwise an exception is generated

 * 

 * @param {string} pgm the program name

 * @param {object} options additional options: {parm: string, tasklibPreAllocated: 

 *                        bool, tasklib: []}

 * 

 * @return {number} R15 from ATTACH (return code)

 */

exports.attach = function attach(pgm,options) { var mod = require("mvs"); return mod.attach.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * text based interface to dynamic allocation

 * 

 * @param {string} allocstr the dynamic allocation string

 */

exports.bpxwdyn = function bpxwdyn(allocstr) { var mod = require("mvs"); return mod.bpxwdyn.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

os

os provides the OS functions, such as exit.

/**

 * returns the current user

 * 

 * @return {string} the current user

 */

exports.user = function user() { var mod = require("os"); return mod.user.apply(mod, arguments); }

package

package provides the package variables: PKG_NAME , PKG_DIR , PKG_OUT_DIR .

/**

 * `PKG_NAME` is a name of the package specified by the build file.

 *

 * If package is located in the root directory of the project, its name is empty string.

 */

exports.PKG_NAME = require("package").PKG_NAME

/**

 * `PKG_DIR` is a directory where the package specified by the build file is located.

 *
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 * Differences between `PKG_NAME` and `PKG_DIR` is, that if the package is in the root of the

 * project, `PKG_NAME=""` while `PKG_DIR="."`. Therefore, if package name should be used

 * as a directory, use `PKG_DIR`.

 */

exports.PKG_DIR = require("package").PKG_DIR

/**

 * `PKG_OUT_DIR` is output directory where outputs of the rules defined in this package will be placed.

 *

 * `PKG_OUT_DIR` is different from `PKG_DIR`.

 */

exports.PKG_OUT_DIR = require("package").PKG_OUT_DIR

path

path manipulates the file paths.

/**

 * returns the absolute path

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * 

 * @return {string} the absolute path

 */

exports.absolute = function absolute(path) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.absolute.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * returns the filename from the path

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * 

 * @return {string} the filename

 */

exports.basename = function basename(path) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.basename.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * returns the canonical form of the path

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * 

 * @return {string} the canonical form of the path

 */

exports.canonical = function canonical(path) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.canonical.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * changes the extension of a file to the desired extension

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath with extension (e.g. 'src.cobol')

 * @param {string} ext the desired extension (e.g. 'asm')

 * 

 * @return {string} the path with the new extension
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 */

exports.changeExt = function changeExt(path,ext) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.changeExt.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * converts the DDNAME to //DD:DDNAME path format for use with unix commands, etc.

 * 

 * @param {string} dsn the DDNAME

 * 

 * @return {string} the DDNAME path

 */

exports.dd = function dd(dsn) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.dd.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * returns the directory path

 * 

 * @param {string} path the filepath

 * 

 * @return {string} the directory

 */

exports.dirname = function dirname(path) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.dirname.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * converts the data set to //'MY.DS' path format for use with unix commands, etc.

 * 

 * @param {string} dsn the data set name

 * @param {object} options options - {quote: boolean}

 * 

 * @return {string} the data set path

 */

exports.ds = function ds(dsn,options) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.ds.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * joins the path segments with seperator

 * 

 * @param {string} path the base

 * @param {string} segments path segments (variadic)

 * 

 * @return {string} the path joined by separator

 */

exports.join = function join(path,segments) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.join.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * returns the relative path from 'from' to 'to'

 * 

 * @param {string} fpath the 'from' path (if zero length, current working directory 

 *                      is used)

 * @param {string} tpath the 'to' path (if zero length, current working directory 

 *                      is used)

 * 

 * @return {string} the relative path
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 */

exports.relative = function relative(fpath,tpath) { var mod = require("path"); return mod.relative.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

process

process ensures the process-related functions and info, for example, env vars , cwd , and so on.

/**

 * returns the current working directory

 */

exports.cwd = function cwd() { var mod = require("process"); return mod.cwd.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * immediately exits process with code

 * 

 * @param {number} code the exit code

 */

exports.exit = function exit(code) { var mod = require("process"); return mod.exit.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * returns the value of an environment variable

 * 

 * @param {string} env the env var name

 * 

 * @return {string} the env var value

 */

exports.getenv = function getenv(env) { var mod = require("process"); return mod.getenv.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * returns the value of an environment variable

 * 

 * @param {string} env the env var name

 * @param {string} value the value

 */

exports.setenv = function setenv(env,value) { var mod = require("process"); return mod.setenv.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * pause processing for period of time

 * 

 * @param {number} time the number of milliseconds for pause

 */

exports.sleep = function sleep(time) { var mod = require("process"); return mod.sleep.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * return timestamp since epoch in milliseconds

 */

exports.timestamp = function timestamp() { var mod = require("process"); return mod.timestamp.apply(mod,

 arguments); }

/**

 * `version` property contains the `bldz` version number without 'v' prefix.
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 *

 * ```

 *  console.log(process.version) // "1.2.3"

 * ```

 */

exports.version = require("process").version

workspace

workspace builds workspace functions to extract information about rules.

/**

 * obtain the dependency object for the currently executing rule or a specific property

 *

 * @param {string} dependency the dependency

 * @param {string} property the property to obtain

 *

 * @return {any} the dependency object or specific property

 */

exports.getDependency = function getDependency(dependency,property) { var mod = require("workspace"); return

 mod.getDependency.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * returns list of values of a specified property from all the dependencies

 *

 * @param {string} property the property

 */

exports.getDepsProperty = function getDepsProperty(property) { var mod = require("workspace"); return

 mod.getDepsProperty.apply(mod, arguments); }

/**

 * returns list of full rule names which contain specified output file

 *

 * @param {string} output output file or dataset

 */

exports.getOutputRules = function getOutputRules(output) { var mod = require("workspace"); return

 mod.getOutputRules.apply(mod, arguments); }

Build Scripts
Provide the examples of bldz build script that you can reuse in your build projects.

Builds scripts that are written in JavaScript enable you to implement a custom build logic. You can invoke MVS programs,
perform dynamic allocation, manipulate files, spawn commands, and much more. Build scripts modernize the traditional
Endevor processors.

Build scripts can be as complex or simple as necessary and are not limited to conventional build actions, such as compile
or link. Use build scripts to implement custom build logic to meet your build needs.

You specify the build scripts through the script_file property of genrule_script rules in your BUILDZ.js build file.
When bldz executes a genrule_script , the build script is loaded and run.

Example: genrule_script

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",
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    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});

Structure

Build scripts must contain a buildScript function, which is invoked by bldz .

Example: Basic buildScript Function

function buildScript(params) {

    console.log("rule name: " + params.name);

    return {

        rc: 0, 

        output: [

            {

                name: "sample script",

                content: "this is output from a sample script"

            }

        ]

    }

}

The entire object as specified in the genrule_script function is passed as a parameter to the buildScript function.
In this provided example, you can access the rule name with params.name .

The buildScript function must return an object containing rc property and an array of output objects. Each output
object must contain a name and content property. The rc indicates the rule success (rc 0) or failure (rc != 0) to bldz .
The output array is printed to the terminal for the user. It is a common practice to return salient error messages through
output , for example, SYSTERM statements from a compile. We recommend that you keep the output short. Lengthier
output, for example, listings, should be written to a file for later review.

Sample Build Script

Example: A simple script to perform a COBOL compile

var mvs = require("bldz/mvs");

var fs = require("bldz/fs");

var path = require("bldz/path");

// Build script for compiling COBOL

function buildScript(params) {

    // Construct the object file path and check if it exists

    var objPath = path.join(path.dirname(__file()), params.obj_out_file);

    var pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OEXCL)"

    if (fs.exists(objPath)) pathOpts = "PATHOPTS(OWRONLY,OEXCL)";

    // Perform necessary allocations for IGYCRCTL

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSADATA) CYL SPACE(5,1) LRECL(1020) BLKSIZE(1024) RECFM(V,B) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSIN) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIB) CYL DSORG(PO) DIR(5) SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSLIN) PATH('" + objPath + "') " + pathOpts + " PATHDISP(KEEP,DELETE)

 PATHMODE(SIRWXU,SIRGRP) MSG(1)")
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    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSPRINT) CYL SPACE(5,1) RECFM(F,B,A) LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(532) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSTERM) RECFM(F,B) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(160) MSG(1)");

    mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSMDECK) DSORG(PS) CYL SPACE(50,10) RECFM(V,B,A) LRECL(137) MSG(1)");

    for (var i = 1; i <= 13; i++)

        mvs.bpxwdyn("ALLOC FI(SYSUT" + i + ") UNIT(VIO) RECFM(F,B) SPACE(32000,30) LRECL(80) BLKSIZE(3200)

 MSG(1)");

    // Write to source DD

    fs.write(path.dd("SYSIN"), fs.read(params.src_file));

    // Invoke the compile 

    var cobRc = mvs.attach("IGYCRCTL", { parm: "ADATA,DYNAM,TERM,SSRANGE,COPYLOC(PATH('" +

 path.dirname(__file()) + "'))" });

    // Get the systerm statements

    var systerm = fs.read(path.dd("SYSTERM"), { lrecl: 80 });

    // Return the RC and the system statements

    return {

        rc: cobRc,

        output: [

            {

                name: "SYSTERM",

                content: systerm

            }

        ]

    };

}

Similar to JCL or Endevor processors, this script performs the following actions:

1. Allocates the necessary DDs for IGYCRCTL
2. Writes the hello.cbl source file contents to the SYSIN DD
3. Attaches (calls) the COBOL compiler IGYCRCTL to compile the program
4. Reads the contents of the SYSTERM DD
5. Returns the IGYCRCTL return code and SYSTERM output to the build engine

bldz BUILDZ.js and Encoding
Explains how builldz.js works and what encoding bldz requires for build scripts.

BUILDZ.js is the main build file, similar to the Gradle build.gradle or the Make Makefile .

Place your build rules, also know as genrules, within BUILDZ.js or in a script file that is required by BUILDZ.js . bldz
reads BUILDZ.js , constructs a build graph based on your genrules, and begins building your project in the order that is
dictated by your rules.

Example: A simple BUILDZ.js with two rules: one - for compile and the other one - for link

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});
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genrule_usscmd({

    name: "hello_link",

    bin_out_file: "hello",

    exec: "ld -S \"//'CEE.SCEELKED'\" -o $bin_out_file $RULE_DEPS_OUTS",

    deps: [

        "hello_compile"

    ]

});

When you issue bldz without options, the command searches for BUILDZ.js in the current working directory. This is
known as the root BUILDZ.js or the main build file. If BUILDZ.js is not found, an error is issued.

You may also have sub-packages in your project with additional BUILDZ.js files. For more information, see the
Packages section in the Packages, Rules, and Targets document.

Encoding

bldz requires the IBM-1047 encoding for all BUILDZ.js files and scripts. Using another encoding, such as IBM-037 ,
may result in errors.

For example, if a script is encoded in ASCII (UTF-8) and begins with the text // comment , you receive the following
error message that is caused by an unexpected character. In this case / is \u002F in ASCII:

[error]: package 'root' script error - rc: 1, text: package script error: js exception: Error: SyntaxError: /

ibmusr/scripts/rules/compile.js:1: unexpected character: \u002F

Changing File Encodings

You can change file encodings by using the IBM iconv utility. See the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services Command
Reference iconv command documentation for details on supported encodings.

For example, to change the encoding of a build file on z/OS UNIX from IBM-037 to IBM-1047 , issue the following
command:

iconv f IBM-037 t IBM-1047 BUILDZ.js > BUILDZ.js.correct

mv BUILDZ.js.correct BUILDZ.js

Workspace Files
Learn how to use WORKSPACEZ.js that performs a pre-build setup. Check the workspace file execution order.

WORKSPACEZ.js files provide the same functionality as BUILDZ.js files by enabling you to code the same types of
genrules and require the same modules as in BUILDZ.js . WORKSPACEZ.js represents a separate build that occurs
before your main build. Use WORKSPACEZ.js files to create data sets, pull external dependencies into your build, perform
environmental checks and other pre-build setups that you require.

In a project, you can create WORKSPACEZ.js files alongside BUILDZ.js files. You can include a WORKSPACEZ.js file
in any package with a BUILDZ.js file. Use WORKSPACEZ.js to create a set of rules that will execute before the rules in
BUILDZ.js . bldz determines if a WORKSPACEZ.js file should execute.  If a BUILDZ.js rule in a particular package is
scheduled for execution, the WORKSPACEZ.js file in that package is executed as well.

Workspace File Execution Order

In projects with multiple packages, WORKSPACEZ.js files are executed from the project root to the innermost package.

Example: Sample project layout

pkgs/
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├── pkg1/

|   ├── pkg1a/

|   |   ├── BUILDZ.js

|   |   └── WORKSPACEZ.js

│   ├── BUILDZ.js

│   └── WORKSPACEZ.js

├── pkg2/

│   ├── BUILDZ.js

│   └── WORKSPACEZ.js

└── BUILDZ.js

└── WORKSPACEZ.js

If rules from every package are scheduled for execution, the following workspace files execute in top-to-bottom order:

• pkgs/WORKSPACEZ.js
• pkgs/pkgs1/WORKSPACEZ.js
• pkgs/pkgs1/pkgs1a/WORKSPACEZ.js
• plgs/pkgs2/WORKSPACEZ.js

Executing from the root to the sub-package allows the sub-package WORKSPACEZ.js rules to exploit the setup that the
outer packages may have performed. For example, if you need a COBOL COPYBOOK library for your project, you can
use the root level WORKSPACEZ.js to create the data set. Then each individual package populates the data set with
additional members.

APF-authorized Programs in Build Scripts
Learn how to invoke APF-authorized and non-APF programs in your bldz build scripts, using the ATTACH capability.

As a developer, you can invoke programs that require APF authorization from your build scripts, using the ATTACH
capability with bldz . The build engine enables you to ATTACH programs, using the built-in mvs module mvs.attach()
, that require APF authorization in your build script. You can also ATTACH user (non-APF) programs to the same build
script.

If the program you ATTACH requires authorization, ensure that the program meets the following requirements:

• The program resides in an APF-authorized library or in the link pack area.
• The program is link-edited with the APF-authorized attribute.

To enable the capability, set the APF extended attribute, using the following command:

extattr +a bldz

For more information about the extended attribute, see extattr in the IMB documentation.

Once you set the APF extended attribute, you can execute bldz normally and ATTACH a mix of APF-authorized and user
programs from the same build script.

If you do not set the attribute, ATTACHing a program that performs a privileged operation results in an ABEND (S047 ,
S0C2 and such).

Generic Rules
Generic rules, or genrules, describe inputs, outputs, dependencies, and actions. Generic rules are functions that accept
an object. Genrules are coded in the BUILDZ.js file and provide the foundation for a build.

Example: genrule

genrule_script({
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    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});

The provided example is a build rule hello_compile that invokes compile.js to build hello.cbl and create object
module hello.cbl.o .

Common Properties

All generic rules share a common set of properties.

• name
Type: string
Specifies the rule name. The rule name must be unique. The name is used in deps to identify the rule as a
dependency and can be used as a target when running bldz .

• deps
Type: array
Specifies an array of rule names that must run before the current rule runs. Also, if a dependency changes, the rule is
executed.

• update_rule_file
Type: string
Specifies the path to a script that contains the updateRule function. For more information on updateRule , see
Dependency Management.

Property Suffixes

Suffixes can be applied to rule properties to achieve different effects:

Suffix Description
_file Denotes project file (input file or script file), for which a checksum

must be generated. Also, indicates that a file should be tracked for
changes.

_files Denotes an array of project files (input files or script files), for
which a checksum must be generated. Also, indicates that files
should be tracked for changes.

_dataset Denotes a project input data set that a checksum must be
generated (source files, macros, etc.). Instructs bldz that a chosen
file should be tracked for changes.

_datasets Denotes an array of project input data sets that a checksum
must be generated (source files, macros, etc.)  Instructs bldz that
chosen files should be tracked for changes.

_out_file Denotes an output file. If the output file does not exist, then the
rule is run.

_out_files Denotes an array of output files. If the output files do not exist,
then the rule is run.

_out_dataset Denotes an output data set. If the output data set or member does
not exist, the rule is run.

_out_datasets Denotes an array of output data sets. If the output data set or
member does not exist, the rule is run.
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For the data set suffixes, specify a physical sequential data set or a partitioned data set with a member. See the following
example:

genrule_script({

    name: "example",

    script_file: "example.js",

    my_dataset: "my.seq.data.set",

    my_other_dataset: "my.pds.data.set(member)"

})

Types

The following types of general rules are available.

genrule_script

genrule_script invokes custom build scripts to perform the build logic.

In addition to the common properties, genrule_script requires the following properties:

• script_file
Type: string
Specifies the path to the build script.

You may supply any additional custom properties as needed. The entire property object is passed to the build script
function. For more information, see Build Scripts.

Example: genrule_script

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});

genrule_usscmd

genrule_usscmd allows you to invoke an arbitrary USS shell command.

In addition to the common properties, genrule_usscmd requires the following properties:

• exec
Type: string
Specifies the command string to execute.

You may supply any additional custom properties as needed.

The exec property string also allows variable substitution. For example, if you have a property bin_out_file on your
genrule_usscmd , you can refer to the value of that property in the exec string with $bin_out_file .

You can use the $RULE_DEPS_OUTS predefined variable. $RULE_DEPS_OUTS lists the files that are specified with
out_file properties of any rules that are specified in deps .

Example: genrule_usscmd

genrule_usscmd({

    name: "hello_link",

    bin_out_file: "hello",

    exec: "ld -S \"//'CEE.SCEELKED'\" -o $bin_out_file $RULE_DEPS_OUTS",
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    deps: [

        "hello_compile"

    ]

});

Dependency Management
Explains how to manage dependencies in the bldz tool and lists mechanism that discover dependencies.

bldz uses a declarative approach to dependencies, which means that you specify dependencies in your BUILDZ.js
build file through genrules. However, when you compile source files and link objects into load modules, you can use built-
in capabilities to discover and track dependencies.

Genrule Dependencies

Genrules can specify the following types of dependencies:

• File dependencies that are indicated by property suffixes
• Rule dependencies that are indicated by the deps property

Property Suffixes

Use genrule property suffixes to specify file dependencies for the rule. For more information, see the Property Suffixes
section in Generic Rules.

Example: Create property copybook_files , which lists all copybooks that the COBOL source file depends on.

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o",

    copybook_files: [

        "copy1",

        "copy2",

        "copy3"

    ]

});

If copy1 , copy2 , or copy3 is modified, then hello_compile executes.

deps Property

The deps property of a genrule is the key dependency mechanism. Use the deps property to specify the rules that the
current rule depends on.

Example: Rule hello_link depends on hello_compile . Before hello_link can execute, hello_compile must
complete successfully. If hello_compile is executed for any reason, hello_link must also execute.

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});
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genrule_usscmd({

    name: "hello_link",

    bin_out_file: "hello",

    exec: "ld -S \"//'CEE.SCEELKED'\" -o $bin_out_file $RULE_DEPS_OUTS",

    deps: [

        "hello_compile"

    ]

});

Use the deps property to describe direct dependency relationships. Some relationships are obvious, such as in the
previous example, where link requires compile. However, some relationships might not be obvious. For example, call
sequences between programs sharing common message-mapping macros, or a complex sequence of source code
generation, translation, compile, and so on. By allowing the explicit specification of deps , you can map relationships to
ensure that all necessary rules are executed when a dependency changes.

Discovering Dependencies

You can use the following mechanisms to discover dependencies:

• SYSADATA built-in JavaScript APIs
• IBM Binder built-in JavaScript APIs

You can invoke the APIs to discover dependencies from a build script.

For more information on the built-in JavaScript interfaces, see Modules. For practical examples of using SYSADATA APIs
and Update Rule, see bldz "Hello, World" Tutorial.

SYSADATA

SYSADATA contains the COBOL COPYBOOKs, HLASM macros, or additional PL/I files that are included in a source file.
You can use SYSDATA in conjunction with the update rule capability to dynamically discover COPYBOOKs or macros that
are included in a source program and keep your build file up to date. SYSDATA enables you to track, report, and update
dependencies.

Upon the compile completion, you can invoke a library record, like adata.parseLibRecs("//DD:SYSADATA") , to
obtain a list of COBOL COPYBOOKs or HLASM macros that are included in the compile.

NOTE
COBOL and HLASM produce different library records when COPYBOOKs or macros are included from a USS
directory. Different processing is required as a result.

COBOL uses the COPYLOC parameter with a USS path so that the COPYBOOKs are included. The produced SYSADATA
name includes the full path and filename.

[

  {

    "ddname": "",

    "members": [

      {

        "id": "2",

        "name": "COPYBK1"

      }

    ],

    "name": "/dir/to/copybooks/COPYBK1",  // includes filename COPYBK1

    "vol": ""

  }

]
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HLASM can include macros from a USS directory by specifying PATH in the SYSLIB DD that points to the macros. If the
SYSADATA name is only the directory identifier, use members to find the included macros.

[

  {

    "ddname": "SYSLIB",

    "members": [

      {

        "id": "0",

        "name": "MACRO1"

      }

    ],

    "name": "/dir/to/macros", // does not include filename

    "vol": ""

  }

]

File records contain all the files and datasets that are included in a PL/I compilation. After the compilation is finished,
you can invoke adata.parseFileRecs("//DD:SYSADATA") to obtain the list of included files, file IDs, and the line
numbers.

The COBOL and HLASM modules are language-specific and produce different results. You can retrieve all the
SYSADATA dependencies for any of the supported programming languages in a unified form. To do so, use
adata.parseDependencies("//DD:SYSADATA") once the compilation is finished. For more information, see
JavaScript Modules.

Binder Compile Units

The IBM binder API can decompose a load module into compile units that can be used to discover the object modules
within a load module. You can use this information in conjunction with the updateRule capability to dynamically discover
object modules that are linked into a load module.

When a link completes, you can invoke bindapi.modInfoDD("//DD:LOADLIB") or bindapi.modInfoPath("/my/
loadmod") to obtain a list of module sections and compile units. You can use this information to track, report, and update
dependencies.

updateRule

To update rules, you can use function updateRule in the script that is referenced by update_rule_file property. The
function enables you to find out dependencies and add them to the rule before building the dependency tree and
executing the rule.

Example: Rule hello_compile has a source file hello.cbl and output hello.cbl.o . The updateRule function
updates a rule with dependency on //:generate_copybooks rule. Function updateRule executes in the beginning
and creates the deps property with the //:generate_copybooks rule. After that, the dependency tree is created and
the //:generate_copybooks rule, as a dependency of the hello_compile rule, executes first.

genrule_script({

    name: "hello_compile",

    script_file: "compile.js",

    update_rule_file: "compile.js",

    src_file: "hello.cbl",

    obj_out_file: "hello.cbl.o"

});

function updateRule(param, prebuild) {

    params.deps = ["//:generate_copybooks"];
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    return params;

}

The previous example represents one of possible simple use cases of the updateRule function. Find more detailed
information, see Update Rule.

Packages, Rules, and Targets
Lists the key operational units of the bldz tool - packages, rules, targets - with example

This section describes the key operational units of the bldz tool.

Workspace

bldz runs a build in the current directory where it is executed. In bldz terms, the current directory is defined as
workspace. A workspace contains the BUILDZ.js file in the current directory, which is the root directory of the project. A
workspace can contain other BUILDZ.js files in different sub-directories.

The BUILDZ.js files define packages in the workspace.

Package

Package is a primary unit of code organization. A package is a collection of rules that can be built. A package name is
defined as a directory that contains the build file BUILDZ.js . Any sub-directories under the package are considered as
the content of the package, and any file in the package can be referenced as relative to the package directory. If any sub-
directory contains the build file BUILDZ.js , it is defined as another package.s

Example: Directories, files, and packages

./BUILDZ.js        <- root package with name ''

./a.txt            <- file in package '' referenced as 'a.txt'

./a/BUILDZ.js      <- package 'a'

./a/b.txt          <- file in package 'a'  referenced as 'b.txt'

./a/b/BUILDZ.js    <- package 'a/b'

./a/b/bb.txt       <- file in package 'a/b' referenced as 'bb.txt'

./a/c.txt          <- file in package 'a' referenced as 'c.txt'

./a/c/d.txt        <- file in package 'a' referenced as 'c/d.txt'

./c/xx.yy          <- file in package '' referenced as 'c/xx.yy'

Rule

Rule defines a unit of work that must be done. A rule has inputs and outputs and can have other properties that might be
used during the build. Rules are defined in a package and belong to it. If you want to reference a rule in another package
as a dependency, you must specify it by target name. Rules in the same package can be referenced by a rule name.

Example: A rule

genrule_usscmd({

    name: "rule1",

    src_file: "source_file.ext",

    out_file: "output_file.ext",

    includes: "-I. -I/usr/include",

    deps: [

        "//:another_rule1",

        "//pkg1:another_rule1",

    ],

    exec: "build -o ${out_file} ${includes} ${src_file}"
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})

Target

Target can be either a rule in a package or a file. Files are not bound to packages and can be referenced from any
package by specifying it as a target name.

Target format:

//package_name:rule_name

A target starts with a double slash // . A package is separated from a rule or file by a colon : .

If you want to reference a file, you must specify either a file path from the current package or a target name that is defined
by the package name and file path. However, there are no restrictions on files and to which package they belong. You can
specify any package name and can add a file path to it to reference this file.

Example: Targets

genrule_usscmd({

    name: "rule",

    input_file: "file1",

    other1_file: "//pkg1:file1",

    other2_file: "//:pkg1/file1",

    deps: [

        "//pkg1:rule1",

        "rule2_in_this_package",

        ":rule3_in_this_package",

    ],

    exec: "nothing",

})

In the example above, the other1_file and other2_file properties both reference the same file, although the target
name is different. bldz translates a package name into a directory name and adds the file path to the resulting directory
name.

You specify rule dependencies by the target name, by name, or by name with a prefixed colon : . The name with
a prefixed colon : references a rule in the same package as the referencing rule. In the example above, both rules
rule2_in_this_package and rule3_in_this_package are in the same package as rule .

Examples of different target patterns:

• //:main_bin
The target rule is in the main/root package with the name main_bin

• :main_bin
The target rule is in the current package

• //src/lib:lib.cpp
The target file lib.cpp is in the src/lib package. Can be also addressed as //:src/lib/lib.cpp or //
src:lib/lib.cpp

• lib.cpp
The target file or rule lib.cpp is in the current package. The property name determines whether it is a rule or a file:
– If the target is specified in the deps property, the target is a rule
– If the target is specified in the property which ends with the _file or _files suffix, the target is a file

Update Rule
Improve the functionality of the bldz tool, using the updateRule function. Explains how the updateRule function works.
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You can enhance the functionality of bldz , which is based on the declarative approach to dependencies, with a higher
level of automation, using the updateRule function. The updateRule function is invoked before the build and after the
build.

Build Execution Sequence

The bldz tool executes builds in the following stages:

1. Load build files and create rules that are defined in build files.
2. Update rules with the updateRule function, if defined.
3. Build the dependency tree from the defined rules.
4. Execute the not up-to-date rule, dependencies of which were already built.
5. Update the rule with updateRule function, if defined, and compute the new hash from inputs and outputs.
6. Update cache and continue with step 4 for other rules.

The build stages indicate, that the updateRule function executes two times during the build - before and after the
execution of the rule. The provided execution sequence of the updateRule function enables you to:

• Compute the correct hash of the rule when caching
• Use the same hash when checking whether the rule was updated.

updateRule Function

The updateRule function updates the rule definition.

Signature of the function:

function updateRule(rule: Object, pre_build: boolean): Object {

    return null;

}

The updateRule function accepts two parameters:

Rule object
Denotes the object that is passed to the genrule_usscmd or genrule_script function.

Boolean parameter
The parameters can have the following values:

• true
Denotes the execution of updateRule in Stage 2 (pre-build execution).

• false
Denotes the execution of updateRule in Stage 5 (post-build execution).

The return value from the updateRule function is the updated rule object. If you do not want to update the rule, you
should return null .

NOTE
You cannot update the name , script_file , or exec properties with the updateRule function.

The updateRule function cannot update the following properties:
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• name
• script_file
• exec
• _out_file
• _out_files
• _out_dataset
• _out_datasets

The main purpose of updateRule function is to update input files or dependencies that are taken from outputs of the
other rules. Therefore, updating outputs is not allowed, which ensures the resolving in one pass.

Example: A simple updateRule function that updates rule dependencies as found during build.

function updateRule(rule, pre_build) {

    // load dependency file

    var dep_path = path.join(process.cwd(), rule.name + ".dep.json");

    var dep_content;

    try {

        dep_content = JSON.parse(fs.read(dep_path));

    } catch (e) {

        // ignore file or JSON error

    }

    // if dependencies were loaded correctly, process them

    if (dep_content != undefined) {

        rule.deps = dep_content.deps;

        rule.input_files = dep_content.input_files;

        return rule;

    }

    // no dependencies, do not update

    return null;

}

The function reads the rule_name.dep.json file and updates the deps and input_files properties in the rule with
the corresponding values. If there is no such file, then return null line is executed and nothing is updated.

The rule_name.dep.json file is created in a build script.

Example: A script that finds dependencies and writes them into the rule_name.dep.json file.

function buildScript(rule) {

    

    ...

    // define variables

    var cwd = process.cwd();

    var dep_json = {

        deps: [],

        input_files: [],

    }

    // Obtain library records from SYSADATA 

    var recs = adata.parseLibRecs(path.dd("SYSADATA"));
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    // Iterate over library records searching for files coming from our path location

    for (var rec in recs) {

        var libRec = recs[rec];

        // is the file path prefixed with current directory?

        if (libRec.name.indexOf(cwd) == 0) {

            // get relative file path to current working directory

            var relname = path.relative(cwd, libRec.name);

            // now we find out if the file is regular file or output of another rule

            var rules = workspace.getOutputRules(relname);

            if (rules.length > 0) {

                // it is output from rule, add it to `deps`

                dep_json.deps.push(rules[0]);

            } else {

                // it's not output from rule, add it to `input_files`

                dep_json.input_files.push(relname);

            }

        }

    }

    // Write dependency file

    fs.write(path.join(process.cwd(), params.name + ".dep.json"), JSON.stringify(dep_json));

    

    ...

}

The workspace package and getOutputRules function help identify whether the dependency is a regular file or the
output file from another rule. The returned result is a list of rules that can create the output file. Usually, it is just one rule.
For more information, see the Workspace section in Modules.

In simple cases with the COBOL, HLASM, or C compilers, the inputs are mostly copybooks, macros, and header files.
These types of files are included in the project as source files, so you do not have to look for rules that can create the
files. However, you might have another rule that generates these files. For example, a pre-processor or a templating rule,
and in such case it is required.

Rule deps Update

When updateRule updates deps property of the rule, it might result in re-running the same rule twice, but not more, to
avoid a dependency loop. When you add a new dependency to the rule, the dependency might not be up to date because
it might be scheduled for build later or is running. bldz identifies such a situation and re-schedules the rule to run again
after the dependency is up to date or when the building process finishes.

This behavior can be visible only when the deps property is updated. The re-run does not happen when input files are
updated.

Example: The output of the rule re-run.

------gathering rules from package 'root' ...

+---------------------------------------------+

| 4 candidate genrule(s) found in build files |

+---------------------------------------------+

------preparing rules ...
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+------------------------+

| ... starting build ... |

+------------------------+

[succeeded] ... //:rule4

[succeeded] ... //:rule2

[succeeded] ... //:rule1

[succeeded] ... //:rule4

[succeeded] ... //:rule3

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

| ... build succeeded ... executed 5, up-to-date 0, succeeded 5, failed 0 |

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

In the example, //:rule4 has some newly discovered dependencies //:rule1 and //:rule2 that are added to the
deps property. Since rules //:rule1 and //:rule2 did not run before //:rule4 , the rule must be re-scheduled and
executed after rules //:rule1 and //:rule2 once again. The final message shows that five rules have been executed,
because //:rule4 was executed two times.

Concurrent Processing and updateRule Function

bldz executes builds as concurrent processes where possible. Multiple buildScript functions can run at the same
time.

TIP
You can turn off the concurrent execution using the -p 1 parameter.

However, since the updateRule function runs in the main process of bldz , only one updateRule function can run at
the same time.

You can use this property of the updateRule function in various situations, where you cannot use buildScript . For
example, when multiple rules must write into one specific file, you cannot use buildScript , as it does not have a
specific time when it runs. Multiple buildScripts that write into the same file can result in rewriting the data or writing
it in the random order. Using updateRule enables you to avoid this problem, as updateRule writes the data into one
specific file in order as rules are finished.

We do not recommend that you perform compute-intensive tasks (long-running, I/O intensive tasks) updates, using the
updateRule function because they might hinder the performance of bldz.

Standard Library
Use the bldz standard library to edit your build files efficiently. Lists available standard library APIs.

As a software developer, you can use the standard library, that is embedded in bldz , to code build files quickly and
efficiently.

The standard library contains APIs and utilities that provide the following functionality:

• Generate rules for compiling and binding programs
• Perform build actions, such as invoking the compiler
• Simplify common build actions, such as allocating DDs

NOTE
The standard library is in the experimental state, so the APIs and interfaces of the library might change.

To get the complete standard library module documentation, dump the embedded standard library to your projects
node_modules by issuing the following command:
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bldz init stdlib

To use the standard libraries, add the require() function to your script. For example, to require the set of APIs to
generate compiler rules, use the following line of script:

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

You can download the standard library documentation to your local workstation by using syncz backsync. Autocomplete-
capable editors, such as Visual Studio Code, recognize the bldz modules that are contained within node_modules/ and
begin to provide the code completion and documentation.

Available APIs

You can use the following APIs from BUILDZ.js files to generate genrules :

• bldz/std/exp/rules/compile
• bldz/std/exp/rules/files
• bldz/std/exp/rules/binder
• bldz/std/exp/rules/endevor

The following APIs are meant to simplify common actions in scripts:

• bldz/std/exp/utils/dd (dynamic allocation)
• bldz/std/exp/exec

Bind with Standard Library
Use the binder standard library to optimize genrule creation and editing.

The binder standard library lets you avoid the need to code genrules and lets you link your executables to build scripts. In
your BUILDZ.js build file, you can generate rules for binding by using the standard library binder API.

var binder = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/binder");

NOTE
Not all functionality is documented here.

You can find the complete set of functions, options, and return values for the standard library APIs in the module
documentation. Access the module documentation:

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the bldz init stdlib command to dump the standard library modules to your projects node_modules
directory.

2. Navigate to node_modules/bldz/std/exp/rules/binder.js to view the module documentation.
3. (Optional) Download the node_modules/ directory to your local machine, using syncz backsync.

Autocomplete-capable editors, such as Visual Studio Code, recognize the bldz modules contained within
node_modules/ and begin to provide the code completion and documentation.

Available APIs

• binder.bind()

binder.bind()

Generates rules for binding executables using IEWL .
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Example: Use the compile API followed by the binder API to compile and bind all COBOL source files in your
project

var compile_rules = compile.cobol({

    srcs: "*.cbl"

});

var bind_rules = binder.bind({

    deps: compile_rules.rules,

    syslibs: [

      "//CEE.SCEELKED"

    ]    

});

In the preceding example, the compile.cobol() standard library API generates rules to compile all COBOL source files
matching the global pattern *.cbl in your project. The compile.cobol() API returns a set of rule names (for example,
compile_cobol_1 ). You can access the rule names with compile_rules.rules . You can add the rule names to the
deps property of the binder.bind() API call. This action makes the binder.bind() rule dependent on the compile
rules and links all object files from the COBOL compile rules together to create the final executable.

NOTE
Data set names that are listed in the syslibs property must be prefixed with "//". Otherwise, the data set
names are treated as USS paths.

opts

The binder.bind() API accepts options to tweak the generation of rules and scripts:

Option Type Description
name string The name of the generated binder rule. If the name is not

specified, it is derived from the outs property. If outs is not
present, the name is taken from the first entry in deps .

outs string or array of strings The name of the output module.
deps array of strings List of dependencies that each generated rule depends on.
objs array of strings List of more objects for binding.
depsObjProperty string The name of the property containing object files in deps .
opts array of strings List of more IEWL options.
seperateModule boolean Indicates that a rule should be generated py objs or deps .

Separate executables are generated.
entry string The module entry point.
syslibs array of strings List of system input data set libraries. For example,

"CEE.SCEEBND2".
steplibs array of strings List of STEPLIBs for binding.
buildopts object More build options.
buildopts.systerm boolean If true and a rule fails, SYSTERM statements are generated and

displayed.
buildopts.listing boolean If true, generates a listing.
debug boolean Prints extra debugging information to the console.

returns

The binder.bind() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:
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{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list in the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

The binder.bind() API generates genrule_script type rules that invoke the standard library build script std/exp/
scripts/binder/bind.js . The build script performs the necessary DD allocations and invokes the IBM binder IEWL .

Generated Rule Names

The binder.bind() API generates rule names that are based on the input options specified:

• If name is specified, the name is used verbatim
• If outs is specified, the rule name becomes binder#<output file name>
• If name or outs is not specified, the name defaults to using the first dependency binder#<dependency name>

Rule Outputs

The rules generated by binder.bind() place their outputs into the corresponding package ./build-out/<package>
directory, using the generated rule name as a prefix for files.

If you specify hello for the outs property, the following outputs are generated:

./build-out/binder#hello (executable)

./build-out/binder#hello.list (listing)

Binder LET option

The IBM IEWL binder LET option provides the following functionality:

Ordinarily, the binder marks an output program module as nonexecutable when an error with a severity level of 8 or higher
is encountered. You can override the output program module by specifying a different severity level, using the LET option.
The binder then marks the module as not-executable only if an error is encountered whose severity level is higher than
what you specified.

The binder.bind() API accepts IEWL options via the opts option:

binder.bind({

        deps: ["compile"],

        opts: ["LET=8"]

});

The standard library honors the IBM binder LET option. The bldz bind rule succeeds if the return code is less than or
equal to the LET= specification.

Standard Library Compile API
Use the standard library compile API for the optimal build scripts creation.
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You can use the standard library compile API to avoid coding genrules for each source file and writing build scripts for
compilation. In your BUILDZ.js build file, you can generate rules for compiling different languages by using the standard
library compile API.

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

You can find the complete set of functions, options, and return values for the DD APIs in the module
documentation. Access the module documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the bldz init stdlib command to dump the standard library modules to your projects node_modules
directory.

2. Navigate to node_modules/bldz/std/exp/rules/compile.js to view the module documentation.
3. (Optional) Download the node_modules/ directory to your local machine, using syncz backsync

Autocomplete-capable editors, such as Visual Studio Code, recognize the bldz modules and provide the code completion
and documentation.

Available APIs

• compile.cobol()
• compile.metalc()
• compile.hlasm()
• compile.pli()
• compile.c()
• compile.cpp()

See the child topics for detailed information on each API.

Compile Cobol API

Use the compile.cobol() standard library API to generate rules for compiling COBOL. Lists the COBOL compiler options.

You can use compile.cobol() that generates rules for compiling COBOL source files. The API uses the IBM COBOL
compiler IGYCRCTL .

Example: Generate COBOL compile rules for each source file in the ./src directory

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.cobol({

    srcs: "./src/*.cbl",

    copyPaths: [

        "//'MY.COPYBOOK.DS'",

        "/u/users/me/copybooks"

    ]

});

In the preceding example, the compile.cobol() standard library API generates a COBOL compile genrule for each
source file that is identified by the srcs file glob (./src/*.cbl ). copyPaths specifies two locations to search for
COBOL copybooks. The locations are the data set named //'MY.COPYBOOK.DS' and the USS directory named /u/
users/me/copybooks .

The compile.cobol() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

By default, a return code of 4 or less is considered a success for compile.cobol() . To enforce a max return code of
zero, use the maxrcZero: true option.
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opts

The compile.cobol() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs

to avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file
paths should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js
exists. Defaults to *.cbl .

deps array of strings The list of rule dependencies (Such as targets - rules that must
execute before the execution of this rule).

srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate COBOL source files. You can use
this option, as an alternative source of the source files, together
with srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

autoDeps bool If true, automatically detects COPYBOOK dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as
COPYBOOKs are changed, dependent rules are triggered during
a build. Defaults to true .

opts array of strings Extra COBOL compiler options.
steplibs array of strings List of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. Use this

option to specify an alternate location for the IBM COBOL
compiler or if you have any compiler exits.

copyPaths array of strings List of locations to search for COPYBOOKs. You can specify a
USS directory or an MVS data set, using the path notation. For
example,//'MY.COPYBOOK.DS' .

debug bool If true, prints more debugging information to the console.
maxrcZero bool If true, enforces a max return code of 0 (normally, a return code of

4 or less is acceptable).
includeDeps array of strings List of rules that generate COPYBOOKs. Extracts the location of

the COPYBOOK. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

includeDepsProp string Name of the property in each includeDeps entry that contains
the location of the generated COPYBOOK file. Defaults to
inc_out_file and inc_out_files .

returns

The compile.cobol() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .
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Build Script

The cobol.compile() API generates genrule_script type rules that invoke the standard library build script std/
exp/scripts/cobol/compile.js . The build script performs the necessary DD allocations and invokes the IBM
COBOL IGYCRCTL compiler.

Default Compiler Options

The following COBOL compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are then displayed when a rule fails.
LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.
OBJECT Generates object code.
LINECOUNT(0) Disables page listings.

Generated Rule Names

The cobol.compile() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: Rule name that is generated from a COBOL source file at ./src/hello1.cbl :

//:cobol_compile#src_hello1.cbl

Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.cobol() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/cobpgm/hello1.cbl , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/cobpgm/hello1.cbl.o           (Object file)

./build-out/my-package/cobpgm/hello1.cbl.list        (Cobol compiler listing file)  

./build-out/my-package/cobpgm/hello1.cbl.adata       (Cobol ADATA file)

./build-out/my-package/cobpgm/hello1.cbl.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Compile BMS API

Use the compile.bms() standard library API to generate rules for compiling BMS source files. Lists the BMS compiler
options

The compile.bms() API generates rules for compiling BMS source files and uses the following compilers:

• ASMA90  that compiles BMS source files and generates symbolic and physical maps
• IEWL that binds the object files of the physical maps into load modules

Example: Generate BMS compile rules for each source file in the ./src directory

var bmsrules = compile.bms({

    srcs: "src/*",

    cicsDatasetHQs: "CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS",

});

The compile.bms() standard library API generates two HLASM compile genrules and one binder genrule for each
source file that is identified by the srcs file parameter. You can specify the high qualifiers of the CICS data sets that are
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deployed in your system. The API appends the last part to the data set names when necessary. For example, if the CICS
data set names are CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS.SDFHLINK and CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS.SDFHLOAD , you only specify
cicsDatasetHQs: CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS . If the cicsDatasetHQs option is not specified, provide the full data set
names, using syslibs in the property groups: copybookCompile , physicalMapCompile , and physicalMapBind .

opts

The compile.bms() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may provide file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. Ensure that the
file paths are relative to the location where BUILDZ.js resides.
Defaults to *.asm .

deps array of strings The list of rule dependencies (for example, targets are the rules
that must run before the execution of this rule).

srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate BMS source files. You can use this
option, as an alternative source of the source files, together with
srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

cicsDatasetHQs string The high qualifiers of the CICS data sets in your system. The
option must include all parts (dot-separated) except the last one.

symbolicMapCompile object The property group for symbolic maps compilation.
physicalMapCompile object The property group for physical maps compilation.
physicalMapBind object The property group for physical maps binding.

You can also tweak the generation of the individual rules, using the symbolicMapCompile , physicalMapCompile ,
andphysicalMapBind options.

compile.bms({

   symbolicMapCompile: {}

   physicalMapCompile: {},

   physicalMapBind: {}

});

The symbolicMapCompile property includes the following options:

Option Type Description
opts array of strings HLASM ASMA90 compiler options for symbolic map generation.

The following options are removed automatically by the standard
library:
- SYSPARM(MAP) (conflicts with symbolic maps generation)
- ADATA (symbolic maps generation does not produce ADATA)
- OBJ/OBJECT (symbolic maps generation does not produce
an object file)

steplibs array of strings List of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. The option
specifies an alternate location for the compilers. You can use the
option if you have any existing compilers.
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syslibs array of strings Set of SYSLIBs to search for macros. SYSLIBs can include a
UNIX directory (for example, src/includes ) or an MVS PDS
(for example, //'MY.INCLUDES' ).
Note: Typically, the CICS SDFHMAC library is
included here. For example: syslibs: ["//
CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS.SDFHMAC"]

defaultSYSLIBs bool Appends default system locations to SYSLIBs ("SYS1.MACLIB",
"SYS1.MODGEN", "CEE.SCEEMAC", "CBC.SCCNSAM", and ".").

maxrcZero bool If true, enforces a return code of 0 (normally, a return code of 4 or
less is acceptable).

The physicalMapCompile property includes the following options:

Option Type Description
opts array of strings HLASM ASMA90 compiler options for symbolic map generation.

The following options are removed automatically by the standard
library:
- SYSPARM(DSECT) (conflicts with physical map compilation)
- DECK (physical map compilation does not produce a copybook)

syslibs array of strings Set of SYSLIBs to search for macros. SYSLIBs can include a
UNIX directory (for example, src/includes ) or an MVS PDS
(for example, //'MY.INCLUDES' ).

autoDeps bool If true, automatically detects macro dependencies and dynamically
updates rules. With autoDeps: true , if macros are changed,
dependent rules are triggered during a build. Defaults to true .

defaultSYSLIBs bool Appends default system locations to SYSLIBs ("SYS1.MACLIB",
"SYS1.MODGEN", "CEE.SCEEMAC", "CBC.SCCNSAM", and ".").

syslibs array of strings Set of SYSLIBs to search for macros. SYSLIBs can include a
UNIX directory (for example, src/includes ) or an MVS PDS
(for example, //'MY.INCLUDES' ).
Note: Typically, the CICS SDFHMAC library is
included here. For example: syslibs: ["//
CICSSYS.CTS520.CICS.SDFHMAC"]

maxrcZero bool If true, enforces a return code of 0 (normally, the return code of 4
or less is acceptable).

The physicalMapBind property includes the following options:

Option Type Description

syslibs array of strings Set of SYSLIBs to search for macros. SYSLIBs can include a z/
OS UNIX directory (for example, src/includes ) or an MVS
PDS (for example, //'MY.INCLUDES' ).

steplibs array of strings List of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. Use this
option to specify an alternate location for the compilers or if you
have any compiler exits.

buildopts object Build options that specify whether SYSTERM and SYSPRINT
(listing) should be processed. The option can have two properties:
{ systerm: boolean, sysprint: boolean } . Both
default to true .
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returns

The compile.bms() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

{

    opts: {}

    rules: {

        symbolicMaps: [],

        physicalMaps: [],

        all: []

    },

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps . For example, symbolicMaps is set to includeDeps of the compile.cobol() API:

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var bms = compile.bms({

    ...

});

compile.cobol({

    includeDeps: bms.rules.symbolicMaps

    ...

});

Default Compiler Options

For symbolic maps, the following default options are applied to ASMA90 :

Option Purpose

SYSPARM(DSECT)   Forces BMS macros to generate symbolic maps.

DECK Forces ASMA90 output to SYSPUNCH.

NOOBJECT Disables ASMA90 output to SYSLIN.

TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are displayed
when a rule fails.

LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.

LINECOUNT(0) Disables page listings.

For physical maps, the following default options are applied to ASMA90 :

Option Purpose

SYSPARM(MAP) Forces BMS macros to generate physical maps.

OBJECT Forces ASMA90 output to SYSLIN.

TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are displayed
when a rule fails.

LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.

LINECOUNT(0) Disables page listings.
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For physical maps binding, the LIST option is applied to IEWL. The option forces the binder to generate a listing.

The compile.bms() API requires the BMS source code to use &SYSPARM for the TYPE parameter of the DFHMSD
macro.

Example: Use &SYSPARM for the TYPE parameter when you call the DFHMSD macro

MYLABEL DFHMSD TYPE=&SYSPARM,

               LANG=COBOL,   

               ...           

Generated Rule Names

The compile.bms() API generates rule names that are based on the source file names.

Example: The rule names that are generated for the file ./hello1 source file:
//:hlasm_gencode#hello1        

//:hlasm_compile#hello1          

//:binder#hlsasm_compile#hello1 

These rules apply to symbolic map generation, physical map compilation, and physical map binding respectively.

Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.bms() place the output into the corresponding package ./build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory>  directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/bms/hello1, you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/bms/hello1             (Generated copybook file for COBOL)                  

./build-out/my-package/bms/hello1.map.list    (HLASM compiler listing for symbolic map generation) 

./build-out/my-package/bms/hello1.o           (Object file for physical map generation)            

./build-out/my-package/bms/hello1.list        (HLASM compiler listing for physical map generation) 

./build-out/my-package/hello1                 (Physical map load module)                           

./build-out/my-package/hello1.bind.list       (Binder listing for physical map binding)

Load modules of the physical maps are always created in the root of the build-out/<package> package. The other
output files are created in the build-out/<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory.

Compile Metal C API

Use the compile.metalc() standard library API to generate rules for compiling Metal C source code. Lists the Metal
C compiler options.

The compile.metalc() API generates rules for compiling Metal C source code. The API uses the xlc compiler to
generate the HLASM source which is compiled with the IBM HLASM compiler ASMA90 .

Example: Generate Metal C compile rules for each source file in the ./src directory

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.metalc({

    srcs: "src/*.c",

    hlasm: {

        syslibs: ["//MY.MACROS"]

    },

    metalc: {

        includes: ["my/includes"]
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    }

});

The compile.metalc() standard library API generates both a Metal C compile and a corresponding HLASM compile
genrule for each source file that is identified by the srcs file glob (src/*.c ). hlasm.syslibs specifies a macro library
to search (MY.MACROS ). metalc.includes specifies an include directory to search (my/includes ).

The compile.metalc() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

opts

The compile.metalc() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file paths
should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists.
Defaults to *.c .

deps array of strings The list of rule dependencies.
srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate Metal C source files. You can use

this option, as an alternative source of the source files, together
with srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

debug boolean If true, prints debugging information to the console.

You can also tweak the generation of the individual rules by using the metalc and hlasm properties:

compile.metalc({

    metalc: {},

    hlasm: {}

});

metalc includes the following property options:

Option Type Description
opts array of strings Extra Metal C compiler options (specified on the -Wc operand of

xlc command).
qOpts object (keyword/value) Extra-q options (for example, qOpts: {arch: "1",

compress: null} becomes -qarch=1 -qcompress ).
defines object (keyword/value) Extra #define to use during compilation (for example,

defines: {DEBUG: "1"} becomes -DDEBUG=1 ).
includes array of strings Include paths to search. Can specify a USS directory or an MVS

data set using the // notation (for example, //'MY.DATASET'
).

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects include/header dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as headers
are changed, dependent rules are triggered during a build.
Defaults to true .

dfltIncPath boolean Appends default include paths (/usr/include/metalc ).
Defaults to true .
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includeDeps array of string List of rules that generate include files. Extracts the location of
the include file. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

dfltIncPath boolean Appends default include paths (/usr/include/metalc ).
Defaults to true .

hlasm includes the following property options:

Option Type Description
opts array of strings Extra ASMA90 options.
syslibs array of strings Set of SYSLIBs to search for macros. Can be a USS directory

(for example, src/includes ) or an MVS PDS (for example,
//'MY.INCLUDES' ).

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects macro dependencies and dynamically
updates rules. With autoDeps: true as macros are changed,
dependent rules are triggered during a build. Defaults to true .

defaultSYSLIBs boolean Appends default system locations to SYSLIBs ("SYS1.MACLIB",
"SYS1.MODGEN", "CEE.SCEEMAC", "CBC.SCCNSAM", and ".").

steplibs array of strings List of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. Use this
option to specify an alternate location for the compilers or if you
have any compiler exits.

maxrcZero boolean If true, enforces a max return code of 0 (normally, a return code of
4 or less is acceptable).

returns

The compile.metalc() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: {

        hlasm: [],

        metalc: [],

        all: []

    },

    opts: {}

}

• rules object contains properties hlasm (list of generated HLASM compile rules), metalc (list of generated Metal C
compile rules), and all (all generated rules)

• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules lists on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Compilers

The cobol.metalc() API generates both the genrule_usscmd and genrule_script type rules.

To perform the Metal C compilation, use the xlc compiler with the -S option. The xlc compiler generates an intermediate
HLASM source file. The HLASM source file is then compiled using the ASMA90 compiler.
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Default Compiler Options

For Metal C, the following default options are applied to xlc :

Option Purpose
-S Performs the Metal C compilation.
-qnosearch Disables the search of any locations for headers.
-qsource Produces a source listing and diagnostic messages to stdout.
-qlist Produce a listing file.

The following HLASM compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are then

displayed when a rule fails.
LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.
OBJECT Generates object code.
LINECOUNT(0) Disables page listings.

Generated Rule Names

The cobol.metalc() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: The rule names that are generated from a Metal C source file at ./src/hello1.c :

//:metal_c_compile#src_hello1.c

//:hlasm_compile#metal_c_compile#src_hello1.c

Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.metalc() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory>  directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/cpgm/hello1.c , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s           (Transpiled HLASM file)        

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.list        (xlc compiler listing file)    

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.u           (xlc makedep file)             

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file) 

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s.o         (Object file)                  

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s.list      (HLASM compiler listing file)  

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s.adata     (HLASM ADATA file)           

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s.deps.json (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Compile HLASM API

Use the compile.hlasm() standard library API to generate rules for compiling HLASM. Lists the HLASM compiler options.

The compile.hlasm() API generates rules for compiling HLASM source code. The API uses the IBM HLASM compiler
ASMA90 .

Example: Generate HLASM compile rules for each source file found in the ./src directory
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var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.hlasm({

    srcs: "src/*.asm",

    syslibs: [

        "//'MY.MACROS.DS'",

        "/u/users/me/macros"

    ]

});

In the preceding example, the compile.hlasm() standard library API generates an HLASM compile genrule for each
source file that is identified by the srcs file glob (./src/*.asm ). syslibs specifies two locations to search for HLASM
macro files. The locations are the data set named //'MY.MACROS.DS' and the USS directory named /u/users/me/
macros .

The compile.hlasm() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

By default, a return code of 4 or less is considered a success for compile.hlasm() . To enforce a max return code of
zero, use the maxrcZero: true option.

opts

The compile.hlasm() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file paths
should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists.
Defaults to *.asm .

useDepOut boolean If true, determines the source file name by the "hlasm_out_file"
property of the specified "deps". One rule is generated per
dependency rule. You cannot use this option together with srcs .

deps array of string The list of rule dependencies.
srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate HLASM source files. You can use

this option, as an alternative source of the source files, together
with srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects MACRO dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as
MACROs are changed, dependent rules are triggered during a
build. Defaults to true .

opts array of strings Extra HLASM compiler options.
steplibs array of strings The list of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. Use this

option to specify an alternate location for the IBM HLASM compiler
or if you have any compiler exits.

syslibs array of strings The list of locations where source language library members/
files may reside within the project. You can specify a USS relative
or absolute path or a data set, using z/OS UNIX notation. The
source language library is used as the source of macros and for
the COPY instructions. Defaults to: "." , "//SYS1.MACLIB"
, "//SYS1.MODGEN" , "//CEE.SCEEMAC" , and "//
CBC.SCCNSAM" .

debug boolean If true, prints debugging information to the console.
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maxrcZero boolean If true, enforces a max return code of 0 (normally, a return code of
4 or less is acceptable).

includeDeps array of strings List of rules that generate macro files. Extracts the location of
the macro file. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

includeDepsPro string Name of the property in each includeDeps entry that
contains the location of the generated macro file. Defaults to
inc_out_file and inc_out_files .

returns

The compile.hlasm() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

The compile.hlasm() API generates genrule_script type rules that invoke the standard library build script std/exp/
scripts/hlasm/compile.js . The build script performs the necessary DD allocations and invokes the IBM HLASM
ASMA90 compiler.

Default Compiler Options

The following HLASM compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are then

displayed when a rule fails.
LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.
OBJECT Generates object code.
LINECOUNT(0) Disables page listings.

Generated Rule Names

The compile.hlasm() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: The rule name that is generated from a HLASM source file at ./src/hello1.asm :

//:hlasm_compile#src_hello1.asm

Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.hlasm() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.
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Example: If the source file is my-package/asmpgm/hello1.asm , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/asmpgm/hello1.asm.o           (Object file)

./build-out/my-package/asmpgm/hello1.asm.list        (HLASM compiler listing file)

./build-out/my-package/asmpgm/hello1.asm.adata       (HLASM ADATA file)

./build-out/my-package/asmpgm/hello1.asm.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Compile PL/I API

Use the compile.pli() standard library API to generate rules for compiling PI/L. Lists the PI/L compiler options.

The compile.pli() API generates rules for compiling PL/I source code. The API uses the IBM PL/I compiler IBMZPLI .

Example: Generate PL/I compile rules for each source file found in the ./src directory

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.pli({

    srcs: "src/*.pli",

    syslibs: [

        "//'MY.INCLUDE.DS'",

        "/u/users/me/include"

    ]

});

In the preceding example, the compile.pli() standard library API generates a PL/I compile genrule for each source file
that is identified by the srcs file glob (./src/*.pli ). syslibs specifies two locations to search for PL/I include files.
The locations are the data set named //'MY.INCLUDE.DS' and the USS directory named /u/users/me/include .

The compile.pli() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

By default, a return code of 4 or less is considered a success for compile.pli() . To enforce a max return code of zero,
use the maxrcZero: true option.

opts

The compile.pli() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file paths
should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists. Defaults
to *.pli.

deps array of string The list of rule dependencies.
srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate PL/I source files. You can use this

option, as an alternative source of the source files, together with
srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects include dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as includes
are changed, dependent rules are triggered during a build.
Defaults to true .

opts array of strings Extra PL/I compiler options.
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steplibs array of strings The list of STEPLIB data sets to use during compilation. Use this
option to specify an alternate location for the IBM PL/I compiler or
if you have any compiler exits.

syslibs array of strings The list of locations where source language library members/
files may reside within the project. You can specify a USS relative
or absolute path or a data set, using z/OS UNIX notation. The
source language library is used as the source of macros and for
the COPY instructions.

debug boolean If true, prints debugging information to the console.
maxrcZero boolean If true, enforces a max return code of 0 (normally, a return code of

4 or less is acceptable).
includeDeps array of strings List of rules that generate PL/I include files. Extracts the location

of the include file. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

includeDepsProp string Name of the property in each includes entry that contains
the location of the generated include file. Defaults to
inc_out_file and inc_out_files .

returns

The compile.pli() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

The compile.pli() API generates genrule_script type rules that invoke the standard library build script std/exp/
scripts/pli/compile.js . The build script performs the necessary DD allocations and invokes the IBM IBMZPLI
compiler.

Default Compiler Options

The following PL/I compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
TERM Forces the compiler to write error messages to the SYSTERM DD. These messages are then

displayed when a rule fails.
LIST Forces the compiler to generate a listing.
OBJECT Generates object code.

Generated Rule Names

The compile.pli() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: The rule name that is generated from a PL/I source file at ./src/hello1.pli :
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//:pli_compile#src_hello1.pli

Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.pli() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/plipgm/hello1.pli , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/plipgm/hello1.pli.o           (Object file)

./build-out/my-package/plipgm/hello1.pli.list        (PL/I compiler listing file)

./build-out/my-package/plipgm/hello1.pli.adata       (PL/I ADATA file)

./build-out/my-package/plipgm/hello1.pli.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Compile C API

Use the compile.c() standard library API to generate rules for compiling C. Lists the C compiler options.

Generate C compile rules using xlc compiler for the input sources. The API uses the xlc compiler.

Example: Generate C compile rules for each source file found in the ./src directory

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.c({

    srcs: "src/*.c",

    includes: ["my/includes"]

});

In the preceding example, the compile.c() standard library API generates a C compile genrule for each source file that
is identified by the srcs file glob (./src/*.c ). includes specifies an include directory to search (my/includes ).

The compile.c() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

opts

The compile.c() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file paths
should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists. Defaults
to *.c.

deps array of string The list of rule dependencies.
srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate C source files. You can use this

option, as an alternative source of the source files, together with
srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects include dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as includes
are changed, dependent rules are triggered during a build.
Defaults to true .

opts array of string Extra C compiler options.
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qOpts object (keyword/value) Extra -q options (for example, qOpts: {arch: "1",
compress: null} becomes -qarch=1 -qcompress ).

flags array of strings The set of compiler flags to use. The flags must be used as-is. For
example, if you want to add the -O2 flag, use the same format the
flag has in the list ["-O2"] .

defines object (keyword/value) Extra #define to use during compilation (for example, 
defines: {DEBUG: "1"} becomes -DDEBUG=1 ).

includes array of strings Include paths to search. Can specify a USS directory or an MVS
data set using the // notation (for example, //MY.DATASET ).

debug boolean If true, prints debugging information to the console.
includeDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate C include files. Extracts the location

of the include file. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

includeDepsProp string Name of the property in each includeDeps entry that
contains the location of the generated include file. Defaults to
inc_out_file and inc_out_files .

returns

The compile.c() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

The compile.c() API generates genrule_usscmd type rules that invoke the xlc compiler.

Default Compiler Options

The following C compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
-c Does not send object files to the link editor.
-qsource Produces a source listing and any diagnostic messages.
-qmakedep Generates a make dependency file. The option generates a dependency file that bldz uses to

detect and track dependencies.

Generated Rule Names

The compile.c() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: The rule name that is generated from a C source file at ./src/hello1.c :

//:c_compile#src_hello1.c
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Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.c() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/cpgm/hello1.c , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.s           (Transpiled HLASM file)        

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.list        (xlc compiler listing file)    

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.u           (xlc makedep file)             

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.c.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Compile CPP API

Use the compile.cpp() standard library API to generate rules for compiling C++. Lists the C++ compiler options.

The compile.cpp() API generate C++ compile rules using xlc++ compiler for the input sources. The API uses the xlc
++ compiler.

Example: Generate C++ compile rules for each source file found in the ./src directory

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

var rules = compile.cpp({

    srcs: "src/*.cpp",

    includes: ["my/includes"]

});

In the preceding example, the compile.cpp() standard library API generates a C++ compile genrule for each source
file that is identified by the srcs file glob (./src/*.cpp ). includes specifies an include directory to search (my/
includes ).

The compile.cpp() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules.

opts

The compile.cpp() API accepts the following options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
srcs array of strings or string The list of source files to compile. You may specify file globs to

avoid manually specifying each source file path. The file paths
should be relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists.
Defaults to *.cpp .

deps array of string The list of rule dependencies.
srcDeps array of strings The list of rules that generate C++ source files. You can use this

option, as an alternative source of the source files, together with
srcs . The rules are automatically added to the deps property.

srcDepsProp string Name of the property that contains generated source files in
srcDeps . Defaults to src_out_file .

autoDeps boolean If true, automatically detects include dependencies and
dynamically updates rules. With autoDeps: true as includes
are changed, dependent rules are triggered during a build.
Defaults to true .

opts array of string Extra C++ compiler options.
qOpts object (keyword/value) Extra -q options (for example, qOpts: {arch: "1",

compress: null} becomes -qarch=1 -qcompress ).
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flags array of strings The set of compiler flags to use. The flags must be used as-is. For
example, if you want to add the -O2 flag, use the same format the
flag has in the list ["-O2"] .

defines object (keyword/value) Extra #define to use during compilation (For example, 
defines: {DEBUG: "1"} becomes -DDEBUG=1 ).

includes array of string Includes paths to search. Can specify a USS directory or an MVS
data set using the // notation (for example, //MY.DATASET ).

debug boolean If true, prints debugging information to the console.
includeDeps array of string List of rules that generate C++ include files. Extracts the location

of the include file. The rules are automatically added to the deps
property.

includeDepsProp string Name of the property in each includeDeps entry that
contains the location of the generated include file. Defaults to
inc_out_file and inc_out_files .

returns

The compile.cpp() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    rules: [],

    opts: {}

}

• rules is the list of generated rules
• opts is a copy of the specified input options with any modifications that are made by the API

You can use the returned rules list on the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

The compile.cpp() API generates genrule_usscmd type rules that invoke the xlc++ compiler.

Default Compiler Options

The following C++ compiler options are enabled by default:

Option Purpose
-c Does not send object files to the link editor.
-qsource Produces a source listing and any diagnostic messages.
-qmakedep Generates a make dependency file. The option generates a dependency file that bldz uses to

detect and track dependencies.

Generated Rule Names

The compile.cpp() API automatically generates rule names that are based on the directory and source file names.

Example: the rule name that is generated from a C++ source file at ./src/hello1.cpp :

//:cpp_compile#src_hello1.cpp
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Rule Outputs

The rules that are generated by compile.cpp() place the output into the corresponding package build-out/
<package>/<in-package-sub-directory> directory, using the source file names and a short extension name for
files.

Example: If the source file is my-package/cpgm/hello1.cpp , you will get the following output

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.cpp.s           (Transpiled HLASM file)

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.cpp.list        (xlc++ compiler listing file)

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.cpp.u           (xlc++ makedep file)

./build-out/my-package/cpgm/hello1.cpp.deps.json   (bldz-tracked dependency file)

Endevor Standard Library
Use the Endevor standard library APIs to interact with Endevor from your build scripts.

The Endevor standard library provides APIs for interacting with Endevor from a build script or stand-alone script.

You can use the Endevor APIs by requiring the Endevor standard library module from BUILDZ.js or a script.

var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/endevor");

NOTE
Not all functionality is documented here.

You can find the complete set of functions, options, and return values for the standard library APIs in the module
documentation. Access the module documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the bldz init stdlib command to dump the standard library modules to your projects node_modules
directory.

2. Navigate to node_modules/bldz/std/exp/rules/endevor.js to view the module documentation.
3. (Optional) Retrieve the node_modules/ directory to your local machine using syncz backsync.

Autocomplete-capable editors, such as Visual Studio Code, recognize the bldz modules contained within
node_modules/ and begin to provide the code completion and documentation.

Software Requirements

Before you use the Endevor standard library APIs, ensure that you mark the bldz executable with the APF extended
attribute. For more information, see APF-authorized Programs in Build Scripts.

Available APIs

• config
• endevor.publish()

config

You can configure the Endevor APIs by setting module properties in endevor.config . The settings apply to all Endevor
API calls.

var endevor = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/endevor");

// The Endevor steplibs 

endevor.config.steplibs = [

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTU",
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    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTH",

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD",

];

// The Endevor conlibs

endevor.config.conlibs = [

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD"

];

// The Endevor location

endevor.config.location = {

    env: "PRD",

    sys: "SYSTEM",

    subsys: "GA"

};

endevor.publish()

Publishes elements to Endevor.

Invoking endevor.publish() from BUILDZ.js generates genrules for publishing during a build. Invoking
endevor.publish() from a build script or stand-alone script publishes to Endevor immediately.

Example: Use the endevor.publish() API to publish a source file from your project

var endevor = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/endevor");

endevor.config.steplibs = [

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTU",

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQAUTH",

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD",

];

endevor.config.conlibs = [

    "CAI.NDVR.CSIQLOAD"

];

endevor.config.location = {

    env: "PRD",

    sys: "SYSTEM",

    subsys: "GA"

};

endevor.publish({

    files: ["mysource.asm"],

    type: "ASMPGM",

    ccid: "SOURCE",

    comment: "updated source",

    generate: false,

    maxRc: 4,

    overrideSignout: true

});

In the preceding example, mysource.asm is published to the Endevor location PRD SYSTEM GA as the element
MYSOURCE of the ASMPGM type. generate: false disables the generation of an element when adding the element to
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Endevor. maxRc: 4 indicates that the call must fail if the return code from the Endevor SCL processor is greater than 4.
overrideSignout: true overrides any existing signout. ADD SCL is generated to add or update the element in the
specified location.

opts

The endevor.publish() API accepts options to tweak the generation of rules:

Option Type Description
files string or array of strings The list of files to publish. You may specify a file glob to avoid

manually specifying each file path. The file paths should be
relative to the location where BUILDZ.js exists.

datasets array of strings The list of data sets to publish. The data set must be either
sequential or a member.

deps array of strings The list of rule dependencies.
type string The Endevor element type.
location object The Endevor location to publish the element.
eleMap key/value object Mapping of file path to Endevor element name. Use this option if

you wish to change what the Endevor element name should be.
ccid string The Endevor change ID for the publish.
comment string The Endevor comment for the publish.
generate bool Indicates if you want to generate the element after publish.
maxRc number The maximum acceptable return code for the publish.
overrideSignout bool Indicates if you want to override any existing signouts for the

element.
outputFiles bool Indicates that you would like C1MSGS1 and C1MSGS2 to be

persisted to an output file.

returns

The endevor.publish() API returns an object that contains the names of the generated rules:

{

    /**

     * The options used - may have been modified for different reasons.

     * @type {PublishOpts}

     */

    opts: {},

    /**

     * the list of generated rule names.

     * 

     * If executing the publish function outside of a package (i.e. BUILDZ.js file)

     * then the publish executes immediately and this property will be empty

     */

    rules: [],

    /**

     * If executing immediately (if called outside of a BUILDZ.js package file),

     * then the script results are returned here. If rules are generated, this

     * property is null.

     */

    results: {}
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};

You can use the returned rules list in the deps property of other genrules or standard library functions that accept
deps .

Build Script

If endevor.publish() is invoked from BUILDZ.js , the API generates genrule_script type rules that invoke the
standard library build script std/exp/scripts/endevor/publish.js . If endevor.publish() is invoked from a
build script or stand-alone script, the build script is invoked immediately.

The build script generates SCL that performs the ADD function by invoking NDVRC1 with the parameter C1BM3000 .

Generated Rule Names

When endevor.publish() is invoked from BUILDZ.js , the API automatically generates rule names based on the
directory and source file names.

Example: The rule name that is generated from a COBOL source file at ./src/hello1.cbl :

//:ndvr_publish#src_hello1.cbl

Rule Outputs

If outputFiles: true is specified and endevor.publish() is invoked from BUILDZ.js , the following output will be
generated:

./build-out/ndvr_publish#<file|dataset>#execution_summary_report_C1MSGS2.txt

./build-out/ndvr_publish#<file|dataset>#syntax_request_report_C1MSGS1.txt

If outputFiles: true is specified and endevor.publish() is invoked from a build script or stand-alone script, the
outputs are placed in the current working directory:

./ndvr_publish#<file|dataset>#execution_summary_report_C1MSGS2.txt 

./ndvr_publish#<file|dataset>#syntax_request_report_C1MSGS1.txt

Manage Files with Standard Library
Manage files and data sets with the standard library. Lists available APIs for generating genrules.

You can use the standard library to generate genrules for managing files and data sets:

var files = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/files");

NOTE
This article does not cover all functionality.

You can find the complete set of functions, options, and return values for the standard library APIs in the module
documentation. Access the module documentation:

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the bldz init stdlib command to dump the standard library modules to your projects node_modules
directory.

2. Navigate to node_modules/bldz/std/exp/rules/compile.js to view the module documentation.
3. (Optional) Download the node_modules/ directory to your local workstation by using syncz backsync.

Autocomplete-capable editors, such as Visual Studio Code, recognize the bldz modules and begin to provide the code
completion and documentation.
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Available APIs

• files.ds.alloc()
• files.ds.copy()

files.ds.alloc()

Generates genrules that allocate MVS data sets.

Example: Allocate the PDSe data set  MY.COPYBOOK.DS

var dataset_rules = files.ds.alloc([

    {

        attributes: {

            dsn: "MY.COPYBOOK.DS",

            lrecl: 80,

            recfm: "F,B",

            dsorg: "PO",

            dsntype: "LIBRARY",

            blksize: 6160,

            vol: "TSU006"

        },

        opts: {

            delete: true

        }

    }

]);

In the preceding example, a rule with the name ds_alloc_MY.COPYBOOK.DS is generated to allocate the desired data
set. The rule runs if the data set does not exist. If during the first run of bldz the data set already exists and the cache
entry is empty, the opts value delete: true instructs bldz to recreate the data set.

opts

{

    dsn: "",

    vol: "",

    maxvol: 0,

    unit: "",

    writer: "",

    like: "",

    release: false,

    avgrec: "U|K|M",

    status: "OLD|SHR|MOD|NEW|SYSOUT",

    disp: "KEEP|DELETE|CATALOG|UNCATALOG",

    dsorg: "PS|PO|DA",

    dsntype: "LIBRARY|PDS|HFS|EXTREQ|EXTPREF|BASIC|LARGE",

    space: [0, 0],

    space_units: "CYL|TRACKS",

    recfm: "A|B|D|F|M|S|T|U|V",

    lrecl: 0,

    blksize: 0,

    filedata: "TEXT|BINARY",

    path: "",

    pathdisp: "",

    pathmode: "",
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    pathopts: "",

    other: "OTHER PARAMETERS",

}

returns

The files.ds.alloc() API returns the following object:

{

    /**

     * list of rules created for this compile

     */

    rules: [],

}

files.ds.copy()

Generates genrules that copy source files from your project into the specified data set.

Example: Copy all source files identified by the files glob ./src/copybooks/*.cbl to MY.COPYBOOK.DS as
members

files.ds.copy({

    dsn: "MY.COPYBOOK.DS",

    deps: [],

    binary: false,

    files: "./src/copybooks/*.cbl"

});

In the preceding example, all source files that are identified by the files glob ./src/copybooks/*.cbl are copied
to MY.COPYBOOK.DS as members. The member names are the first eight characters of the source file name minus the
extension.

opts

The files.ds.copy() accepts the following options:

{

    /**

     * The data set name

     */

    dsn: "",

    /**

     * The list of files to copy to the data set

     * 

     * NOTE: File names are truncated to 8 characters, uppercased, and the 

     *       extension is dropped to generate the data set member name. 

     */

    files: [],

    /**

     * Dependencies for the generated rule

     */

    deps: [],

    /**

     * If true, copies with binary mode

     */

    binary: false
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}

returns

The files.ds.copy() API returns the following object:

{

    /**

     * Name of the rule created for the copy

     */

    rule: "",

    /**

     * The input options used - opts may be adjusted when generating rules

     */

    opts: {}

}

Modify the Standard Library
Modify the bldz standard library to provide functionality specific to the build environment. Lists the steps to modify the
standard library.

The standard library is embedded within bldz and is intended to be used without modification. Normally, you work with
the standard library, using existing options and parameters. In certain situations, you may want to modify or extend the
standard library to provide functionality that is specific to your build environment.

To modify the standard library, take the following steps.

1. Dump the Standard Library
2. (Optional) Retrieve the Standard Library
3. Modify the Standard Library
4. Update Your Build File

Dump the Standard Library

Dump the standard library to the file system on z/OS UNIX System Services by issuing the following command:

bldz init stdlib

The previously mentioned command creates a node_modules directory in your current working directory on z/OS UNIX
System Services and dumps the standard library contents. You can find the standard library in the node_modules/
bldz/std directory.

You can modify the contents in place or can retrieve the contents of the standard library to your local workstation with
syncz.

(Optional) Retrieve the Standard Library

Once the standard library is dumped, you can retrieve the standard library to your local workstation, using the syncz
backsync functionality. For more information, see the backsync section on the Syncz Entries page.

NOTE
You do not need to download the standard library to your local machine for further editing, you can modify the
standard within the z/OS UNIX System Services directory directly.

Update your projects syncz.yml file to include a new backsync entry:

backsync:
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  - id: jsdoc

    local: node_modules/

    remote: /z/ibmusr/project1/node_modules/

In the previous example, the value of the remote property indicates that you dumped the standard library in the remote z/
OS UNIX System Services directory /z/ibmusr/project1 .

Modify The Standard Library

Once the standard library is dumped into the filesystem, you can begin to make edits.

TIP
Move the scripts that you want to modify to a different directory in your project.

Assume that you want to modify the behavior of the COBOL standard library build script by adding a new parameter and
new functionality. The following scripts should be updated:

• node_modules/bldz/std/exp/rules/compile.js
Contains the parameters and rule generation function for compile.cobol() .

• node_modules/bldz/std/exp/scripts/cobol/compile.js
Contains the buildScript() function that invokes the IBM IGYCRCTL COBOL compiler to perform the COBOL
compile.

Copy the previously mentioned two scripts to a new directory in your project. For example:

• scripts/rules/compile.js
• scripts/cobol/compile.js

Since the scripts are available in your project, modify the code.

In addition to the custom edits to the build script, you must update the scripts/rules/compile.js COBOL rule
generation function.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the function cobol(opts) function within scripts/rules/compile.js . You should see an options
object for the genrule within the function.
var genrule_opts = {

    // required parameters

    name: name,

    script_file: "internal::std/exp/scripts/cobol/compile.js",

    update_rule_file: "internal::std/exp/scripts/update/deps.js",

    // tracked input files

    src_file: src,

    // tracked output files

    object_out_file: `${name}.o`,

    // json file with dependencies (not tracked)

    deps_filejson: `${name}.deps.json`,

    // pass remainder of params unmodified

    steplibs: opts.steplibs,

    opts: opts.opts,

    deps: opts.deps,

    pgm: opts.pgm,
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    copyPaths: opts.copyPaths,

    debug: opts.debug,

    // dependencies that will be updated by update rule

    dep_files: []

};

2. Change the script_file property of the genrule_opts object to point to your updated script: script_file:
"./scripts/cobol/compile.js",

You have successfully modified the standard library.

Update Your Build File

Once the standard library is dumped and modified, you must update your BUILDZ.js file to require the modified standard
library. For more information, see the require section on the bldz and Javascript page.

Normally, when you require an internal standard library module, you use the following syntax:
var compile = require("bldz/std/exp/rules/compile");

The path to the standard library module is prefixed with bldz/ instructing the require() function to search internally for
the module. The search does not run in the physical file system.

Update the require() statement to reference your modified version of scripts/rules/compile.js by using the
following syntax:
var compile = require("./scripts/rules/compile.js");

You have successfully updated your build file. Now your BUILDZ.js file references the updated version of the standard
library, rather than the embedded version.

You can run your build now.

MVS Dynamic Allocation Standard Library
Use the dynamic allocation standard library to manipulate DDs in your build scripts.

The standard library contains utilities to easily perform dynamic allocation, using BPXWDYN , from your build scripts.

var dd = require("bldz/std/exp/utils/dd");

You can use the dynamic allocation standard library to easily allocate, concatenate, and free DDs in your build scripts.

Example: Allocate and free a temporary SYSIN DD

// allocate DD SYSIN with the fixed block record format and the record length of 80

var sysinDD = dd.alloc("SYSIN", {

    attributes: {

        space: [10, 1],

        space_units: "CYL",

        recfm: "FB",

        lrecl: 80

    },

});

// free the DD

sysinDD.free();

NOTE
This article does not cover all functionality.
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You can find the complete set of functions, options, and return values for the DD APIs in the module documentation.
Access the module documentation:

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the bldz init stdlib command to dump the standard library modules to your projects node_modules
directory.

2. Navigate to node_modules/bldz/std/exp/utils/dd.js to view the module documentation.
3. (Optional) Download the node_modules/ directory to your local workstation by using syncz backsync.

Autocomplete-capable editors recognize the bldz modules and provide the code completion and documentation.

Available APIs

You can use the following APIs:

d.alloc()

Use the dd.alloc() API to perform the dynamic allocation. The API returns an allocation object, using the
following methods:

opts
The DD allocation method accepts the following parameters:
dd.alloc(ddname, opts);

where:
ddname

Specifies the name of the DD for allocation.
opts

Specifies an options object.
TODO Example: {Title of the example}
{

    /**

     * The data set attributes

     */

    attributes: {},

    /**

     * Special types.

     * Using a special type may cause various attributes

     * to be replaced or ignored

     */

    type: "stdout|stderr|dummy",

    /**

     * If true, adds this DD to the existing list of allocations

     */

    addToList: true

}

The list of available attributes you can specify on the attributes key of the opts object:
{

    dsn: "",

    vol: "",

    maxvol: 0,

    unit: "",

    writer: "",

    like: "",

    release: false,
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    avgrec: "U|K|M",

    status: "OLD|SHR|MOD|NEW|SYSOUT",

    disp: "KEEP|DELETE|CATALOG|UNCATALOG",

    dsorg: "PS|PO|DA",

    dsntype: "LIBRARY|PDS|HFS|EXTREQ|EXTPREF|BASIC|LARGE",

    space: [0, 0],

    space_units: "CYL|TRACKS",

    recfm: "A|B|D|F|M|S|T|U|V",

    lrecl: 0,

    blksize: 0,

    filedata: "TEXT|BINARY",

    path: "",

    pathdisp: "",

    pathmode: "",

    pathopts: "",

    other: "OTHER PARAMETERS",

}

returns
The dd.alloc() API returns an allocation object that contains more methods to manage the allocation.
Example:
var mydd = dd.alloc("SYSIN", {

    attributes: {

        space: [10, 1],

        space_units: "CYL",

        recfm: "FB",

        lrecl: 80

    },

});

The mydd object contains the following allocation methods:

• free()
• concat()
• alloc()
• toString()

free()
You can free the dynamic allocation using the following method:
mydd.free();

concat()
You can concatenate additional DDs to an existing allocation using the following method:
mydd.concat([mydd2, mydd3]);

concat() accepts a list of previously allocated DD objects.

NOTE
The concat() API uses the PERMC dynamic allocation option to permanently concatenate the DDs, so
you do not need to free the DDs individually.

alloc()
You can re-allocate freed DD, using the following method:
mydd.alloc();

toString()
Returns the dynamic allocation text string.
mydd.toString();
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dd.freeAll()

The dd.freeAll() API frees all previously allocated DDs.

The publishz Publishing Tool
Use the publishz publishing tool to upload your mainframe artifacts to JFrog and Nexus repositories.

publishz is an artifact-publishing tool for z/OS, which supports the JFrog server and Nexus server and enables you to work
with the raw format artifact repositories. publishz includes the following features:

• Search and list artifacts in a repository
• Upload and download single files
• Upload archive files
• Auto-unpack archived files after uploading
• Attach user-defined properties to the uploaded artifacts

NOTE
Currently, only JFrog servers support the auto-unpack feature

Sample Scenario

You want to directly upload raw artifacts of your application from z/OS into JFrog as part of the automation process. Use
publishz to publish the artifacts into JFrog Artifactory.

Install publishz
Lists steps to install and get started with the publishz publishing tool.

Prerequisites

Meet the following software requirements before you install the utility:

• Download the Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps solution from the Broadcom support site. For more
information, see Product Download.

• Install z/OS 2.2 or higher.
• Install IBM Java Runtime Version 8 31-bit or 64-bit, or JDK on your z/OS system.

For more information, see the IBM SDK, Java Technology Edition Version 8.

Install publishz

Install the publishz tool, using the archived file.

1. Unzip the archived file.
Example: Unzip the archive, using gzip and tar
tar xvf vjtools_vn.nn.n.tar

2. When you unpack the archive, you get three files: publishz-all.jar , publishz.ebcdic , and publishz . Use
the first two files to install the utility on your mainframe.

3. Run the following command to install publishz on your mainframe:
zowe files upload ftu bin/bldz/usr/bin/ --binary

4. Install publishz on z/OS by uploading both publishz-all.jar and publishz.ebcdic in binary mode to a
location on USS in your PATH .
Example: Upload files with Zowe CLI
zowe files upload ftu local/path/to/publishz-all.jar /u/users/your_user/bin/publishz-all.jar --binary

zowe files upload ftu local/path/to/publishz.ebcdic /u/users/your_user/bin/publishz --binary
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Alternatively, you can upload files to the bin location that is shared by all users.
zowe files upload ftu publishz-all.jar /bin/publishz-all.jar --binary

zowe files upload ftu publishz.ebcdic /bin/publishz --binary

The zowe files upload ftu command uploads the 2 files that are unpacked to the USS location in your PATH .
5. (Optional) Run the following command to verify the installation:

publishz version

You have successfully installed publishz .

You can complete the publishz "Hello, World!" Tutorial to get started with the publishing tool.

publishz Hello, World! Tutorial
Complete the publishz "Hello, World!" tutorial to familiarize yourself with the features of the tool.

Use the "Hello, World!" tutorial to learn how to use the following features of the pulbishz :

• Upload a single file to a repository
• Search for files in a repository
• Download single files to a repository
• Upload and unpack archive file to a repository

The tool enables you to access both the JFrog Artifactory repository and the Nexus artifact repository from z/OS and other
operating systems, such as Linux and Windows.

NOTE
For simplicity, this tutorial only includes the use cases with JFrog Artifactory repository on z/OS.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you fulfill the following software requirements before you can use the features:

• Java 8 runtime.
• Network connection to the JFrog Artifactory server.
• Access to a general-type (raw format) repository on the server.
• Access to the Unix System Service (USS) of your system.

NOTE
If you work with the JFrog Artifactory repository for the first time, ask your systems administrator for
necessary persmissions.

• Prepare test files. Create a test directory and upload files to the directory:
a. Create a test directory in your home directory by running the following command:

mkdir ~/jfrog_test

cd ~/jfrog_test

b. Create 2 test files and an archive file:
echo "123" > myfile1

echo "456" > myfile2

pax -w myfile1 myfile2 > myfiles.pax

NOTE
The tool supports archive file formats, such as zip, gz, tar, tgz, and pax.
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Upload Single File to Repository

Follow these steps:

1. Upload file 1 and file 2 to the path path/to/my/package/dir1 in the repository by running the following
commands:
publishz put -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile1 -l myfile1

publishz put -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile2 -l myfile2

The commands include the subcommand put to upload a single file at a time.
NOTE

• The parameter that follows the tool name is a subcommand.
• If you want to rename the file while uploading, use the put subcommand and provide a different file

name, using the -f option.
2. Upload file 1 and file 2 to the path path/to/my/package/dir2 simultaneously by running the following command:

publishz puts -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u

 your-id -p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir2 myfile1 myfile2

The puts subcommand lets you upload multiple files, but you cannot change the file names.

Search for Files in Repository

Since you have 4 files in the repository, you can search for the files by a partial file name. Run the following command and
view the output:

publishz search -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -n myfile

Example: The output of the search subcommand

{

  "result" : [ {

    "repoKey" : "your-test-repo",

    "itemPath" : "path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile1"

  }, 

  {

    "repoKey" : "your-test-repo",

    "itemPath" : "path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile2"

  }, 

  {

    "repoKey" : "your-test-repo",

    "itemPath" : "path/to/my/package/dir2/myfile1"

  }, 

  {

    "repoKey" : "your-test-repo",

    "itemPath" : "path/to/my/package/dir2/myfile2"

  } ]

}

The search result is displayed in the JSON format.

NOTE
If the subcommand returns 0, all search results are displayed in the JSON format.
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Download Single File from Repository

Follow these steps:

1. Download the files you uploaded earlier by running the following command:
publishz get -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile1 -l ./myfile1

publishz get -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile2 -l ./myfile2

2. Save multiple files to the given local directory simultaneously by running the following subcommand gets :
publishz get -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-

id -p your-password -l ./folder/ path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile1 path/to/my/package/dir1/myfile2

You have successfully saved 2 files in ./folder/path/to/my/package/dir1/ .

NOTE
The remote path of the files will be maintained in the target directory.

Upload and Unpack Archive File to Repository

Upload and unpack myfiles.pax by running the following command:

publishz put -s 'https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory' -r your-test-repo -b jfrog -u your-id -

p your-password -f path/to/my/package/dir3/ -l myfiles.pax -x

The put subcommand has the -x option. When you upload a file, the archive file is unpacked in the remote repository. If
you log in to the JFrog Artifactory web UI and locate the your-test-repo repository at path/to/my/package/dir3/
, you should see the unpacked files instead of the archive file.

For information about available commands, see publishz Command Line Reference.

Publishz CLI Command Reference
Lists the publishz CLI commands, options, and examples.

The publishz command has the following syntax:

publishz <subcommamd> [options] operands

Run the tool without any subcommands or options to get the full list of subcommands. Issue the following command:

> publishz

Available subcommands are:

config

delete

file

folder

get

gets

put

puts

search

version

To get a brief description of a particular subcommand, run the subcommand with the -h option.

Example: The description of the file subcommand
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> jfrog file -h

usage: java -jar pubz.jar file [options] <remote-path1> [remote-path2] ...
 -c,--config <arg>     name of the preconfigured profile
 -u,--user <arg>       logon username
 -p,--password <arg>   logon password (plain text)
 -s,--server <arg>     repository server URL
 -b,--brand <arg>      repository server brand
 -r,--repo <arg>       target repository name
 -h,--help             [optional] show usage description of the subcommand

Subcommand: config

The config subcommand creates .publishz.conf , the configuration file, in the current directory. In the configuration
file, publishz creates profiles and associates server brand, server URL, repository name, account name, and password
with profiles so that you do not need to enter these parameters every time.

The config subcommand provides 5 entry fields interactively. If you do not want to provide information, press Enter to
leave an input field blank.

Example: The result of running the config subcommand
publishz config

Profile name:
my-test-repo-jfrog
<a name describing the current configuration>

User name (press ENTER without input to skip):
my-id
<your id for logging on the repository server>

Password (press ENTER without input to skip):

<your password for logging on the repository server>

Server URL (press ENTER without input to skip):
https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory
<the URL of the repository server>

Repository name (press ENTER without input to skip):
my-test-repo
<the name of the repository associate with the current configuration>

You can also fill in the entry fields, using command-line options.

Example: Fill in the entry fields, using the `config' command with options.

publishz config -c my-test-repo-jfrog -u my-id -p 123456 -s https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/

artifactory -b jfrog -r my-test-repo

Profile name received from command line option: my-test-repo-jfrog

User name received from command line option: my-id

Password received from command line option.

Server URL received from command line option: https://artifactory.your-company.com:443/artifactory

Server brand received from command line option: jfrog

Repository name received from command line option: my-test-repo
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You can repeat the config subcommand to create multiple configuration profiles and associate different groups of
parameters to these profiles. Use the -c profile-name or --config profile-name option to load a configuration
profile. You can also use one of the available options to override the pre-configured parameters.

NOTE
If you do not create a configuration file, using the config subcommand, use the -u , -p , -s , -b , and -r
options in every command.

Options for all subcommands

We refer to the subcommand options as shared options in this article.
 -c,--config <arg>     the name of the predefined profile
 -u,--user <arg>       logon account name
 -p,--password <arg>   logon password (plain text)
 -s,--server <arg>     repository server URL
 -b,--brand <arg>      repository server brand name
 -r,--repo <arg>       target repository name
 -h,--help             show usage description of the subcommand

Subcommand: delete

Deletes one or multiple remote files or directories.

Syntax:

publishz delete [options] remote-path1 remote-path2 ...

Options:

Only shared options.

Subcommand: file

Gets the description of one or multiple remote files.

Syntax:

publishz file [options] remote-path1 remote-path2 ...

Options:

Only shared options.

Subcommand: folder

Gets the description of one or multiple remote directories.

Syntax:

publishz folder [options] remote-path1 remote-path2 ...

Options:

Only shared options.

NOTE
Not all repository servers support the folder subcommand.

Subcommand: get

Downloads a remote file.

Syntax:

publishz get [options]
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Options:
-a,--props <arg>      [optional] optional properties
-A,--PROPS <arg>      [optional] mandatory properties
-f,--remote <arg>     remote file path
-l,--local <arg>      [optional] local file path

At the moment, only the JFrog repository server supports the property options. The server determines whether a file is
available on the server by matching the property values. For more information about the property-based artifact resolution,
see Controlling Artifact Resolution with Matrix Parameters Queries on JFrog website.

The property options have the following format:

-a "key1=value1;key2=value2;..." -A "key1=value1;key2=value2;..."

WARNING
Avoid white space or semicolons in the keys or values.

Subcommand: gets

Downloads multiple remote files.

Syntax:

publishz gets [options] remote-path1 remote-path2 ...

Options:
-a,--props <arg>      [optional] optional properties
-A,--PROPS <arg>      [optional] mandatory properties
-l,--local <arg>      [optional] local directory path

Subcommand: put

Uploads a local file.

NOTE
The function and format of the options for put are similar to the get subcommand except the -x option.

Syntax:

publishz put [options]

Options:
-a,--props <arg>      [optional] optional properties
-A,--PROPS <arg>      [optional] mandatory properties
-f,--remote <arg>     remote file or directory path
-l,--local <arg>      [optional] local file path
-x,--explode          unpack archive file after upload

At the moment, only the JFrog server supports the -x option. If you use the-x option, the archive file automatically
unpacks after the successful upload, and the path provided by the -f option is regarded as a directory. If the file names in
the archive have relative paths, including pure file names without path, the file names are concatenated in the path of the
remote directory.

NOTE
If file names have full paths, the remote directory is ignored, ensure that you use full paths in the archive file.

The supported archive file formats include zip, gz, tar, tgz, and pax.

Subcommand: puts

Uploads multiple local files.

Syntax:
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publishz puts [options] local-path1 local-path2 ...

Options:
-a,--props <arg>      [optional] optional properties
-A,--PROPS <arg>      [optional] mandatory properties
-f,--remote <arg>     remote directory path to put the files

Ensure that the remote path is a directory.

Other options are similar to the gets subcommand.

Subcommand: search

Searches for remote files by date range or file name.

Syntax:

publishz search [options]

Options:
-n,--name <arg>           [optional] remote file path & name (pattern)
-g,--group <arg>          [optional] the component group to search
-f,--created-from <arg>   [optional] the beginning of the creation date range
-t,--created-to <arg>     [optional] the end of the creation date range

JFrog server supports search by name or by the creation date range, that is the created-from and created-to
arguments. The name can be a full name or partial name. The date should be in the format yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss ,

where:

HH is a 24-hour number.

If both criteria are given, the file name takes effect.

Nexus server supports search by name and/or by group . The name must be a full name with the path on the server. The
group is very similar to the path of a directory where one or more files are stored. If you want to list the files in a remote
directory, ensure that you only provide group when searching.

Example: The subcommand with the properly formatted date

publishz search --from="2020-01-01 00:00:00" --to="2020-01-16 00:00:00" --...other options

The abovementioned range includes 15 days starting from 1 Jan 2020 to the end of 15 Jan 2020.

Subcommand: version

Displays the version of the publishz tool.

Team Build and Bridge for Git Integration
Integrate Endevor Team Build with Bridge for Git to synchronize an Endevor inventory with GitHub.

Team Build toolkit is useful for creating and executing builds on the mainframe platform. Integration of Endevor Bridge for
Git with Team Build provides even more functionality for the toolkit.

Endevor Bridge for Git makes Endevor inventory available in a GitHub repository. However, users still must run builds to
test new code changes that are done in a GitHub repository. One way is to let Endevor Bridge for Git synchronize files
with Endevor and run Endevor generate actions on them. The other way is to use Endevor Team Build toolkit instead of
Endevor for the build. This approach makes Team Build independent from Endevor and lets you run builds even on zD&T.
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Initial Setup

Before you run a build on a mainframe with Endevor Team Build, you must get or create build files and build scripts for the
project. You can use exportz to generate the project files.

Run exportz in the project directory, using the location specified in the GitHub repository setup in Endevor Bridge for Git.

exportz --environment ENV --system SYS --subsystem SUB --stage 1 --base-url http://host:port/EndevorService/

rest --stc WSEWSSTC --user USER_NAME --dataset-hlq USERID.BLDZ.PROJECT

To find the correct location in Endevor, check the mapping.json file in the .ebg directory of the project. The location is
specified in endevor property.

{

    ...

  "endevor": {

    "baseUrl": "http://host:port/EndevorService/rest/",

    "configuration": "WSEWSSTC",

    "environment": "ENV",

    "stageNumber": "1",

    "system": "SYS",

    "subsystem": "SUB"

  },

   ...

}

After exportz completes, you should have new scripts in your project together with the BUILDZ.js build file in the root
directory of the project.

If the GitHub repository does not include all the necessary files (elements) for the build, exportz retrieves them and adds
them to the project. The newly added files can be reported with git status (apart from the scripts and build file). For
testing purposes, this is not a problem. However, if you plan to use these files extensively or even change them, you have
to include them in GitHub repository and map the files to the Endevor elements.

If you need to add existing elements to the GitHub repository, run the following Endevor Bridge for Git add command,
using Zowe CLI.

zowe endevor-bridge-for-git mapping add-element MY-CONTEXT MY-MAPPING --name MY-ELEMENT-NAME --type MY-

ELEMENT-TYPE

For more information, see Work with Synchronized Repositories.

Once the initial setup is complete, you can commit scripts and the build file to the GitHub repository.

NOTE
Your scripts and build files are out of the Endevor mapping directory structure, so that does not result in a
conflict. Endevor Bridge for Git should not synchronize those files to the Endevor inventory.

You can now review Synchronize Files and Build on mainframe to use the project with Endevor Team Build.

Synchronize Files and Build on Mainframe
Lists steps to synchronize Endevor files and run a build on a mainframe, using Team Build.

Use information on this page to familiarize yourself with the process of synchronization and running a build on the
mainframe.

Synchronize Local Sources to Mainframe

To synchronize sources from local directory to mainframe, we use the syncz tool.
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First, you must set up a configuration file for connection to the mainframe using ssh protocol. Create two files syncz.yml
and syncz_vars.yml in the root directory of the project.

Another method is to merge syncz.yml and syncz_vars.yml into syncz.yml and add all necessary entries to the
syncz.yml file.

TIP
The first method provides more flexibility.

The main file syncz.yml contains the specification for synchronization. The syncz_vars.yml file contains personalized
information, such as user ID and working directory on mainframe. syncz_vars.yml is not committed to the GitHub
repository. The file is added to the .gitignore file.

Example: syncz.yml file
sync:

  - id: "src"

    remote: ((.remotedir))

    dsn: ((.user)).bldz.zfs

    fsvol: tsu006

    fssize: 200

    fssize2: 50

    newfs: ((.newfs))

    dos2unix: true

    ignore:

      - ".git/"

      - ".gitignore"

      - ".endevorReports/"

      - ".endevorListings/"

      - "gb-templates/"

      - ".gbmapping"

      - ".workAreas"

      - "listings/"

      - "*.md"

      - "*.yml"

      - "*.log"

# Retrieve listings

retrieve_pdse:

  - pdse: ((.datasethlq)).OUT1

    stagedir: ((.remotedir))/stage-list/

    local: ./listings

    ext: lst

Example: syncz_vars.yml file
host: my.host.com

user: mainframe_user_name

sshport: 22

remotedir: /full/path/to/working/directory/on/uss/

datasethlq: USERID.BLDZ.PROJECT

newfs: false

The examples of configuration files also contain property the datasethlq property for retrieving listing from the
mainframe after the build. The datasethlq property must be set up in the same way as the --dataset-hlq in
exportz . You can also find the datasethlq property in BUILDZ.js file at the beginning.
var OUTPUT_HLQ = "USERID.BLDZ.PROJECT"
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The datasethlq property is used in retrieve_pdse entry as a prefix to the data set which contains listings. If a data
set with listings is present, the real name of that data set can be found in BUILDZ.js . You must look for the following
Javascript array, which is a map of Endevor data set names to our working data sets:
var output_datasets = {

    "YOUR_HLQ.NDVR.ENV.OBJLIB": OUTPUT_HLQ+".OUT0",

    "YOUR_HLQ.NDVR.ENV.LISTLIB": OUTPUT_HLQ+".OUT1", // <- object listings

    "YOUR_HLQ.NDVR.ENV.LOADLIB": OUTPUT_HLQ+".OUT1",

    "YOUR_HLQ.NDVR.ENV.LLISTLIB": OUTPUT_HLQ+".OUT2",

}

If the listing data set does not match, adjust the retrieve_pdse entry. If your have linker listings, you can also add
another retrieve_pdse entry. Now you can synchronize code by running the following command:
syncz

NOTE
After the first run of syncz , you get an error message, because nothing was built and no listing data set was
created.

The error only occurs if the syncz configuration is set to retrieve listings after synchronization with the retrieve_pdse
property that causes the following error. If you want to avoid the error, run the command with syncz --no-ret-pdse
option which disables the retrieval of PDSe data sets.
retrieving [USERID.BLDZ.PROJECT.OUT1] to [./listings/]

critical: listing PDSe 'USERID.BLDZ.PROJECT.OUT1' members failed with code '1':

critical: 

critical: [panic]: PDSEATTR failed. The data set is not found.

critical:

syncz comes with more options to run, which can be displayed by executing the following command:
syncz --help

To start syncz in interactive mode, run the following command:
syncz -i

Interactive mode keeps the connection to the mainframe. To sync the directory again, press Enter .

Watch mode sets syncz to synchronize at the beginning and then watch for the file changes and synchronize the
changed files only. To start syncz in watch mode, run the following command:
syncz -w

Run a Build on Mainframe

Once sources are uploaded and synchronized on the mainframe, you can build the project by connecting to the
mainframe USS shell and execute the bldz command from the remote directory. Run the following commands:
cd /full/path/to/working/directory/on/uss/

bldz

You can keep another dialog with the command-line interface open and run the command, or you can "reuse" the
syncz terminal to run the build. Start syncz with the -c parameter that specifies what command should run after the
synchronization completes.
syncz -c bldz --no-ret-pdse

However, this option runs the command for all types of synchronization (back and forth). Because you specified
retrieve_pdse in syncz.yml , use either of the following options:

• Turn off retrieve_pdse with the --no-ret-pdse option, as shown in the previous example.
• Use the -a option that specifies the sync id against which syncz must run.

In this case, you can run the following command against src id:
syncz -a "src::bldz"

The same is valid for Interactive mode:
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syncz -i -a "src::bldz"

When you finish with source code changes and the build testing, you can commit the changes to GitHub repository for
further synchronization with Endevor, using Endevor Bridge for Git solution. If any new elements are introduced, you can
add the elements with the Endevor Bridge for Git mapping option in Zowe CLI. For more information, see Endevor Bridge
for Git.

Sample Applications
Lists the Team Build sample projects that are part of the distributed package. Use the samples to get started with Team
Build.

As part of the Team Build package, in the samples folder, you will find several applications that help you familiarize
yourself with the Team Build components. You can find the following sample applications:

finance
Includes a self-contained Endevor finance application with a manually created build script.

finance-export
Includes a sample application that helps you to learn how to use exportz against the Endevor finance application
to create a Team Build project.

hello_world
Includes a self-contained "Hello, world" project with COBOL, PLI, HLASM, and other languages and manually
created build scripts.

hello_world_stdlib
Includes a self-contained "Hello, world" project with COBOL, PLI, HLASM, and other languages, that is built with
the standard library.

Each of the sample applications contains a Readme file in Markdown format, that instructs you on how to proceed with the
application. To download the samples, click the Product Downloads and follow the instructions.
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Bridge for Git Explorer
The Bridge for Git Explorer allows you to work with Git-Endevor mappings synchronized to Endevor, using the Endevor
Bridge for Git. When you work with a work environment only mapping, you may need to add elements from up the
Endevor map back to your mapping. The Bridge for Git Explorer reads the information about the mapping that you have
cloned locally in your Visual Studio Code workspace and provides a list of elements from up the map for that particular
Endevor inventory location.

Software Requirements

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you can use Bridge for Git Explorer:

• Visual Studio Code v1.50.0 or higher.
• Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI profile or an API ML base profile.

The profile should have the same configuration of Endevor used for the Git-Endevor mapping you have open in your
workspace.

• Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI profile with Git credentials.
This profile should contain the information for the same Bridge for Git server you used to create the mapping.

• Synchronized Git-Endevor mapping that you have cloned locally and have open in your VS Code workspace.

For more information, see the Bridge for Git Explorer on VS Code Marketplace.
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Mainframe Webhook Server
Use the Mainframe Webhook Server to define an HTTP endpoint, receive notifications of mainframe events, and Monitor
file-based events.

The Mainframe Webhook Server lets you define an HTTP endpoint, such as the ALCEvent Broker, that can receive
notifications of mainframe events. The Mainframe Webhook Server monitors the specified locations for file-based events
and posts the events to a webhook endpoint. You can monitor the events to ensure delivery, and repost the events if there
is failure. The Mainframe Webhook Server provides an administrative interface to configure the webhook event, and to
review and manage event data.

Acquire the Web Application Archive (war) file for the Mainframe Webhook Server as part of the Endevor Integrations for
Enterprise DevOps Integrations for DevOps package from Broadcom Support.

You can install the Mainframe Webhook Server on any Tomcat installation that runs on the mainframe from which the
events are sourced.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

• Set up Activity Logging for Webhook Support in Endevor.
• Install Tomcat on the mainframe from which the events are sourced.

Deploy Webhook Server on Tomcat
Use this procedure to deploy a Mainframe Webhook Server to your Tomcat installation on the mainframe.

1. Locate the mfwebhookserver.war file in the <webhook_server> folder.
2. Consider optional settings for the following parameters:

– -Dmf.webhook.root
Path of the root directory to set an Environment parameter for Mainframe Webhook Server to run on Tomcat. Set
the Environment parameter on catalina.sh/bat using the JAVA_OPTS variable. To set the Mainframe Webhook
Server root directory under which the logs and configuration are stored, use the JAVA_OPTS variable to set this
environment parameter.
Values: Override the default application configuration path
Default: Environment variable $CATALINA_BASE
Note: For logs to be stored, the system administrator must grant Tomcat the permissions to write under the root
directory.

– -Dmf.webhook.file.encoding
Specifies the encoding of the event files that are consumed by the Mainframe Webhook Server.
Default:

• If the os.name parameter is set to z/OS, this parameter default is IBM01148
• For other operating systems, this parameter takes the encoding type from the JVM.

– -Dmf.webhook.debug.level
Specifies the debug logs for the Mainframe Webhook Server.
Values: ALL, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, FATAL, OFF, TRACE
Default: INFO

– -Dmf.webhook.event.queue.max
Specifies the maximum number of events to store in the event queue.
Default: 50
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Note: Each configuration has an event queue that is initialized when the configuration is active. This queue serves
as a buffer for incoming events when it takes more time than expected to deliver the event to the endpoint.

– -Dmf.webhook.retries.max
Specifies the maximum number of retries when an event cannot be delivered to the endpoint.
Default: 3

– -Dmf.webhook.retries.interval
Specifies the interval in seconds between retries when an event cannot be delivered to the endpoint.
Default: 5

– -Dmf.webhook.suspend.check.interval
Specify the interval in minutes between checks to determine if the watched directory is still unavailable.
Default: 5
Note: This process starts if there is a problem with the watched directory. For example, insufficient permissions or
the directory is not mounted.

3. Copy the WAR file to the Tomcat. webapps directory.
4. (Optional) If your system administrator disabled the Tomcat auto-deploy option, or if you changed the environment

parameters, restart the Tomcat server

NOTE

By default, the Mainframe Webhook Server can be accessed using HTTP.

Enable HTTPS for a Webhook Server
Configure a corresponding web server or an application server to support HTTPS requests.

If the configured webhook endpoints use HTTPS, the certificate for the endpoint is required for the Application server. Use
the following procedure to create a trustore and import the certificate.

1. Obtain the target server public certificate to import into the truststore later in this procedure.
2. Use the following keytool command to create a custom truststore:

keytool -genkey -alias mytruststore -keyalg RSA

-keystore mytruststore.jks

This step creates an empty truststore for which you must provide the required details.
3. Use the following Java keytool command to import the certificate to the custom truststore:

keytool -import -alias myserver -file myserver.cer

          -keystore mytruststore.jks -storepass changeit

4. Depending on how you run the application (Java-jar or JCL), use one of the following options:
– Java-jar

If you run the application with java-jar, add the following parameters
• -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<password>

Adds the password for the trust store.
• (Optional)-javax.net.ssl.trustStoreType

Defines the Java keystore file format
Default: JKS
Note: Change this value if another type of keystore is used.

– JCL
If you run the application as a JCL (execute program JVMLDM”<version>”), update your STDENV DD name,
IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS (IJO) with the previous parameters for the trust store:
IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore=<path>"            

IJO="$IJO -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword=<password>"  

export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO "
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(Optional) Secure Event Directories

The security admin can use the OS-level settings to prevent or grant access to the USS event directories.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a service account to start and stop the Tomcat server that is hosting the  mfwebhookserver.war file.
2. Create a group in USS where Tomcat is installed. This group should have rwx permissions to the directories where the

events are written.
3. Add the service account to the new group.
4. If you use service accounts in products that generate events, such as Endevor, add those service accounts to the new

group.
5. Provide the rwx permissions to the new group for all event directories.

Create and Configure Webhooks
Create, configure, and edit a mainframe webhook configuration, and set up endpoints.

Create and Configure a Webhook

Complete the configuration of your mainframe webhook.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Mainframe Webhook Server UI. Use one of the following URLs:
– https://<hostname>:<port>/mfwebhookwerver (default URL)
– http://<hostname>:<port>/mfwebhookserver

2. To create a webhook with default parameters, select the plus (+) button
The unedited webhook is displayed in the list of webhooks.

3. Right-click the webhook, or select the gear icon next to the webhook, then select Edit.
The Edit Webhook form opens and displays following fields:
a. Active (checkbox)

Specifies whether the current webhook is active.
b. Application

Specifies the application to be monitored.
Note: Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps is the only supported application.

c. (optional) Description
Specifies additional information about the use of the webhook. This information is solely for the user and does not
affect the application workflow.

d. Payload URL
Specifies the REST service API URL where the events that triggered the processing are sent by the POST method.

e. Content type
Specifies the content type that is used to post the event. Available content type options are JSON and XML.

f. Watched directory
Specifies the USS directory to be monitored for events.

g. Recursive (checkbox)
If the monitored directory is activated, check for files in the sub-directories of the monitored directory.

h. Events
Specifies the set of events that can be monitored. This field is generated dynamically based on the selection of
the monitored application. One or more event types can be selected simultaneously. To watch for all event types,
select ANY.

i. Authentication type
Specifies the type of authentication that is used at your site. Common authentication types include Basic, Bearer,
and OAuth. The type can also relate to a particular service, like Splunk.
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j. Authentication value
Specifies the API key to use to connect to the REST service API URL that is specified in the Payload URL field.
Note: If this field is empty, no authentication is used.

k. Notify e-mail
Specifies the e-mail address to which error reports are sent for the webhook.
Note: The field can contain multiple email addresses separated by commas.

l. Maximum event aging threshold
Specifies the number of days after which events that are not collected by the webhooks are deleted.

NOTE
Multiple webhook configurations can watch the same directory so that more than one maximum event
aging threshold is applied to the same watched directory. In this case, the greater of the two values is
used.
Example: Webhook configuration A is watching directory DIR with a threshold value of 30 days.
Webhook configuration B is also watching directory DIR but with a threshold value of 20 days. In this
case, all unhandled or uncollected event files in directory DIR are deleted after 30 days.

4. Select OK.
The webhook listing is displayed in purple while the activation is initialized.

Edit a Webhook configuration

The Mainframe Webhook Server configuration page provides a table that displays information about configured
webhooks. Use this table to activate and edit each webhook configuration.

NOTE
To change the following webhook configuration values directly in the table, right-click the cog-wheel, or right click
in a webhook row.

• Status
The status of the webhook configuration. The column contains following statuses:
– No status is displayed

The column is empty for the webhook which indicates that the webhook is not active.
– Running

The webhook is active and is running with no issues.
– Error

The webhook is active, but there is a problem with the Endpoint.
Note: If a webhook is in the Error status, a process checks the availability of the watched location and un-suspends
the webhook when the error is corrected.

– Suspended
The webhook is active, but there is a problem with the Endpoint.
Note: In the suspended status, the event is not delivered following retries. If the webhook is suspended, events
are still consumed and are put in the event queue. Events in the event queue are processed when the webhook
is unsuspended. To unsuspend the webhook, click the Suspended text in the Status column. This function is
available only when the Suspended status is displayed.
Note: To set the number of retries if an event cannot be delivered to the endpoint, use the following parameter from
step 6 on the Deploy Mainframe Webhook Server on Tomcat page:
-Dmf.webhook.retries.max=<maximum number of retries when delivering event>

• Active
Toggle to activate and deactivate the configuration.

• Edit
Edit the webhook configuration in the Edit Webhook window.

• Delete
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Delete the configuration to the Archive queue.
• Turn on/Turn off

Activate and deactivate the configuration.
Tip: You can also use the toggle in the Active column to activate and deactivate the configuration.

(Optional) Set Up Multiple endpoints

You can send events from one watched directory to multiple endpoints.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up multiple webhook configurations with the same watched directory. You can create as many webhook
configurations, one per endpoint, as you need.

2. Specify one of the required endpoints (Payload URL) in each webhook configuration.

Secure a Webhook Configuration
Secure the Mainframe Webhook Server configuration to limit access to the webhook server UI to specific users.

This optional procedure lets you secure the Mainframe Webhook Server configuration with the following steps:

• Define a role and associated users
• Set constraints for the location of the webhook server

Part 1: Define Roles and Users

In the tomcat-user.xml file (<tomcat dir>\conf\tomcat-users.xml ), locate the roles at the bottom of the file. This
section is located below </tomcat-users> . The values are commented out.

1. Follow the instructions that are provided in the file. Uncomment, delete, and replace the following example values:
– role rolename=
– user username=

2. Define the username and password to associate with the role.

Part 2: Update the WEB-INF File

1. Locate the web.xml file in the WEB-INF for the webhook server. The WEB-INF directory is located inside the MF
Webhook Server directory.

2. Specify <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern> inside the <web-resource-collection> section.
3. Add an <auth-constraint> section with the specific role for authorization check below the <web-resource-

collection> section.
4. Add a <login-config> section with the corresponding <auth-method> and <realm-name> values.

See the example below with the updated parameters.
<security-constraint> 

    <display-name>Secured</display-name>

    <web-resource-collection>

      <web-resource-name>Secured area</web-resource-name>

      <!-- <url-pattern>/rest/configurations/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/archived/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/errors/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/settings/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/arclogs/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/ReadLog/*</url-pattern>

      <url-pattern>/rest/applications/*</url-pattern>-->

      <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern>

    </web-resource-collection>
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    <!--<user-data-constraint>

        <transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

    </user-data-constraint>-->

    <auth-constraint>

    <role-name>WHAdmin</role-name>  

    </auth-constraint>

  </security-constraint>

  

  <login-config>

      <auth-method>BASIC</auth-method>

      <realm-name>Basic Authentication Area</realm-name>

  </login-config>

…

5. Restart the Tomcat server and access http://<host>:<port>/mfwebhookserver/#!/webhooks.
The credentials dialog is displayed and you can access the UI with the defined credentials. For more information, see
the Apache Tomcat documentation.

Configure Webhook Server Monitoring and Reporting
Modify the Mainframe Webhook Server to send alert emails, archive webhooks and error items, and handle logs.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Settings page in the Mainframe Webhook Server UI.
2. Configure the following email settings:

– Administrator email
Email address to notify of webhook or system errors.
Note: Separate multiple email addresses with commas.

– Send emails from
Email address that is used as the sender of notification emails.

– SMTP server
The SMTP server name used to send email reports.

3. To determine how the Mainframe Webhook Server handles deleted webhooks, configure the following webhooks
setting:
– Delete Archived Items after days

Note: For more information about managing archived webhooks, see the following Archive a Webhook section.
4. Configure the following log file settings:

a. Number of log files to keep
Specifies how many archived logs to retain.

b. Disk space threshold
The threshold to use before rotating the main log file.
Values: KB and MB values, for example, 5 MB or 950 KB.
Default: 1 GB

c. Maximum log aging threshold
The number of days after which archived logs are deleted.

d. Remove Log Files
Deletes all current log files.

5. To save your settings. click Ok
Your monitoring and reporting settings are configured.
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Archive a Webhook

Deleted webhooks are temporarily stored in an archive before they are permanently deleted. To manage the archive,
change the following monitoring and reporting settings:

• View
To view archived webhooks, select the Archived tab.

• Archive
To archive a webhook, right-click the webhook and select Delete

• Restore
To restore an archived webhook to the webhooks list, right-click the archived webhook and select Restore.

• Delete
To delete an archived webhook, right-click the archived webhook and select Delete

Troubleshoot the Webhook Server
Troubleshoot webhook server problems, and locate and enable debug logs.

Use the following guidelines to troubleshoot Mainframe Webhook Server issues.

Locate Logs

Logs are located under the root directory in the folder <Mainframe Webhook Server Root Directory>/logs/
webhookLogs/ . The folder contains a primary log, mfWebHookMain.log . Logs are archived in the following format:
mfWebhookMain.%d{dd-MMM-yyyy-HH-mm}.%i.log.gz

All webhook and server settings are located under the root directory in the folder <Mainframe Webhook Server Root
Directory>/conf/MFWebHookConfig.xml .

Enable Debug Logs

By default, Debug logs are enabled as INFO logs. To change the debugging log level, see Deploy Webhook Server on
Tomcat.

Error Messages

• WrongDirectoryPermissionsException
Reason: Users do not have the appropriate permissions for the directory
Action: Ensure that users who run Tomcat have the permissions to read and write to the directory. Ensure also that
the users can also read the event files within the directory.

• SEVERE and WARNING messages.
During Tomcat shutdown, one of the following Mainframe Webhook Server error messages is displayed:

• SEVERE: The web application [/MFWebhookServer] appears to have started a thread named [pool-5-
thread-1] but has failed to stop it. This is very likely to create a memory leak.

• WARNING: The web application [/MFWebhookServer] appears to have started a thread named [pool-5-
thread-1] but has failed to stop it. This is very likely to create a memory leak.

Reason: These errors indicate a known Tomcat issue and are not related to the shutdown of the Mainframe Webhook
Server.
Action: No action required related to the webhook Server.

• HTTP Endpoint Connection Problem
Reason: The payload URL is not set properly, or the endpoint is not available to receive events.
Action: Follow the instructions in the notification to fix the endpoint configuration.
Note: This error is also displayed in the log.
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DevOps Catalog Template
Use the DevOps Catalog to help users track, index, and relate workflow assets.

The DevOps Catalog is a template that lets users track, index, and relate assets that are used in Continuous Test and
Continuous Delivery workflows. The template lets users indicate for a given Application, Environment, or Component
which Virtual Services might need to be started, which Test Data might need to be provisioned, and which Test Suites
need to be run. This information and cataloged meta-data for each asset can then be fed to Continuous Test & Delivery
tools using REST-based workflow calls.

The DevOps Catalog also enables a suite of Agile Integrations rules, which allow administrators to track build traceability
between a build tool, build script, or continuous integration tool, and a project management tool such as Rally or JIRA.

The DevOps Catalog definitions file is located in the <\devops_definitions> folder with the filename
devops_catalog_definitions_version.zip. The DevOps Catalog definitions can coexist with the default ALC definitions
template if the default options are used on import, which will cause them to be overlaid on top of the existing definition.

NOTE

To view the information contained in this section, click login at the top right corner of the window. Enter your
Broadcom Support credentials to see confidential content or any sections marked as login-only or sections that
are visible only to logged in viewers.

The following documentation details the different definitions within the DevOps Catalog. Originally part of ALC, the
following pages come from the ALC space. References to a "ALC Administrator" should be read as an administrator in
general.

To enable the DevOps Catalog component, you must import DevOps definitions by following the procedure outlined in the
Update Definitions topic on the ALC documentation site.

DevOps Catalog Rest API
The following articles detail the use cases of the REST API for the DevOps catalog.

• Create or Update Item using REST API
• Fetch Continuous Delivery Information using REST API
• Search a Workflow using REST API

Create or Update Item using REST API
Rule Id: 6000010

Rule Name: Create or Update Item

REST URL: http://<ACL server machine>:<port>/rest/v1/executerule/6000010

Method: POST

Authentication: Basic

ALC pushes data into the DevOps catalog using the executerule REST API to populate the catalog from an external
application. The two mandatory arguments for both Create and Update are Mode and ID. Other arguments are dependent
on the Attribute List of the item type instance you are creating or updating. To find the Attribute List, navigate to the
Administrator perspective and open the item type in the detail view, then Activate the Attributes tab to view the list.

For the Create rule, the ID parameter refers to the Item Type ID and is used to create a new item of the specified
type. The corresponding JSON request body for Create takes the following parameters:
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{  

   "additionalBindings":{  

      "Mode":"Create",

      "Id":"1005",

      "Name":"Sample defect created",

      "Assignee":"Demo User",

      "Description":"This is a sample defect Description",

      "Steps To Reproduce":"Sample steps to reproduce"

   }

} 

For the Update rule, the ID parameter refers to the Item ID and is used to fetch a copy of the item for update. In the
following example, an update is made to the description and version attributes of the item:

{  

   "additionalBindings":{  

      "Mode":"Update",

      "Id":"10334",

      "Description":"updated description of the DevTest catalog Item",

      "Version":"2.0"

   }

} 

This Create or Update rule returns the UpdatedResult in JSON, as well as the global ID of the created or updated item.
The following code block is an example of a JSON response format for a successful object update:

{

     "result": 

     {

          "id": 10328

          "updateResult": 

               {

                    "message": "Object updated successfully"

                    "resultCode": 0

               }

          "validationResult": 

               {

                    "field": ""

                    "message": "Validation succeeded."

                    "resultCode": 0

               }

     }

}

Fetch Continuous Delivery Information using REST API
Rule Id: 6000023

Rule Name: Fetch CD Information

REST URL: http://<ACL server machine>:<port>/rest/v1/executerule/6000023
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Method: POST

Authentication: Basic Authorization

ALC delivers lists of Test Data, Virtual Services, Test Suites, CICS Definitions, JCL, and Parameters for a given
Environment or Component. This continuous delivery information helps determine which processes need to be run, tested
and provisioned during the workflow. This workflow fetches a list of the core artifacts (such as test data, virtual services,
test suites, CICS Definitions, JCL, and parameters) that match the passed parameter filters. The workflow takes the
following parameters in additionalBinders: Application name, Environment, and (optionally) Component.

An example additionalBindings call is shown here: 

{ 

    "additionalBindings":{ 

       "Application":"App 1",

       "Environment":"App1 Test",

       "Component":"App1 UI"

    }

}

All passed parameters must be matched in order to return any core artifact matching the parameters. If all three
parameters are specified, the workflow returns all information associated with that particular component and environment
belonging to the given application. If no component is specified, the workflow returns all test data, virtual services, and test
suites associated with that application and environment. 

The following code block is an example of a JSON response where the given input combination of Application,
Environment, and Component match:  

{  

   "result":{  

      "JCL":[  

      ],

      "Test Data":[  

      ],

      "Parameter":[  

         {  

            "Description":"",

            "Version":"",

            "Value":"",

            "Id":5,

            "Name":"My Test Parameter"

         }

      ],

      "Test Suite":[  

         {  

            "Status":"Pending Review",

            "Type":"",

            "Description":"",

            "Suite Name":"",

            "Id":7,

            "Coordinator Server":"",
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            "Layer":"",

            "Name":"Test Suite 1"

         }

      ],

      "CICS Definition":[  

         {  

            "Description":"",

            "CICS Load Library":"",

            "Version":"",

            "Resource Management Commands":"",

            "Id":4,

            "Name":"Test CICIS Definition"

         }

      ],

      "Virtual Service":[  

      ]

   }

}

Search a Workflow using REST API
Rule Id: 6000090

Rule Name: REST workflow search queries

REST URL: http://<ACL server machine>:<port>/rest/v1/executerule/6000090

Method: POST

Authentication: Basic 

ALC can search a DevTest catalog application using the executerule REST API to retrieve information from an external
application. The additionalBindings takes two arguments for search: Mode and Criteria. The REST call supports search in
two modes: Query and Keyword. 

When searching by Query, enter an ALC query string in the Criteria field. The following is an example JSON request for
searching using a query: 

{ 

    "additionalBindings":{ 

       "Mode":"query",

       "Criteria":"\"Item Type\" = 'Environment'"

    }

}

When searching by Keyword, enter one or more search terms in the Criteria field. The following is an example JSON
request for searching using a keyword: 

{ 

    "additionalBindings":{ 

       "Mode":"keyword",

       "Criteria":"Environment"

    }

}
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For either search mode,the following is an example of a JSON response format for a successful search call:

{

   "result":

      {"Objects":[

         {

            "ModifiedOn":"Thu Jun 16 13:17:06 EDT 2016",

            "Name":"Environment",

            "Description":"Des",

            "Type":"Development",

            "ModifiedBy":"Administrator",

            "CreatedOn":"Fri Jun 10 09:28:36 EDT 2016",

            "CreatedBy":"Administrator",

            "ID":3

         },

         {

            "ModifiedOn":"Fri Jun 10 09:37:28 EDT 2016",

            "Name":"Env2",

            "Description":"Env 2 desc",

            "Type":"Development",

            "ModifiedBy":"Administrator",

            "CreatedOn":"Fri Jun 10 09:35:03 EDT 2016",

            "CreatedBy":"Administrator",

            "ID":9

         },

         {

             "ModifiedOn":"Tue Jun 14 08:52:29 EDT 2016",

             "Name":"App2 Env",

             "Description":"",

             "Type":"Development",

             "ModifiedBy":"Administrator",

             "CreatedOn":"Tue Jun 14 08:52:22 EDT 2016",

             "CreatedBy":"Administrator",

             "ID":17

         }

      ]

   }

}

DevOps Item Types
ALC can track definable objects named Items.

All named Items have a type that determines what Item data or fields are tracked, how Items of that type relate to other
Items in the database, and what happens when various events occur in the Item lifecycle. The framework provides the
facility for defining the various Item types and, taken together, the interactions, tracking, and operations on these different
Item types define how the DevOps application functions.

ALC defines several different Item types out of the box, which correspond to artifacts commonly used in Continuous
Delivery workflows. For more information about these Item types, see DevOps Item Types on the ALC documentation
website.
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Catalog Your DevOps Application
This article describes how to catalog an application data model using the ALC (ALC) DevOps Catalog.

As an IT Manager, you are tasked with creating a mobile application that conducts transactions on a mainframe and
interacts with third-party services to display current inventory and financial information. The ALC DevOps Catalog lets you
track, index, and relate assets that are used in Continuous Test and Continuous Delivery workflows. The DevOps Catalog
can hold virtual service, test suite, and test data information from any application that provides those details.

• A Continuous Testing workflow is a system that automatically begins a set of tests after an event is triggered; such as
when a code change is checked into a repository.

• A Continuous Delivery model is a system that automates acceptance and promotion of a code change in an
application management tool once a change passes various test requirements or conditions.

To illustrate these concepts and this use case, this article describes the cataloging of an example application named
Forward Cars. We describe a situation in which you would use the ALC DevOps Catalog to index your application's
resources and associate those resources to test data and virtual services. Your application and its resources must be
cataloged for Continuous Testing and Delivery workflows in order to be implemented.  

• Application and Data Model: Forward Cars
This section explains the conceptual data model for an example application named Forward Cars. The example data
model illustrates how you can adapt the DevOps Catalog to meet different application development requirements
including managing test data, test suites, and virtual services.

• Catalog the Data Model
This section shows the steps to set up your application and data into the ALC DevOps Catalog.

Application and Data Model: Forward Cars

Your development team is building an application named Forward Cars. This mobile application interacts with a
mainframe system and third-party services to provide customers with car data and financing options.

The following graphic details the Forward Cars data model, which shows the kinds of data used by the application and in
which environments the data and services are used.
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Figure 4: ForwardCarsCatalogDevOps

NOTE

The example DevOps Catalog application, Forward Cars, does not necessarily show the exact services that are
currently virtualized as part of this application.

Your development team uses the following four environments provisioned over the course of the application lifecycle:

Dev Environment
The Dev environment is where changes to software are developed on each developer's local environment. At this
stage in the project lifecycle, three virtual services are used to simulate the components that are needed after the
application is in production.

Test Environment
The Test environment is the system that quality and testing engineers use after they check out the code written in
the Dev environment. Two virtual services are associated with the Test environment.

Staging Environment
The Staging, or integration, environment is a pre-production environment used for final testing before deploying to
production. The staging environment closely mirrors the production environment. One virtual service is associated
with the Staging environment.

Prod Environment
The Prod environment is the live version of the application. All services are loaded into the environment so there
are no virtual services associated with the production environment.

Your development team is responsible for implementing four application components. Forward Cars uses a database
component named Car Inventory to store information about the current stock of available cars. In the DevOps Catalog, a
database is marked as an Infrastructure component. Forward Cars has three additional components that are marked as
Application components when cataloged:
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• The VIN Lookup component runs a selected car's Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) through a database to generate
a report on the vehicle’s history. This component is virtualized in the Dev environment as Virtual VIN Check, but will
be implemented in the code base before the application is sent to the Test environment.

• The Finance Cache component accesses and stores a user's financial data from a third-party API after authentication
is validated. This component is virtualized in the Dev and Test environments as Virtual Credit Bureau. Before the
application progresses to the Staging environment, the Finance Cache is deployed to the application's code base.

• The Finance Consolidator component searches for available financing options based on the user's credit score
that is retrieved by the Finance Cache component. This component is virtualized in the Dev, Test, and Staging
environments as Virtual Bank. Before the application is approved to the Prod environment, the Finance Consolidator
component is deployed to the application code base.

Your development team also uses collections of tests named Test Suites to ensure the components work properly. If a
component passes a given test suite, it can be escalated in a Continuous Delivery workflow. The Test Suites for Forward
Cars are named Inventory Test Suite, Finance Test Suite, Load Test Suite. Each Test Suite has associated Test Data
which is provisioned to run tests on virtual services. The Test Data for Forward Cars are named Inventory Test Data, 
Finance Test Data, and Load Testing Data.

Catalog the Data Model

To integrate the Forward Cars data model into the DevOps template, catalog your data elements into the ALC DevOps
Catalog. The data elements for Forward Cars include the Application, Environments, Components, Test Suites, Test Data,
and Virtual Services.
Follow these steps:

1. Open the ALC Client.
2. Log into ALC with admin credentials.
3. Select the DevOps Catalog application to use the features of the DevOps template.
4. Catalog your Application. Cataloging the application establishes Forward Cars as the parent application. Item Types

such an Environments and Components can then be associated to the Forward Cars application within the DevOps
Catalog.
a. Select File, New, Application to open the New Item Detail view.
b. Enter Forward Cars as name of your Application.
c. Enter a description and version number if applicable.
d. Save the Application.

5. Catalog your Environments and associate them to your Forward Cars Application.
a. In the DevOps Catalog application, select File, New, Environment to open the New Item Detail View.
b. Name the Environment.
c. Enter description and type of Environment.
d. Save the Environment.

For the Forward Cars example application, create four environments named Dev, Test, Staging, and Prod .
e. Right-click the Forward Cars Application.
f. From the Processes sub-menu, select Associate to Component or Environment.
g. Select the four Environments to associate with your Application.

The relationship to the Environments is established within the Forward Cars Application hierarchy under
Relationships > Relationship Type: Environment.

6. Catalog your Components and associate them to your Forward Cars application.
a. Select File, New, Component to open the New Item Detail View.
b. For the Forward Cars example, create four components: Car Inventory, VIN Lookup, Finance Cache, and

Finance Consolidator.
The Car Inventory component is the only one of the type Infrastructure. The other three components are
Application components.
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c. Save your components.
d. Right-click the Foward Cars application.
e. From the Processes sub-menu, select Associate to Component or Environment.
f. Select the four Components to associate with your Application.

The Component relationships to the Application are established within the Forward Cars Application hierarchy
under Relationships > Relationship Type: Component.

7. Catalog your test suites by selecting File, New, Test Suite.
For the Forward Cars example, name the test suites: Inventory Test Suite, Finance Test Suite, and Load Test
Suite.

8. Catalog your test data by selecting File, New, Test Data.
For the Forward Cars example, name the test data: Inventory Test Data, Finance Test Data, and Load Testing
Data.

9. Catalog your Virtual Services. The ALC DevOps Catalog supports linking virtual services as remote records. Remote
records are used for live linking to data in the DevTest virtual service portal.
a. Select File, New, Virtual Service.
b. Name the virtual service Virtual Bank.
c. Enter Forward Cars as the application to which this service is associated.
d. Specify the transport protocol as HTTP.
e. For use with the REST API, specify the service as Stateless.
f. Right-click inside the Virtual Service Item Details page, select Insert, Remote Record.

For more information about virtual service remote records, see the relevant section in Virtual Service Connector.
g. Set the remote record type as Virtual Service.
h. Provide the hostname, port number, log in details and name of the virtual service to link to the Forward Cars

application as a remote record.
i. Open the virtual service as a remote record to view the back-end virtual service details and links. The links are

actions that can be performed on the virtual service.
The virtual service is linked with the catalog entity.

j. Repeat the cataloging process for the two additional virtual services: Virtual Credit Bureau and Virtual VIN
Check.

10. Establish the Environment Contexts. Environment Contexts are specific combinations of virtual services, test suites,
test data, that are needed in each environment. The Dev environment uses all three virtual services, test suites, and
test data.
Begin by establishing the Environment Context for your Dev environment:
a. Right-click the first instance of test data created in your items list, select Processes, Associate To.
b. Enter a comma-separated list of item type IDs that belong in the Dev environment.

Include the other two test data items, three test suites, and three virtual service item IDs.
c. Click OK.
d. Select the Forward Cars application to associate the item type IDs.
e. Select the Dev environment to associate the item type IDs.

This step establishes the Environment Context titled Forward Cars - Dev Context.
f. Repeat this process for each environment and its associated test data, test suites, and virtual services.

You now have all four Environment Contexts cataloged with the titles: Forward Cars - Dev Context, Forward
Cars - Test Context, Forward Cars - Staging Context, and Forward Cars - Prod Context.

After you catalog your data model, the data is available for keyword or query-based searches and for general DevOps
asset management. The application assets are also available using REST calls as inputs into your DevOps and
Continuous Delivery workflows. Using the cataloged data, your workflows can dynamically query to determine which
tests to run, services to start and data to provision for an Application and Environment workflow. You can also extend the
catalog to track other assets as required. For more information about tracking other assets, see Item Types.
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Agile Integrations - Build Traceability
This article describes how ALC Administrators can track build traceability between a build tool, build script, or continuous
integration tool, and Rally using the PublishBuild.bat/sh and the ALC Agile Integrations – Build Traceability Rule
Type.

By invoking PublishBuild.bat/sh as part of your build process, you can create and track traceability between the build
execution and Rally. Invoking PublishBuild.bat/sh collects data from the build execution, and then searches Rally for
Changesets that are missing build information. PublishBuild.bat/sh then populates the Changeset entry in Rally with the
build execution details. Corresponding items in ALC are created and updated for traceability.

The ALC Administrator perspective contains a Stand Alone Rule object called Agile Integrations – Build Traceability.
This Stand Alone Rule object tracks build traceability between any build tool, build script, or Continuous Integration (CI)
tool and Rally. This rule is automatically invoked by PublishBuild.bat/sh and performs the steps to do the following actions:

• Create or update Changeset, Build, and Work Project items in ALC
• Search Rally for Changesets
• Populate existing Changesets with build execution details

The Build object created for the Changeset in Rally links to the Build Item created in ALC. The Build Item in ALC contains
an attachment with the build log from the script execution. This rule provides build traceability so that build execution data
from any build tool, build script, or Continuous Integration tool can be tracked using Rally.

The following topics describe a sample workflow and use case for the Stand Alone Rule object Agile Integrations – Build
Traceability.

Prerequisites

The following list contains the prerequisites for using the Agile Integrations - Build Traceability rule type:

• The Publish.zip file in the <ALC Home>/Server/util/ directory must be unzipped to the directory of your choice.
• The Rally connector must be configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC Components article

to complete this task.

NOTE

The Agile Integrations – Build Traceability rule type receives a Workspace and Project ID value from
PublishBuild.bat/sh.

• Other prerequisites for Build Traceability depend on the Continuous Integration (CI) server used. Your CI tool must be
configured and running.

Procedure to Invoke PublishBuild.bat/sh

Your build tool, build script, or Continuous Integration (CI) tool invokes PublishBuild.bat/sh. The PublishBuild.bat/
sh triggers the Agile Integrations – Build Traceability rule to execute and return an attachment ID. The
PublishBuild.bat/sh then attaches the build log from the build tool, build script, or CI tool to the ALC Build Item.

The following example shows how the Continuous Integration (CI) tool, Team City, can be used to invoke a program with
the proper parameters for the PublishBuild.bat/sh file:

1. Unzip the ALC file Publish.zip from the <ALC Home>/Server/util directory to a directory of your choice on the build
server. The zip file contains the Java program, the jar files needed to run, and the batch or shell scripts. Point the zip
file to the directory in the Build Step Command, for example, C:\PathToPublishBuild.bat.

2. In TeamCity, or other CI program, create a build step to be executed after the build is complete as seen in the following
command:
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cd C:\<DirContainginBatch File> <DirContainginBatch File>\PublishBuild.bat

 "%system.teamcity.build.checkoutDir%" %system.build.number% "%system.teamcity.buildConfName%"

 "%teamcity.build.triggeredBy%"

The PublishBuild.bat/sh file requires the following four parameters:
– Location of checkout directory - "%system.teamcity.build.checkoutDir%"
– Build Number - %system.build.number%
– Project/Build Name - "%system.teamcity.buildConfName%"
– Who triggered the build - "%teamcity.build.triggeredBy%"

NOTE

If any property contains spaces, enclose the property in quotes.
3. Run the build. The properties get passed to the path defined in the first parameter of the PublishBuild.bat/sh file.

The PublishBuild.bat/sh file has other settings that you must configure manually. The Rally Workspace Object ID (OID)
and Project Object ID are required for updating Rally. The Workspace OID and Project OID must be set to the appropriate
OIDs within Rally.

Sample PublishBuild.bat/sh Script

The following is a sample PublishBuild.bat/sh file:

rem #######################################################################################################

rem #########################################################################################################

rem This batch file will contain values to be passed to the BuildPublisher.jar file.

rem These values constitute the payload to be sent to the ALC Build Integration script.

rem This is the ruleId to be used by the Rest API executerule POST

set ruleId=6000118

rem Add the log file generated by the build

rem For windows, please escape the path with \\

set buildLog=c:\\BuildAgent\\logs\\teamcity-build.log

rem ResultValue is the string to parse the build log

rem to see if it was successful or Failed.

rem ex; ResultValue="BUILD SUCCESSFUL"

rem NOTE: If spaces in the string , surround with quotes

set ResultValue="BUILD SUCCESSFUL"

rem This is the first parameter passed from the CI Build Step

rem ex; "%system.teamcity.build.checkoutDir%"

set Source1="%~1"

rem Change \ to /

set Source=%Source1:\=/%

rem This is the second parameter passed from the CI Build Step

rem ex; %system.build.number%

set BuildId=%2%

rem This is the third parameter passed from the CI Build Step

rem indicating the Project/Build Name

rem ex; "%system.teamcity.buildConfName%"
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set Application="%~3"

rem This is the fourth parameter passed from the CI Build Step

rem indicating who kicked off the build

rem ex; "%teamcity.build.triggeredBy%"

set Author="%~4"

rem Indicates whether it was kicked off manually or otherwise

set type=Manual

rem The Agile Workspace OID to reference

rem this is found in the Agile Central story you are referencing

set WorkspaceOID=42994044892

rem The Agile Project OID to reference

rem this is found in the Agile Central story you are referencing

set ProjectOID=93442193852

rem ALC user to log in as

set user=admin

rem ALC User password

set password=""

rem Hostname running ALC 

set hostName=<hostName>

rem ALC WebClient port to useremex; Default port = 7070rem set port=7070

set port=

rem Agile SCMRepository ID to filter changesets

rem This an internal object when creating changeset object in CA Agile Central

rem This is an optional setting. If specified, changesets with this repository, are bypassed

rem Leave empty string if not used

set scmRepo=90722828396

rem an informational message sent to build log

echo Running ProvideBuildInfoToALC

rem Jar file execution, with all the params passed in

java -jar C:\build\Headless_Build\test\BuildPublisher.jar %ruleid% %buildLog% %BuildId% %Application% %Author%

 %ResultValue% %type% %Source% %WorkspaceOID% %ProjectOID% %user% %password% %hostName% %port% %scmRepo%

There is an object type in Rally called SCMRepository. The SCMRepository filter is optional. If provided, Changesets in
Rally are skipped and build information is not added to those Changesets. If the SCMRepository filter is not provided, you
must specify the following setting:

rem Agile SCMRepository ID to reference

set scmRepo=””
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Procedure for Agile Integrations – Build Traceability rule

To use the Agile Integrations - Build Traceability rule, follow these instructions:

1. Create a Build Item in ALC with the build execution details received from PublishBuild.bat/sh.
2. Use the provided Rally Workspace and Project IDs to search Rally for User Stories and Defects that contain

Changesets. The rule then performs the following actions:
– For each Changeset found with missing Build Information, a build object in Rally is created and linked to the

Changeset. The build object on the Changeset in Rally links to the Build Item in ALC.

NOTE

In Rally, there is an object type called SCM Repository. The Agile Integrations - Build Traceability rule
accepts an SCM Repository filter as a parameter If an SCMRepository ID number is provided. If an ID is
provided, then those Agile Central Changeset items that are linked to that repository are skipped, and the
rule does not populate those Rally Changesets with Build information.

– If a corresponding Changeset Item is retrieved and is not found, the Changeset Item is created in ALC. The
Changeset Item in ALC has a relationship with the Build Item and contains a remote record to the Agile Central
Changeset object.

– If a corresponding Work Project item is retrieved and is not found, the Work Project is created in ALC for the Agile
Central User Story or Defect that contains the Changeset. The Work Project has a relationship between the Build
Item and the Changeset Item. The Work Project also contains a remote record to the User Story or Defect in Rally.

3. After all stories and defects for the Rally project are updated, the attachment ID for the build log is returned to the
calling program, which adds the Build Log as an attachment to the ALC Build Item.

Agile Integrations - Endevor and JIRA
This article describes how ALC Administrators can track build traceability between Endevor and JIRA using the Agile
Integrations - Endevor and JIRA Rule Type.

The ALC Administrator perspective contains a Stand Alone Rule object called Agile Integrations - Endevor/JIRA Move
Event. This Stand Alone Rule object tracks build traceability between Endevor and JIRA for Endevor MOVE element
events. Stand Alone Rules for Agile Integrations can be created from the Agile Integrations - Endevor and JIRA Rule
Type. Stand Alone Rules for tracking build traceability between Endevor and JIRA can be created for any desired Endevor
element event.

The Agile Integrations - Endevor and JIRA rule is triggered from the Mainframe Webhook Server. This rule can read
Endevor element events and create multiple ALC items and update JIRA with changeset information. This rule provides
build traceability so that Endevor events can be tracked using JIRA.

This article describes a sample workflow and use case for the standalone rule object Agile Integrations - Endevor/JIRA
Move Event. This article also describes the process of creating a new Stand Alone Rule based on the Agile Integrations -
Endevor and JIRA Rule Type.

Using the Agile Integrations - Endevor/JIRA Move Event Stand Alone Rule

Prerequisites

The following list contains the prerequisites for using the Agile Integrations Endevor/JIRA Move Event stand alone rule:
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• The Endevor and JIRA connectors must be configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC
Components article to complete this task.

• The ALC Event Broker must be installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker
Administration article.

• The Mainframe Webhook Server must be configured and enabled. For more information, see the Mainframe Webhook
Server article.

• The SCM Activity Addon must be installed and enabled for your JIRA instance. For more information, see the SCM
Activity Plugin documentation from Atlassian.

Procedure

To use the Agile Integrations - Endevor MOVE Event Stand Alone Rule, follow these instructions:

1. Configure the Mainframe Webhook Server to watch for Endevor MOVE element events:
a. Create a new webhook in the Mainframe Webhook Server UI. 
b. Enter the Application name and description.
c. The Stand Alone Rule Object ID is 6000119. Specify the Rule Object ID in the Payload URL as in the following

example:
http://hostname:8080/rest/eventhook?processorid=6000119

d. Specify Content Type as JSON.
e. Enter the Watch Directory, which is the target USS Directory that Endevor writes events into.
f. Specify MOVE in the Events field.
g. Enter an API Key if authentication is required.
h. Enter Notification Email to receive messages.
i. Save the webhook and set it to Active.

2. Perform a MOVE event in Endevor in the watched directory.
After the webhook server configuration is set, an Endevor MOVE event triggers the Mainframe Webhook Server to
send the event to the specified webhook receiver, in this case, the ALC Event Broker. The webhooks are consumed as
follows:

Changesets
Multiple MOVE element operations are associated to via their Control Change ID (CCID), Comment, and/or
Package.

NOTE

The CCID must be set to a valid JIRA Issue (example, NP-1) in order to be associated with an existing
item. The CCID must match an existing JIRA Issue in order to update the existing data.

Individual MOVE operations are logged as Changes to the Changeset.
If there is a Package associated in the event, a Build artifact is logged in ALC and associated to the appropriate
Changesets. The Build artifact is linked via the EndevorPackage remote record to the Package.
The CCID is parsed, and if a corresponding JIRA user story or defect can be found, the following occurs:

• A corresponding Work Project is created if one does not exist. If the Work Project already exists, the Change,
Changeset, or Build is synchronized with the Work Project.

• If a Work Project is created, it is linked to the related JIRA Issue using a remote record and the JIRA Issue
connector.

Standalone rules for the Agile Integrations - Endevor and JIRA rule type can then perform the following actions:
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• Create a new Change item in ALC for the event.
• Create or Update a Changeset item in ALC.
• If a Package was used for the action, Create or Update a Build item in ALC.
• If a Control Change ID (CCID) was used, and the CCID value matches an existing JIRA Issue, then will Create or

Update a Work Project item in ALC.
• If the CCID matches, the rule also updates that JIRA Issue to add a SCM Activity entry to the JIRA Issue.
• If no CCID, Comment, and Package was used for the element event, no items are created or updated.
• If there is a comment or package, but there is no CCID, then no work project is created/updated and no update is

made to JIRA.
• The CCID value on the event is used to correlate the change to a JIRA issue.

Creating a new Stand Alone Rule Object

To create a new Stand Alone Rule Object to monitor Endevor element events such as ADD, DELETE, TRANSFER, or
GENERATE, follow these instructions:

1. In the ALC Applications Admin view, right-click the Stand Alone Rules folder. Select New > Stand Alone Rule Object.
2. For Type of Rule Object, select Agile Integrations - Endevor and JIRA.
3. Enter a name and description for the new Stand Alone Rule Object.
4. For Event Action, type the Endevor element you want to monitor.
5. Save the Stand Alone Rule Object.
6. Open the Mainframe Webhook Server.
7. Create a new webhook, specifying the newly-created Stand Alone Rule Object ID in the Payload URL and other

relevant information.
8. Specify the Endevor Element Action or Event to monitor, for example GENERATE or ADD.
9. Save and activate the webhook.
10. Test the procedure.

Agile Integrations - Endevor and Rally
This article describes how ALC Administrators can track build traceability between Endevor and Rally using the Agile
Integrations - Endevor and Agile Central Rule Type.

The ALC Administrator perspective contains a Stand Alone Rule object called Agile Integrations - Endevor MOVE
Event. This Stand Alone Rule object tracks build traceability between Endevor and Rally for Endevor MOVE element
events. Stand Alone Rules for Agile Integrations can be created from the Agile Integrations - Endevor and Agile
Central Rule Type. Stand Alone Rules for tracking build traceability between Endevor and Rally can be created for any
desired Endevor element event. ALC recommends building Stand Alone Rules for Add, Update, Move, and Generate
element events if desired.

The Agile Integrations - Endevor and Agile Central rule is triggered from the Mainframe Webhook Server. The rule can
read Endevor element events and create multiple ALC items and update Rally with Change, Changeset, and Build
information. This rule provides build traceability so that Endevor events can be tracked using Rally.

This article describes a sample workflow and use case for the Stand Alone Rule object Agile Integrations - Endevor
MOVE Event. This article also describes the process of creating a new Stand Alone Rule based on the Agile Integrations -
Endevor and Agile Central Rule Type.

Using the Agile Integrations - Endevor MOVE Event Stand Alone Rule

Prerequisites

The following list contains the prerequisites for using the Agile Integrations - Endevor MOVE Event Stand Alone Rule:
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• The Endevor and Rally connectors must be configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC
Components article to complete this task.

NOTE

The Agile Integrations - Endevor and Agile Central rule type uses the default Rally Workspace or Project ID
in the Rally properties file. If there is none specified, then Agile Central uses the default user profile.

• The ALC Event Broker must be installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker
Administration article.

• The Mainframe Webhook Server must be configured and enabled. For more information, see the Mainframe Webhook
Server article.

Procedure

To use the Agile Integrations - Endevor MOVE Event Stand Alone Rule, follow these instructions:

1. Configure the Mainframe Webhook Server to watch for Endevor MOVE element events:
a. Create a new webhook in the Mainframe Webhook Server UI. 
b. Enter the Application name and description.
c. Specify the Rule Object ID as 6000117 in the Payload URL as in the following example:

http://hostname:8080/rest/eventhook?processorid=6000117
d. Specify Content Type as JSON.
e. Enter the Watch Directory, which is the target USS Directory that Endevor writes events into.
f. Specify MOVE in the Events field.
g. Enter an API Key if authentication is required.
h. Enter Notification Email to receive messages.
i. Save the webhook and set it to Active.

2. Perform a MOVE event in Endevor in the watched directory. The MOVE element event triggers the Mainframe
Webhook Server to send the event to the specified webhook receiver, which in this case is the ALC Event Broker. The
webhook is consumed as follows:
a. Multiple MOVE element operations are associated to Changesets via their Control Change ID (CCID), Comment,

and/or Package.

NOTE

The CCID must be set to a valid Rally user story or defect ID in order to be associated with an existing
item. The CCID must match an existing Agile Central user story or defect in order to update the existing
data. For user stories, the CCID must begin with the letters "US" as in the example "US1102". For
defects, the CCID must begin with "DE" as in the example "DE101".

When you create a Rally user story or defect and link it to the CCID in Endevor, ALC locates the
corresponding user story or defect even if it is not in the default Rally project.

b. Individual MOVE operations are logged as Changes to the Changeset.
c. If there is a Package associated in the event, a Build artifact is logged in ALC and associated to the appropriate

Changesets. The Build artifact is linked via the EndevorPackage remote record to the Package.
3. The CCID is parsed, and if a corresponding Agile Central user story or defect can be found, the following occurs:

– A corresponding Work Project is created if one does not exist. If the Work Project already exists, the Change,
Changeset, or Build is synchronized with the Work Project.
If a Work Project is created, it is linked to the related Agile Central artifact using a remote record and the
appropriate Rally connector.

Stand Alone Rules for the Agile Integrations - Endevor and Agile Central rule type can then do the following:
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• Create a new Change item in ALC for the event.
• Create or Update a Changeset item in ALC.
• If a Package was used for the action, Create or Update a Build item in ALC.
• If a Control Change ID (CCID) was used, and the CCID value matches an existing Story or Defect in Agile Central,

then will Create or Update a Work Project item in ALC.
• If the CCID matches, the rule also updates that Story or Defect to add or update a Changeset entry to the Rally

Changeset tab for that story or defect. The Changeset entry in Rally has a clickable weblink to the ALC Changeset
Item in ALC for easy access.

• If no CCID, Comment, and Package was used for the element event, no items are created or updated.
• If there is a comment or package, but there is no CCID, then no work project is created/updated and no update is

made to Rally.
– The CCID value on the event is used to correlate the change to an Agile Central Story or Defect.

Creating a new Stand Alone Rule Object

To create a new Stand Alone Rule Object to monitor Endevor element events such as ADD, DELETE, TRANSFER, or
GENERATE, follow these instructions:

1. In the ALC Applications Admin view, right-click the Stand Alone Rules folder. Select New > Stand Alone Rule Object.
2. For Type of Rule Object, select Agile Integrations - Endevor and Agile Central.
3. Enter a name and description for the new Stand Alone Rule Object.
4. For Event Action, type the Endevor element you want to monitor.
5. Save the Stand Alone Rule Object.
6. Open the Mainframe Webhook Server UI.
7. Create a new webhook, specifying the newly-created Stand Alone Rule Object ID in the Payload URL and other

relevant information.
8. Specify the Endevor Element Action or Event to monitor, for example GENERATE or ADD.
9. Save and activate the webhook.
10. Test the procedure.

Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA
This article describes how ALC administrators can track changeset traceability between GitHub and JIRA using the Agile
Integrations - GitHub and JIRA rule object. Using this ALC rule object, you can send GitHub commit data containing
information about added, modified, and deleted files to JIRA.

The Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA rule object is available in the ALC Administrator perspective as a Stand Alone
Rule object with ID 6000121. When a Push is sent to a GitHub repository, the Webhook registered inside the GitHub
repository triggers the ALC Event Broker. The Webhook sends the ALC Event Broker the GitHub commit information
containing files added, updated, or modified. The ALC Event Broker then triggers the Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA
rule object in ALC. The rule object reads commit information from the request and creates multiple ALC items and update
JIRA with changeset information.

Using the Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA Rule Object

Prerequisites for Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA

Ensure that the following prerequisites are in place to use the Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA rule object:
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• ALC installed with DevOps Catalog definitions.
• The GitHub and JIRA connectors must be configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC

Components article to complete this task.
• The ALC Event Broker must be installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker

Administration article.
• The SCM Activity Addon must be installed and enabled for your JIRA instance. For more information, search for

the SCM Activity Plugin documentation at Atlassian.

Procedure for Using Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA Rule Object

The following procedure demonstrates how to configure and enable the Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA rule object.
The trigger for the ALC Event Broker is sending GitHub Push events, although the rule object can be configured to read all
or custom events as well.  

1. In your GitHub repository, click Settings > Hooks and Services.
2. Click Add WebHook and enter the payload URL you want to connect to. This URL is the server running the ALC

Event Broker.
The following example shows the payload URL format:
http://<CA ALC Event Broker host>:<CA ALC Event Broker port>/rest/eventhook?

=processorid=6000121&apikey=APIKEY

Where 6000121 is the ALC Stand Alone Rule ID for the GitHub and JIRA rule object and the APIKEY is the API Key
generated by the ALC Event Broker.

3. Set Push events to trigger the Webhook.
4. When submitting a git commit, include the JIRA Issue ID using an ID: parameter as in the following git commit

example:
 git commit -a m "ID: <JIRA issue ID>,<additional comments>" 

5. Trigger the Webhook to send commit information to the ALC Event Broker by sending a Push event to your GitHub
repository.
The Agile Integrations - GitHub and JIRA rule object then performs the following actions:
– Creates a Work Project item in the ALC DevOps Catalog for the related JIRA issue and links it to the JIRA issue.
– Creates associated Change and Changeset records to the ALC DevOps Catalog which get linked to the Work

Project.
The Change items represent each updated file in the GitHub commit, whereas the Changeset represents the
GitHub commit.

– Creates a remote record within the ALC Work Project for the corresponding JIRA Issue.
You can find the changeset/commit information inside JIRA in the SCM Activity tab.
Click any Changeset ID to launch the ALC Web client in a separate window that shows the corresponding
Changeset in ALC.

Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally
This article describes how ALC administrators can track Changeset traceability between GitHub and Rally using the Agile
Integrations - GitHub and Rally rule object. Using this ALC rule object, you can send GitHub commit data containing
information about added, modified, and deleted files to Rally.

The Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally rule object is available in the ALC Administrator perspective as a Stand Alone
Rule object with ID 6000122. When you commit and push a change to a GitHub repository, a Webhook registered on the
GitHub repository is triggered and the GitHub Commit information is sent to the ALC Event Broker. The GitHub Commit
triggers the Webhook which sends information to the ALC Event Broker with the details about files added, updated, or
modified in that commit. The ALC Event Broker then invokes the Agile Integrations - Git Hub and Rally rule object in
ALC. The rule object reads GitHub Commit information from the request and creates multiple ALC items and updates
Rally with Changeset information.
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Using the Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally Rule Object

Prerequisites for Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally

Ensure that the following prerequisites are in place to use the Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally rule object:

• ALC installed with DevOps Catalog definitions.
• The GitHub and Rally connectors configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC Components

article to complete this task.
• The ALC Event Broker installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker

Administration article. 
• Configure the rally.integration.properties file to ensure the Rally User Story and Defect prefixes match what is

configured in your environment. The default values are as follows:
– rally.story.prefix=S
– rally.defect.prefix=DE

Procedure for Using Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally Rule Object

The following procedure demonstrates how to configure and enable the Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally rule object.
The GitHub Webhook in this procedure is configured to trigger GitHub Push events. However, the GitHub Webhook can
be configured to trigger all or individual custom events.

1. In your GitHub repository, click Settings > Hooks & Services.
2. Click Add  WebHook and enter the payload URL for the ALC Event Broker.

The following example shows the payload URL format:
http://<CA ALC Event Broker host>:<CA ALC Event Broker port>/rest/eventhook?

apikey=APIKEY&alcappid=6000001&processorid=60000122 

Where 6000122 is the ALC Stand Alone Rule ID for the GitHub and Rally rule object, 6000001 is the target ALC
Application ID, and the APIKEY is the API Key generated by the ALC Event Broker.

3. Set application/json for Content Type.
4. Set Push events to trigger the Webhook.
5. When submitting a GitHub commit, include the Rally User Story or Defect ID in the git commit comment as follows:

– To link a commit to a Rally User Story use the following format: StoryID: Commit Commentfor example: S001:
Changes made for authenticationwhere S001 represents a Rally User Story ID.

– To link a commit to a Rally Defect use the following format: DefectID: Commit Comment
for example: DE001: Fixed the formatting of names in various items where DE001 represents a Rally Defect ID.

A GitHub Push event on the repository automatically triggers the configured Webook and sends the commit
information to the ALC Event Broker.

The Agile Integrations - GitHub and Rally rule object then performs the following actions:

• Creates a Changeset Item in ALC containing the list of files changed, known as Change Items, for the corresponding
ALC Work Project.
If an incorrect Rally User Story or Defect ID is provided, ALC creates a new Changeset item. As there is no
corresponding Rally User Story ID or Defect for this orphaned Changeset, no Work Project item in ALC is created.  

• Updates the Rally User Story or Defect with the Changeset and Change information as distinguished by the configured
prefix in the rally.integration.properties file.

• Creates a remote record within the ALC Work Project for the corresponding Rally User Story or Defect.
• Creates a remote record within the ALC Changeset item for the GitHub commit.
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Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA
This article describes how ALC administrators can track Changeset traceability between Microsoft TFS and JIRA using
the Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule object. Using this ALC rule object, you can send Microsoft TFS
code check-in data containing information about added, modified, and deleted files to JIRA.

The Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule object is available in the ALC Administrator perspective as
a Stand Alone Rule object with ID 6000123. When you check in code to a Microsoft TFS TFVC repository, a Webhook
registered on the Microsoft TFS TFVC repository is triggered and the Microsoft TFS Changeset information is sent to the
ALC Event Broker. The Microsoft TFS check-in triggers the Webhook which sends information to the ALC Event Broker
with the details about files added, updated, or modified in that Changeset. The ALC Event Broker then invokes the Agile
Integrations - TFS and JIRA rule object in ALC. The rule object reads Microsoft TFS Changeset information from the
request and creates multiple ALC items and updates JIRA with Changeset information.

Using the Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA Rule Object

Prerequisites for Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA

Ensure that the following prerequisites are in place to use the Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule object:

• ALC installed with DevOps Catalog definitions.
• The Microsoft TFS and JIRA connectors configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC

Components article to complete this task.
• The ALC Event Broker installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker

Administration article. 
• The SCM Activity Addon must be installed and enabled for your JIRA instance. For more information, see the SCM

Activity Plugin documentation from Atlassian.

Procedure for Using Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA Rule Object

The following procedure demonstrates how to configure and enable the Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule
object. The Microsoft TFS Webhook in this procedure is configured to trigger Microsoft TFS code check-ins.

1. In your Microsoft TFS repository, click Settings > Service Hooks.
2. Click the green plus-sign to Create New Subscription then select Webhooks.
3. Select Code checked in as the trigger event.
4. Set the correct path.
5. Click Next.
6. Enter a payload URL. The following example shows the payload URL format:

http://<CA ALC Event Broker host>:<CA ALC Event Broker port>/rest/eventhook?

apikey=APIKEY&alcappid=6000001&processorid=6000123

Where 6000123 is the ALC Stand Alone Rule ID for the Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule object, 6000001 is the target ALC
Application ID, and the APIKEY is the API Key generated by the ALC Event Broker.

7. When submitting a TFS code check-in, include the JIRA Issue ID using an ID: parameter as in the following git commit
example:
 ID: <JIRA issue ID>,<additional comments>

A Microsoft TFS code check-in event from the repository is triggered automatically from the configured Webook to
send the Changesetinformation to the ALC Event Broker.

The Agile Integrations - Microsoft TFS and JIRA rule object then performs the following actions:

• Creates a Changeset Item in ALC containing the list of files changed, known as Change Items, for the corresponding
ALC Work Project.
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Nothing is created in ALC if an incorrect JIRA Issue ID is provided.
• Updates the JIRA Issue with the Changeset and Change information.
• Creates a remote record within the ALC Work Project for the corresponding JIRA Issue.
• Creates a remote record within the ALC Changeset item for the Microsoft TFS commit.

Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA
This article describes how ALC administrators can track Changeset traceability between Git and JIRA using the Agile
Integrations - Git and JIRA rule object. Using this ALC rule object, you can send Git commit data containing information
about added, modified, and deleted files to JIRA.

The Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA rule object is available in the ALC Administrator perspective as a Stand Alone
Rule object with ID 6000124. When you commit and push a change to a Git server repository, a post-receive hook
configured on the Git repository is triggered and the Git Commit information is sent to the ALC Event Broker. The Git
Commit triggers the post-receive hook which sends information to the ALC Event Broker with the details about files added,
updated, or modified in that commit. The ALC Event Broker then invokes the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA rule
object in ALC. The rule object reads Git Commit information from the request and creates multiple ALC items and updates
JIRA with the SCM Activity information.

Using the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA Rule Object

Prerequisites for Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA

Ensure that the following prerequisites are in place to use the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA rule object:

• ALC installed with DevOps Catalog definitions.
• The JIRA connector configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC Components article to

complete this task.
• The ALC Event Broker installed and configured with an API Key. For more information, see the Event Broker

Administration article. 
• The SCM Activity Addon must be installed and enabled for your JIRA instance. For more information, see the SCM

Activity Plugin documentation from Atlassian.
• Configure the jira.integration.properties file to ensure the JIRA Issue prefixes match the projects configured in JIRA

to be used for the integration.
For example, if your JIRA project prefixes are AgileIntegrations (AG), Scrum Dev (SD), Kanban Development for
Testing (KDFT), then the jira.integrations.properties file should specify these prefixes:
# Only used for JIRA Integrations

# These are sample prefixes, please change

# these based on project prefixes in JIRAjira.project.issue.key.prefixes=AG,SD,KDFT

Procedure for Using Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA Rule Object

The following procedure demonstrates how to configure and enable the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA rule object. The
Git post-receive hook in this procedure is configured to trigger Git Push events.

1. In your Git repository configuration, find the hooks folder.
2. Create a post-receive hook based on the ALC Git to JIRA integration post-receive hook that you can find in the

<CA_ALC_HOME>\util\GitIntegration folder in the ALC Server installation. For more information, follow instructions
in the readme.txt file provided in the GitIntegration folder.

NOTE

The post-receive hook is a server-side hook for Git and must be created on a Git Server like GitStack and
not as a local hook on Git.
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3. Edit the post-receive hook and modify the postUrl variable to the ALC Event Broker payload URL.
The following example shows the payload URL format:
postUrl="http://<CA ALC Event Broker host>:<CA ALC Event Broker port>/rest/eventhook?

apikey=APIKEY&alcappid=6000001&processorid=60000124"

Where 6000124 is the ALC Stand Alone Rule ID for the Git and JIRA rule object, 6000001 is the target ALC
Application ID, and the APIKEY is the API Key generated by the ALC Event Broker.

4. When submitting a Git commit, include the JIRA Issue Type ID in the Git commit comment.
The following example shows how to format a comment in order to link a Git commit to a JIRA Bug, Epic, Task,
Subtask, Improvement, New Feature, or Story:

JiraIssueTypeID: Commit Comment
for example: AG-1: Changes made for authenticationwhere AG-1 represents a JIRA Epic ID.

A Git Push event on the Git server repository automatically triggers the configured Git server post-receive hook which
sends the commit information to the ALC Event Broker.

The Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA rule object then performs the following actions:

• Creates a Changeset Item in ALC containing the list of files changed, known as Change Items, for the corresponding
ALC Work Project.
If an incorrect JIRA issue ID is provided, ALC creates a new Changeset item. As there is no corresponding JIRA issue
ID for this orphaned Changeset, no Work Project item in ALC is created.  

• Updates only the JIRA issue with the Changeset and Change information if it matches the configured project prefixes
in the jira.integration.properties file.

• Creates a remote record within the ALC Work Project for the corresponding JIRA issue.

Enable HTTPS in the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA Rule Object

To enable HTTPS in the Agile Integrations - Git and JIRA Rule Object, follow these steps after completing the procedure
for Using Git and JIRA Rule Object:

1. Enable SSL in the ALC Event Broker as described in the Event Broker Administration article.
2. Put the cacert.crt certificate in the Git server folder.
3. Modify the post-receive hook file configured for the Git server on the server-side hooks in the folder hooks:

a. Change the URL and https port as defined in the eventBroker configuration.
b. Set sslenabled variable to True.
c. Set the certfile variable to point to the cacert.crt file. The working directory is the Git server folder.

Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA
This article describes how ALC administrators can track Changeset traceability between SVN and JIRA using the
Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object. Using this ALC rule object, you can send SVN commit data containing
information about added, modified, and deleted files to JIRA.

The Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object is available in the ALC Administrator perspective as a Stand Alone
Rule object with ID 6000125. When you commit and push a change to a SVN server repository, a post-commit hook
configured on the SVN repository is triggered and the SVN Commit information is sent to the ALC Web services. The SVN
Commit triggers the post-commit hook which sends information to ALC with the details about files added, updated, or
modified in that commit. ALC then invokes the Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object. The rule object reads SVN
Commit information from the request and creates multiple ALC items and updates JIRA with the SCM Activity information.
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Using the Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA Rule Object

Prerequisites for Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA

Ensure that the following components are in place to use the Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object:

ALC Prerequisites:

• ALC installed with DevOps Catalog definitions.
• The JIRA and SVN connectors configured and enabled. Follow the instructions in the Configure ALC Components

article to complete this task.

JIRA Prerequisites:

• The SCM Activity Addon must be installed and enabled for your JIRA instance. For more information, see the SCM
Activity Plugin documentation from Atlassian.

Subversion Prerequisites:

• Visual Subversion Server must be configured and running.
• (optional) Subversion client such as TortoiseSVN client configured and enabled.

Procedure for Using Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA Rule Object

The following procedure demonstrates how to configure and enable the Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object. The
SVN post-commit hook in this procedure is configured to trigger SVN Push events.

1. Deploy the contents of the <ALC Server Home>\util\SVNServerHooks.zip archive to a directory of your choice. The
default path in the sample hook script provided points to %SystemDrive%\CA\ALC\Integrations\SVN. The directory
path must be created manually prior to the extraction of integration components from the zip archive.

2. From your Windows desktop, open the VisualSVN Server Manager Administration UI and perform the following steps:
a. Connect to the local server and locate the repository in the left-hand-side tree view that you need to equip with a

post-commit hook.
b. Right-click the repository and select All Tasks from the context menu.
c. On the Hooks property panel, double-click the Post-commit hook selection. An editor window opens.
d. Copy the contents of the sample hook file CA-ALC-post-commit.bat provided in the zipped archive file

SVNServerHooks.zip.
e. In the script, adapt the values of the following environment variables to your environment:

JRE_HOME
Point this variable to the Java Runtime Environment home directory.
Default: %ProgramFiles%\java\jre7

SVN_INTEGRATION_HOME
References the directory where the ALC hook components for Subversion are restored from the zip archive.
Default: %SystemDrive%\CA\ALC\Integration\SVN

SVN_REPOSITORY_URL
The URL to the Subversion repository to equip with the post-commit hook.
You can retrieved the URL from the VisualSVN Server administration UI from the context menu associated with
the repository.

f. Save the script.
g. On the Users tab, create user named alcUser for integration authentication purposes and provide a password.
h. Save your changes and exit the VisualSVN Server Management UI.

For more information, see the readme.txt file provided in the SVNIntegration folder..
3. Edit the %SVN_INTEGRATION_HOME%\svnServerHooks.properties file to adapt the properties to your

environment.
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The following values may need to be edited:
alc.web.services.hostname=<the IP of the system hosting the CA Application Lifecycle Conductor Web API. 

 Most commonly the same as the ALC Server.>

ca.alc.encrypted.password=<the encrypted password of the CA Application Lifecycle Conductor administrator>

 Note: Clear passwords may be encrypted on the command line as follows:

C:\ cd  %SVN_INTEGRATION_HOME%

C:\  java -cp "*" com.ca.alc.common.Encryption "your-password"

4. Test the configuration by sending an SVN Commit. In the commit message enter a comment that connects to the
desired JIRA issue. For example, if your JIRA issue has the ID ALC-22, the comment could say ALC-22: Test
Commit.
A SVN Commit event on the SVN server repository automatically triggers the configured SVN server post-commit hook
which sends the commit information to ALC.

The Agile Integrations - SVN and JIRA rule object then performs the following actions:

• Creates a Changeset Item in ALC containing the list of files changed, known as Change Items, for the corresponding
ALC Work Project.
If an incorrect JIRA issue ID is provided, ALC creates a new Changeset item. As there is no corresponding JIRA issue
ID for this orphaned Changeset, no Work Project item in ALC is created.  

• Updates only the JIRA issue with the Changeset and Change information if it matches the configured project prefixes
in the jira.integration.properties file.

• Creates a remote record within the ALC Work Project for the corresponding JIRA issue.

Integrate with Automic® Continuous Delivery Director
ALC delivers a plug-in for integrating with Automic® Continuous Delivery Director (CDD) to provide continuous delivery
workflows.

To learn about the core CDD functionality and installation, visit the CDD or CDD SaaS documentation.

Supported Versions

The ALC plug-in is supported for ALC 3.0 Increment 2 and above.

Capabilities

The ALC plug-in lets you perform Get Objects Using a Filter queries on any integrated product in CDD.

Configuration

1. Deploy the /misc/cdd-alc-plugin.war file on the server where CDD is running or on a separate Tomcat server.
2. Register the ALC plug-in as described in the Register Plug-ins article in the CDD SaaS documentation. The URL of the

manifest for ALC plug-in registration is http://<plugin-server>:<port>/cdd-alc-plugin/manifest.json
3. View and complete the procedure for adding ALC as the endpoint, as outlined in the Manage Endpoints article in the

CDD SaaS documentation.
Select the ALC Platform Endpoint Type in the ADD ENDPOINT dialog to add an endpoint for the ALC plug-in.
The following ALC information is required when you create an endpoint:

Name
Specify the ALC name for use in CDD.

Description
Specify an ALC instance description for use in CDD.

Authorized User
Specify the authorized user.
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Select Plug-in
Select the ALC Endpoint from the dropdown list.

Hostname
Specifies the URL to access the ALC instance.
Example: http://<alc instance>:<alc webserver port>/rest/v1

Username
Specify the ALC user.

Password
Specify the password for the ALC user.

Run "Get By Filter" Queries on ALC Connectors

The ALC plug-in for CDD provides the Get By Filter capability.   

To use the ALC Plug-in to get content from an ALC Connector:

1. In CDD, select the Releases > Applications tab.
2. Click on External to Create Content Source. 
3. Add a name.
4. Select Content Source Type > ALC CONNECTOR > Get objects using a filter.
5. Select the ALC Endpoint that was registered with CDD.
6. Enter the following Input Parameters:

– For Connector Type, provide the connector ID for any valid ALC connector.
The ALC Connector ID is available in ALC documentation depending on which connector you want to link to.
For example, The GitHub Tag Connector type is: com.ca.vegas.plugins.github.GitHubTagConnector. For more
information, see the Connector Reference article in the ALC documentation.

– For Filter, provide any valid filter criteria. For example, v1*.
– For ExtraInfo, provide connector information for specified connector.

The extra Info for connecting to GitHub could be the following example:
Repo=testUser/TestGitHub;User=testUser ;Password=testPwd;Tag=v1.0

7. Click Create
8. The Plugin makes a connection to ALC, and loads the given connector and applies the given filter Get Objects Using a

Filter query and returns the response.

The content is displayed in the form of a table showing ID and names of the objects retrieved by the connector.
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Explorer for Endevor
Explorer for Endevor is an extension on Visual Studio Code Marketplace that enables you to view and edit
Endevor elements, using a user-friendly, intuitive IDE interface.

The Explorer for Enedvor extension modernizes the way developers and system administrators interact with Endevor by
enabling you to:

• Investigate the contents of Endevor locations
• Retrieve specific Endevor elements
• Use searches to create customized filters
• Save filters and use wildcards to create filters to identify other elements with similar characteristics

Software Requirements

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisites before you can use Explorer for Endevor:

• Access to Mainframe
• Access to Endevor
• Endevor version 18.1 with the SO1597 PTF
• Endevor Web Services installed and configured. For more information, see the Endevor documentation
• (Optional) Zowe CLI v1-LTS
• (Optional) Endevor plug-in for Zowe CLI version 6.0.0

For more information, see the Explorer for Endevor page on VS Code Marketplace.
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Additional Resources
This article provides product resources, including education, webcasts, support, and maintenance, to help optimize your
product experience.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

Use the following resources for product support:

• Product Page
• Knowledge Base Articles
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates

Maintenance

Use the following resources for maintenance requirements:

• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Maintenance Grid

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Endevor Communities

Social Media

Use the following social media resources to connect with the Broadcom Mainframe Software Division global community:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software on Twitter
• Broadcom Mainframe Software on Linkedin

Mainframe Product References

• The Mainframe Product Portfolio provides a list of all Broadcom mainframe products including links to documentation
and support.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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